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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

My commitment to write this book evolved in a curiously

indirett fashion. In the fall of 1979 I was invited by

histdrian Ropert A. Divine of the University of Texas at

Austin to participate in a symposium designed to explore

research and histoVography on the Johnson administration.

The, symposium was sponsored by the Lyndon Baines Johnson

Foundation and my topic was collecti4 violence.1\But during

my first week of research in the LBJ Library, I quIckly,

became fascinated by the rich dOcumentary evidence on the

domestic policy process, and especially on the secret Johnson

task forces. So what began as an essay on collective vio-

lence,evolved into a rather schizophrenic essay on education,

youth, and violence, and eventually the force of both logic

and evidence forced a 'divorce into two seperate essays, one

on violence and one on education as a case study in the

11 had been cot-director, with policitcal scientist Ted
Robert Gurr, of the Historical and Comparative Task Force of
the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of.
Violence in. 1968-69. Gurr and I co-edited Violence in

Aarica (Washington: U.S. GovernmentPrinting,Mffice, 1969),
which was also published in hardcover by Praeger and in
paperback by- Bantam and New American Library. In 1979 a
thoroughly,revised edition was published by Sage.
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policy procpss.2. tiy essay entitled "The Transformation of

Fedel?...1 EdUcation Was:published as.chapter,five in

Robe t A.4ivine's' anthology, xploring the JOhnsdn Xears:3

As ro University of Maryland colleague trred Miryt exclaimed to

"Welcome to the politics of education!". And ;as Wilbur

Cohen was fond af'wryly observing, everybody was an expert on

education, since everybody had gone to school.

But another generous grant-in-iid of research from the

LBJ Foundation in 1980 .allowed me to return to Austin to

Continue my research, and Most important of all, in 1.81 I

received a two-year ,research grant, from 'the National

Institute ,of Education that enapled me to complete the'

research ill the Johnson and Kepnedy Libraries, the National

Archives, the Office of Education archives in the Education

kibrary of the NIE, to conduct 19 interviews, tlead 30 oral

histories, and ultimately to wri:.te the iook. Hence I am

deeply indebted to a lot 'of helpful p ople. In Nddition to

Robert Divine in Austin, I tion. the unfailingly

helpful Nancy Smith and Linda Hanson, who as archivists at

the LBJ Library patienfl,y helped me to learn to ask the rfght

questions. Wilbur Cohen graciously encouraged me to ask

critical questions. The staff archivists at the John F.

Kennedy Library and at the Nation4l Archives were no less

helpful, as were the staff librartans at the University of

Maryland Baltimore County, and Joanne Cassel at the NIE

Library, who was especially helpful in exploring the
. ,

2The essay on collective violence was published as "On
Riots and Riot Commissions: Civil Disorders in the i960's,"
The Public Historian (Summer 1980), 7-27.

3(Austin: University of Texas Press), 155:84.
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resources available through ERIC, and Dr. Ca rfne Heath'S

exceptional tollection: My',energetic research assistants,

CharTes, Harrfson and WilliaM Levine,J were essential to

keeping me on my timeta.ble.
, 0

At the NIE; my project officer, Gracd Mastalli, together

with her colleagues, Dbnald Burnes and Lana Murasidn,--,e my
a a

two years op the NIE,grant a pleasureable profesSional cir-,

cumstance from which I shall perhaps not recover iri these
, -.,

lean modern times.. During the 1980-1982 period, I enjoyed
. ,

two rather different institutional' associations in Washing-
.

ton. One was a year as a Research Associate with the Ameri-
.

can Council on Education, which provided me. with general

access to th'at marvelous=i1oldin (company of /education assoli-
.

ations at One DuPont Circle, Id special,mention must be m5ade

Of Sheldon-Steinbach, Charles Saunders, and Robert Atwell at

the ACE. Additionally, .during 1980-82 I was appointed

.Visiting Associate Schqllar at he American Enterprise

7
Institute for Public Policy Research' where my AEI colleagues

Howard Penniman, Austin Ranndy, Dennis Doxle, Sid Moore, Tom

Mann, and Norman Ornstein contributed to an unusually

stimu tl ating intellectual atmosphere - while Randa Murphy so

competently ran thf place. I also enjoyed discussions with

HPaul-Hill at RAND,L1 and Henry Aaron and Charles Schultze at

Brookings. 'In,all 19 of my personal interviews, as listed in

the Essay on Meth d and Sources; my questions were responded

to with becoming candor.
.

The entime manusbript was read and criticized by six

scholars whose ex0ertiseranges across a broad spectrum that

includes °American political history, the history of educa-
,

tion, political science, and public policy research. These

were politiEal 'scientist Thomas Cronin of Colorado College,



historian (and brother) Otis Graham of the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, historians John Jeffries and

James Mohr in my own department at UMBC, policy scientist

George Lalloue of UMBC, and historian of edusation Marshall

Smith of the. University of Wisconsin at Madison. They

clearly are not resporisible for any errors of fact or

j.udgment.

Finally, I acknowledge the'steady skill of Fran Kendz

and James "Barney" Bohanan at the Professional Typing Service

in Calumbia, Maryland. They initiated me into the rewriting

joys of word processors and floppy discs.

I do not have to thank my wife,.. Janet Gorman Graham,

here. For to her I dedicate the whole book.

Hugh Davis Graham

UniverOty of Maryland

BaltiMore County .
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INTRODUCTION

'EDUCATION, PUBLIC POLICY, AND HISTORY

The Federal Role in Education

Thi,s is a book about the extraordinary transformation

of federal education policy during the 1960s. Prior to that

decade',,one of the most unique attributes of American society

had been the tenacity with which the United States, unlike

most nations, had resisted national education poljcy. The

U.,S. was born in revolt against a British colonial regime

that was' r,easserting central authority, and at the heart of

clasOcal Jeffersonian liberalism was a fear of 'central

power. The Founders assumed that the education of American

children would remain a chief concern)of parent and church,

with its public ambit reserved to Vie states exclusively.

Article X .capped the Bill of Rights bY inferentially insist-

irig upon the nonfederAl character of American education,

which was conspicuously omitted in the Constitution as. a

legitimate concern of the national government.' From the

turmoil of Reconstruction emerged what might have been a

turning point: the U.S. Office of nucation. But it existed

for 'a centurY as a Idnd of bastard child, an object of a

bure'aucratic ridicule in Washington, skeletonstaffed by

v,



third-rate "educationists" who compiled obscure statistical

reports that gathered dust.1

Even as they resisted centralizWon, however,

Americans cOntinmed to regard education as the keystone to
0

the American democratic meriment, to the Americanization of

a nation of immigrants. Indeed, federal aid to eduCatiOn

predates the Constitution.2 It was explicitly encouraged by

the Congress of the Confederation in the Survey Ordinance of

1785 and the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, as a way of*
encouraging education and as a means of-accelerating the sale

of public lands. Although land was far too plentiful for

such an approach to be effective, the continuity of this

.policy extended for a century and a half, through the

statehood acts for Hawaii and Alasila. Land being the chief

historic form of federal wealth, the .federal government

granted a total of 98.5 million acres to the states for

1
For the troubled early history of the U.S. Office of

'Education, see DOnald R. Warren, To Enforce Educatio
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1974). As Warren's
title suggests, he is a partisan of a vigorous USOE, but his
documentary research is superior to the largely descriptive
journalism of Harry. Kursh in The United State Office of
Educatiqn (Philadelphia: Chilton, 1965).*

2
A useful survey is Sidney W. Tiedt, The Role of the

Federal Government. in Education (New York: Oxford,,,,,49661.
See al-so Homer D. Babbidge, Jr. and Robert M. R00410-i1, The .
Federal Interest i Higher Education (New wk: McGraw-HM7
19)); and The Hi toric and Current Federal Role in Educatiop
(Wishington, overnmen ing S ice,
which is a report prepared by Charles A. 4uattlebaum of the
Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress at
the request of Senator Wayne Morse, who chaired the
sUbcommittee on educatim of the.Senate Committee on Libor
and Public Welfare.

12



supporting the public schools. Federal assistance was

extended to higher 'education by the Morrill Act of 1862 and'

was further reinforced in 1890 (second Morrill Act), 1914

(Smith-Lever Act)', and 1917 (Smith-Hughes Act). Tiiese acts

funded the new land, grant colleges' for -the expansion of

agricultur tension and provided for mechanical-vocational

training an home economics programs in high scflools. The-

World Wat II period brought the "impacted" aid of the Lanham

Act in 1940, for school distriets overburdened by nontaxed

military installations, and the.1 Bill was passed in 1944.

Finally, the Cold War brought theAational Science Folindation

Act of 1950 and, in response to Sputnik, .the path breaking

National Defenie Educ,pon Act of, 1958 (NDEA) t(i' stimulate

'education in science, engineering, foreign languages, and

mathematics.3 In short, the feOral government was'clearly

willing to provide categorical 'aid, especially in times.,of

national- crisis. Bdt attempts to enact more general iid

programs foundered on' constitutional 'objectionS,'the chdrch-

state issue, fear of loss of local control, partisan wrang-

ling and, beginning in the 1950s, the controversy over school

3An excellent analytical summary of the evolution of
federal aid from the Lanham Act through the Elementary mil
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of the 1965 is Norman C.
Thomas, Education in National Politics (New York: McKay,
1975), ch. 2. The Lanham formula for impacted.aid in lieu of
taxes, which in 1950 was extended through Public LaW 81-815
for school construction and through Public Law 81-874 fot
operating expenses, became highly popular with Congress and
public school beneficiaries because it imposed virtually no
federal controls, it was easy and inexpensive to administer,
and its aid was widely distributed.

3



desegregation .4 Thrqughout the long history of federal

categorical aid, 'each successive categorical act tended to

create and nuture its own constituency - farmers, mechanics,

home economists, veterans, scientists and engineers - rather

than create a breakthrough toward more generalized federal

assistance for, school children and college students.

The debate, over general federal aid had been

accelerated by the discovery .during the two world wars of

despread illiteracy among the conscilpts, by the postwar

baby boom flooding the classrooms in ,the 1950s and reaching
Aa

college age in the 1960s, and by 'the alleged increasing

inability of local tax nesources tO meet these challenges.

Between 1945 and 1965, 80 milliWtiew Americans were born,

and the demdgraphic consequences for the overburdened schools

became increasingly clear. 8y the ens' of the 196s, both the

Roper and Gallup polls showed an increase from two-thirds to-

three-quarters of Americans favorfng outright federal assis-

tante,5 and the public record shoWid that most members of

Congress, both Republican And Democratic Oministrations, and

4Historic resistance to general federal aid is
rellected in the defeat of the Hoar, Perce, and Burnside
.bills of the 1870s, the Blair bills of the 1880s, and the
Smith-Tower bill of'1919. See Gordon C. Lee, The Struggle
for Federal Aid (New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University Bureau of Publications, 1949); and Anne Gibson
Buis, "An Historical Study of the Federal Government in the
Financial Support of Education" (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio
State University, 1953).

5Robert Bendiner, Obstacle Course on Capitol Hill (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), 36-37. Bendiner's journalistic
indictment of congressiohal obstructionism concentrates on
the failed elementary and secondary aid bills.

4
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the major educational organizations ,endorsed more general

federal aid in some form.6 Yetqy 1960, no general bill had

become, law.

Ttle Kennedy adwinistration pressed vigorously for

federal aid during 1961-63, but the political sources of

objection ta the various forms such aid might take became so

locked into intransigeht patterns of resistance ahd mutual

,veto that the Kennedy program was widely ;branded by

tihtemponaries'as a "fiasco," By 1962, a sympathetic study
\

,of t,he, long quest for geheral federal aid st5I concTuded

with:deep pessimism that the prospects,for generic elementary

and secondary aid, Which had seemed so bright in 1960, were

now exceedingly dim.7 Then came the,Kennedy assassination,

the. successful Johnson drive to enact the major Kennedy

reform proposals in.1964, the Debocratic landslide against

Goldwater, and consequentTy, the dramatic breakthrough for

federal school aid in 1965. This breakthrough was exploited

by the Johnson administration skilffully arrid relentlessly,,

even when the momentum of the Great Society was sapped by the,

congressional elections of 1966, the escalation olp, the

Vietnam War, the continued spiral- of inflation, and ghetto

and) campus rioting. By the end of 1968, the major new

. federal commitments were in place: the landmark Elementary

and Secondary Education Act ahd the Higher Education Adt of

1965, the National Endowments for the Arts and the

6James L. Sundquist;"\ Politics and Policy: The
Eisehhower, Kennedy, and Johhson Years (Washington, D.C.: .

Brookings, 1968), 156.

e
7 Frank J. Mungtr and Richard F. Fenno, National

Politicis and Federal Aid to Educatioh (Syracuse: Wi.rse
Univertity Press, 1962).

5



Humanities, Teacher Corps, Head Start, FolloW Through,

guaranteed stlident loans,--college work-stOdy, scholarships

for the needy, school breakfasts, public television, aid for

school construction, developing institutions, the

handicapped, community colleges, bilingual education -- it

was a binger harvest.

During the 1960s, federal aid to schools and'colleges

surged from $1.8 billion to gore,than $12 billion annually,

with the most novel and striking increases flowing to

elementary and secondary education (in 1960 such federal aid

amounted to about a half billion dollars; by 1970 this had

risen to about $3.5 billion)-8 Federal educational programs

'Prolildrated 'like Topsy, from approximately 20 to 130,

scattered throughout more than a dozen depdrtments and

agencies and more often than.not only minimalli coordinated

with one another. From the perspective of the 1980s, with

the Reagan administration seeking to reduce severely or even

dismantle much of this* liberal program legacy of the 1960s,

and in the Wake of analyses of such change-oriehted programs

as ESEA Title I, it is difficult to recapture lexcitement

of the partisans and social scientists 'who drove the New

Frontier and Great Society programs through.

The Science.of Public Policy and the Art of Archival HistorY

The contribution of historical analysis to the policy

sciences has been remarkably absent in the :literature of

policy studies, and there are some good reasons forilthis

and also a few bad ones. In an early definition of the

8Ralph W. Tyler, "The Federal Role in Education," in
The Public Interest (Summer 1974), 164.

a
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policy sciences, pioneer Harold D. Lasswell described the

growing reaction of interdisciplinary policy soientists

against the centrifugal specialization of the social

sciences, hoping tedraw together their diverse theories and

research methods into a more unified body of analytical tools

to improve the process of policy-making. But there was no

mention'of history in his and Daniel Lerner's anthology,

which contained 16 chapters addressed.variously to economics

and psychology, social science theory, methods and statis-

tics, model building and game theory.9 During the vogue of

behayioralism in the 1950s,and of Eastonian systems analysis

in the 1960s, history's role in policy research remained

similarly invisible. By 1975, Stuart Nagel introduced Policy

Studies and the Social Sciences by seeking a maximum

inclusion of cognate disdiplineS whose contribytion to policy

analysis had been marginM or unclear. "Anthropology,

geography and history provide.'a broader perspective over

space and time than other social scienc6s do," Nagel

observed. "Thatekind of cross-cultural and historical

perspective can help to make policy analysis less cult re-

bound and less time bound."1° But then he,concluded, uite

oddly: "Htstorians by extrapolating trends or analogyzing to

the past can add a futurism element to policy studies."

Historians adding futurism? Worse, by the late 1970s,-policy-

9Las s well, "The Policy Orientation," in Daniel Lerner
and Harold D. Lasswell, (eds) The Policy Sciences (Palo Alto:
Stanford Universfty Press, 1951), oh. 1. The closet
approximation to history waS an essay on national character
by Margaret Mead.

10Stuart S. Nagel (ed.),Tolicy Studies and the Social
Sciences (Lexington, Mass.: HeatE;.4-975), xiii.

7



analysts were growing increasingy skeptical of theft- ability

to find workable solutions to the complex problems they were

unearthing. Histo)T, for instance, found a mere substantial

entry in George Edwards and Ira Sharkansky, The Policy

Predicament, but largely at the price of symbolizing the

source of the predicament -- the jnertia2}of the past, the

conservative weight of inherited institutions.11 History

meant not the constructive perspective of historical

analysis, but rather ttre drag'of continuity that frustrated

policy change.

The near invisibility of hlstorical analysis in 'the

policy sciences was partly understandable because the chief

goal of policy analysis was improving the rationality of the

flow ,of decision by identifying_the variables, measuring

their causal relationship, and improvin?) their predicta-

bility. The historicaj mainstream had never claimed

predictive powers, and in any event, policy scientists

confronted with policy crisis could scarely be expected to

wait around for historical perspective to mature. Their

occasional .brief genuflectiens toward history's superior

perspective remained largely abstractions in the policy -world

until quite ,recently, when historians began to turn to

.queStions et, policy evolution, largely in response to two

4'deve1Opments. One was the creation of new graduate programs

in "Public History," such as have been pioneered at the

University of California at Santa Barbara and at Carnegie-

Mellon University, and have since become models for

approximately 40 new public history graduate programs. These

1

11George Edwart III and Ira Sharkansky, The Policy
Predicament (San Francisc : W.C. Freeman, 1970, 239.



J
programs often investigated the evolution of impoetant and

hiteherto neglected state and local poliCies governing water

and power use, zoning, and the like.12 'A second source of

historical policy analysis, oneff,that has led to mbre

concentration on major .national issues, has been, the

development of the presidential library system.13 'it is

within this tradition of archival history that I write.

Archival history by definition enjoys advantages o%

enhanced perspective, documentary specificity, and continuity

of policy fTow (it concomitantly suffers some diSadvantages,

such as faded oedead memories, missing or missed documents,

and blocked access.) in the section that follows, I hope to

bring these.advontages forward in a brief, critical survey of

the major literature from the 1960s on federal educational

120f course histori'ans have always investigated the
evolution Of government policies, as in alitarY and
diplomatic and constitutional history, but*rarely has such
resea'rch been used. by legislative or executive governing
bodies or ad hoc commissips to help shape future policy
choice. ,One recent except16n to lhis pattern is the analysis
of collective violence in the 1960s; see Hugh Davis Graham,
"On Riots and Riot Commissions: Civil Disorders in the
1960s," The Public Historian (Summer 1980), 7-27; and H.D.
Graham and Ted Robert Gurr (eds.), Violence in America:
Historical and Comparative Perspectives (2 vols.; 1

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969).

13 See Richard S. Kirkendall (ed%), The Truman.Period
as a Research Field (Columbia: University of Missouri Press,
1967); Reappraisal, 1972 (Columbia: University of Missouri
Pr ss, 1974); and Robert A Divine (ed.), Explorinp the
J son Years (Austion: University of Texas, 1981).

/J



policy.14 That literature hat obvious strengths. Helpful
a

books by such respected analysts as Stephen Bailey, Edith

Mosher, Eugene Eidenberg, Roy Morey,' and,Norman Thomas were

prompt and contemporary assessments, researched and written

by scholar-practitioners who enjoyed privileged access to

policy actors whose memories were fresh. They were 14argely

externail studiel of congreSsional, agency and constituent

group behavior. Their case study methods combined

le/islative hearings of agency and interest group testimony

with customarily
f

anonymous interviews, which sought to

maximize candor by masking sources. But theyinescapably

lackd the perspective that only time could bring., Their

anonymous interviews blocked the evidential specificity that

historians demand, and the somewhat episodic quality of thtir

case studies encouraged b'oth a discontinuity of process and a

short-ranged view of-policy evolution. Neither their

approach nor mine is inherently superior to the other; both

are Aeded. I hope to demonstrate that historians wh6 wait

for the archives to open have something important to offer.

14 See my essay, "The Transformation of Federal
Education Policy," in Divine (ed.), Explori-ng the Johnson

.Years, 153-84.

A
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Executive Leadership and the Task FonGe Device

. Now that the Kennedy and Johnson.archives are open,15;

this book 4ill center on an internal analysis of the primary

ar.chival evidence that reveals the evolution of educational

policy formulation from the perspective of the executive

branch - i.e., the Presidency; the White House nerve center;

the Bureau of the Budget (BOB); the Department qof Health,
I

Education, and Welfare (DHEW); the U.S. Office of Education

(USOE); their constituencies in the world of American
.4

, .

educatiom a.nd their links ta the Congress. While focusing on

substantive polic in education, this analysis of the policy

.

,

process will generally reflect the analytical paradigm of.the

policy sciences, which has been uncerned with the inter-

active process. of 'policy origin, adoption, implementation,

and evaluation,. Since my evidence bears prifteily on policy

orij n and adoption, on legislative igenda fo'rMulation, It,

wik mainly cOnfine My-treatment of Policy implementation
(

(except

C
for agency reorganization1 and evaluation to an

epilogu band on the secondary l-iterature since 1969.
,

. FinallY, my centAl thread of continuity' will be

executive planning through presidential task forces. The

task force device was by no means novel to the 1960s, nd in

1
15Both presidential archives have been officially

"open" since the early 1970s, and their education collec-
tions have generally been among' the first to be processed.
The Johnson Library,officially opened with a symposium on
education in 1972, although no historian helped plan .the
symposium and no historian appeared on it -- see Kenneth W.
Tolo (ed.), Education A Nation: The Changing American
Commitment (Austin: Lyndon B. Johnspn School of Public
Affairs, 1973). The papers of- the:Nixon administration
remain closed in the National Archives in Washington until
protracted litigation clarifies their status.

11



190--61 President Kennedy employed a rather traditional

version of it when imMediately after his election he and his

closest aides, especially Theoddre Soren4eft and Myer Feldman,

summoned scores of volunteer outside experts to form 29 task

forces in a crash program to sharpen poltcy priorities for

the transition.16 But fhe recommendations of the education

task farce, chaired by Purdue pre ident Frederick 1::14-6vde,

were widely reported in the media i January\1961, and their
-

huge price tag caused damaging political' backlash -7 a fUct

that was not lost on Vice President Lyndon Johnson. There-

after Kennedy conftned his policy planning more closely to

the traditional "central cleiraAce" process of legislative

agenda formU)ation, whereby the agencies'routineTy generated

theirrecommendation't through the cabinet officers forsen-

tral clearance via the Budget Bureau to the White House.V

And again traditionally, the price of the coordinating advan-

tage of central clearance tended to be the-rather routine

percolating up of legislative proposals from the agencies; 1

through tiers of bureaucratic,filters that produced incremen-

tal legislative recommendations rather than bold policy

innovations -- a phenomenon also not lost on Vice President

Johnson, nor on the senior staff of the Budget Bureau.

16The text of eleven of the major Kennedy task force
reports were early published in book form in New Frontiers of
the Kennedy Administration (Washington, D.C.: Public Affa#rs
Press, 1961). The 12th and final chapter, on "InternaticNal
Frontiers," is the text of Kennedy's inaugural address.

17For a survey of the evolution of central clearance,
see Richard E. Neustadt, "The Presidency and Legislation: The
Growth' of Central Clearance," American Polilical SCience
Review, 48 (1954), 641-71.
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The Johnson Task Forces: Policy Innovation

In the spring of 1966 historian William Leuchtenburg

published in The Reporter a tantalizing article entitled "The

genesis of the Great Society. 1118 In it he described how,in

the spring of 1964 President Johnson, anticipating both a

landslide victory over Goldwater Ad overOhelming Democratic

dominance in the 89th Congress a year hence, decisively moved 0

to forge a reform program of his own that could be presented

as legfslative proposals to the new Congress in January% In

Os "Great, Society" speech at' the University of Michigan

commencement on May 22, Johnson said: .

We are going to assemble the best thourt and
the.broadest knowledge rom all over the-world 4-
. I intend to establish working groups to prepare
a series of White House conferences and meetings
- , on the tities, on natural beauty,, on the
liolity of education, and on other emerging
challenges. And from these meetings and- from
these studies we will 4egin to set. our course
toward the Great Society.."

From th s commitment sprang the Johnson task forces -

roughly 135 f them, by recent count.2° Students of public

18William E. Leuchteraurg, "The Genesis of \the Great
Society," Th0 Reporter (April 21, 1966), 36-39. See also
Adam Yarmolinsky, "Ideas Into Programs," The Public Interest
(Winter 1966), 70-79. Patrick Anderson in The President's
Men (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968), 334-34, credits
Tialard Goodwin for pressing the task force jdeas on Johnson,
and Bill Moyers for organizational prilliance in launching
them.

19Public Papers of the President of the United States:
Lyndon Johnson 1963-1964, Book 1 (Washington: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1965), 705. For Johnson's retrospective
assessment of the task forces, see The Vantage Point:
Perspectives of the Presidency 1963-69 (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston,'1971), 326-28.
(Continued)
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administration have been fascinated by their strategic de-

tign, which represented an attempt by the President to short-

circuit of the normal, central-clearance process.21 As
P
Phillip S. Hughes of the Bureau of the Budget candidly

observed:

% The'task foree was the basic tool which made
much- of the success of the Eighty-ninth Con-

, gress. The routine way to develop a legislative
program has, been to ask the Departments to gene- -

, rate proposals. Each agency sends, its ideas
through channels, which means that the ideas are
limitech,by the imagination of the old-line agen-
cies. They tend to be repetitive -- the same
proposals year after year. When the ideas of the
different agencies reach the depaytmental level,

) 21The leading student of the_function of task forces
in policy formulation is Norman C. Thomas. See Norman C.

.Thomas and HaroTd Wolman, "Policy Formulation in the
Institutionalized Presidency: The Johnson Task Forces," in
Thomas E. Cronin and Sanford 1. Greenberg (eds.), The
Presidential Advisory System (New York: Harper and Row,
196,6) Thomas and Wolman, "The Presidency and Policy
Forppation: The Task Force Device," Public Administration
Revi4w 29 (September/October, 1969), 459-70; jhomas,
*P7B7Vential Advice and Information: Policy and Program
Formulation," Law and Contemporary Problems 35 (Summer 1970),,
540-72; Cronin and Thomas, "Educational Policy Advisors and
the. Great Sotiety," Public Policy (Fall 1970), 659-86; and
Thomas, "Policy Formulation for Education: The Johnson
Administration," Educational Researcher 2 (May 1973, 4-8; and
Nathan Glazer, "On Task Forcing," The Public Interest (Spring
1969), 40-45.
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alt kinds of objections are raised, especially
objections that new notions may somehow infringe
on the rights of some either agency in the depart-
ment. By the time a legiSlative proposal from a
department reaches the Pzesident, it's a pretty
well-compromised.product."

Thus the task force' device was designed to interrupt the

normal bureaucratic flow, provide for'innovation, combat the

inherent inertia and boundary-maintenance of the agencies,

and maximize the leverage of -the President4 (with' his

battalion of a thousand short-term political appointees) over

the entrenched, permanent subgovernment (with its army of 2

1/2 million civil s6niants) backed by its constituency and

its congressional allies.23

As Leuchtenburg described the Johnson task forces,-

they would be coordinated ly Bill Moyers (and after mid-1965,
I.

by Joseplh Califano), who with Richard Goodwin, Myer Feldman,

Lee White,(Walter Heller, and Kermit Gordon, togethe'r.with

Wilbur Cohen in DHEW, represented continuity with the Kennedy

task forces and subsequent policy, planning. Unlike the

visible Kennedy task forces, however, the Johnson task forces

Wuld be secret. They would also be small and modestly

staffed, oriented to policy rather than politics, and would

link the.administration to the university and practitioner

22Quoted in Leuchtenburg, !Genesis of the, Great
Society," 38.

23Two veterans of the Bureau have expressed sympathy
for the President's bureaucratic problem, yet are critical of
the task forces: William D. Carey, "Presidential Staffing in
the Sixttes and Seventies," Public Administration Review 29
(September/October 1969), 450-58; And Harold Seidman,
Politics, Position, and Power: The Dynamics of Federal
Organization (New York1 Oxford, 1970), 90-91."
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world through an executkve secrefary fro the government

(mainly from the Bureau of the Budgeflyand,a liason man from

the White House staff.24 /By erly tune, 1964, Moyirs and

Goodwin were brain-storming On the prest6e 6ampuses; and by

,July 2, when Johnsoeifirst briefed his Cabinet on the task

folle_ plan, 15 were already at'work.all but pne of them on

'domestic matters (4hereas 15 of ttie 29 Kennedy tOriorces

had been with, national tecuioity amd foreign

affairs), , h e Johnson and the Cabinet worked..cm such

immediate legacies"from the Kennedy regime as the tax cut,

the poverty prem, and the civil rights bill, 'the 15

initial task forces were to work toward a November 15

reporting date, when their proposags would be filtei-ed and

refined toward the January 1965 legislative docket.

Since the publication of Leuchtenburg's bellwether

article, much has been learned _about the operation of the

task forces and their overall role in legislative ,policy

formulation -- although the rich aechival lode in the

presidential libraries has scarely been tapped. Most of the

literature has been generated by social scientists and their

graduate students, who typically employed systems .analysis

and model buildingothrough case studies, and who conducted

24Also worikng with Moyers on the initial Johnson task
force operation were senior presidential aides'Douglass Cater
(who joined the White House staff in May from The Reporter),
Donald Hornig (from the Office of Science and Technology),
and Francis Bator (of the Council of Economic Advisors).
Especially revealing' on aide-Cahinet -tension and the task
force device As a source of leverage are "The White House
Staff vs. tg Cabinet: Hugh Sidey Interviews Bill Moyers,"
Washington nthly (February 1569), 2-9, 78-80, and the
Joseph Califano Oral History. Interview,with Robert Hawkinson,
LBJ Library, on tape.



the customaryll.anonymous interviews.25 And no task'force has

attracted as much attention as John Gardner's 1964 task force

on education -- primarily ecause, as Leuchtenburg observed,

"The history of the elementa y-e cation bill is probably the

best example of the success of e task force technique."26

The Gardner Task Force on Education: A case Study

Because the 1964 education task force was prelude to

the stunning ESEA victory of 1965, tOe relationship of the

two has been intensively studied. As early as 1967 three

book-length studies of this phenomenon appeared. To the

historian of public policy what is most striking about the

decade of literature that has flowed from ait-oaospicious

begihning is the considerable degree to which the early

studies suffer by comparison with .later ones, because the

passage of time enhanced perspective nd crucial documentary

evidence became available in the presiaential libraries The

4,

25Two notable exceptions in recent educational
research are Richard A. Dershimer, whose The Federal
Government and Education R & D (Lexington, Mass.: Heath,
1976) makes good use of the Johnson papers; and Robert E.
Hawkinson's unpublished doctoral dissertation in political
science, "Presidential Program Formulation in Education:
Lyndon Johnson and the 89th Congress" (University of Chicago,
1977). Hawkinson concentrates on the ESEA case study of
1965-1966 and is mainly concerned with constructing and
testing models of "presidential legislative agenda
formulation."

26Leuchtenburg, "Genesis," 38. On the occasion of the
opening of the education papers in the Johnson Library in
1972, Wilbur J. Cohen delivered a refreshingly substantive .
address placing the Gardner task force in context. See
Cohen, "Education Legislation, 1963-68, From Various Vantage
Points," in Tolo (ed.), Educating a Nation, 24-39.
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first of the three was Philip Meranto is 'The Politics of

Federal Aid to Educaiton in 1965.27 Meranto focused ably but

almost exclusively on external factors, including the role of

lobbies and interest groups while remaining almost oblivious

to the influence of the task force. Yet that same year

Philip Kearney completed a dissertation that exhaustively

analyzed,-from the evidence'that was available to him (which

apparently in9uded a copy of the, confidential task force

report), the relationship by comparing the task force recom-

mendations on elementary and secondary education to the five

enacted ESEA titles-.28 Kearney concluded that le task force

made only marginal contributions to the variouetitles of

ESEA, and he regarded the task firce's most significant role

a-s being "a legitimating agent for ideas already' in

existence."

The third major study completed in 1967 was Edith Kern

Mosher's dissertation,29 which relied on Kearney for the task

force role and concentrated on testing Eastonian systems

analysis against external evidence drawn primarily from

27Published by Syracuse University Press.

28Kearney, "The 1964 Presidential Task Force on
Education and the ESEA of 1965," (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Chicago, 1967). His conclusions
are on pages 277-83.

0

29"The Origins, Enactment, and Implementation of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965: A Study of
Emergent National Policy" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of California at Berkeley, 1467). The Kearney and
Mesher dissertations were for educational doctorates and are
generally of high quality. ESEA was a popular topic among
education graduate° students in the late 1960s, but
unfortunately none of the dozen other theses and
dissertations that I have read meritiurther mention here.



documents generated by Congress and the relevant executive

agencies. The following year she joined'Stephen K. Bailey in

publishing ESEA: The Office of,Education Administers a Law,30

which combined her competent external research with 48

interviews in a classic Bailey case study technique that

contains all the strengths of his approach. Then.in 1969

appeared An Act of Congress, by. Eugene Eidenberg,and Roy

Morey,31 which parallels Bailey and Mosher in description and

interpretation, although the Eidenberg-Morey experience and

evidence skewed their focus heavily toward Congress, much as

Bailey and Mosher's purpose and evidence skewed theirs toward

the executive branch and the educational clientele groups.

These last two books xontinue to dominate the pub-

lished literature. Unpublished, however, is a more recent

doctoral dissertation by political scientist Robert E.

Hawkinson that is more comprehensive in its embrace.

Hawkinson grounded his research in the archival documents of

the'Johnson Library, and hence could follow the complex

process of policy formulation and adoption from the nerve

"(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1968). While

the Bailey-Mosher interviewees are not identified in the
footnotes "to protect the confidentiality of sources," they
are listed alphabetically in Appendix E.

31(New York: W.W. Norton, 1969). Eidenberg and Morey
were participant-observers as Congressional Fellows of the
American Political Science Associatron,aming the passage of
ESEA. Their book cOntains reference footnotes and a 1 1/2
page note on sources but no general bibliography, and their
40 interviewees remain unnamed.
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center of the administration.32 Hawkinson concentrates his

analysis on the unusual telescoping of the development

sequence that led to the enactment of ESEA, whereby many of

the same actors simultaneously worked (1) on externally

"selling" the interest groups, primarily on the political

compromises necessary to resolve ithe church-state impasse,

and (2) on the internal process of specifying in detail thp

contents of the bill. Hawkinson largely confirms the

external descriptions offered by Eidenberg and Moray, and to

a lesser extent those of Bailey and Mosher as.well. This is

not surprising, ,since all began with a known legislativen

result. But the richness of Hawkinson's research lies in the

unique and specific documentary analysis of the internal

process. Hawkinson's disagreements with the earlier -
-

researchers need not detain us here, because the central

question is not how much credit the Gardner task force should

receive, but how it functioned in the broad network of

communications, pressures, and complicated process of policy

formulation that led to the pathbreaking ESEA of 1965. And

the broader question-- far broader than the narrowly inten-

sive concentration that has been focused on the Gardner task ,

force and the enactment of ESEA -- is how the network of

federal educational policy, with a complicated and sometimes

conflicting series of educational task forces at its center,

produced during 1961-69 the program initiatives that are our

present legacy.

321awkinson, "Presidential Program Formulation in
Education: Lyndon Johnson and the 89th Congress."
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Task Force Evolution: From Outside to Interagency

Of the roughly 135 task forces establis,ed between

1964 and 1969, 17 appear to have figured ibportantly in

federal educAional developments.° To understand them fully,

however, it is -necessary tosketch briefly the essential

patterns and life cycles of the task forces, beginning with

the 15 set up by Johnson in 1964 under the overall direction

of Bill Moyers.

The forty-three initial Johnson task 'forces were

predominantly "outside" groups; most members worked outside

the government. First Moyers and the inherited Kennedy aides

and later Califano and his staff aides Fred Bohen, James

Gaither, Lawrence Levinson, and Matthew Nimetz barnstormed

university campuses in a. series ,of "academic dinners"

deiigned to idAtify both promising new ideas and potential

task force members. From these visit% and from agency

submissions as well, Califano and his staff, together with

Charles Schultze, Gardner Ackley,, Harry McPherson, and

Phillip Hughes revieWed one-page descriptions of the

accumulated ideas and compiled the most promising into an

"ideywok." President Johnson would then select those ideas

substimtive enough to merit outside_task force investigation.

a Task force membership can be illustrated by Gardner's

celebrated 1964 task force on education, which consisted of

siabem men (no women), including three university

presidents, three professors, two state education officials,

two buSiness executives, one foundation president (Carnegie's

John Gardner), one mayor, and one magazine editor, plus U.S.

Office of Education Commissioner Francis Keppel, William B.

Cannon, representing the Bureau of the Budget, and Richard

Goodwin, who acted as White House liaison. Generally, the

21



blue-ribbon outside taskoforces, which were often heavity

academic, were provided with staff and expenses (and

glamorous White House entree), were charged with broad

brainstorming responsibilities without regard to political

impediments or cost restraints, and were given a full year to

report.

When Califano replaced Moyers in July 1965, he began

deveioping the "inside" or interagency form of task force',

These working groups tended to be smaller than the outside

task forces, with membership consisting entirely of represen-

tatives from the government. For instance, the 1965 inter-

agency Task Force on Education was chaired by Commissioner

Keppel and consisted only of Keppel, a deputy assistant

secretary p.f the Department of Health, Education, and

assistant secretary to the Treasury, William

Cannon of the Bureau of the Budget, and White House liason

Douglass Cater. The charges of interagency task forces

tended to be much narrower and more specific: to resp,ond to

outside task force proposals, to coordinate agency

approaches, and to attempt to resolve interagency disputes.

They were usually given only three or four months to, report

and were required to cost out their recommendations tbrough

detailed pricing estimates. Both types of task force were

customarily formed at the beginning of the fiscal year in

July. The outside groUps had a year's headstart, allowing

the interagency groupS to begin reviewing the outside

recommendations during. the summer and to submit their own

recommendations in mid-autUmn for review ty Califano and his

staff', logether,with representatives from the Bureau of the

Budget, the CoUncil of Economic Advisors, and appropriate

agenheads. By December President Johnson would select

32



proposals he wished to incorporate into his legislative

program, and he would either high.light these in his January

state-of-the-union And budget message or subsequently send

special messages to the Congress.

Task Force Report: Education and Government Reorganization

Of the seventeen taske forces dealing most directly

with major educational developments, nine were outside and

eight were interagency. Five dealt with such special

educational areas as early childhood, gifted students and

international education.33 Of the other twelve task forces,

seven were involved with educational policies and programs in

general, and five/dealt wjth broad questions of government

organization and reorganization. The most celebrated example

of the former group is the Gardner task force. This emphasis

is understandable, but it is also in one sense unfortunate,

for it reflects ,a dual imbalance in attention and

scholarship. Even the extensive research on the Gardner task

force has not produced a published study analyzing the

internal archival evidence. Worse, the subsequent task-

forces, which were crucial to the developmental sequence,

have been largely ignored. In 1965 Francis Keppel chaired an

interagency task force that concentrated on translating the

new policy proposals into program implementation; John

Gardner himself chaired another in 1966.4vAlso in 1966, the

33Th se were Dean Rusk's Task Force on International
Education (1965), Joseph Hunt's Task Force on Early Childhood
Development (1966), Paul Miller's Task Force on Urban
Educational Opportunities (1966) - all outside task forces -

and William Gorham's interagency Task Force on Child
Development (1967). .



president of tile University of North Carolina, William

Friday, chaired a high-Powered outside task force (including

Sidney Marland, John Fischer,, fred Harrington, Edward Levi,

Thomas Pettigrew, and William Cannoh) that produced an

ambitiously comprehensive, 150-page report calling for a

"moon shot" fo'r the poor that': would double educational

appropriations. Of the 135 Johnson task forces, only two

have received serious case-study4analysis.

Lest interagency task forces be regarded a less

important or less interesting than outside task forces, or as

mere follow-through procedures concerned with implementing

strategies rather than substantive policies, consider the

1967 report of the Gardner interagency task force on

education. The -prologue to this fascinatfng docrent

constitutes a political analysis of revealing candor ia d

acuity. It pictures a profusion of fragmented fed al

categorical-aid programs, scattered in an uncoordi ated

fashion throughout fifteen federal departments and agencies,

with the U.S. Office of Education alone operating more than

one hundred programs authorized under more than seventy

*legislative titles. All were chronically underfUnded, the

report complains, with an excessive proportion of the scarce

resources going lo support state and local administrative

superstructures rather than field operations designed to

maximize classroom impact. While appropriatio9s for SEA

Title I had increased annually, federal funding evertheless

began to fall behind the growth of Student populations,

providing less aid per child. The report objected to the

initiation of new programs, and pleaded for more adequate

funding of the existing programs.
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By 1967, growing frustration over program underfunding

reflected the, administration's intensifying and inflationary

struggle with the comp'eting'demands of the Great $ociety's

domestic commitments and the deepening involvement in the

Vietnam War. But there were older sources of frustration as

well, which stemmed from the unwieldy structures of the fede-

ral government. Over the years a 'series of big and little

Hoover commissions and special task -forces had tried to

improve government efficiency by reor§anizing.a bureaucratic

structure that had allegedly grown into a labyrinth of rigid

and iealous)y. Ompting departments and agencies preoccupied

with boutidary maintenance, turf protection, - and empire

building. Even the more sympathetic post-Weberian students

of public administration deplored the historic intractability

of such constituency-bound departments as Agriculture,

Commerce, Labor, and the Interior.34

But the Office of Ekcation, since its birth as an

anemic department-in 1867, had scirely evolved into such a

monster. The Johnson White House, members of Congress, and

Commissioner Keppel saw a different problem: how, in view of

the massive new commitments embodied in the ESEA of 1965 and

its companion, the Higher Education Act (HEA) of 1965, to

transform this statistics-gathering and report-writing staff

agency into an efficient, program-operating line organiza-

tion. To work on the problem, Keppel appointed Henry Loomis

of the Voice of America as his deputy, and Johnson appointed

an interagency task force on education headed by Dwight Ink,

34A balanced analysis is Francis E. Rourke,
Bureaucracy, Politics, and Public Policy (Boston: Little,
Brown, 1969).
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then assistant general manager of the Atomic Agency

Commission. In mid-June of 1965, after only two months of

study, the Ink task force recommended a thorough reorganiia-

tion of the Office of Education by target educational level

rather than by function. The subsequent reorganizational

blitzkriegr under the iron hand of Loomis was traumatic in the

extreme. Bailey and Mosher's study dbntains a sprightly

chapter on the resultant turmoil and anguish in the Office of

Education, observing that "the ensuing, if temporary,

administrative chaos was shattering."35

Interestingly, Bailey himself had served on the 1964

Task Force on Government Reorganization chaired by Donald K.

Price, a dean of the Harvard Gvacluate School of Publy

Administration aOld counseloe to Preident Kennedy. This task

force had callethfor a radical restructuring of tlie executive

branch's domestic departments. The Price report had boldly

proposed the creation of five new cabinet-level departments:

Education, Transportation Housing and Community Development,

Economic Development, and Natural Resources. This plan would

have detached the Office of Education from "the Department of

Aealth, Education, and Welfare and cannibalized

much of Commerce, Labor, and the Inter"' , But Johnson's

early priority was the creation of a Department of Housing

and( Urban-Development (HUD), then a'Department of Transpor-

tation (DOT), and Congress, with, its strong committee.links

to the established agencies, could ge expected to take.on

only one major reorganization effort at a time.

In 1966 Johnson appointed yet another task foke on

government organization, this one headed by Ben Heineman,

3 5Bailey and Mosher, ESEA, ch. 3, 72-97.
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chairman of the Chicago and Northwest Railway and of '4he

President's Council on Civil Rights. The Heineman report

stoutly resisted the creation of new clientele-based

deparments such as Educatiom and Health and called instead

for the appointmfrt just below the President of a domestic

czar to oversee 'the cabinet agencies. Through ten consoltr

dated federal regions, the czar would coordinate the Great

Society ,p.inctions currently being performed through the

fragmentedNefforts of the Departments of Health, Education,

and Welfare, plus Labor, and Housing and Urban Development,

and the Office of Economic Apportunity. In this grand

design, the conglomerated HEW was seen as a model to be built

upon, not one to be broken up. "In many, ways HEW is the

Department of the Great Society," the Heineman rePort

concluded, "It administers the majority of Federal social

legislation -- old and new. It has the potential to become a

superdepartment ;136

The Heineman task force made its controversial recom-

mendations in Jyne 1967, just iive months before Gardner

issued his pessimistic political analysis from an interagency

perspective. The following spring Johnson announced that he

would not run for reelection, and that fall Wilbur Cohen's

apparently unenthusiastic,interagenci Task Force on Education

was reduced to recommending little more than administrative

tinkering and enhanced state roles. That same anticlimatic

3 6Presideot's Task Force 'on Government Organization,
Final Report, 17, box 4, Johni6NLibrary. In addition to
Heineman, this weighty group included McGeorge Bundy, William
Capron, Hale Champi611Jermit Gordon, , Herbert Kaufman,
Richard Lee, Bayless Manning, Robert McNamara, Harry Ransom,
and Charles Schultze.
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autumn the interagency Task Force on Higher Education

cohaired by Ivan Bennett and Alice Rivlin foreshadowed the

battles over higher education and educational research of the

early Nixon administration.

In one sense the lame-duck 'autumn of 1968 clearly

represents an et4ktiliq in the Johnson administration s policy

planning process, and suggests a kind of pathological cycle

that parallels the flow and ebb of presidential power

generally. The glow of early iuccess generates expectation

that fierformance cannot match and enthusiasm cannot

sustain. As Johnson's honeymoon eroded under the pressures

of domestic violence, the Vietnam War, and inflation, the

early euphoria of the Great Society faded, congressional

resistance stiffened, and Johnspn's popularity plumeted.

Innovative outside task forces increasingly gave way to

interagency groups in which agency resentments festered and

ccapetition for scarce resources increased. Seasoned Cabinet

officers resented the directives of Califano and his

burgeoning young staff. The evidence implies that HEW

Secretaries Gardner and Cohen virtually ignored Califano's

later appointments to task force chairmanships and instead

delegated their appointments to men like Office of Education

Commissioner Harold Howe II as acting chairmen. Wilbur Cohen

chaired a 1968 Task Force on Older AmericansT according to

Harry Cain's dissertation, which analyzed it as'a case study

under those conditions and at that late date, it not surpris-
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ingly fell intb the vacuum and,was ignored.37 By 1968 the

extraordinary Johnson task forces, like the beleaguered

Johnson administration, had pretty, well run their course.

Political. Strategy and Historical Perspective

Yet in an important sense, the autumn of 1968 was pot

anticlimatic. Johnson's chief education aide, Douglass Other

who was in a position to know, has 'testified to Johnson's

shrewd conviction that once programs to

get on the statute books, they survive

and delays in implementing them.33

politics of the Hill, Johnson sensed

clientele groups would form proteciive

thetic congressional subcommittees and

-- those symbiotic "iron triangles"

lore'. SO Johnson and his aides drove

aid clientele groups

despite underfunding

As a mast& of. the

intuitively that new

alliances with sympa-

agency administrators

of political science

unrelentingly even to

the end, as CalifanO formed 19° new task forces in 1968, and

Congress responded in the field of education alone by passing

the Indian Bill of Rights, School Breakfasts, Guaranteed

J/Harry P. Cain, "Confidential Presidential Task
Forces: A Case Study in National Policy-Making," unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation (Brandeis University, 1974). Although the
Johnson Library was opened in 1972, Cain based his social
work dissertation . primarily on published reports, the
secondary literature, and twenty-nine interviews. Cain's
analysis of a failed task force is especially provocative in
its speculation about the causes for the erosion of momentum
and effectiveness toward the end of the Johnson adminis-
tration.

38Douglass Cater, "The Political Struggle for Equal
Educational Opportunity," in David C. Warner (ed.), Toward
New Human Rights: The Social Policies of the KenneaTOT
Johnson Administrations (Austin: Lyndon B. Johnson School of
Public AffaIrs, 1977), 125-40.
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Student Loans, Aid to Handicapped Children, and Vocational

Education. From the perspective of the late 1960s, such a

phenomenon was viewed by many officials in DHEW and USOE with

jils

considerable ambivalence, luding frustration and.dismay at

the,prospect or further nderfunding and hamstringing of the

programs generated by their earlier triumphs. Fromd the

persPective of the early 1980s, when the federal budget

ruptured dangerously under the burden of proliferating

entitlement programs and double digit inflation, Johnson's
a'

political and legislative instinct seems abubdantly

vindicated --'for better and worsee

One final observation is in order before turning to

the narrative in Chapter One, and that concerns a disclaimer

about my research design and the assumptions behind it. In

the broadest sense,, this is a book about the,evolution of the

federal government's legislative policy process during .the

Second Reconstruction of the 1960s, with education policy ag

its substantive focus, the Executive rather than the Congress

as its primary context, the White House as its cockpit, the

--task forces as Its central thread of continuity, and archival

evidence as its primary source of evidence. By concentrating

on the evolution 6f education policy,- I necessarily risk a

kind of tunnel vision; obviously, the deVelopment of

education policy was not the main event in Washington during

the 1960s, nor were ad hoc education task forces ihe primary

concern of the federal executive. But,the evidential base of

this study ranges broadly beyond task force deliberations and

reports. It includes, from both the Kennedy and Johnson
. -

libraries, rather massive (in soMe ways too massive) documen,

tation of the activities of presidents, White House aides,'

sabinet ,officers, agency officials (especially but not

I 0



exclusively DHEW and USOE), senior staff at the Budget Bureau

(now OMB) and the Council Of Economic Advisors, and adminis-

trative histories from the agencies. It also includes oral

histories and personal interviews, and documents from the

National Archives and the National Institute of Education

Ldbrary in Washington - all this in addition to the customary

printed reports from the agencies, congressional hearings,

anq published secondary literature, including the printed

media. In assessing the relative contributions of the tasks

forces, and the flow of budgetary and domestic policy deci-

sions generally, the records of the Bureau.of the Budget in

the National Archives were especially helpful in providing a

critical triangulation whereby the White House and its task

force creations would represent external pressures for policy

innovation; the line agencies would represent bureaucratic

continuity, usually with close links with the relevant

authorizing subcommittees and clientele groups; and the

Budget Bureau staff would represent a kind of critical

ombudsman and elite institutional memory. Hence Budget

Bureau internal commentary was usually the most candidly

critical of all. And to a considerable degree, the same can

be said of many, perhaps most, of the oral history inter-

views.
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As for the task forces themseWes, I make no

exaggerated claims for them as a genre.39 Indeed, the task

forces were all unique in their combination of topic, per-

sonnel land personal chemistry, timing, and budgetaryvjiscal

and political context. The Gardner task force of 1964 was -by

no means typical. Some task forces labored mightily and

impressively, with powerful presidential backing, only to

fall on their face - like Dean.Rusk's outside task force on

international education.° Some, like Dwight Ink's three-man

interagency task force on reorganizing USOE, labored only 60

days and helped launch a fundamental transformation of the

agency's structure. And some, like William Friday's high-

powered and creative outside task force.on education in 1967,

were doomed by unfortunate timing.- A few produced 6ntra-

dictory recommendations, in effect cancelling each other

39The intriguing Johnsonian secrecy and the implicit
flattery and self-attention may tempt academics to inflate
the importance of the task forces, much as it clearly
prompted irritated officials in the line agencies to
downgrade the task force efforts. For a somewhat cynical
inside view of the academic role in the task forces, see
Harry McPherson, A Political Education (Boston: Little,
Brown, 1972), 292-96. More generous is Joseph A. Califano,
Jr., A Presidential Nation (New York: Norton, 1975), 240, and
especially the Califano oral history interview with Robert
Hawkinson, LBJ Library. For the predictably keen academic
receptivity to the task forces, see Bertram M. Gross (ed.), A
Great Society? (New York: Basic Books, 1968).

°Johnson won congressional authorization for the
International Education Act, and begged fellow Texan George
Mahon, chairman of the House appropriations Committee, to
provide at least minimal start-up funds for international
education as well as for the Teacher Corps. Mahon agreed to
fund the latter only, and Congress never provided a penny for
the former.
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out. Many, perhaps most, were regarded with resentment by

the professional agency staff. Budget Bureau veteran Harold

Seidman, who admired the Moyers - led task forcing of f964-

65, recalls with dismay the task force operation cranked up

to full throttle by Califano in 1966:

Task.forceitis ran rampant. At least forty-five
task forces were organized in the fall of 1966.
Papers were circulated on an "eyes only" basis and
when agency people were included on the task
forces they were reluctant to tell even their
bosses about what they were doing. The task force
operation bred a miasma of suspftlom and diskust
without producing very much that was useable.'"

And quite a few outside task forces, whatever their program-

matic outcome, led to major public careers for the partici-

ant. (witness, from the 1964 effort alone: John Gardner,

Harold Howe, Sidney Marland, Arthur Okun, and Alice

Rivlin).

Readers deserve to be alerted, however, to one

structural or organizational problem that a focus on task

force planning inherently invites. Because at zany given

moment in the policy process, the White House staff would

simultaneously be dealing with both immediate legislative

goals, and also with task force planning for legislative

implementation a year or more hence, writing about such

activities required a certain contrapuntal style, back and

forth, from task force notion to legislative enactment or

rejection, then back to the planning groups again in a

continuous cyclical process, at least during the Johnson

administration. The first two chapters describe the tortured

efforts of the Kennedy administration, on behalf of general

4
1Seidman, Politics, Position, and Power, 91.
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aid for teachers' salaries and school construction, where

repeated fiascoes over religion and desegregaticm and felleral

control were partially redeemed late in 1963 by a major

breakthrough in aid to higher education. Assassination

prevented President Kennedy from signing the Higher Education

Facilities Act of 1963, an achievement for which he deserved

the full credit that Lyndon Johnson properly accorded him

when the new President signed the bill into law.

But the Kennedy task forcing was largely a one-shot

campaign affair of dubious efficacy. With Lyndon Johnson,

however, task forcing became a crucial and highly systema-

tized (and secret) thod of legislative agenda formula=

tion. Chapter Three analyzes the classic Johnson effort of

19644965, with Bill Moyers coordinating the task forces that

led to the constructionhof the Great Society's programmatic

base. Chapter Four interrupts the narrative flow to concen- -

trate on the question of how best to [re]organize the federal

government's executive branch so as to best serve traditional

goals of efficiency and economy, and especially to pursue the

new program goals of the Great Society. Chapters Five

through Seven trace the transition from the initial Moyers-

led effort to the evolution of the highly elaborate system

constructed by Joseph Califano and his new ,(and young)

domestic policy aides. Chapter Eight assesses the para-

doxical dimensions of the culminating year of LBJ's adminis-

tration, 1968, which closed with Johnson retiring to the

ranch in late January of 1969. Chapter Nine is an Epilogue

that brings us' from January of 1969 to the present, with

special attention to the implementation and evaluation of the

major education programs that lay at the heart of the Great

Society.
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In all this, what the task forces do provide is a

fascinating and revealing-window on the policy.process, but

not the only window. They are a point of entry into a much

larger world, which in this case picks up with the presi-
.

dential campaign of 1960 between Kenne6 'and Nixon. . There we

begin.

4

Zi
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CHAPTER,ONE

JOHN FIENNEDY AND EDUCATION:

FROM THE CONGRESS TO THE WHITE HOUSE

Kennedy and Federal Aid

In his memoir, Kennedy,"Theodore Sorensen claimed that

"the one domestic subject that mattered most to John Kennedy

[was] education. Throughout his campaign and throughout his

Presidency, he devoted more time and talkS to this single

topic than to any other domestic issue."1 But Meyer [Mike]

Feldman, Sorensen's chief lieutenant, concluded more recently

that Kennedy had no deep personal concern for public educa-

tion -- save for mental retardation, which had touched his

family with tragedy -- and that Kennedy's accelerating

commitment to federal aid as a presidential candiate and as

President owed far more to practical politics than to the

kind of bedrock, emotional commitment that drove former

school-teacher Lyndon Johnson.2

'Theodore C. Sorensen, Kennedy (New York: Harper &
Row, 1965), 358a

2
Myer Feldman, interview with the author, 7 May 1981.
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Clearly both senior Kennedy aides have a point. John

Kennedy attended four elite private schools4--graduated from

Choate and, after brief studies at the London School of

Economics and Princeton, attended and graduated from

Harvard. Then came ()he semester at the Stanford Business

School, then 'naval service in World War II, and his election

to the Congress in 1946. Such a career of wealth and private

schooling would not likely generate devotion to the public

schools. When younj Congressman Kennedy was appointed to the

House Education and Labor Committee, he served quietly in the

81st Congress, then early in the 82nd Congress, in 1949, he

introduced a bill providing for federal funds for buses,

health services, and textbooks for private and parochial

schools.3 This gesture was popular in his heavily-Catholic

11th Congressional District in Boston (Kennedy's predecessor

in the House seat had been James Michael CUrley), but it was

clearly doomed in a chamber and also a committee that had

been historically hostile to federal aid to education, and

not surprisingly Kennedy's bill died quietly in committee.

Far more visible in the 81st Congress had been S.246, a

Senate-passed bill providing for federal aid to elementary

and secondary schools; and one which enjoyed the cosponsor-

ship of "Mr. Republican," conservative Senator Robert A. Taft

of Ohio. Public debate over the bill was dominated by a

bitter digimte between Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York,

who wanted "auxillary services" for parochial schools

included in any federal aid bill, and Representative Graham

Barden of North Carolina, who chaired the special subcom-

3William T. O'Hara (ed.) John F. Kennedy on Education
(New York: Teachers College Press, 1966), 6-7.
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mitiee on education and flatly opposed taxpayer aid

parochial schools. Spellman called Barden a 'new 'apostle of

bigotry," and when Eleanor Roosevelt joined the fray by

opposing federal aid to church schools in her ,syndicated

newspaper columns, Spellman accused her of launching ap

"anti-Catholic campaign" and of writing columns Ugh were

"documents of discrimination unworthy of an American

mother."4 When S.246 came before the House Education and

Labor Committee in 1949, Kennedy suptiorted it generally but

pressed an amendment calling for federal payment of half the

cost of bus service for private and parochial school

students.5 .When the committee defeated his4amendment by a

vote of 16 to 9, Kennedy cast the deciding negative vote in a

13 to 12 refusal to reporethe Senate-passed bill for floor

action.

'Kennedy was elected to the Senate in 1952, and

although he was appointed to the Senate Labor and Public

Welfare Committee, which handled education legislation, he

generally stayed clear of the volatile federal aid del:tate

throughout the 1950s, as the church - state issue yielded

primacy to the growing school desegregation issue, and a

Republican President sparred inconclusively with a Democratic

4See generally Munger and Fenno, Federal Aid, ch. 1,
for a history of the legislative struggles from 1820 through
1961. On the Spellman - Barden - Roosevelt dispute, see
Bendiner, Obstacle Course, 90-97.

%.

5
Kennedy cited the Supreme Court's cautious approval

of the "child-benefit" theory in the Everson decision of
1947, whereby New Jersey's provision of public busing to
parochial school pupils was held to benefit the child and not
the church school. See Everson v. Board of Education, 330
U.S. 1 (1947).



Congress. In Politics and Policy, James Sundquist ably

surveys the political snarls of the "Years-et Frustratien"

between- Eisenhower's election in 1952 and the orbiting of

Sputnik fn 1957.6 During these years, Prlpident Eisenhower

persuaded the Congress to create the new Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare. He first appointed Oveta

Culp Hobby, and then Marion P. Folsom to preside over HEW in

the Cabinet, and witnessed a half decade of raucous, patisan

squabbling ever the controversial issues that the federal aid

question posed: school desegregation and the Powell Amend-

)ment,7 the NEA and aid for teachers' salaries, the baby boom

and school construction and federal control, and the always

smoldering church-state controversy. Only the Soviet

launching of Sputnik on October4, 1957 jarred the combatants

out of their rancor, and forced a consensus that superior

Soviet performance in science and engineering demanded prompt

federal funding of higher education in the interest of

national defense.'

6Sundquist, Polictics and Policy, 156-73.

7Beginning in 1956, the Powell Amendment 'was a

perennial offering by Harlem Congressman Adam Clayton Powell
that would bar any proposed federal school aid to segregated
schools. Although it was customarily denounced by the NEA,
the AFL-CIO, most congressional supporters of federal aid,
Adlai Stevensen, Harry Truman, and was even opposed by

President Eisenhower and rejected by the House Education and
Labor Committee on which Powell sat, it was usually adopted
on the floor, only to sink the amended bill when Republicans
who had joined northern Democrats to adopt Powell's amendment
then turned around and joined southern Democrats in voting
against the bill. As such it represented a classic Brutus
kiss and contributed to the bizarre political atmosphere that
stymied federal aid until the mid-sixties. See Bendiner,
Obstacle Course, 121-30.
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The result was the $1 billion National Defense

Education Act of 1958, which Senate Majority Leader Lyndon

Johnson reasonably and proudly referre(to as "An hisstoric

landmark . . . one of the most important measures of this dr

-m- 118any other session. Sundquist'called it "the most important

piece national education legislation in a century,"9 and

inAndsight it is clear_that the NDEA ran formidable inter-

ference for Johnson's subsequent.ESEA of 1965, especially in

regard to what Sundquist recognized as "the psychological

breakthroughs it embodied." this was less because of its

specific categortcal provisions than because NDEA explicitly
A

asserted a legitimate national interest in the quality of

American education. But a more central question for the

future of federal aid was whether NDEA's short-term

assistance to higher educaeionin Cold War crisis might

generate momentum toward a permanent and more generalized

federal role that was regarded as legitimate and necessary.

And a collary question was whether and how such a role might

include elementary and secandarY schools. When the congres-

sional by-elections of 1958 brought sweeping Democratic

8Congressional Record, Vol. 104 (August 13, 1958),
17330, 17331. Senator Kennedy had not totally disengaged
himself from 'federil aid efforts during the 1950s. In

January of 1958 he introduced.S. 3179, which provided for
federal grants to states for school construction, but it died
in committee. Kennedy supported the NDEA in 1958, and in
1959 he joined with Senator Joseph Clark (DPa.) and, in 1960,
with Jacob Javits (R-NY.) also, to strip the non-communist
affidavit from the NDEA student loan requirements. That
effort, S.2929, passed the Senate in the summer of 1960 but
died in the house. Kennedy was to redeem that commitment as
President in1962.

r 9
Politics and Policy, 14.
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victories that produced gains of 48 seats in the House and 15

in the Senate,1° the Democrats looked confidently toward the

86th Congress with margins of 282 to 154 in the House and 64

to 34 in the Senate. 11
Since Eisenhower was constitutionally

barred from a third term, the 86Q.Congress presented Demo-

crats with unusal opportunities to embarrass the Eisenhower-

Nixon administration and recapture the White House in 1960.

In that sense, the presidential campaign of 1960 began when

the 86th Congress,convened on January 7, 1959, and an aid-to-

education bill was to figure promiliently in Demotratic

strategy.

The Campaign of 1960

Accounts of the partisan jockeying over education in

1959 by Sundquist, Munger and Fenno and Bendiner ably docu-

ment the frenetic but inconclusive maneuvering of the pre-

election period. It culminated with tor-tured parliamentary

logic on February 2, 1960 in a tied Senate vote on a motion

to table a move to reconsider a vote on an amendment to a

school aid bill that subsequently passed the SegUe. But the

bill never, made it to' conference with a companion House-

10
Democratic advantages during the 1958 elections in- ,

cluded economic recession and the specter of Sputnik; RepuhF
lican "right to work" drives in industrialized states like
Ohio and California, which galvanized organized labor; Eisen-
hower's dispatch of paratroopers to Little Rock in 1957,
which antagonized southern Democra0; and the Sherman Adams-
Bernard Goldfine scandal.

11
Much of the pre-1958 stalemate was accounted for by

close margins of 234 (D) to 201 (R) in the House and 49 (D)
to.47 (R) in the Senate, in addition to the customary region-
al mid ideological cross-pressures and the split partisan
control of the Presidency and the Congress.
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passed bill because a conservative coalition of southern

Democrats and Republicans on the House Rules Committee

blocked a conference committee vote on a bill that President

Eisenhower would probably have vetoed anyway.12 The

Byzantine details of this intensely partisan maneuvering may
P
be pursued in the aforementioned books, but the upshot is

that the successful goal of the Democrats was to trap Vice

President and certain GOP presidential nominee Richard Nixon

into breaking the Senate tie by voting against federal aid

for teachers' salaries and for school construction. -He would

thereby earn the emnity and the Democrats would earn the

appreciation of the National Education Association's three-
.

quarters of a million voting teachers and theirlamilies.*

On election eve in 1960, then, both houses of Congress

had passed a general aid to education bill for the first time

in the 20th century, primarily because of the new Democrats

elected in 1958 and the new post-Sputnik mood. Since both

bills would fund school construction, the major differences,

which promised to cancel each other out in conference compro-

mise, were that the House bill this time around contained the

Powell Amendm6t, and the Senate bill included aid for

teachers' salaries. But the customary Senate .- House

reconciliation wasOblocked on June 22 by a 7-5 vote in the

House Rules Committee when all four Republicans were joined

by three southern Democrats (committee chairman Howard Smith

12Sundquist, Politics and Policy, 180-87; Fenno and
Munger, Federal Aid, 155-69; Bendiner, Obstacle Course, 160-
71. Sundquist reports, but without direct evidence, the
rumor that Lyndon Johnson persuaded Democratic Senator J.
Allen Frear, Jr., to vote for reconsideration even though
Frear had voted against the amendment.
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of Virginia, William Colmer of Missisiippi, and James Trimble

of Arkansas) in refusing to authorize.a conference. Although

Eisenhower was thereby spared having to sign a bill he disap-_

proved or veto an aid to education bill.on election eve,13'

the issue was primed for the fall campaign between KennedY

and Nixon. Furthermore; as Sundquist observed, not only'had

the Democrats cemented their alliance with theNEA, they had

implicitly escalated their vision of the federal commitMent

from a temporary response to baby boom ind Cold War crisis to
cs

a permanent role in boosting educational quality. However, -

the precise rationale and mechanism for' such a permanent

role, especially at the elementary And secondary level, .

remained unclear.

When ennedy announced his candidacy at a kickoff

press conference on January 2, 1960, he listed six main

issues, the third of them being rebuilding the stature of

American science and education (the arms race and freedom and/

order ih the emerOng nations were first and second; the farm

economy and urban decay:were fOurth; economic growtH was

13
When asked aboLit- federal aid for teachers' salaries

at a news conference, Eisenhower,replied: "I do not believe
the Federal Government ought to be in the business of paying
a local official. If we're going into that, we'll have to
find out every councilman and every teacher and everY other
person that's a public official of any kind . . . and try to'
figure out what his-right salary is . . . I can't imagine
anything worse for the Federal Government to vet into."
Congress and the Nation 1945-1964, (Washington, D.C. :,, Con-

gressional Quarterly, 1965), 1209. Eisenhower's counter
proposal, which the contrelling congressional 'Democrats
ignored when it was submitted in 1959- (S.1016, H.R. 4268),
called for a $2 billiOn federal commitment, stretched out
over 30-35 years, to help local gchool digtricts service
their long-term construction debts; teachers' salaries and
direct grants to needy areas were omitted.
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fifth; and America's moral purpose completed the list). 1 4

Kennedy and Nixon were nominated -by their respective party°.

conventions in July, and their campaigns ere dominated by

Cold War posturing, esoectall'y over Quemoy and Matsu and

Cuba. When they occasionally:clashed on domestic issues, it

usually took the form of Kennedy's attacking the flat

Republican economy, and Nixón's defending seten years Of

peace and prosperity and -:Ottacking, Democratic fiscal

irresponsibility. During the:.bampaign, Kennedyr'aise he

education issue early and often, hammertng at Nixon for

casting a "tie-breaking vote killing a Democratic bill giving

the states money to 'increaie'.teachers' salaries."15 Ofi '

September 25th,. the eve of the first radio - .television

"debate,", NixOn released hisiStudy, Paper" on.education, and

it revealed a comprehensive program of federal aid, although.

one devoid of dbllar figUres.15 For elementary and secondary

education, he proposed a program Of debt-servicing'and match-

ing grants that would relieve'state and local governments of

14See the New Ybrk Times, 3 January 1960. The
standara authority pn the campaign of 1960, although biased
toward Camelot, is Theodore H. White, The Making bf the
President 1960 (New York: Atheneum, 1961). White.is stronger
on imagery, personalityy and mood than he is on issues, and
he missed the educatkon issue almost entirely.

1.The Joint Appearances bf Senator John F. Kennedy and
Vice Preisdent Richard M. jfixon, Presidential tampaign of
1960, Senate Report 994, 87th Congress, I Session (1961), Pt.
774-85. ' This is the first of four volumes entitled Freedom
of Communications, which were published by the S'erMT
Commerce Committee's-subcommittee on communications.

15the Speeches, Remark4 Press Conferencei, and Study
Papers of Vice President RiChard M. Nixon, August 1 through
November 7, 1960, S..Rept. 9941-(1961), Pt. 2, 279-86.
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heavy construction costs and thereby, "First in importance,"

release their funds for "urgent increases in teachers' pay .0,

. . And we will do it without menacing the invaluable

freedom of our schools by inhibitive Federal control."17 For

higher ,education, Nixon called for "greatly expanded" pro-

grams of subsidized loans for dormitories and matching grants

for the construction of classrooms, laboratories, and

libraries; expanded NDEA loans; a new national scholarship

program based on need and competitive examinations to be

administered by and its costs shared by the states; tuition

tax credits for higher education; matching grants to build

new medical schools; and more federal investment for voca-

tional education, the handicapped and adult education. Nixon

even suggested as a harbinger of the National Institute of

Education that he was to establish a dozen years later, the

creation of a "national clearinghouse" for research, demons-

tration, and gathering and disseminating information about

local experience and experimentation. And he concluded with

a call for the creation of a permanent top-level Commission

on Education, a sort of CEA for education to provide advice

and continuing evaluation.

It was a bold counterstroke, and it was far more

specific than any previous campaign statement of Kennedy's.

That same da-y, the New York H6rald Tribune published the

candidates' responses to seven questions on education. But

the candidates answered selectively and thereby blunted per-

ception of their differences.18 Nixon ducked the Herald -

17Ibid , 283

18"Nixon, Kennedy Give Views on U.S../ Role in Educa-
tion," New York Herald Tribune, 25 September 1960.
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Tribune's question on aid to private and parochial schools,

but encouraged consideration of tuition tax credits. Kennedy

ducked the tax credits, but called for aid to public schools

only. Nixon was for state matching grants without any

equalization .formula; Kennedy was for supplemental federal

funds to assist the poorer states. Nixon proclaimed that

"the problem of teachers' pay is the greatest single

challenge confronting our American educational system today,"

but he insisted that federal control must be avoided by

assisting local Onstruction and debt service only, thereby

releasing local funds for ihcreased teacher salaries.

Kennedy's first statement was: "Federal aid to education via

the States is a must." But in that same first response he

said that federal aid sbould "encompass" teachers' salaries

as well as school construction, and he again attacked Nixon

for his tie-breaking vote against "giving the States freedom

of choice to use Federal aid to improve teachers'

salaries." As for lpans and scholarships and all the rest,

both men were for more. Both men also carefully avoided cost

estimates. In such a format, their differences were blurred.

The next day, however, their diffTnces were

sharpened in the first radio-television debate in Chicago,

when Charles Warren of MBS asked Nixon to explain the

discrepancy between his remark in 1957 that teachers'

salaries were "nothing shOrt of a national dis'grace" and his

tie-breaking Senate vote against federal aid for teachers'

salaries in 1960. Nixon's responise, in part, was as follows:

. . . I think that the reasons that I voted
against having the federal government uh --
pay teachers salaries was probably the very
reason that concerned Senator Kennedy when in
January of this year, in his kick-off press
conference, he said that he favored aid foi.
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school construction, but at that time did not
feel that there should be aid for teachers'
salaries -- at least that's the way I read his
remarks. Now, why should there by any
question about the federal government aiding
s-- teachers' salaries? Why did Senator
Kennedy take that position then? Why do I

take it now? We both took it then, and I take
it now, for this reason: we want higher
teachers' salaries. We need higher teachers'
salariesi But we also want our education to
be free of federal control. When the federal
government gets the power to pay teWers,
inevitably in-my opinion, it will acquire the
power to set standards 40 to tell the
teachers what to teach . .

In reply, Kennedy ducked the allusion to his January kick-off

press conference and quickly turned to the February tie-
breaker:

%

When uh the Vice President quotes me in
January, sixty, I do not believe the federal
government should pay directly teachers'
salries, but that was not.the issue before
the Senate in February. The issue before the
Senate was that the money would be spent for
school construction or teacher salaries, On
that-question the Vice President and I disa-
greed. I voted in favor of that proposal and
supported it strongly, because I think that
provided assistance to our teachers for their
salaries without any chance of fft4eral control
and it is on that vote that t e -- Mr. Nixon
and I disagreed, and his ti vote uh -- de-
feated . . . his breaking the tT defeated the
proposal. I don't want the federal government
paying teachers' salaries directly. But if
the money will go to the states and the states
can then determine whether it shall go for
school construction or for teachers's

"Sidney Kraus (ed.), The Great Debates (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 19627:-UO.
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salaries, in my opinion you protect the local
authority over Ihe school board and the school
committee .

Education figurid only marginally in the second and

third debates, and the fourth was devoted entirely to foreign

policy. Most of the debates and most Of the campaign, in

fact, featured jousting over international issues. Domestic

issues centered on the performance of the economy, and to a

lesser degree on civil rights -- which both candidates rather

carefully hedged. Nixon's substanial education program

appeared to- have blunted somewhat the edge of Kennedy's

attack, but Kennedy kept pressing his appeal,for federal aid

for constructioA and teachers' salartes, securing an informal

but de facto endorsement from the NEA,21 and toward the

campaign's close he pledged in a speech in Los Angeles that

"in 1961, a Democratic Congress -- under the leadership of a

Democratic President -- will enact a bill to raise teachers'

salaries as well as fund school construction."22 Given his

winning plurality of only 112,803 popular votes out of

68,329,895 votes cast, those three-quarters of a million'NEA

teachers seemed well worth wooing. But with victory, on

November 8, came the responsibility of translating promises

into programs, and the ambiguity of Kennedy's mandate was

exemplified by his negative coattail effect, as the Democrats

lost 20 seats in the Muse and two in the Senate.

20Ibid. , 361

21Munger and Fenno, Federal Aid, 183. The NEA avoided
formal presidential endorsements until their 1976, endorsement
of Jimmy Carter.

22
Los Angeles speech, 2 November 1960, The Speeches of

Senator John F. Kennedy, S. Rept. 994, Pt. 1, 1235.
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The Kennedy Task Forces

The previous summer, immediately following his

nomination, Kennedy had appointed, with maximum publicity, a

series of advisory committees whose reports were to be

delivered during the transition period.23 These high-profile

exercises involved stjch prominent chairmen as Adlai Stevenson

on foreign policy, Stuart Symington on defense, Paul Nitze on

national security, Averell Harriman on Africa, Senator Joseph

Clark and Congressman Emanuel Cellar on civil rights, and

Congressman Frank Smith on natural resources. But after

November 8, President-elect Kennedy appointed Sorensen

Special Counsel to the President and promptly charged him,

together with Myer Feldman, to recruit a series of unan-

nounced task forces from the ranks of the profes'sions,

foundations, and university faculties.24 First on the list

was an antirecession task force, an Harvard's Paul A.

Samuelson was recruited to head it. Then came task forces on

depressed areas, housing, health and welfare, education,

230n the 1960 task forces, see Sorensen, Kennedy, 234-
40.

24
The only exception to the policy of not announcing

the task forces until they delivered their reports to the
President in early January was Senator Paul Douglas's task
force on area redevelopment, which promptly began holding
public hearings in West Virginia to redeem an early Kennedy
campaign pledge.
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space, taxation, Latin America25 - Sorensen's list grew to

include 13 task forces involving "close to one hundred men,"

who received neither compensation nor expense money, nor

staff support, although public: release of the reports 'in

January of 1961 brought considerable public attention at

least to the task force chairmen, and the task force

operation proved to be an excellent recruiiing device.25

Sorensen also reports that no one refused to serve on the

tatk forces.
a

Since the task forces were not to report until

---January, Sorensen and Feldman joined with senior Budget

Bureau staff to begin a parallel and centralized process of

transition in November and December by preparing a master

check list of legislative, budgitary, and administrative

issues that might constitute Kennedy's new program agen-

25Sorensen reports that only the reports on tax reform
and Cuba were deemed too senstitive to be released. Of the
earlier, summer-appointed committees, only Adlai Stevenson's
'on foreign policy was judged too sensitive to permit either
identification of the members or release of the report.

25Tatk Force members who subsequently joined the
administration included Adolph Berle, Mortimer Caplin, Wilbur
Cohen, Henry Fowler, Lincoln Gordon, Walter Heller, Donald
,Hornig, Francis Keppel, James Tobin, and Champion Ward. Paul
Samuelson, however, resisted Kennedy's plea to join the
administration.
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da.27 This massive tome, or "Kennedypedia," was compiled

from unenacted legislation left over from the 86th Congress,

the Democratic platform of 1960, Kennedy and Johnson's

campaign pledges, and expiring.laws in need of renewal and

revision. It contained, according to Feldman, approximately.

1,500 pages of analysis and 500 pages of commitments. When

Feldman, Kennedy's transition liaison with the Budget Bureau,

delivered it to the President-elect, Kennedy exclaimed, "My

God, Mike, what'd you get me into?"28 On December 21, in an

all-day and late-night session in Palm Beach, Kennedy

reviewed the list with his top advisors, commenting that "Now

I know why Ike had Sherman Adams."29 Thus the initiaf

process of building a legislative agenda was begun well in

advance of the task force submissions. They would have to be

"fitted in" later. In the meantime, the'Bureau of the Bu4get

27 The mutually acknowledged "very smooth transition"
between the senior Kennedy aides, especially Sorensen and
Feldman, and the senior BOB staff, with Director-designate
David Bell in the middle, is described from the BOB perspec-
tive by Phillip Hughes, who was head of the Division of
Legislative Reference. See transcript, Phillip S. Hughes,
Oral History Interview, 24 April 1968, Kennedy Library. The
enterprising staff of the Budget Bureau's Division of Legis-
'lative Reference had first compiled such a volume in 1953 --
the "Ikelosiedia." See also David Bell, Oral,Utttory Inter-
vtew, 11 July 1964 and 2 January 1965 (perMission is res-
teicted), which refers to "Sam" Hughes and BOB's Legislative
Reference as Sorensen's "right arm."

28Transcript, Myer Feldman Oral History Interview, 29
May 1966, 303, Kennedy Library. The Feldman oral history is
an unedited series of 14 interviews of approximately 50 pages
each (permission restricted). On page 291 of the seventh
interview, Feldman begins discussing the morning after the
1960 election.

29
Sorensen, Kennedy, 238.
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held the high ground, linking the executive agencies to the

incoming admiinistration and defining, through transition team

memoranda and dialogues, the questions that would in turn

shape the direction of the new legislative agenda.3°

The Hovde Task Force on Education

Chairman of the President's six-man task force on

education wa Frederick L. Hovde, President of Purdue

University.31 The other five members of this blue-ribbon

group were Alvin Burich, a vice-president of the Ford

Foundation; Francis Keppel, dean of the Harvard School of

-Education; John Gardner, president of the Carnegie

Corporation; Russell Thackery, executive secretary of the

American Land Grant Colleges Association.; and Benjamin

Willis, superintendent of public schools in Chicago (and soon

to be president of the American Association of Secondary

30For education policy, see transition memoranda of 9
December 1960 and 13 December 1960, Box 376, Office of the
Director, OMB Records Division, National Archives.

31The secondary literature generally ignores the Hovde
task force, with the exception of Hugh Douglas Price's excel-
lent case study, "Race, Religion, and the Rules Committee:
The Kennedy Aid-to-Education Bills," in Alan F. Westin (ed.),
The Uses of Power (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1962),
1-11. Price discusses the Hovde task force on pages 21-23,
but then largely dismisses its impact.
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School Superintendents).32 ,It was, as Hugh Douglas Price

observed, a "distinguished body," one'which could speak with

authorfty on matters of higher education especially. But it

was also one which contained "no Oepresentatives of the

conservative, southern Democratic, Catholic Church:or NAACP

positions" on the volatile question of federal aid to

schools.33

When Kennedy first launched the task force operation,

he cautioned Sorensen and Feldman on its potential danger of

backfiring: "Let's keep it pretty confidential. Let's not

let the press have access to it until we know what the

results are going to be."34 Kennedy, according to Feldman,

"felt that this could be very embarrassing to a new adminis-

tration if people that he didn't ICnow, people over whom he

had no control made statements that were released to the

press. And his fears were actually realized in a couple of

the releases that we had."35 Through the fall and early

winter, the Hovde task force labored in silence, but on

Friday, January 7, Dr. Hovde and several of his colleagues

journeyed to Kennedy's penthouse atop New York's Carlysle

Hotel to present their report to the President-elect. Press

32
John Gardner recalls that Governor Abraham Ribicoff

of,Connecticut, an early Kennedy supporter whose reward was
to pick hit cabinet portfolio (he turned down Attorney Gen-
eral and selected HEW), was an unofficial member of the task
force and often acted as de facto chairmaT. John Gardner,

-
interview with the author, 7 May 1981.

21.
33Price, "Race-, Religion, and the Rules Committee,"

34Feldman oral history, 305.

35Ib1d., 305-06.
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secretary Pierre Salinger quickly handed put copies of the

seven-pag report as a press release.

The most eye-opening aspect of the Tlovde recom-

mendations was its price tag: it 'called for more than

$9,390,000,000 in grants an loans over the next four-and-

one-half years, with $5,84
°1
,000,000 of this to go to the

public schools only in the form of grants to the states (for

construction, salaries, ,or other appropriate vducational

purposes, but not for reduCing local levels of expen-

diture). This amounted to an annual expenditure of

$2,310,000,000, which was far in excess of even the most

generous Senate bill that had failed the yeat before, when

the Democrats enjoyed a more robust margin in the Congress.

Of the report's three main parts, the first, calling for

$1.46 billion in aid for public schools, would provide a

politically attractive base for all public schools of $30 per

annum per pupil, based on average daily attendance in public

schools, but would also add an equalization bonus of $20 per

child for poor states (defined as having personal :income

below 70 percent of the national average, most of these being

in the South) and for cities with populations exceeding

300,000. Part III would increase the loan ,program for

college dormitories (where room rents help repay the loans)

and add a grants and loans program for academic buildings,

private as well as public. Part II called for a five-year

extension and expansion of the NDEA, extending the forgive-

ness features on loans to all teachers rather than just

public school teachers. Clearly, the Hovde report envisioned

a massive *Ind permanenf federal role in education, including

some aid to private and parochial schools in the higher edu-
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cation programs, bat with elementary and secondary aid

reserved for the public schools only.

As Keppel later recalled, "We ame .up with a report

t4t if Mr. Kennedy had adopted, would probably have broken

the federal government's bank in,no time at all."36 Dr.

Hovde told the press that "Anything less than tys would not

be significant for a.program of uplifting education," and

Kennedy hedged only'slightly in public, saying that there was

"great value" in the report, but adding that, "I don't know

whether we have nit resources immediately to take on the

whole program, but we'll have to decide the degree of need

and set up.a list of'priorities.437 Privately, however,

Feldman recalls that Kennedy was "quite annoyed, quite upset

because it cohtained what he thought was.a very unrealistic

program. And he correctly felt the ftess would feel that

this was the program he was going to put into effect. D38

"You couldn't control these people," Feldman complained.

"They put in their report whatever they wanted to. They were

completely independent. So, we accepted it. We had a one or

36Transcript, Francii Keppel Oral History Interview,
21 April 1969, 2, LBJ Library.

37New York Times, 7 January 1961. Hovde had origi-
nally proposed a billion dollar annual program for college
facility construction, but had been persuaded by nervous
Kennedy aides to reduce it by half.

38Feldman oral 4istory, 310.



two day headline, and we were attacked by the conservative

press.
H39

But the most damaging reaction came two weeks later,

and just three days before the inauguration, when Cardinal

Spellman savaged the Hovde task force recommendations at a

rally in Cardinal Hayes High School in the Bronx. "It is

unthinkable," he declared, "that any American child be denied

the Federal funds allotted lo other children which are

necessary for his mental development because his parents

chose for him a God-centered education."4° The Cardinal

repeatedly announced his disbelief that the Congress would

accept the task force proposals, which would deprive

parochial school children of "freedom of mind and freedom of

religion," and would thereby "use economic compulsion to

force parents to relinquish their rights to have religion

Ibid., 311.. Wilbur Cohen, who chaired the task
force on-TiDth and social lecurity, recalls that when he
submia, ted his report, a week after Hovde, the President
ripped off the last three expensive recommendations on
increased unemployment insurance before releasing the report
to the press-: ."As soon as I handed him a copy of the report,
the President said the one thing he didn't want to repeat was
the situation in connection with the education task force
report-submitted by Mr. Frederick Hovde, President of Purdue
University, where the papers played up the enormous billion
dollar cost of all their recommendations. I thought this was
significant because the Presideht didn't like these big cost
figures. He didn't want the idea getting over that he was a
man who was just interested in spending a lot of money."
Tranicript, Wilbur Cohen Oral History Interview, 11 November
1964, 27, Kennedy Library. Typical of the conservative
attack on the Kennedy task forces, especially those chaired
by Hovde, Douglas, and Samuelson, is the Wall Street Journal
editorial, "The Steps on a Distant Journey," of 11 January
1961.

40New York Times 18 January 1961.



taught to their children." If the task force report was

designed in part as a trial balloon, it had predict.ably

rallied the NEA,,but the Catholic thunder was ominous.

Forging Kennedy's Education Program:
The Role of the Budget Bureau

Duringl the two months following Kennedy's' electoral

victOry, while the Hovde °task force was deliberating, the

staff of the Budget Bureau had been planning the transition

to an activist Democratic Administration that was clearly

committed'to a breakthrough in general federal aid. Enjoying

and exploiting their considerable adantages'of a strategic

location in the executive branch, an elite civil service

reputation, and orgainzational initiative vis-a-vis an

adjourned Congress and an as yet unorganized new.administra-

tion, the BOB staff in the Office of Legislative Reftrence

and the Division of Labor and Welfare (which subsumed

education programs) began circulating transition memoranda

designed to shape the context of the transition, and hence to

maximize BOB's leverage in guiding the legislative policy

formulation of the Kennedy regime. In his politicalhistory

of the. OMB, Larry Berman argued that the senior staff members

of the Budget Bureau had been extremely frustrated by their

"green eyeshade" role of the Eisenhower years, wherein the

BOB felt largely reduced to an enclave ,of accountant-

administrators; hence the Bureau longed to return to the

"golden years" of directors Harold Smith under Roosevelt and

57,
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James Webb unIder Truman.41 On the eve of Kennedy's victory,

his advisor Richard Neustadt, \a formpr BOB staffer Under
A .

Webb, recommended reactivating the Bureau as the primary,

policy and program-planning unit in the Executive Office of

the President.42 Kennedy appointed David Bell, another Webb
J

staffer, as Budget
Direc1

tor, and the smooth transition to the

Kennedy administration, which centered on close -working
1

0 relationships between White House aides Sorensen, Feldman,

and Lee White and the Bureau's Bell, Elmer Staats, an Philip

Hughei, was reflected in the Budget Bureau's newfound' 1,an.13

In a transition memorandum to the 14rector qf Waiter

13, 1960, the Idbor and welfare staff viewed the immin nce 6f

general aid o education as a "unique opportunity" to

restructure both the form of the aid and, though it, the

federal role in educatiOn. The memorandum_observed that "the

.4 1 See Larry Berman, The Office of Management and
Budget and the Presidency, 1921-1979/(Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1979), especially chapter 4.

A4
42Richard Neustadt, "Memorandum 9n Staffing t

President-elect," 30 October 1960, 18 :Transition File E2-
24/60, Records of the Bureau of the Budget, OMB Records
Division, National Archives.

43Transcript, Phillip Hughes Oral History Interview,
24 April 1968, 2-12, Kennedy Library. The Hughes Interview
suggests far more continuity with the Eisenhower administra-
tion, and I believe that Berman exaggerates the discontinu-
ity. But Hughes's description ,of the 'Kennedy transition
emphasizes the degree to which Kennedy's insistence on
getting America moving egain was most congenial ito the
Bureau's mood. He gives Sorensen and Feldman high marks for
being aggressive and tough-minded quick studies, who them-
selves had to make a major transition from the ad hoc,
crisis-management atmosphere of Senate staffers to the
Prescdency's and the BOB's long-range view of the budget
process and legislative central clearance.
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financing of education in the United States is at present a'

State, local, and private rather than a Federal responsi-

bility," with local government providing 50% of the funds,

the states providing 41% (half of this consisting of state

grants to local governments,) and the federal share was only

9%. Moreover, that federal share, which amounted to about $1

billion in fiscal 1961 (or about 1% of all federal expendi-
0.
tures), consisted primarily of impacted areas aid, which was

by far the largest program, and special categorical programs

designed to aid land grant colleges, vocational and technical

education, veterans, science education, libraries and college

housing, and the like. If total national expenditures on

education would have to double in the next decade stmply to

meet enrollment demand, then four conclusions followed.

First, federal a-id should maximize its leverage or multiplier

effect so as to stimulate -the much larger state-local and

private .financial requirements i-ather than substitute for

them. Second, the newly expanded federal- role should be

clearly defined in relation td state and local reponsibil-

ities. "Otherwise, there is a risk 'that education will

gradually become an activity largely or mostly federally

financed," which in turn "would raise questions as to the

desirability, necessity, or nature of Federal controls that

might follow." Third, and dear to the hearts of the planners

and policy-rationalizers at BOB, the new federal role should

be planned within the context of "broader problems of inter-

governmental fiscal relations":

Many and varied kinds of aid to education are
now being provided and specialized training
and activities are-now being carried on by a
number of Federal agencies, with the resultant
multiple and inconsistent relationships with
States and colleges and with a considerable
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risk that the launching of new general ai'd

programs should be considered, as an oppor-
tunity at least for examination and .possibly
for conplidation or elimination of special
programs -- also for the simplification of
Federal relationships with the recipients of
its educational grants, which would be
achieved, for example, by consolidating
numerous grants into a single one.

Finally, since properly planning such complex new relation-

ships would require extensive review "during the next 6 or 12

months," perhaps interim measures might be recommended to

-Congress in the meantime.

But the Bureau was to have only two hectic months to

review the Hovde and HEW recommendations before the President

sent his Special Message on Education to the Congess on

-February 20, 1961, and followed it with his elementary and

secondary school aid bill on February 27, ahd his higher

education bill on March 7. In his contemporary case study of

Kenhedy's initial ,drive for federal aid, Hugh Douglas Price

;cpncluded that the Hovde report "received relatively little

attention in the nation4at large and played no direct role In

shaping the Administration's proposals."44 Whether the

producers and readers of such pewspapers as the New Yorkee'

Times and the Wall Street Journal represent the nation at

large is debatable, but Price was wrong about the minimal

role-of the Hovde task'force. Both BOB and HEW reacted quite

dire,ctly and repeatedly to the Hovde recommendations, and

necessarily so. The BOB staff perforce reacted to both Hovde

and HEW, since the Bureau disagreed sharply with certain por-

tions of the Hovde report; and since, as BOB staff memoranda

44 u
.

Price, Kenne4Y Aid-to-Education Bills," 22.
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repeatedly observed in their preface, "The proposals for aid
to education developed by the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare generally follow the Hovde Task Force

recommendations with certain modifications."

BOB's major differences with Hovde centered on one of
its major recommendations, a special aid formula targeted for

urban schools, and on three convictions of BOB that Hovde

basically did not address -- gor for the most part did HEW.

On aid to urban sch000ls, Hovde had recommended a special
grant of $20 per child in average daily attendance in the
public schools for cities exceeding 300,000 in populaylon/
The Bureau complained that this was both arbitrary and

demographicallly uhsound because the nation's metropolitan
growth was occurring most dramatically in the suburbs,
whereas the central cities were generally losing popula-
tton. Furthermore, the Hovde urban recommendations "confuse

general support and special purpose grants"; inner city areas
with severe problems are best aided by comprehensive project

grants that involve "housing and urban renewal, welfare,
public transportation, as well as educational services,"

which would only overlap existing federal programs.45

The Bureau's next two objections were, first, that the

Hovde-HEW plan inverted the proper priority on higher educa-
.

tion, where enrollment and constrUctioWdematnds would greatly

exceed elementary and secondary needs in the coming decade,

and Hovde had barely addressed the pressing need for greater

college scholarship aid,- Even using HEW's five-year budget

45
Memo, Labor and Welfare Division to the Director, 25

January 1961, Director Flies, Box 376, DMB Records Division,
National Archives.
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estimates, which were based on $15 per child (only half of

Hovde's per pupil assistance formula) the federal payment for

elemently and secondary education would exceed 70% of the

total, but by that fifth year (FY 1966) their enrollments

would have increased by only 12%, whereas college enrollments

would have increased by 32%. Second, although both Hovde and

HEW sought to avoid having federal funds substitute for state

and local funds (which had been Nixon's proposal, thereby

freeing up local funds for teacher's salaries), BOB called

for a stimulating or multiplier effect rather than simply a

maintenance of effort requirement. Havin6 flayed the Hovde-

HEW, three-part proposal for (1) general aid for all public

schools, (2) equalization aid for poor states, and (3)

special aid for urban schools,-becaust they appeared "too

complex" and "fall short of meeting important national

,objectives," the Bureau staff then boldly counter-proposed "a

single program of Federal grants utilizing, an equalizing

formula based on relative state income per child in average

daily attendance. The program would'also be gradually

introduced, involve partial State matching based, on the

state's fiscal ability, and be conditional upon maintenance

of past effort as well as continued improvement in all

States. 0146 There followed a seven-point explication of the

Bureau's alternative design, plus a proposed alternative

budget through FY 1966.

The BOB counterprdposal, however rational and

scientific in its design, was doomed. It was politically

"These recommendations of the Labor and Welfare
Division staff were transmitted without endorsement by
Director,Bell to Sorensen and Feldman on 25 January 1961,
with a copy to Secretary Ribicoff.
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naive and never had a chance, as we shall shortly see. But

the Bureau's fourth major recommendation was to become what
Price called, the administration's "1961 secret weapon'."47

This was the Bureau's perception that the new general aid
bill represented an unprecedented opportunity to revise the
impacted areas and vocational aid programs. Both came up for
renewal on June 30, 1961, both were politically popular,

hence both were' customartly unassailable in Congress. But
the BOB quite reasonably regarded them as rigid and outdated
relics of two World Wifs and the Korean War. The brief Hovde
report had understandably ignored both. The HEW proposals

had omitted vocational education, but had urged that the

necessary reductions in impacted aid that a general aid law

ought to require should be attempted later. HEW argued this

on the,dual and plausible grounds*that the impacted area and
general aid rationales were imcompatible, and that the

President might have to approve a good general aid bill that

included objectional impactpd provisions that he could

otherwise veto separately. But the Bureau was unpersuaded:

By including both within the general aid
proposal, consideration of interrelationships
by the Congress is assured; separation would
permit special focus on narrow ,areas of
interest, encourage a disregard ftn. overlap
and duplication, and practically assure no
modification by the ConguAs of these existing
special-purpose brograms."

The Budget Bureau'6 fundamental challenges to the

Hovde-HEW approach were faithfully reflected in several

47
Price, "Kennedy Aid-to-Educatian Bills," 25.

48Memo of transmission, Bell to Sorensen and Feldman,
24 January 1961, OMB Records Office.
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drafts of the President's special message on education, which

were being shuffled between Sorensen, Feldman, and White in

late January and early February. But on February 13, Feldman

met with WI-bur Cohen and Jack Forsythe, who was general

counsel for the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

Forsythe reported bluntly that the further the education

message strayed from S.8 - Senator McNamara's aid-to-

education bill which had passed the Senate in 1960 by a

rollcall vote of 51-34 - the more difficulty it would face.

A bill similiar to S.8 'would probably be reported out of

committee in a few days and would be passed overwhelmingly,

without extensive debate on the Senate floor - marking a

significant administration achievement."

If the bill followed the lines, of the
Hovde report, it was doubtful that Senator
Hill would sponsor the measure. Senator
McNamara would have difficulty voting for the
measure. Senator Morse would probably sponsor
the measure reluctantly.. Senktor Clark would
probably sponsor it, but without much enthu-
siam.

As a political matter, the big city
congressmen already favor S.8, and would
probably vote for both measures. The rural
congressmen have been conditioned to S.8 and
some of them, under the Hill-Elliot leader-
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ship, would vote for W but would be repelled
by the Hovde formula."

Federal Aid,to Education and the Congress:
The Debacle of 1961

Former Senator Kennedy therefore wentith a proven

Senate winner, aryl in his Special Message on Education of

February 20, he recommended a "three-year program of general

federal assistance for public elementary and secondary

classroom construction and teachers' salaries."

Based essentially on the bill whith
passed the Senate last year (5.8), although
beginning at a more modest level of expendi-
tures, this program would assure every state
of no less than $15 for every public school
student in average daily attendance, with the
total amount appropriated (666 million dollars

thbeing authorized in the first year, rising to
-,866 million over a three-year period) distri-
buted according to the equalization formula
contained in last year's Senate bill, and
already familiar to the Congress by virtue of
its similarity to the formulas contained in
the Hill-Burton 'Hospital Construction and
other acts. Ten percent of the funds allo-
cated to each state in the first year, and an
equal amount thereafter, is to be used to help
meet the unique problems of each state's

'49Memorandum of Conversation by Jack Forsy he, Wilbur
Cohen, and Myer Feldman, 13 February 1961, Box 2 Files of
Myer Feldman, Kennedy Library. S.8 authorized $1. billion
in federal grants for school construction and t acher's
salaries, based on a $20 per child flat rate, and with ad`
equaTization formula that appealed to legislators from poor
Southern states. Senator Lister Hill and Representative Carl
Elliott were Democratic New Dealers from Alabama who had long
championed federal aid to education, but who feared federal
sanctions in school desegregation.
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"areas of special educational need" - depress-A
ed areas, slum neighborhoods and others.

Kennedy's message, Which was read in both houses by clerks,

added that: "In accordance with the clear prohibition of the

Constitution, no elementary or secondary school funds are

allocated for constructing church schools.or paying church

school teachers' salaries; and thus non-public school

children are rightfully not counted in determining the funds

each state will, receive for its public schools." Kennedy's

priority list of legislative proposals of February 21 ranked

education aid as seventh and college aid as ninth - behind

antirecession aid and welfare reform, area redevelopment,

minimum wage increase, and changes in OASDI and the feed

grain program.

But when the administration's elementary and secondary

school aid bill was sent to the Hill one week later, it

contained a surprise unmentioned in the special message.

Title I was largely as advertised: federal grants totaling

$3.3 billion over three years for construction or teachers'

salaries in public schools only. This was based on BOB's $15

per pupil flat rate, with the 10% set-aside as a rather vague

gesture toward the urban school problem. ,The Budget Bureau

had also previled upon HEW to include a formula penalty for

states that failed to mainfain or increase their effort. But

the surprise was contained in Titles II and III. These would

make permanent the impacted areas aid (P.L.815 for construc-
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tion and P.1.874 for operation), but would reduce their
amounpby half.5°

,O On March 7, the President followed with his higher

education bill, which provided for two major programs.

First, it would provide $2.8 billion over five years in loans

for academic facilities, and second, $892 million for 212,000

four year college scholarships based on,merit and need. Pri-

vate colleges, including religious schools, stood to benefit
from both programs. Thus Hovde stood to get its breakthrough
in college classroom construction, not to mention an

extension and .expanston of the dormitory loan program of
1950, and BOB stood to get its scholarship proposal. It

seemed like a well-crafted package, especially in light of
the previous year's passage of an aid-to-education bill by

both houseof Congress for the first time in history, and

now without the threat of an Eisenhower-GOP veto.

Kennedy was asked'about his school aid bills at his

press conference on March 1:

Q. Sir, in view of the critiCism that has
occurred, could you elaborate on why you have
not recommended Federal aid to public and - to
private and parochial elementary and secondary
schools?

THE PRESIDENT. Well, the Constitution clearly
prohibits aid to the school, to parochial
schools. I don't think there is any doubt of

, that. The Everson case, which is probably the
most celebrated case, provided only by a 5 to

50In 1960, the federal budget for elementary-secondary
programs totaled $2.32 billion, and included $263 million for
impacted areas, $304 million for school lunch/milk (including
surplus commodities), and $225 million for military and
Indian education and certain NDEA titles.
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4.decision was it possible for a local com-
munity to provide bus rides -to nonpublic
school children. But all through the majority
and minority statements on that particular
question there -was a very clear prohibition
against aid to the school direct. The Supreme
Court made its decision in the Everson case by
determining that the aid was to the child, not
to the school. Aid to the school is - there
isn't any room for debate on that subject. It
is prohibited by the. Constitution, and the
Supreme Court has made that very clear. And
therefore there would be no possibility of our
recommending it.

Q. But you are free to make the recom-
mendations you have made 'which will affect
private and parochial colleges and univer-
sities?

THE PRESIDENT. Well, the aid that we
have recommended to colleges is in a different
form. We are aiding the student in the same
way the GI bill of rights aided the student.
The scholarships are given to the students who
have particular talents and they can go to the
college they want. In that case it is aid to
the student, not to the school or college,
and, therefore, not to a particular religious
group. That is the distinction between
them.... 51

The school aid question dominated discussion of domes-

,t1c.--i-s-sves at Kennedy's March 8 press.conference, where

Kennedy opposed Roman Catholic proposals for "across-

the-board loans" for non-public schools -- a proposal

that was being pushed in the House by majority leader

John McCormick, who shared the President's geographic

and ethr4c sfatus as a Boston Irish Catholic. Kennedy

51Public Papers of the Presidents of the United
States: John F. Kennedy 1961 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1962), 154-155.
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and Secretary Ribicoff also publicly opposed attaching

desegregation riders such as the Powell amendment, and

Congressman Powell, formerly a loose cannon on the

deck, but now attempting to appear as responsible com-

mittee chairman Powell, was perivaded to withhold it.

But the religious issue could not be con-

tained. When the National Catholic Welfare Conference
iit

declared on behalf of the Catholic hierarchy that the

federal aid bill was unacceptable without a loan

progra for parochial schools, the 88 Catholics in the

House became potential allies with obstructing

Republicans and balking southern Democrats. This was

especially true on the crucial Rules Committee, where

the eight-man "Rayburn majority" of the newly packed

committee included three Catholic Democrats: Ray

Madden (Ind.), Jamas Delayney (N.Y.), and Thomas P.

O'Neill (Mass.).

Kennedy's Backdoor Strategy:
The Covert Catholic 'Sweetener'

In response to this dilemma, Kennedy's strategy

was publicly to insist on a public school aid bill that

excluded private and parochial Schools, but privately

to have Ribicoff and Sorensen secretly negotiate for a

compromise with Bishop Hannan and Monsignors Tanner and

Hurley of the NCWC. According to this plan, the admin-

istration would send to Congeess a series of noncontro-

versial revisions to the NDEA. Then in the markup

sessions, Senators Clark and Morse would add an amend-

ment to Title IV, Section 305, which would expand

private school loans beyond defense-related equipment

to include the construction of olassrooms that are used
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for science, mathematics, n languages, plus

English, physical fitness, and the s.school lunch

program. This in effect would enable churc schools to

obtain low-interest government guaranteed loans to

construct virtu lly any structure short of the

chapel. For%a atholic president to appear to be a

party to such an agreement would be politically

suicidal. So Sorensen closed his "Administratively

Confidential" memo with the stipulation that "there was

to-be no mention or indication that the Administration

had played any role or taken any position on this

amendment or course of strategy."52 It would appear to

be merely a matter of congressional discretion, and the

President at his press conferences'consistently denied

being a party to such maneuvers.

Accordingly, on April 20, Ribicoff sent Kennedy

his proposed noncontroversial amendments to the NDEA.

Meanwhile, Senator Morse's committee duly held hearings

and after markup reported out S.1021, which authorized

$2.5 billion in public school grants for operation,

maintenance, construction, and also for teacher's

salaries. On May 25, the Senate posed S.1021 by a

vote of 49-34 (D 41-21; R 8-22). On june 1, the House

Education and Labor Committee reported a clean bill

(H.R. 7300) similar to the Senate-passed bill, and

sought a rule for floor hearing. But the Rules

Committee, under heavy Catholic pressure, especially

52Memo, Sorensen to the President, 12 April 1961,
"Education and Religion" Folder, Box 33, Files of Theodore
Sorensen, Kennedy Library.
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from Delaney and O'Neill, held up considering H.R. 7300

until it received the NDEA amendments with the new

provision for parochial school loans.

-Despite Kennedy'i den4is of complicity, the

strategy of using NDEA revision to smuggle in aid to

-pkrochtal schools was transparent. On June 20 the New

York Times editorially cpmplained that NDEA revision in

Congress had been "dominated by efforts to write into

this legislation provisions for aid to, priv'ate and

parochial schools," which was "now being used as a

cover under which tnere is an attempt to slip,through.

large-scale Federal aid 'to non-public schools." The

Times supported the original Kennedy bill being

sponsored by Representative Frank Thompson (D-NJ) in

the House, opposed the NDEA gambit for sweetening the

Catholic lobby, and urged New Ydrk City's Rep. Delaney

to support fellow Catholic Thompson's bill in the Rules

Committee., But Catholics Delaney and O'Neill held the

Thompson bill hostage in Rules until the NDEA bill

arrived. So Powell's /Committee shortly cqmplied by

reporting out the NDEA bill, H.R. 7902. But the tense

jockeying in Rules still held up all the bills. On

July 3 the Times editorially complained th-at the NDEA

ransom had been paid, but still the school aid hostage

remained imprisoned in Rules.

Even in the unsavory business of
holding hostages, it is customary to set the
victim free once the ransom has been paid.
The amended NDEA was the ransom; and so the-
imblic-school bill ought to be by any rules of
this nasty game, libertated from the Rules
Committee, where it has unconscionably been
held by a strange coalitiOn.
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Then on July 18 Virginia's Judge Smith teamed up( with

Mississippi's Colmer anb Catholic Delaney in indeed a strange

coalition to join the .five Rules Committee Republicans in

killing the public scho

;

l bill, the .NDEA bill, and the
k

college aid.bill in an 4 ternoon of acrimony and slaughter.

The. Republicans wanted.'lLo bill at all, nor did Southern

Democrats Smith and Colmer. The Catholics wanted the NDEA

"sweeteners" for

DeMocrats - Carl

Texas, and James

thinly disguised

defense.

Catholic

salaries

parochial schools, but -three southern

Elliott of Alabama, Homer Thornberry of

Trimble of Arkansas oOected to such

chur '0 'aid in the unlikely name Of..

The key wask, "ney, who reflected understandable

fears that fedefial aid for public school teachers'
'I

posed potentially ruinous competition for poorly

paid Catholic lay teacheq. The paralysis was complete.

°Fiasco"

When news of theiNtchery in Rules reached the White

House, Kennedy called vibur _Cohen into the Oval Office and

inquired,"Wilbur, why couldn't you get one more Republican on

the Rules Committee to vote with us?" Cohen recalls his

response: "Impetuously and somewhat annoyed, .r retorted:

'Mr. President, why can4lt you get one more Catholic?' The

President shrugged higi shoulders, half-smiled and dropped

further discussion."53 *

At Kennedy's press conference on July 19, he was

asked: "Mr. President, the whole bundle of your school

legislation was torpedoed in the House Rules Committee

yesterday, and its clear that one of the things that largely

53Wilbur Cohen, letter to the author, 20 April 1981.
ci
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helped to sink it was the religious issue. Will you discuss'

that problem, including the report that you have just about

'given up on passing school legislation.in this first session

of this Congress?" President Kennedy replied:g

Well, I know that we were defeated in the
Rules Committee by a vote of 8 to 7. I will
say that'7-of those 8 votes came from members
of Congress who were in the last election.
Thgy have, of course, their responsibility to
meet. But the fact'iof the matter is that
there are procedures available to the House of
Representatives to adopt this bill, in spite
of the action yesterday, before the session
ends.

Now, he Senate passed it by a generous
majority and it came out of the House Commit-
tee with support. , I consider it to be pr-oba-
bly the lost important piece of domestic
legislation. I'M hopeful that the members of
Congress who support this will use .those
procedures which are available to them under
the rules of the -House to ,bring this to a
vote, and that a majority pf the members of

.°Congress will, suppqrt it...4

-The prtcedure Kennedy was refeering to was the seldom used

and rarely effective device qf Calendar Wednesday, whiCh was

designed to short-cir7uit the House Committee structure in

eMergency. But Ribicoff and Cohen preferred to attempt

through normal channels (which necessarily included the Rules

.- log jam,.and espedally Delaney) a compromise that would drop

Vie two most controversN items in the original package:

aid foe teachees' salaries and Ahe NDEA sweetener foe

A
0 C

54Public Papers: Kennedy, 1961, 516.
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Catholics. 55 Instead it would extend impacted school

construction only in overcrowded districts (by the same

amount the House had passed in 1960). A separate title would

provide $300 million for constructing ,college f fties.

Supporting the last-ditch compromise, Sorensen'', emph ized

that $180 million of the college aid would be in rants V'

rather than loans - "and to accept grants as well as loans is

a major change'' from the original administration

position."56 On August 14 Sorensen advised Kennedy that

"there is no real posibility of the bill receiving approval

without Clearing the House Rules Committee. This means that

it must receive the support of either Congressman Delaney or

a Republican member." He further a'dded that "the compromise

meisure advanced by Secretary Ribicoff last week failed to

win a commitment from key House leaders, apparently because

it went too far and from key Senate leaders, apparently

'because it did not go far enough."57 Sorensen even argued ('

--

that the compromise was not the "anemic" bill that. Senator

Hubert Humphrei had denouncedbut rather '"in some ways a

better bill than before." He added the Nixonian rationale

that "It is the old bill without teachers' salaries, which is

what both Houses have passed'before. Tea,chers will be glad

a

55Memo, Ribicoff to the President, 20 July 1961; memo,
Cohen to Sorenson [sic], 7 August 1961 and 9 August 1961, Box
32, Sorensen Fil s, Kennedy Library.

55Memo, orensen to the President; 9 August 1961,: Box
32, Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library.

57
f

Memo, Sorensen to the Oresfdent, 14 Aygust 141: Box
32, Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library.
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to get any Federal aid to education after 40 years - and
local funOs will thus be freed foi. salaries."58

Kennedy accepted the compromise proposal, and Rep.
Thomppn introduced it ivr H.R. 8890. The 4rastically
watered-down, one-year "eMergency" school construction bil)
was denounCed by Catholics as discriminatory; by the NEA as
woefully inadequate; and by House Republicans as a railro9)
job. When Rep. Powell sought its consideration on August lb
on the House floor through the Calendar Wednesday procedure,
he was trounced in a roll-call votkof 170-242 (D 164-82; R-
160). Price observed of this stunning defeat for the
administration that "the massive opposition consisted of 160
Republicans, 70 southertk, Democrats, and 12 Ipon-southern
Democrats." The higher education companion bill, H.R. 8900,
was then sent to the Rules Committee, where it remained
buried.

The New York /limes editoriali2ed on September 6 that
the "failure of leaders'htp, in the White House, in the
Department of HEW, and in the House of Representatives gives
littleocause for hope. Compromise has been the order of the
day, and the result has been a fiasco for Federal aid to
education and a disaster for the nation's public schools."
On September 6 the House extended the NDEA and impacted aid
for two years, the Senate agreed (despite Kenhedy's plea for

58Price, "Kennedy Aid-to-Education Bills," 66,
Unfortmately, Price overed essentially the same ground two
years later in "Schools, Scholarships, and Congressmen," inAlan F. Westin (ed.); The Centers of ftWer (New york:
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1964), 53-105.
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a one-year extension), and on October 3 Kennedy signed the

"unsound and uneconomical" bills with "extreme reluctande."59

At his press conference following Powell's .Calendar

Wednesday failure, Kennedy had observed that "everyone is for

education but they're all for a different education bill. . .

So we will be back next year."60 But beyond his occasional

public rhetoric, he hadn't worked very hard to push through

his eduction program in 1961. He had ducked civil rights,

provided lip service to education, and instead had placed his-

priorities, on aid for depressed areas, expanded trade, a

broadened minimum wage, hoysing and foreign aid, where his

Congressional victories had been impressive. As the first

Catholic President, he was politically condemned to oppose

parochial school aid in his elementary and secondary school

program. But his covert encouragement of the NDEA sweetener

for Catholics was a shim that backfired.. on him, and his

'tepeated denials were disingenuous. The second session of

the 87th Congress would occur in an election lear, and if

Kennedy seriously intended to try again on federill aid to 0

eClucation, he would4'need a new formula with the sa4 old

Congress, especially in.the volatile Houte.

59New York Times, 4 October 1961.

°Public Papers: Kennedy, 1961, 574. Sorensen's year-
end summary of Kennedy's record in domestic affairs concluded
that the administration's biggest disappointment was. educa-
tion, and claimed that "No other piece of d9mestic legisla-
tion received as much Administration effort, leadership, con-
tracts, etc." See Sorensen's draft of 29 December 1961,-"THE
KENNEDY RECORD IN DOMESTIC AFFAIRS, 1961," Sorensen Files,
Kennedy Library.
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CHAPTER TWO

KENNO
AND

THE LEGACY OF,ASSASSINATION

The PolitiCal Context of 1962

Because 1962 was aft election year, sentiment was
widespread in Congres§ to avoid the controversial issues

surrounding the federal aid-to-education question until
1963. HEW Secretary RibiCoff had sent President Kennedy a

five page postmortem memo on October 6, 1961,-that analyzed

the failure of 1961 and flatly-asserted that "A broad pro-

gram of grants to states for pdtilic school construction and

teachers' salaries is virtually impossible to pass."1

Ribicoff urged Kennedy to abandon such a state grant pro-

gram, or at leastjostpone it until 1963, and press instead

in 1962 for the higher education bill and the medical pro-
fessions bill.

lm
emo, 'Ribicoff to Kennedy, 6 October 1961, Box 34,-

Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library. Ribicoff sent copies to
Sorensen, O'Brien, and David Bell.
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-Then, face squarely the fact that a general aid
bill for construction and teachers' salaries has
been killed by the House Rules Committee and
cannot be enacted by this Congress, make this an
issue for the 062 elections with a commitment to
press for it in '63, but insist that the needs
a're so great that some steRs must be taken
now. "Therefore, tramit ndia bill, the Emer-
gency Educational Opportunities Act of 1962,
whibi would include a series of special purpose
programs to aid teachers, improve course con-
tent, step up the level of needed research,
etc. The bill could, if desired, be .141 the form
of amendments to NDEA. The bill could also in-
clude, as one of its features, a one-year con-
struction program for school districts urgently
in need, or this program could be introduced in
separate legislation.6

In retrospect, this was shrewd political advice.

But President Kennedy was determined to ask the Congress

for an even more elaborate education package than-he had in

1961. In his annual State of the Union message on Januray

11, 1962, Kennedy announced- that he would continue to push

for enactment of his failed 1961 programs for construction

and teacher salary aid (for public scHools only), and at the

college level, for federal scholarshipsas well as construc-

tion loans for academic facilitiet. He also hinted that he

would aik for several new education progrtams in addition'to

those that had been rejected by the first session of the 87th

Congress.3

When Congress received Kennedy's special message on

education on February 6, it contained a ten,point program,

headed by his plea for the enactment of the previous year's.

2Ibid.

3Publit Papers: Kennedy, 1962, 9.
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general aid bills, S. 1021 and H.R. 7300 .long Tibund in
Judge. Smith's Rules Committee graveyard.4 But appended to

Kennedy's lead section on general public school aid for

construction and teacher's salaries was a novel proposal for

federal scholarships and grants designed to upgrade/the

quality of teaching. This was, included in Wilbur Cohen's

original submission to the White HoUse of December 6, and it

had elicited the enthusiastic endorsement of the Budget

Bureau, whose staff foresaw little,useful educational (as

distinguished from political) impact in spreading $300

million federal dollars over a national teachers payroll of

$8 or $9 billion, and who wanted instead to use federal funds

to reward me.rit.5 Ribicoff had made the same argument in his

memo to Kennedy of October 6, 1961.

In addition to the Prbsident's new quality-improvement

proposal, there were two other new proposals, one to combat

adult illiteracy and one to aid.handicapped children. Other

special proposals were renewed from 1961 and.included aid for

medical and dental education, aid to educate the children of

migrant workers, and a federal advisory council to aid the

arts. Kennedy also Packed a pending bill, S. 205, that

proposed a noncqntroversial program of construction aid for

educational television, and he called for ,increased NSF

4Ibid., 110-17.

5
Staff memo of M.S. March, "Analysis of HEW's propo-

sals for 1962 education legislation," .Director Files, Box
410, OMB Records Division, National Archives. The memo con-
ceded with considerable understatement that the Budget
Bureau's recommended approach "might not be enthusiastically
received by the NEA which has favored a sentority basis for-

_pay seales and wants a general teachers' subsidy bill."

4.
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appropriations to improve \high school science education.

Only the last two items, which passed the Congress without

difficulty, ever got past the Rules Committee. The collhe

aid bill, H.R. 8900, which was left over from 1961, and which

Kennedy re-endorsed for 1962, fared better. H.R. 8900 had

passed the House on January 39, 1962, and it- passed 'the

Senate on February 6, both by laege majorities. BaN
verslons of the college aid bill contained differingf

i),P3)
amendments, but this typi. cal circumstance was what conference

committees were \designed to iron Ot through trade-offs.

Higher education had seemed largely immune from the whiplash

over race, religion, and federal control that tortured the

debate over general aid to the lower schoolt. Catholic and

Baptist and Lutheran colleges had long received federal funds

to support dormitory construction and science laboratoriet

and language instruction and the like, and the G.I. Bill had

even longer provided federal scholarships to veterans at

sectarian institutions. And quite demonstrably, the postwar

baby boom to .which the returning G.I.'s had so heartily

contributed was beginning to flood the underbuilt and

undermanned college and university campuses, and the four

million college students, of 1960 were expected to double by

1970. Even the Christmas break between the first and second

sessions of the 87th Congress,- ironically enough, had seemed

to calm the nasty religious wars of 1961, and on the very day
p

that Kennedy sent his special message on education to the

Hill, the Senate passel H.R. 8900 by a roll-call vote of 69

to 17. ,The House had passed its version on January 30 by a

thumping roll-c ll vote of 319 to 80. Its prospects seemed

bright.
I
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The College Aid Debate of 1962
.

But there were land mines scattered about. One involved

the distinction between federal loans and grants for the

construction of academic facilities. In 1961, the Kennedy
administration had requested generously subsidized federal
loans. But committee -testimony had revealed that many%
.dolleges either could not afford to participate without
raising tuitions or eliminating teachers° salary increases,
or were restridted by state constitutions from borrowing. So

H.R. 8900'calltd for both 'loans and grants. While taxpayer-
subsidized loans to private sectarian college's had establish-
ed precedents, however, outright federal grants had none.

. ,

This proviiion considerably increased the' "vulnerability of
federal college aid to the religious-war crossfire, which had
previously been largely avoided. In'his"special message to..,

Congress of February 6; 1962, Kennedy attempttd to finesse
,

this problem by urging the Congress "this month [to] complete
its action on legislatlen to assist in the building" of
academic facilities [emphases added] -- with no reference to

loans versus grants.

President Kennedy steide more boldly-into the other
major,region of dangerous terrain. This concerned the issue

Ol

of federal scholarships. It involved,/at the student rather
than the institutional level, essen'' ally. the same loans,

versus-grants dichotomy, but it triggered a partisan rather
than a religious dispute. This tendency had been demon-
strated in 1961, when the first college aid bill reported by
the House Education and Labor committee, H.R. 7215, which had
provided for 200,000 scholarships, was killed in Rules on
&lb, 18, mainly because the Republicans objected to federal
scholarships for the bright but needy. Students should not

t
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be "induced" to go to college, the Republicans argued. So

the dead H.R. 7215 was transformed into the alive H.R. 8900

simply by omitting the scholarship provisions. But in

February of 1962, Kennedy was committing hthelf to a huge

Democratic constituency: families earning less than $5,600 a

year -- one half of all American families in 1960 -- who

could not afford to send their children to college even with

student loans. His language was direct (allhough to a

generation once removed by exponential inflation, his dollar

amounts will appear archaic).

The average cost of higher education today -- up
nearly 90 percent ince 1950 and still rising --
is in excess of $1,759 per year per student, or
$7,000 for a four Ye r course. Industrious

students can earn a par f this -- they or
their families can borrow a part of it -- but
one-half of all American families had incomes
below. $5,600 in 1960 -- and they cannot be
expected to borrow, for example, $4,000 for each
talented son or daughter that deserves to go to
college. Federal scholarships providing up to
$1,000 a year can fill part of this gap.

On higher education aid, Kennedy could appeal with honor

both to the lower-income families with college aspirations,

and to the restive Catholics -- Democrats most of them. And

congressional Republicans, who had so long become accus'tomed

to a sort of knee-jerk minority oppositionism, could be

expected to play the politics of election-year 1962 with

faithful consistency.

By pressing for both the lower and the,higher-education

aid bills in 1962, Kennedy was risking mutual contamination

by the religious and partisan controversies. Fred M.

Hechinger, who covered education for the New York Timeg,

reportdd on Febivary 11 that Kennedy's message had "clearly

upset some of the estimates of his own supporters," who.had
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hoped that he would not renew the drimp e e ntary and
secondary 'school aid until 1463. But e nger also

, observed:

At the same time, some educators are
dismayed that persons close to the White House
continue to indicate that the President is
reconciled to settling for the other parts of
the package, without action on aid to the public
elementary and secondary schools.

Whatever the sincerity of Kennedy's intentions, the Congress

basically ignored his geneeral aid till, but the Roman

Catholic lObby did not. The day fter Kennedy delivered this

education message, Cardinal Spellman told 4 meeting of the

New York Archdiocesan Teachers Institute thaV the President's

school aid proposals would mean "the end of our parochial

-schools,'! and that excluding parochial schools from the

program would be a "terrible crime."6 When Kennedy was asked

about his dilemma at his press conference on February 7, he

responded that "because I think it is such an urgent matter,

I will do evWything I can to have the Congress take

favorable ction on this subject this year."7 His actions

never' ma hed his rhetoric, and his general aid bill went

nalifiere But the religious
-
controversy was pcwerfully

ed, and the political Mitmosphere that had earlier

appeared cordial .to the college aid bill was thereby severely

contaminated.

---15-UttnePr;esident's flawed strategy was worsened further

by partisan maneuvering, bad luck, and political accident.

H.R. 8900 could have avoided the House bottleneck in Rules

6
New York Times, 8 February 1962.

7Public Papers: Kennedy, 1962, 121.
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and gone straight to conference in February, when bipartisan

support was strong, but for the single objection on February

8 of Representative Albert H. Quie, a RePublican from

Minnesota, which automatically sent HA. 8900 to 'the Rules

Committee. A respected member of the House Education and

Labor Committee, Quie explained that he "just wanted to buy

enough time . . . so that the House will not have to accept

the Senate's scholarship provisions."8 And buy ti'me he did

-- three months of deadlock in Rules, which allowed time for

the religious and partisan and ultimately racCal controver-

sies to reappear and feiter. On February 18, six national

&lege associations is,sued a joint statement calling for

both loans and grants for classroom construction, but not

mentioning scholarships -- hence they preferred the House,

bill to the Senate bill.9, The higher educatitn amunity was

united against federal aid limited to loans because

approximately 40 states variously prohibited indebtedness by

the public colleges, and hence federal aid limited to loans

would discriminate against the public sector. But a

potenti-al compromise program of only loans, for private

colleges (including sectarian schools) but both grants and
c

loans for public colleges produced private college resentment

at unequal treatment. Finally, any compromise that would

attempt to bar grants from sectarian but not from nonsec-

8
Congressional Quarterly Almanac: 1962 1962, 235.

9The organizations were the American Council on
Education, the Association of American Universities, the
American Association of Junior Colleges, the Association of
American Colleges, the American Association of State-Colleges
and Universitieso and the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.
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tarian private colleges would run afoul of the virtual

°%.it

impossibility of d ining the line separating the two. Add
to all this the disp t e over scholarships, and it is easy to
see how ground for possible compromise was so difficult to
find. Given such controveirila1 jockeying, a rule was not
granted for conference until May 2, and then only by a narrow
vote of 8'to 6, with all five committee Republicans being
joined in dissent by conservative Democrat William Colmer of
Mississippi. To get a conference rule, Powell had to promise

Judge Smith and his House colleagues that'he would refuse to
accept the Senate's scholarship provision.

But there were problems in the Senate also. Chairman
Lister Hill of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee, who
was a veteran New Dealer, was up for re-election against a

staunch Alabama conservative, and as a result his Usual

strong support for education legislation, which was 'often
cruciaT in wooing his fellow southerners, was greatly cur-
iailed. Hill was adamantly opposed to the House bill's
grants to private colleges, and his Senate colleague, Wayne

Morse, who chaired the Education Subcommittee, also opposed
grants to church-related colleges as unconstitutional.
(Morse was also distracted during the early weeks of th6

°Conference impasse by an intense Senate floor fight over the

communications satellite bill). Opposition to grants for
sectarian colleges was reinforced on June 16 when five
powerful education groups, all of them involved primarily in

lower education, sent telegrams to all the House-Senate con-
ferees opposing federal grants for onstruction of academic
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facilities at_sectarian colleges as a violation of the prin-

ciple of separation of church and state.19

Then on June 25, the Supreme Court ruled 6-1 in the case

of Engle v. Vitale that the reading of an offical nonde-

nominational prayer in New York state public schools was

unconstitutionAVThe negative political reaction was sharp,

especially among soutllern Democrats. Representative George

Andrews of Alabama expressed his double-edged moral outrage

against the Warren court sucCinctly; "They put the Negroes

in.the schools'and now they've driven God out."11 Although

the Kennedy administration had been- unexpectedly cautious in

its civil rijhts policies, white southern fears began to grow

as the administration proposed a law to ban literacy tests in

federal elections by making a sixth-grade education a pre-

sumption of literacy (this was filbustered to death in the

Senate). In the executive agencies, the Office of Education

in December of 1961 requfred a racial nondiscrimination,

Clause in contracts with colleges and universities selected

for NDEA language institutes (six soutlOrn institutions then

withdrew from the program, but 22 remained). In March apf

1962, Ribicoff,announced that effective September 1963, HEW

would withhold funds from segregated 'schools receiving

impacted area funds (military bases were disproportionately

located in the South). And in September, the Justice

4'

10
The five organizations were the American gsociation

of School Administrators, the -Americ n Vocational Associa-
tion, the Council of Chief State chool Officers, ther''
National Congress of Parents and Teach rs, and the National
School Boards Association: All had been closely associated
with the NEA.

?li?
,

Congressional Quarterly Almanac: 1962, 240.
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Department filed its first impacted areas suit to bar federal

aid from racially segregated public schools in Prince.George

County, Virginia.12 By September, while the conference

committee Temained deadlocked, the growing controversy over

the admission of James Meredith to Ole Miss would further

stiffen southern resistance to administration proposals
(including Kennedy's announcement that, he would appoint

Robert Weaver as' Secretary of a Depsrtment of Urban Affairs

if Congress would authorize its establishment -- which it did

not while Kennedy was President).

The Disorganization of the Executive Branch

Compounding all these growing difficulties was organiza-

tional disarray in the executive brancho- It started at the

top, with Kennedy's highly personal, loosely structured, and

ad- hoc style of organfzing the Wesidency. The consensus of

the comparative literature on organizing the executive branch

is that Kennedy rejected the highly structured Eisenhower

pyramid with ,its.military-style hierarchical staff system,

and functioned instead'as his own chief of staff, presiding
,

a

12See Brauer, Kennedy and the Second Reconstruction;
144-51. By January o ustice a i eì our more suc
suits in Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana.
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with informal openness over a group of generalist aides.13

The oral historie's in Boston and in Austin depict a charmi'ng,

intellectually curious piung President given to a, fluid style

- of relationships. One surprising strength of Kennedy's

Oresidential style is that his relatfonsip 'with h4 sen-ior

competitor, Lyndon Johnson, became one of reasonably cordial

and mutual respect. All byidence testifies to Kennedy's

concern that Vice President Johnson be Ossigne4 duties of

considerable magnitude, so that his Vice Presidency not be

measured by the bitterness .of fellow-Texan *John Nance

Garner. The same evidence testifies to"Johnson's probably

astonished but grAified response to Kennedy's solicitude.

This complicated relationship of competing egoes produced'

many strengths and weaknesses that the literature thoroughly

explores. But in federal ,education policy, where Vice

President JohnSbn played no disCernible role, it produced

primarily weaknesses. The President himself, like most.

modern Presidents, became primarily interested in the :point"

dectsions of foreign policy rather than the 'line" deCisions

e

13
The best scholarly study is Stephen Hess, Organizing

the Presidency (Washington,D.C.: BrOokings, 1976), 78-92,
lut see aTiliFitrick Anderson's superior journalistic insight
in the The President's Men (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1968), 195-298; R. Gordon Hoxie, The White House: Organiza
tion and .0 erations (New York: rW.--TFidyoteentet
resi ency, 147i1Thichard Tanner Johnson, Managing the White

House (New York: Harper -& Row, 1974), especially chapter
TTTeT Lewis W. Koenig, The Chief Executive (New York:
Harcourt-Brace-Jovanovich 1975); Thomas E. Cronin, The
State of the Presidency (Boston: Litlle, Brown, 19757
Stephen J. Wayne,, The Legislative Presidenc (New York:
Harper & Row, 1978); and .Bradley . Nas , Organizing and
Staffing the Presidency (New York: Center'for the Study of
the Presidency, 1980), especially chapter two.
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of HEW or USOE. Sorensen and Feldman in substantive policy

and O'Brien in congressional liaison were exceptionally able

aidesf but they were spread too thin, and they were working

with a Congress in which the President had no functional

majority. This weakness of style and commitment at the top

was transmitted to HEW and USOE. Secretary Ribicoff grew to

loathe his job at HEW, where the paucity of "Schedule C"

political appointments ',yielded unusual power to entrenched
civil servents. "I used to.be Number One in Connecticut",

Ribicoff complained to Wilbur Cohen., "NOW I'm Number 64
here."14 Ribicoff was uninterested and untalente'd in'

administration) regarded HEW as "ungovernable," and was

frustrated by his legislative faflures on the Hill. ° He

enjoyed a close relationship with Kennedy, but could not seem

to persuade such key congressional powers as Senator Lister
§``

Hill or Representative John Fogarty. So he longed to join
them. When Kennedy disregarded Ribicoff's advice on

education policy for 1962, Ribicoff cast his eyes on a Senate

seat from Connecticut, and in "July of 1962 he resigned as

Secretary to run for (and win) that Senate seat.

Cohen's recollections of Ribicoff are not flattering:

Ribicoff left because, first he.is a politi-1
cal animal; he is not 'an administrator

. . . he
was in fact an extremely pop,: administrator, one
of the poorest we had as Secretary of HEW . . He
was interested particularly in his own political
future

15
He was very self,centered and egotis-

tical.

14Transcript, Wilbur Cohen Oral History Interview, 24
May 1971, 69, Kennedy Library.

15Ibid.
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Ribicoff was replaced by Mayor Anthony Celebrezze of

Cleveland, whom Cohen regarded as reflective of White House

cynicism 'toward HEW because the appointment was predicated

less 6n merit than on Celebrezze's Italian credentials as a

boost for Ted Kennedy's senate race in Massachusetts.16 In

time, Cohen same to have a decent respect for Celebrezze.

Although he believed that the "Kennedy people dfdn't have anji.

respect for Celebrezze -- they didn't think Celebrezze had

the mental abilities," Cohen concluded that

Now, it-turned out that Celebrezze was a very
good secretary, but mainly because he let the
White . House determine all the significant
things, and the reason for that is he wanted a:
judgeship. So his attitude was to play it cool,
'do what they want, and I'll get my judgeship.

And indeed he did.

At the Office of Education, the Kennedy administration's

appointment for Commissioner was Sterling McMurrin, a man

Kennedy did not even know -- which testifies at least

indirectly to Kennedy's basic gut disinterest in educatfon

Ob.

policy, and least through 1962. Actually, McMurrin Was 'a

potentially able Commissioner, the first to be chosen from

the ranks of higher education (he was a professor of philo-

sophy from the University of Utah)-; previous Commissioners

had been drawn from the ranks of the public.school bureau-

cracy, and generally lacked serious claim to national

distinction. But Professor McMurrin was the administration's

fourth choice, after,James Allen of New York and twO others

had declined the appointment. Francis Keppel recalls:

16
Ibid., 68.
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Ribicoff decided that' he would handleNall *the
politics on Capitol Hill and McMurrin would stt
back and think high thoughts in the Ciffice of
Education. Well the politics fell apart some-
thing terrible, and . . a bill which had been
put together with bailing.wire for Nghe duca-
tion got on the floor of the House.'

"Nonreimbursable Loans"

The conference committee deadlock over federal aid,to

higher education during the summer of 1962 is reflected in

the frustrated reports of Larry O'Brien's pulse-takers from

, both houses on the Hill, which mirror the dismal prospect of

a repeat of.the paralysis of 1961. Charles Daly reported to

0'6rien on the House conferees:18

[Edith] Green sees the education conference as
".almost hopeless" and says there is some feeling
talks should cease for a while. Most of the
Senators.are firmly against grants to private
colleges; their idea of extending loans to
private colleges and grants to public insti-
tutions would get little'backing in the House.
On the question of scholarships,,she is worktng
to develop some sort of acceptable compromise
but here, too she is not optimistic.

As for Representatil:re Green's view of her Senate

counterparts:

In her view, the only blase we might possibly be
helpful now is in modifying the Senators' atti-
tudes toward grants. She says Clark is okay on
grants, Javits has at least swung over to the
point. where he acknowledges there is a differ-

17
Transcript, Keppel Oral History Interview, 21 April

1969, 1-2, Johnson Library.

18Memo, Daly to O'Brien, 20 July 1962, Box 33,
Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library.
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ence between lo grants. Yarborough would,
okay grants to non church-related Orivate
colleges (p esenting a problem of Oefinitio),
Morse' migh possible [sic] support grants,
Randolph is opposed to lrants and McNamara is
against everything. She suggests we hit
Randolph and McNamara.

O'Btlen's Senate nose-counter,. Mike Manatos, reported. oti

§enator McNamara's opinion of this "worthless piece of

legislation," and this assessment v'eflected the same'mood of

gloom.

My meeting this morning with Senator McNamara
developed the same feeling of hopelessness with
regard to the Conference on Higher Education as
expressed by Congresswoman Green. He is resent-

,

ful of the attempt, as he construes it, of the
House Rules Committee to dictate terms of the
Conference to the Senate . . . . He thinks
grants should go only to non-church schools'and
that Durch supported colleges should have loans
only.1

The dual essence of the problem was that, first,,the

House conferees continued to insist on grants for both public

and private academic facilities, whereas the ,Senators

insisted on loans but not grants to private colleges.

Second, the House would not accept the Senate's scholarship

provision. So President Kennedy "hit" Senator McNaumara tn

late J61 ) with a proposal that, if the House copferees flatly

refused to consider college student scholarships, as directed

by the Rules Committee,0 then the Senate conferees ought to

consider an inventive "student loan expansion with forgive-
.

ness of repayment for those entering occupations required by

101
."Memo, Manatos to O'Brien, July 1962 Box 33,

Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library.
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the hational interest and in short supply. 1120 The logic of
this legislative ingenuity, which would so drilate the
repayment requirements of a loan tha,t it would approximate a
de facto federal grant in the guise of a loan, or a grant
under the loan rubric, was suggested by the NDEA of 1958,
which "forgave" repayment requirements' for students who
enteeed the teaching profession in areas given priority by
NDEA.

Wilbur Cohen, the
self-proclaimed "'salami-slicer" whose

relentless incrementalism in social legislation was appro-
priately reflected fn that metaphor, pounced on this elastic
possibility in his tireless.and effective liaison between the
White House and the Hill -- in this case between Edith Green
and. Theodore Sorensen.

.

'Cohen's confidential memo to Sorerisen of 3 August 1962
slimmarized Mrs. Green's creative formula for transforming-a
student loan, uponNwhich the -House conferees insisted, into a,
student grant, which the Senate conferees demanded. This
included requiring no institutional contribution (NDEA
required a 10% institutional contribution), no ceiling of
federal 'payments to an institution (the NDEA ceiling was
$250,000 per year), no interest charge on the loans. (NDEA
charged 3%,starting the second year after leaving college),
and, most stunningly, a novel federal refusal to express any
academic or vocational preference, especially insofar as
superior student performance and therefore promise was con4
cerned:

20Memo, SorenSen to P-resident, 24 July 1962, Box 32,
Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library.
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No preference would be given for students with
.superior academic backgrounds who express a
desire to teach or to students whose academic
backgrounds indicate superior 'preparation or
capacity in science,g mathemtics, engineering,
or modern foreign languages."

Better yet, annual repayments of principal would be limited

to 5% of the borrower's taxable income -- which would

approximate $150 on a gross annual income for a new teacher

in the early 1960s of $4,000 -- and the "Commissioner of

Education could, by regulation urther reduce repayments for

good cause shown."22 But the maximum flexibility lay in .the

elasticity .of the NDEA's precedent for "forgiveness," which

under the NDEA applied only to-teachers in public elementary

or secondary'schools:

Up to 50 per cent of loan ivould be forgiven, at
a rate Of 10 per cent of unpaid balance per
year, for each year's service (subsequent to the
making of the loan) in an "area of critical
manpower need in the notional interest" or in
the Armed Fdrces . . . . Such "areas" would be
determined aInOally by the Secretaries of
Defense, Labor, and Health, Education, .and
Welfare.

,To empower so many cabinet Secretaries to annuallY determine

area-t of "critical manOower need" for federal loan forigive-

ness was indeed a flexible instrument, and it appealed to the

compromising sentiments of conferees Edith Green and Joseph

Clark, who convinciqd their conference colleagues to report

out a version of H.R. 8900 on September 19 that would

. ,

21mem-o Cohen- to Sorensen, 3 August 1962; Box 33,
Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library':

221b1d. The vemo included no definition for "good
cause shown."
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authorize $1.5 billion in-grants and loans over five years to,,

public and private colleges for construction of classrooms
and libraries, $250 million, in grants t6 public community .E\

colleges, and $600 in student "loans" -- which intluded

set-aside of 20% of ,,the lloan funds for "non-reimbursablie

loans" to exceptiknally needy and promising students.23

This was Dean Keppel'higher education pill 'hut
together with baling. wire" "wtat struck me as the (nost

unlikely language I've ever heard -- a provision.for 'non?
reimbursable loans.' Well, for heaven's sake what's a.

loan!"24 -Republican Congressman John M. Ashbi:ook of 'Ohio
called the "nonreimbursable loan" set-aside "semantic double-
talk," which of cour;e It was4 and' there was.widespread
sentiment in the House that the conference committee had
violated its instructions by including the Senate's thinly
disguised scholarship provision. Besides, "truly needy"-

scholars.hip students were unlikely to be Republicans.
Clearly, H.R. 8900's original bipartisan support was
crumbling. NWorp, southern Democrats began talking about
defection 'over the,religious issue. Worst of all, from the
Kennedy administration's viewpoint, the resurgent church-
state controversy was sOintering the fragile alliance
supporting ederal aid even at the college level. The

conference report on A.R. 8900 was filed on Seeember 19, and

23See the Congressional Quarterly Almanac: 1962, 235-
38, and House Report 2435. The conference committee compro-.mise passed by a vote of 7-2, with the dissenters being,
interestingly, two veteran Senators: New-Deale 'Lister Hill
of Alabama, and anti-New Dealer Barry Goldwater of Arzona.

24Transcript, Keppel Oral History Interview, 3,
Johnson Library.
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before the vote was.taken the following day, Dr. William 'C.

Carr of the NEA sent telegrams to all House members6 warping

that the provision for federal funds for oonstruptiOn grants

to sectarian colleges "imperils America's traditional,concept

of separation of church and state."25 The NEA wanted federal

aid to bolster its constituents' salaries, and Senator John

F. Kennedy had embraced this propositiOn as a presidential

candidate. 'To the NEA, the big bafttle was for teacher-salary

relief in elementary-secOndary aid bill for the public

sector only, a goal to which ,college aid must be held

hostage. And the NEA was not alone in the'September telegram

and lobbying blitz -- add the American Association of School

Administrators, the National, Conference. of Parents and

Teachers, the Southern Baptist ConVention, and others.

The result is best exemplified by, the response of the.

House delegation from Alabama. Despite the conventional

racist-reactionary stereotypes, Alabama's Democrats had

historically inherited a deep populiSt streak, and the deans

of both delegations on the Hill -- Carl Elliott in the House

and Lister Hill in ,the Senate .were deeply rooted in the

progressive rural liberalism\bf the New Deal. But on this

occasion Senator Hill lobbied the House side to oppose

taxryer aid to religious colleges, and the entire Alabama

delegation voted to recommit and thereby kill the conference

report: So the House, which hag supported H.R. 8900 on

January 30 by a roll-call vote of 319-80,, voted on September'

20 to recommit the conference report by a vote of 214-186.

The Rtpublican margin of opposition, 130-30, was not

40,

-25See generally the Congressional luarterly Almanac:
1962, 230-40.
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surprising. But the Democratic margin Was regionally
crucial. House Democrats supported H.R. 8900 by a vote of
156-84, but 76 of. the 99 southern Democrats voted for
recommital, which meant that 33 southern Democrats who voted
for the bill in January had switched to oppose, it in
September. So in the second session/of the 87th Congress, as
in the first, federal aid toAeducation, even at the college
level,, where its prospects had earlier appeared so bright,
was dead. The New York Times once again reproved the
administration's faltering leadership in its postmortem
editorial:

The President, who less than a year ago said
federal aicrto the public schools might well be

. the most important piece of domestic legislaA
tion,- has lapsed into a strange silencb. And
'his lieutenants in Congress and in the Executive
appear just os remote from the issue as former
Secretary Ribicoff, who has dropped out qf the
Cabinet to return to Connecticut politics.'

The Times editorial Ideplore& the "Falstaffian concept of
courage" of the administration's

supporters of federal aid to
education, who were "in retreat or in hiding." It recallee
with approval the President's original insistence that educa-

,

tion was a vast interconnected enterprise with public ele-
mentary and secondary schools at its foundation, Aand hence
that federal aid 'to higher education, or to combat, adult
illiteracy, or todassist manpower retrainirig, were important

but ancillary goals. "There was nothing wrong with the
President's original diagnosis," the Times concluded,
including his reminder that "the issue has been ebeted for

26
New York Time 4 September 1962.
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forty years and ought to be ready for actfon. But now even

the debate appears to be fading out.",

F4

, The congressional Elections of 1962

'In late July, when the-education confer,ence. appeared

hopelessly deadlocked, and with similar blockages ,. facing

mtjor administrative programs in medicam, mass transit, and
_

public works,,Rresident Kennedy set the partisao tone for the P

1962 midterm elections by attacking the consistent negativism
\

of the Republicans in his July 23 press conference. He said

the November elections would 'give the American people a

"clear" choice -- whether to "anchor .down" by voting

Republican 'or .to "sail" by voting Democratic.27 The

President thereafter campaigned vigoroitsly for Democratic

candidates, until halted by October's Cuban missile crisis.

Kennedy's announcement of naval quarantine of,Cuba on

October 22, and his subsequent qtimatum to- Khrushchev,

blunted Repubfican hopes that Cuba might ,become an adminis

tration embarrassment, as it d in 1961. The result of the

Yaeletton was essentially -a tandoff. The Democrats could
d

. claim a net gain of four Senate seats igainst a nomfnal loss

of four House seat; Not since 1934 had a Presidential party

fared sip''Wfl in a midterm election. On the.other hand, as

the,Republicans were quick to point out, the Democrats had
.

scarcely recouped thei/n large losses sustained through-

Kennedy's negative coattail effect in 1960, which had left

far fewer vulnerable seats for Republicans to recap re in

vri1962. And the Republicans.had increased their southe n House

seats from nine to fourteen. So.when the first session of
,z

27Public Papers: Kennedy, 1962, p. 573.
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the 88th Congress convened in January, Kennedy was still

going to lack a working majority, especially in the House.

/

/A Fresh Strategy for 1963:
The Budget Bureau s Omnibus Social Welfare Approach

Late in October of 1962, the Budget Bureau staff began/

constructimg a "fresh approach" to a new federal education

program that rejected.the strategy of separate bills in the

last Congress for

elementary and secondary education, quality, /

higher education, and for a variety of special /

, aids (for adult illiterates, migrants, handi- /
capped children) [which] simply resulted (1) in/
dredging up in bold form the issues of public/
school versus private and segregation versu
desegregation, and (2) in arousing more suppor
for specialized groups and needs -- without a
gain in ,hupport for broader programs /n
education.c°

The Bureau called instead for an omnibus bill that would

embrace a broad "social welfare" approach tO education, that

wouldi.concentrate on "aiding people -- from childhood to old

age -- rather than aiding institutions or another level of

government." The BOB memo- observed that the President'i

special message on education of the previous February 6 had

accepted the social welfare view conceptually, but that

"curiously enough, the social welfare view of education was

not pursued by the Administrations politically or in fact in

the structure of the.legislation."

28
Staff memorandum, "A new federal program in educa-

tion", 30 October 1962, Box 410, OMB Records IDivision,
National Archives. This was an early draft; the polished and
officfal version was dated November 7.
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The Bureau's recommended social welfare approach wtis

rooted in an "underlying rationale" about what "education is

or should be in our society" -- that it is "integrally

connected with a person throughout his life, to...his freedom,

his individual social and economic welfare and in turn to the

freedom, social, and economiC-Vellbeing of the Natron." As

such gducation was the key to "the anticipated next stage in

the development of our society, thrust upon us by changing

technology, automation, leisure, Urban, rural change,

unemployment and population increase." Such a rationale

would seek to maximize economic growth rather than b)anket

aid to institutions, so its programs would reach out to

people -- slum and rural children, the elderly, women whose

intellectual resources were poorly- tapped, people working in

"ordinary jobs" who could benefit from retraining and sabba-

tical benefits as much as scholars and corporate executives.

Implicit in the Bureau's proposal was a critique of the

political tendency of line agencies in general, and HEW and

USOE in particular, to construct legislative proposals based

upon the competing demands of powerful constituent groups and

their institutions rather than upon the needs of people -4- to

base programs on coalitions rather than on a unified theory.,..

of education. This critique from the "institutional memory"

of the Executive branch was to sharpen and become more

explicit in the years ahead, but in the fall of 1962, the

Bureau's call for an omnibus bill and social welfare strategy

for 1963 was based in large part on the embarrassing two.

years of failure of all attempts to create federal aid

programs to aid "institutions or another level of

Government." The Bureau had also consistently warned that

even a large federal aid progi0 was going to be tiny in
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relation to the $20+ billion that was annually spent on

public and private education in America, and therefore that

fdderal programs should concentrate on incentives, on

,leverage, on stipulating breakthroughs rather than supple-

menting what was already being done by the vastly more

massive state And local gnd private educational expenditures.

The States Rights Counterattack

But also in the fall of 1962, a demand for a "fresh

start and a creative new approach" to federal aid to educa-

tion was coming from another source, and its proposed new

approach differed radically from the preferences of the

Budget Bureau. This was the Bipartisian Citizens Committee
for Federal Aid for Public Elementary and Secondary
Education, and it% masthead reflected a truly bipartisan
elite! William Bento9v Barry Bingham, James Conant, Lawrence

Derthick, Walt Disney, Ardlthur Flemming, Marion Folsom, Edgar

Fuller, Earl McGrath, Milliam Menninger, Walter Reuther,

Howard K. Smith, Lewis Strauss. The blqe-ribbon committee

contained two former secretaries of HEW and two former

commissioners of USOE. On November 9, committee chairman
George J. Hecht, publisher of Parent's Magazine, wrote
President Kennedy urging the administration to (1) ask

Congress to construct a bipartisan bill, rather than submit

an inherently partisan "Administration" bill; and (2) to

extricate itself from the church-state controversy by

embracing a principle that would "MAKE FEDERAL CONTROL
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ILLEGAL AND IMPOSSIB1..E"29 How? By transferring federal

funds to "ongoing State aid education systems," which would,

then "be deemed State funds upon receipt by the States," and

would be ."distributed to local school authorities for public

education purposes as defined by State law, uSing the same

processes through which State funds are now distributed."

oThe Bipartisan Citizens Committee proposal did call for

some sort of equalization formula to benefit the poorer

states, for matching requirements and penalties to prevent
a

mere substitution of federal for state funds, and for

encouraging state planning. But its essence was vintage

states rights. On November 22, in Miami, Chatrman Hecht

explained the committee's proposal before the annual meeting

of the Council of Chief State.. School Officers, whose

executive secretary, Edgar Fuller, sat on the committee.3°

In response to all these pressures, Sorensen's first

draft of the proposed omnibus education bill for 1963

generally reflected the Budget Bureau's memo of November 7

that proposed the omnibus rationale, and also its summary and

budget projection of November 24, which included the various

agency submissions, and called for maximizing the program-'

matic flexibility of existing legislation through "a more

liberal interpretation of the law than has heretofore

prevailed," and hence minimizing the need for new and novel

(and therefore vulnerable) legislation. Sorensen's draft

also included aid for leachers' salaries in public schools

only. But hts final point had a newly familiar ring:

29Letter, George J. Hecht to the President, 9 November
1962, WHCF, Kennedy Library.

30New York Times, 23 November 1962.
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Upon receipt by the states, Federal funds under
the statute will become state funds, included in
the existing state aid programs and administered
by the state educational agency, in accordance
with its own laws on equalization, organization
and public purpose.

The Budget Bureau was appalled. Its responsive memo of
December 5 concentrated-on the positive principles it was
seeking to develop.-- i.e., making maximum Use of existing

legislative authority (NDEA, NSF, HHFA); presenting an

omnibus bill "as the No..1 Presidential domestic objective ino

the first sesSioh bi the 88th Congress, 'II possibly to be

considered by a joint select committee or select committees

pi both Houses; providing,a program continuum from pre-school

'through old age; and targetiag at specific problems rattlr

than educational levels.31 But its -strong preference was
clearly for specifically targeted project grants, where the

federal granting authority determined priorities, over

general grants wherein federal funds might simply disaPpear

in the nation's vastly larger education budget:

General grants to States for elementary and
secondary schools under present budgetary
limitations -- evem if they could be enacted --
would be too small to make a dent -- perhaps
MO million out of $20 billion. The State's
rights, no-contrOl-over-education drive would
have the Federal Government turn the money over
to the States under gederal "State Plans." This
would be the same as "to put the money on the
stump and run." Federal money would merely
replace local funds and it would take large sums
just to overcome this substitution and to make a

31Staff memorandum, "Suggested Approach for
Administration Education Proposals', 5i.December 1962, Box
410, OMB Records Division, National ArchiVes.
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real impact and achievement of national objec-
tives would be difficult.

The Budget Bureau even suggested that the omnibus bill "might

best leave out controversial proposals which renew the

church-state issue -7 such 45 grpts for forgiveness of loans

to colleges and general aid." But the crucial decisions were

up to the President, to be summarized in his annual State of

the UnioA message in mid-January, and,his special message on

education in late January.

Commissioner Francis Keppel

In the early autumn of 1962, when the adminAtration's

education progrith was foundering for the second year in a

row, USOE Commissioner McMurrin followed Secretary Ribicoff

in resigning. Francis Keppel, who had been dean of Harvard's

School of Education since 1948, recalls the circumstances, as

told to him b former fellow-Harvard dean, McGeorge Bundy:

Mr.,Mc urrin could hardly bear the thought --
poor fell w -- and resigned. He resigned, inci-
dentally, through his congressman, as I recel,
from Utah, so that Mr. Kennedy read it in the
morning paper. The story I now have to tell you
comes from Mac Bundy, who was one of the White
House aides. The following morning they had

some kind of a meeting. And Mr. Kennedy said,
"What's all this about this fellow resigning as
Commissioner of Education, apparently by way of
Capitol Hill? What's,Aping on! I never heard
of the fellow!"

And Mac Bundy's response was: "Mr.

President, that's exactlythe trouble. You

never heard of the fellow!"4

32Transcript, Keppel Oral History Intemiiew, 21 April
1969; 4, Johnson Library.
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So Kennedy turned to an educator he knew, Harvard's Dean

Keppel, and had him sworn in as Commissioner (a job which

Keppel conceded "had a very bad smell to it") in a highly
visible White House ceremony (Justice Frankfurter was

scheduled to give Keppel the oath, but was too ill).

Yankee Eptscopalian, 'the Harvard-educated Harvard dean was
well suited by background and temperament to mediate between
the Kennedy administration and the contending interest

groups,-especially the Catholics and the WEAand the lower-

verus-higher education lobbies.

The new Commissioner accompanied Secretary Celebrezze,

Wilbur Cohen, and Mike Feldman to the annual pre-Christmas

legislative strategy session in Palm Beach in December of
1963. The veteran Cohen was the chtef legislative
strltegist, together with Soiensen. Their:. 1963 omnibus

strategy, which drew heavily fromil the Budget Bureau's policy

recommendations, sought to unite the bickering education-/

lobbies behind one bill that offered something for everybody,

and that emphasized the necessary interrelatedness of the
broad educational enterprise, from pre-school to adult

learning, from vocational to doctoral. But it' politically

Centered on a-proposed package of higher eduatfon facilities

aid based on the accepted Hill-Burton model, which had been

providing federal funds for constructing hospitals affiliated
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with religious denominations since 1946.33 Keppel recalls

his diplomatic,assignment:

It was obvious that the best hope that
one could have would.be to keep a program before
the Congress . . . and try to keep the lobbyists
from killing each other, oh, because the higher
education fellows were so mad at the NEA fellows
they wouldn't speak to them. In fact, I can
recall negotiation at a private meeting between
Mr. Logan Wilson (a Texan, by the way, a former
president [of the University of Tecra7repre-
senting the higher education int ests) and
William Carr, who represented the National
Education Association. These two men [who] had
worked with each other for probably five or ten
years were so cross at each other in early 1963
that I personally had to invite them to dinner,
and they didn't dare turn me down. Thtg>lwas
liter lly the case.

Keppel saw his "delicate" first task as getting the lobbyists

-- "Catholic, NEA, Americap Council on Education, land grant

colleges, and all the others, . . . to shut up about things

the.; didn't like and only talk about things they did like."

3.3Transcript, Cohen Oral History Interview, a_jlay
1971, 70-72, Johnson Library. Prior to 1935, the Plublic
Health Service had relied solely on its own employees rather
than on project grants; from 1935 to 1946, the PHS had turned
increasingly to grants, but only to state and local public
health agencies and individual researchers. The Hospital
Survey and Construction Act of 1946,, sponsored by Senator
Lister Hill (D. Ala.) and Representative Harold H. Burton (R.
Ohio) and designed to modernize national health resources
that had grown obsolete since the Depression and World War
II, authorized project grant expenditures of $75 million a
year for five years to public and private nonprofit groups
and institutions as well as to the states. In 1946, the
religious issue did not seriously arise, and the popular
program had been regularly extended in time and expanded in
scope since 1946.
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The Ambivalent Omnibus Bill of 1963

Kennedy's state-of-the-union message of January 14

:began with emphasis on his proposed tax cut, but he also

emphasized the need for qualitative irOrovements in four main

areas of national concern, the first being investing in

\itmerica's youth through expanald education, manpower

training, and a domestic version of the Peace Corps (the

other areas were health, civil rightt, and such national
re§ources as transpolation and parks). Like most such

annual messages, the rhetoric was general and uplifting, and

more than half of this one was devoted to foreign affairs.

But his January 17 budget message contained three specific

hints about his new strategy for aid to education. As the

Budget Bureau had urged, it would (1) broadly interpret the

existing legislative authority of USOE and NSF, and.(2) focus

selettively on critiäal problems rather than spread federal

mnnies thinly across -ti* board. ThIrd, while its program-

matic scale would be considerably broadened, its blidgetarY
(

scale would be slightly reduced and phased in\over five years

r- The New York'Times estimated a total of $5:3 billion oVer

1964-69, with only $1.2 billion requested for fiscal 1964,

for the25-1tem package.

Kennedy)'S special message on education of January 29 and

accompanying bill revealed .,,,the details of the new

:strategy.., First, the single omnibus "bill, the proposed
Natiolal Education Improvement Act of .1963 (H.R. 3000, S.

580),-, would symbolize the essential unity of the nation's

educaijonal Aterprise, and would politically seek to unify

the diverSive education lobbies. Second, since college aid

held the greatest promise of legislative success,-and since

in 1962 the college aid bilj had failed in conference
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primarily because Of partisan (Republican) objection to

scholarships and religilous (Protestant) objections to grants

to sectarian colleges, Kennedy dropped the student scholar-

ship yovision and called for construction loans only for

public and private ,undergraduate . colleges, while accepting

grants for all other categories. Third, in light of the

repeated failures of the Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy

pftinistrations to pass general, across-the-board aid, the

1963 message calle for "selective, stimulative4id, where

possib4, transitional" aid

aimed -at strengthening, not weakening, the

independence of existing school systems and

aimed at meeting our most urgent educational
problems and objectiveb including quality .

improvement; teacher training; special problems
of slums, depressed, and rural areas; needy
students; manpower shortage areas such as

-science and engineering; Ad shortages of

educational facilities . . . .34

The previous fall's states rights counter-proposal -- what

the Budget Bureau contemptuously called the leave-it-on-the-

stump-and-run approach -- which had tempted Sorensen and

horrified the Budget Bureau, was jettisoned, along with the

old across-the-board approach of general aid, in favor of an

ambivalent salute to two ostensibly contradictory princi-

ples. On the one hand, federal funds were to be categori-

cally targeted toward: (1) increasing starting and maximum

teacher salaries, and average salaries n disadvantaged

areas; (2) construtting classrooms in areas of critical

shortages; and (3) initiating special projects to Improve

educational quality, especially in depressed rural and urban

34Public Papers: Kennedy, 1963, 107408.
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areas, all for publiszschools only. On the other hand, these

funds were to be distributed through the states, to use for

one or more of these purposes as they saw fit -- or not to

use at all. , This inherent tension between the primacy of

federal strings on categorical grants of Treasury funds

dedicated to overriding national purposes, and, the states'

rights "religion of local*control," was to teMain largely an

1,abstraction at the elementary-secondary school level during

the Kennedy administration, since the inherently contro-

versial bill never got beyond the tlearing stage. But it

clearly ,heralded the tensions of the Johnsonian breakthrough

after 1965. .

On 'February 1, 1963 the .New York Times editorially

Igreeted the'oMnibus proposal withenthusiasam as "a radically

new approachthat concentrated on .i.ncentives for quality

improvement, although it conceded that the call for transi-

tional aid that would be phased out "runs counter to the

realities of public life and may be nothing more than suga'r-

coating on the budgetary pill." And on February 6, Fred

Hechinger's column in the Times observed that, "ParadW-

cally, the message is, despite the omnibus range all over the

educational landscape, far more pin-pointed in purpose than

any previous proposal." Hechinger recalled that the bill

proposed earmarking, funds for urban slums,' much as had

Kennedy's Hovde task force of 1960, and that it was the first

major aid.-to-education proposal since Worletar II that did

not primarily hinge on the defense needs of the cold war.

If the enthusiasm of the Times support for the omnibus

bill was predictable, even moreso was-the immediate rejection

by Monsignor Frederick G. Hochwalt, spokesman for the

National Catholic Welfare Conference, of the exclusion of
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parochial schools as "totally 'unacceptable," ind alSo the

objections to their inclusion by the Protestant National

Council of churches. Members of Congress also comOlained

that they ,were being inundated with too many proposals

without any indication of the administration's priorities.

Keppel recalled of the public school aid proposal that "the

Congress roareci with laughter and had a lovely time chasing

it around, saying, You don't reallyjnean that there are no

priorities --.between -higher education and the schools and

between books anC1 whatever!"35

But Keppet exa ger ed, for a new and more mellow wood

pervaded Angress 1 1963. As James Sun4dquist observed in
r

Politics and Poli , people, do learn from painful experi-

ence.36 The NEA had learned from its kamikaze telegram blitz

-of 1962, which had dcirie so much to kill the higher education

bill of that year, which.in turn was the only education bill

that had any chance. The religious factions fen-ced more

cautiously in 1963, and Kennedy's steadfast exclusion of

parochial school aid greatly eased,the fears of1Protestants,

and thereby alsU-leased the path of categorical federal aid to

sectarian colleges, most-of which were Protestant. When

Powell's committee on May 22 broke the-

?

mnibus bill into four

separate bills -- one each for coll e94 aifd, impacted areas,

elementay-Secondary education, and a catch-al'i bill for the

35Transcript,- Keppel Oral History-Interview, 21 April
1969, 6, Johnson Library.

-36Sundquist Politics and P licy, 205-10. TheAetailed
chronology of Douglas E. Kliener in The Vocational Education
Act of 1963 (Washington: American Vocational Association,

1965), centers pn vocational education but covers all

education legislation enacted fn 1963.
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remainder37' -- chances for ,passage of elementary-secondary

aid were %virtually dashed. But removal of that volatile

element greatly strengthened the4ances of the others. In

response, the Times editorialized on May 28 that the omnibus

breakup came as no suprise, that the omnibus vehicle had

nevertheless served its purpose. as a compret4nsive White
Paper to demonstrate -thet scope and interrelatedness of

America's educational '. needs, and that the four-part breakup

made, sense. What was unfortunate, the imes complained, was
that political priorities would thereb be placed on the,.

least controversial and therefore the'least critical areas of
need -- such as impacted areas, "with the loudest overtones

of the pork barrel"' -- and that the crucial need to rebuild

the hou4 of education at its elementarY-secondary foundation

would be swept under the Congressional rug. And this is

largely what happened, although 'the result was far, more

positfve than the original prediction of the Times suggested.

The Congressional Response

The agency and White House files for the spring and

summer of 1963 reveal a different patterR from the previous

two years, when congressional deadlocks Wad prompted intense
bargaining and backdoor negotiations. 1(- But in 1963 the

deadlock over public school aid was taken as a given; a price

to be paid for promising movement on the other fronts. So

the executive branch, with Wilbur Cohen at the center of the
HEW effort, mainly monitored and nurtured the Congress as it

,slowly worked its will, first on the difficult House side.

There senior Democratic Representatives Adam ClaytOn Powell,

37
ew York Times, 28 May 1963.
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Carl Perktn and Edith Green worked with diligence and

tkill, fiSSt on'the college aid bill, H. R. 6143, next 'On the

combined vocational - NDEA - impacted area's bill, H. R. 4955,

then'on t4i library bill and the Ottb-all remainder-oethe

25 proposals in the ..Original 'omnibus package, plus a few

initiatives'by Congress. The memo traffic reflects .mos.try *

tactical manuevertng: ' e.g., soeculation, for example, about

what maifications might induce Carlftliott and Phil Landrum

to help bring their fellowAouthernDemOcrats aboard, or how
IF'

o persuade such swing Republicans as Albertpuie and Peter

Frelinghuysen to help convince fellow Republicans. In the

Senate, the admin.istration torch Was oarried by Wayne Morse,

who kept the omnibus, bill intact until September, aWaiting

developments in the more volatile Hduse. The.details and

timing of this complicated process are of less fmportance

here than the nature of fthe. most crucial congi-essional

bargaining, especially inconference committee, and 'the

results. Since the dimentary-seCondary bill was consen-'

sually dead, major attentipn focused on the,college aid bill

for clissroom construction, H.R. 6143, which waS sponsored by

ETlith Green, chairwoman of the higher education. subcom-

mittee. Green's bill was reported out of th full HoUse

Education and Labor Committee on May 21 by a bi artisan vote

of 25-5, and as in 1962, it added grants to th loans provi-

sions for public and private academic facilities. On August

14 the House passed the five-year; $1,195,900,000 program

(the funding was only for 'the first three years) by'a bi-
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partisan 287413 roll-call vote (D. 180-57; R. 107-56).38

Nevertheless, the reservations of southern:Democrats about
taxpayer aid to sectarian colleges was reflected in a

regional breakdowq, with northern Democrats voting for the

bill 140-3 and southern Democrats votingagainst it 40-54.

In the Senate, the Labor and Public 'Welfare committee

reported H.R. 6143 with,amendments on October 7. The Senate

version differed from the House bill primarily in amount and

duration, ($1,750,000,000 over five years, versus the House-

$1,195,000,000 over three years), and it earmarked the grants

categorically for science, engineering, and library facili-

ties only. After five days of floor debate and amendment,

the Senate on October 21 passed H.R1 6143 by a roll-call vote

of 60 -.19 (D. 4 - 11; R. 19 - 8). As in the House, the most

controversial aspect of the Senate debate concerned the

religious issue.

Judicial Review and Taxpayer Suits

During a similar debate in 1962, when the Executive

Secretary of the Council of State School Officers, Edgar

Fuller, had testified in both chambers on behalf of five

national education organizations against broad federal grants

to sectarian colleges, he had explained the opposition of

38H.R. 6143 authorized the $1,195,000,000 for only the
first three years of the construction and rehabilitation pro-
gram, onwila one-third federal matching basis, as follows:
(1) $690 million ip matching grants for undergraduate, aca-
demic facilities, with 22% reserved for public and private
junior colleges and technical institutes; (2). $145 million
in matching grants for graduate facilities; and (3) $360
million in loans for all higher education institutions,
repayable at low interest rates within 50 years.
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these major public "lower" education lobbies in a reply to a

critical editorial in the St. Olds Post - Dispatch .39

Fuller, who was regarded with considerable irritation by the

senior architects of education policy in both the Kennedy and

Johnson administrations, explained why .the public school

constituencies regarded such aid as not only unwise public

policy, but also as "probably unconstitutional."

The current legillation would be* declared

unconstitutional, we believe, if it could be
tested in court, but such a test of consti-
tutionality is probably impossible for lack of
jurisdiction under the decision of Massachusetts
v. Mellon nearly 40 years ago.

'Massachusetts v. Mellon was a case decided by the Supreme

Court in 1923, in which Massachusetts challenged the consti-

tutionality of the Sheppard-Towner Maternity Aid Act of

1921. That statute was a progressive-era measure based on a

grant-in-aid inducement to states to cooperate with the.newly

created Children's Bureau in the Department WLabor to help

reduce maternal, and infant mortality and to protect the

health of mothers and infants." The Court in 1923 never

reached the merits of the case, but instead denied juris-

diction because the suit did not ivreality arise between a

state and citizens of another state, but rather was an

attempt by Massachusetts to act as a representative of its

citizens against the national government. Justice Suther-

land's decision also held that the constitutional questions

39Edgar Fuller t6 Editox, St. Louis Post Dispatch, 26
June 1962, Box 33, Sorensen Files, Kennedy Library. The five
organizations are identified in note #11.

40Massachusetts'v. Mellon, 262 U.S. 27 (1923).
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raised by Massachusetts -- i.e., whether even such a.

voluntary grant-in-aid- program wasn't coercive because the

citizens of a nonparticipating state nevertheless had to pay

federal taxes to support the program -- were "abstract

questions of political power." Since the case was decided

with a companion case, Frothingham v. Mellon, in which the

Court held that an individual taxpayer lacks standing to,sue

the national gmiernment for equitable remedy against objec-

tionable Treasury expenditures,41 there seemed to be no

timely and practical way to press for early Supreme Court

resolution on the hotly-contested constitutionality of the

broadening federal proposals for aid to religious schools.

In response to this dilemma, Representative John B.

Anderson (R. Ill.) offered a floor amendment to allow a

college or university to enter a court suit to test the

constitutionality of federal aid to sectarian colleges. But

to the predictable Catholic objections were added arguments

41Frothingham v. Mellon, 262 U.S. 447 (1923). Mrs.
Frothingham .had sued theM17-ict of Columbia to enjoin en-
forcement of the Sheppard-ToWner Act, but Justice Sutherland
held that, while individual citizens possessed standing to
sue municipal jcorporations, the t.elationship between thOr
federal tax payments and national expenditures was so remote
that they could not Show sufficient injury to claim standing
to sue. The moder9 federal grant-in-aid program originated
with the Weeks Act of 1911, which encouraged state partici-
pation in fire-prevention programs,.and included such major'
new programs as'the Smith-Lever Act of 1914 for agricuitural
extension, the Federal Road Act of 1916, and the Smith-Hughes
Act of 1917 for vocational education. The Court began to
decide and approve the merits of such programs in the late
1930s, when it belatedly began to approve the major New Deal
measures. In 1968 the Supreme Court vastly expanded the
standing of individual taxpayers to sue in Flast v. Cohen,
392,U.S. 83 (1968).
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that such a pro ision might tie up the entire college aid

program and misht even jeopardize the broad array of extant

programs aidi g private colleges, and Anderson's amendment

was rejected on August 14 by a voice vote.42 In the Senate,

however, so thern Democrats spoke with a stronger voice, and

Senators am Ervin (D. N:C.) and John Sherman Cooper (D. Ky.)

moved o the floor that all sectarian colleges should be

exclude from the bill's aid. This was rejected by a 27-54

roll-c ll vote. Then Ervin and Cooper offered an amendment

that rovided that an individual taxpayer could challenge the

con titutionality of grants or loans to'private colleges,in

fe eral district court. Morse argued against the amendment

ta his bill, insisting tht (1) the Supreme Court would

ikely follow precedent and rule unconstitutional the court

test provision, and possibly therefore the entire bill; (2)

such a provision promised to kill the bill in the House; (3)

such a provision would prejudice the matter in the courts

because it implied congressional doubt as to its constitu-

tionality; and (4) it would surely delay the whele program

far beyond its. proposed beginning in fiscal 1964. But the

Senate accepted. the Ervin-Cooper amendment by a roll-call

vote of 45-33, and on October 21 the Senate sent the amended

H.R. 6143 to conference committee.

This.time around the pressure to compromise differences

and avoid yet a third year of embarrassing failure and acri-

mony wis so intense that the conferees did reach a compro-
.

42Ed th Green had included a similar amendment in her
original-subcommittee bill, but is was rejected by the full
Education and Labor Committee, after which she had promised
Catholic Rules Committee member James Delaney that she would
not reoffer the amendment.
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mise, one mainly skewed toward the House _version. The

Senate's cOntroversial provision for judicial review was

dropped, and the House version on funding was adopted, but

the House across-the-board approach on grants yielded to the

Senate's categorical provisions based on defense and national

security needs, which 411 turn were expanded from science dhd

engineering and libraries to include mathematics and modern

foreign languages. The conference report was agreed to by a

lopsided roll-call vote in the House of 258-92 on November 6,

and was safely on its way toward Senate approval when the

President was assassinated on November 22 in Dallas (Senate

approval came on December 10 by a roll-call vote of 54-27).

The Kennedy Legacy

Although the fallen President never lived to witness the

considerable fulfillment oi his long and frustrating efforts

in education, it was clear by mid-November that his major

achievement, the 4ollege aid hill, was going to be signed

into law. Also well along toward almost certain passage was

H.R. 4955, which combined extension of the popular NpEA and

impacted areas ai4d programs with expansion of vocational

aid. One key to the relative success of Kennedy's education

program in 1963 had been the cooperative and indeed chastened

behavior of the NEA, which that year had watched the public

school aid bill die with disciplined resignation, had even

supported a college aid bill that aided sectarian colleges as

long as there was a provision for a court test, and then had

looked the other way when the conference had discarded the

provision for,judicial review. On November 19 Kennedy called

together in the White House flower garden the executive

secretaries and senior staff of the NEA'S state teachers
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associations, led by the NEA'S executive secretary, William

G. Carr. , The heart of Kennedy's address was- direct and

simple:

I want to thank you. Things don't happen; they
are made to happen. And in the field of educa-
tion they were made to happen by,you and your
members. So we are very grateful.'

Commissioner Keppel's primary diplomatic assignment had been

to prevent the religious war between the NEA and the NCWC

over elementary-secondary.school aid from again poisoning the

well for higher education aid, and, as Keppel later

reflected, "the NEA, bless its beads, kept its word. Even

though the hiciher education bill was going through, they

didn't shoot it down because of anger that it wasn't an 'El-

High' bill. They kept their word".44

President Johnson signed the Higher Education Facilities

Act of 1963 into law on December 16, and when two days later

he signed into law the catch-all bill that combined NDEA and

impacted areas extension with a broadened array of vocational

programs, including handicapped aid, the immediate Kennedy

43Public Papers: Kennedy, 1963 878.

44Transcript, Keppel Oral Hittory Interview, 21 April
1969, 6, Johnson Li-brarY. See also Eidenberg and Morey, Act,
of tbngress, Chapter 4.
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legacy of 1963 was complete."
, The box score for 1963

included, not surprisingly, more failed than successful
initiatives from the original 25-item omnibus bill. The
casualties included/ in addition to the major public school
aid bill, proposals for federally insured college loans,
'work-study, graduate fellowships, educational, research
centers, adult literacy, modification of the impacted areas
aid formtha, and special programs to rade teacher
preparation, special education, and the like. But the most
significant change was the- generation of a new momentumfnd
mood, a new sense of dialogue and possibility, one greatly
enhanced by the martyrdom of Kennedy's assassination.

In' John F. Kennedy .and the Second Reconstruction,
historian Car Brauer argues that President Kennedy's initial
conservatis in civil rights, which belied his campaign
rhetoric, Was transformed by 1963 into a genuine commitment
by the iniiransigence of southern resistance and the violence
at Ole /Miss and Birmingham.47 Kennedy's persistence in
pressir his badly battered education program clearly
diffe ed qualitatively from his belated commitment to civil
righ s, where a growing emotional content derived from the
conemptuous defiance of sucti third-rate men as Governor Ross
Ba'rnett of Mississippi, and from the nationally televised

"The major exception was H.R. 4879, which would
extend and expand the Library Services Act of 1956 by pro-
viding new funds to construct as well as operate libraries,
and extend the program to cities as well as rural Areas. But
similar versions of the bill had passed the Senate and werewell along in the House by the end of the 1963 session, and
the noncontroversial bill was passed in 1964.

47Brauer, Kennedy and the Second Reconstruction, 311 -20.
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brutality of "Bull" Connor in Birmingham. But the sheer

stubbornness of Kennedy's drive for a.breakthrough in federal

aid to education suggests a maturing of intellectual if not

emotional commitment that transcends the mere exigencies of a

campaign political bargain with the. NEA, or the angry

frustration and political embarrassment of repea,ted legisla-

tive defeats.

When President Johnson signed \the new higher education

bill into law in the Cabinet Room that December 16, he

acknowledged the Kennedy legacy:

President Kennedy fought hard for this legisla-
tion. No topic was closer to his heart. No bill
was the object of more of his attention. Both his
'life and his death showed the importance and the
value of sound education. . The enactment of thiV
measure is not only a moriument to him, it is a

monument to every person who participatgl in

passing it, and most of you are in this room.4°

On that occasion, former Texas school teacher Johnson4s

hyperbole may be forgiven:

A great former President of the Republic of
my State said, "The educated man is the guardian
genius of democracy. It is the only dictator
that free men recognize and the only ruler that
free men desire." So this new law is the most
significant education bill passed by the Con-
gr ss in the history of the Republic. In fact,
jfiis session of the Congress will go dqvip in

istory as the Education Congress of 1963."

48Press release, "Remarks of the President Upon

Signing H.R. 6143: The Higher Education Facilities Act of
1963", 16 December 1963, Box 33, Sorensen Files, Kennedy
Library.

49Ibid. Kennedy was closer to the historical mark
when he told the NEA in mid-November that "It is my strong
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Likejtennedy before the NEA leaders -in November, Johnson

pledged to complete the crucial elementary, and secondary

component of the original Kennedy program in 1964:

But these new measures will still not do
the whole job of extending educational oppor-
tunities to all who want and can benefit by
them, nor in meeting our growing national
needs. I, therefore, strongly urge the Congress
to take early, positive action on the unfinished
portion of the National. Education Improvement
act, particularly those programs which will
assist elementary and secondary schools.

Johnson had stressed the same theme of national unity and

continuity with Kennedy's legislative program when he first
4

addressed a joint session of the Congress as President five

days after Kennedy's assasination, and he clearly meant it in

relation to the Kennedy initiatives for a tax cut, a civil

rights bill, and at least a skirmishing prelude to the war on

poverty. But his pledge to press the fight for public school

aid in 1964 was more rhetorical than real. For 1964 was an

election year, hig election year, and he had no intention of

ensnarling himself in yet another bloody church-state fight'

while simultaneously battling for the civil rights bill. The
.4 school aid drive would have to be postponed until 1965, while

he concentrated in 1964 on passing the tax cut, civil rights,

and antipoverty programs, and forging a new and muscular

Johnson mandate in the fall elections. Ip the meantime, he

would seek a mechanism to create a bold new program, one that

transcended the Kennedy legacy, and heralded a great initia-

tive of a distinctively Johnsonian brand.

belief that when this Congress goes home (next summer) it
Will, have done more in the field of education -than any
Congress in the last-100 years -- really, I .suppose, since
the Morrill Act which established theland grant colleges."
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CHAPTER THREE

TASK FORCING TOWARD

LYNDON JOHNSON'S GREAT SOCIETY

The Antipoverty Bandwagon

On November 23, at.the end of Lyndon Ahnson's first day

as President, he gave CEA chairman Walter W. Heller tlis

enthusiastic authorizati,on to "move full-speed ahead" with

the "attack on Poverty . . . . That's my kind of program. It

will help people."1 The antipoverty program that Johnson and)

R. Sargent Shriver skillfully and quickly drove through

Congress in 1964 rejected an' income transfer strategy in

favor of a tervice strategy, which placed a premium on job-

training and education,-AraIid up" rather.than a "handout."

This, in turn, invited the keen interest of the departments

.of Labor and HEW. The substantial effort of Labor in greatly

expanding the Budget Bureau's originally modest and cautious-

ly experimental apprOch to fighting poverty led to a bold

and inclusive strategy that created within the Executive

Office of the President a new Office of Economic Oppor-

1Quoted in Mark I. Gelfand, "The War On Poverty," in
Divine (ed.), Exploring the Johnson Years, 128.
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tunity. The 0E0 would launch a many-pronged assault on

poverty that .included the Job. Corps, VISTA, a work-training

program, a community action program, and educational programs

%A.

for adult literacy, migrant workers, head of welfare

fgmilies, and a work-study program for ne y college

students. 'At HEW, chief legislative strategist Wilbur Cohen

was quick to sense the new antipoverty momentum, and sought

to hitch to the rising new star the fate of the Office of

Education's battered efforts to provide general aidfor lower

education.2

On January 6, 1964, Cohen proposed to Budget Bureau

Director Kermit Gordon that the administration repeat its

1963 ,elementary and secondary education proposal for $400

million 16/ grants to states for teacher salariei,

construction, and special formula-funded projects in the

public) schools, and add a $140 million antipoverty package

targeted toward "pockets of poverty," with priority going to

those with 0E0-approved community action programs. Cohen's

proposal was forwarded by Gordon to the Bureau's Labor and

Welfare Division for comment, and on January 8 the division's

directdr, Hirst Sutton, replied with several objections.

HEW's formula approach would spread the funds too thin,

whereas multipurpose project grants (includind health as well

as educational components) would concentrate and coordinate

them. The HEW proposal' omitted funds for the handicapped and

1----1-.27
1 e role of education in the early war on poverty is

explored in Jeffrey, Education for Children of the POor,
Chapte 2. See also Philip Meranto's discussion of the
devel pment of an antipoverty rationale for federal aid to
educa ion in The Politics of Federal Aid to Education in 1965
(Syr cuse: $yracuse University Press, 1967), Chapter II.

<,
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the gifted, and it was oriented too strongly toward the

public schools. Sutton conceded that the education propo-

sal's new antipoverty twist might give a "new face" to the

school aid proposals, but without it, "there is nothing new

in the education package, and the President's proposals for

eng ening elementary and secondary education restpn the

same, old, tired aid recommendations that, in view of the

church-state issue, are generally recognized as having little

chance of enactment." Including such an antipoverty twist,

however, ran the risk that."the entire elementary-secondary

education bill may go down the drain and the Administration

would not only lose thii significant education measure, but

also a key element in its attack on poverty." Sutton con-

cluded with three arguments foi. keeping all antipoverty

proposals in the antipoverty bill to be run by the 6E0,\
rather than scattering them about among the mission agenices.

(1) Education is the key erement in combating
poverty and the Administration's propbsal for
poverty would be greatly strengthened by inclusion
of this measure in the poverty bill.

(2) The proposal may have a better chance of
enactment ifin the antipoverty bill.

(3) Separation of the proposal from th usual
education context provides--a better chanc for
freeing the measure from the restrictive "formula"
grant and public school orientation which are
undesirable limitatjons usually found in HEW
education proposals.'

These arguments prevailed, in large part because Sargent

Shriver was appointed by the President on qebruary 1 to

3Memo [Sutton], Labor and Welfare Division to the
Director, 8 January 1964, EX LE/FA2, WHCF, Johnson Library.
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transform the Gordon-Heller antipoverty task force planning

into a legislative program that could be passed before the

fall elections. Shriver preferred to act squickly ,and

directly through the community action program, with its

emphasis on going around established institutions, rather

than operating slowly and experimentally through the suspect

educational establishment, including OE.

'In his January 21 Budget' Message, President Johnson

rather ritually reiterated his support for the remaining

items in Kennedy's omnibus educatton package, including the

inherited proposals for grants to the' states for teacher

salaries and school construction. But Johnson did not even

bother to send Congress a general Idbcation message in 1964,

ahd the Congress not unexpectedly ignored the controversial-

teacher-salary and classroom-construction grants, and instead

cranked' through extensions of the popular NDEA and impacted

areas programs. 4
Congress did include adult literacy and

4
The three-year extension of NDEA added the academic

subjects of history, civics, geography, English, and reading
as categories qualifying for equipment and,teacher training
tnstitutes. The revised NDEA also extended to private school
ttachers the original act's 50% loan forgiveness feature,,and
eligibility for federal stipends while attending teacher
training institutes. The impacted areas aid program was
extended to include for the first time the District of
Columbia in 1964. A separate Library Services and Construc-
tion Act was passed in 1964 also. Probably the most conse-
quential education legislation of 1964, however, was con-
tained in Titles IV and VI of the Civil Rights Act, which
provided for bringing federal 4desegregation suits and for

. cutting off federal funds to segregated school systems. See
Gary Orfield, The Reconstruttion of Southern Education: The
Schools and the 1964 Civil Rights Act (New York: Wiley-
Interscience, 1969), and Transcript, David Seeley Oral
History Interview, 25 July 1968, LBJ Library.
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work-study programs in the Economic Opportunity Act, largely

at the insistence of the House Committee on Education and

Labor, and over the initial objections of both the White

House and-hier, .who feared (wrongly, las it turned out)

that these two often failed education measures might endanger

the antipoverty bill. And while the Achninistration and

Congress.were grappling with the antipoverty bill, the civil

rights bill and its filibuster, and the tax cut during the

spring and summer of 1964, pie Johnson White House was

secretly gearing up its comprehensive outside task force

operation to planfor a distinctively Johnsonian Great

Society.

The Task Fdrces of 1964

Early proponents of the task force device within the new

Johhson administration were Budget DirectorKermit Gordon and

Chairman Walter Heller of the Council of'Economic,Advisers,

together with presidential advisors Bill .Moyers and Richard

Goodwin.5 In his "GreatiSociety" speech at the University of

rchigan
commencement oiliMay 22, Johnson announced:

,We are going to ass ble the best thought and the
broadest knowledge from all over the world. . .

I intend to establi h working groups to preoare a

50thers involved in oordiniting the initial task forces

were Gardner Ackley, Fr ncis Bator, Douglass Cater, Myer.

Feldman, Donald Hornig, charles Schultze, Elmer Staats, and
Lee White. An essential aid for researching the task force
operation is "Presidential Task Force Operation During the
Johnon Administration," an 18-page guide prepared by

Johnson Library archivist Nancy Kegan Smith ln June 1978.

See also '"Policy Formulation During the Johnson Adminis-,
tration," an unfinished 19-parge speech drafted by aide James
Gaither,,but never delivered by President Johnson.
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a series of White House conferences and meetings
-- on the cities, on natural beauty, on the
quality of education and on other emerging
challenges. And from these meetings and from
these studies, we will pegin to set_our course
toward the Great Society.°

On .May 30, Gordon and Heller sent Moyers a joint memo

proposing 14 task forces, and the first three echoed the Ann

Arbor speech: (1) Metropolitan Problems, (2) Education,

(3) Preservation of Natural Beauty.7 Gordon and Heller also

suggested that "the Task Forces be composed mainly of techni-

cal experts who possess the gift of originality and imagina-

tion . . the first systematic assault on these problems

should be made Quietly by people with specialized training

and skills." They further urged that the task forces be kept

Quite small, and that their final reports should be submitted

immediately after the presidential election. On July 2 the

President announced the task force operation to his Cabinet,

correctly anticipating an extraordinary political and

economic opportunity in 1965, which called for the Johnson

administration "to think in bold terms and to strike out in

new directions." President Johnson emphasized that the task

6
Public Pa ers of the President of the United States:

Lyndon Jo nson 19
Office, 1965), 1:705..

7Memo, Kermit Gordon and Walter Heller to Bill Moyers,
30 May 1964, Ex LE 2, White House Central Files (WHCF), LBJ
Library. The eleven remaining task force suggestions on the
Gordon-Heller list were: (4) Agriculture, (5) Transportation
Policy, (6) Reorganization and Economy, (7) Foreign Economic
Policy, (8) Defense Reconversion, (9) Income Maintenance,
(10) Poverty, (11) Area and Regional Development, (12) Power
and Water, , (13) Federal Fiscal Support for State-Local
Governments, and (14) Anti-recession Policy.

as ington: U.S. overnment Pr nting
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fooces-"will operate without ublicity. It is verLilmnEt

that this not become a public operation."8 Johnson attempted

to- reassure his Cabinet officers that "The task forces are

not a new 'planning group' in GoverM.. 'Rather, their

reports will provide the background for.discussions among the
A

Cabinet agencies and the White House in formulating the 1965

legislative program.!'

I am going to inStruct each of the task
forces to come up with practical program ideas.
At the same time, I expect them to be imaginative,
and 9ot to be bound by tired, preconceived
notions. You and I will have to exercise judg-
ments later about what is feasible.

I attach great importance to this effort. I

believe you share my desire that Ihis be an acti-
vist Administration, not a caretaker of past
gains. I want to get the advice of the best
brains in the country on tile problems and chal-
lenges confronting America, 1-nd I want their help
in devising the best approach to meeting them. I

want these.Iask forces to question what we now are
doing and 6 suggest better ways of doing it. You
and I will still have the final'task of accepting
and rejecting, of making the judgments as to what
is feasible and what ii not. But I want to start
with no holds barred . . . . in this first'stage,
let's set our sights too high rather than too low.

Johnson's reassurances were somewhat disingenuous, for

the task forces clearly were a new "planning group" in

government, although in that pioneering summer of 1964 they

were ad hoc, untried, unproven. But the President's admoni-

tion that their sights should be set too high rather than too

low, and his challenge to think in bold terms and strike out

in new directions, were taken'at face value. Bill Moyers'

8Memo, Bill Moyers to Gardner Ackley et al., 6 July
1964, Ex FG 600, Box 361, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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files,from those heady days contain various lists of striking

new notions "under consideration." Although only one of the

original task forces of 1964 centrally concerned interna-

tional relations and foreign policy -- Francis Bator's task

force on Foreign Economic Policy -- several of the early and

daring possibilities clustered there, among them the

following:

o Disarmament, and a UN Peace Force.

o OutTaw chemical and bacteriological warfare.

o A reverse Peace Corps.

o A "hot line" to our allies as well as to our
chief adversary.

A "planetary" concept of the uses of the
sea, with regulation for agriculture,
husbandry, and habitation before national
and commerical rivalries close in.

o World "Area" Addinistration.

o Desalination of the sea.

But most reflected the heavy task force concentration on

domestic issues:

o Discontinue immigration quotas.

o A "GI Bill of Rights for Parents," providing
tax deductiOns for college tuition payments.

o Discontinuance of the draft, and building a
well paid voluntary enlisted armed forces.

o A. Presidential call for universal, voluntary
service in time of peace.

o Tax exemptions. for donations to political
parties.

o A new National Merit Scholarship for the
poor.
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o A nationwide, non-partisan talent hunt for
the best men and women, bolstered by the
Equal Pay Act.

o An experimental service of urban extension
agents.

o A Cabinet-level Department of Science,
Technology and Automation.

o Reform the civil service system to reward
good performance and facilitate selection-
out.

o A nationwide campaign against all forms of
environment pollution

o A code of ethics ind.financial disclosure
law for Congress, the Judiciary, and the
senior Executive staff.

Clearly, such brainstorming was often more imaginative than

practical; it suggested no priorities, little definition, and

of course invited vigorous political culling. But it also

testified, even in its naivete, to the virtually uninhibited

explorations of new policy possibilites that the President

had proclaimed. Compromise would come later.

On July 6,1. Moyers sent out his marching orders and the

original 14 task forces (see List A) were launched toward

their November 10 deadline.9 Moyers instructed the White

9
Moyer's official list of July 22, which is included in

the text as List A, shows a slightly different configura-
tion. The Itsk force on civil rights dever materalized,
presumably because the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed on
July. 2. But two more task forces were added - on Environ-
mental Pollution and on Programs to Improve the World-Wide
Competitive Effectiveness of American Business - to bring the
total to 15 task forces planning in 1964 for the 1965 legis-
lative agenda.

14u
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LIST A From the Files of Bill Moyers, LBJ Library'

Task Force

Transportation

,Natural Resources

Education

Health

MetropoOltan and

Urban ProbleMs

Preservation of

Naval Beauty

Intergovernmental

Fiscal Cooperation

Cost Reduction*

Government Reorgan-

ization*

Sustaining Pros-

perity**

Agriculture

Civil Rights

Foreign Economic

Pollcy

Income

Maintenbnce

White House

Liason

Feldman and.Cater

White

Goodwin

Staats

Goodwin

Goodwin

Heller

Roger Jones

Harold Seidman

Ackley

Feldman and

Schultze

White

Bator

Schultze

1965 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM TASK FOR(ES

Executive Secretary

Gorden Murray, BOB (A.). Read,

BOB, alternate)

Fenton Shepard, BOB (Robert

.Teeters, BOB, alternate)

William Cannon, BOB,(Emerson

Elliott, BOB; alternate)

Alex Greene, BOB (Walter Smith,

BOB, alternate .until 9/1;

Jim Falcon, BOBbafter 9/1)

Miriam Ross, BOB (Phil Hanna,

BOB, alternate)

-George Lamb, BOB (Donald

Lindholm, BOB, alternate)

Anita Welts, Treasury

Ray Kitchell, BOB (Gordon

Osborn, BOB, alternate)

Herb Jasper, BOB

Locke Anderson and Susan

Lepper, CEA'

Don Horton, BOB (Richard

Ottman, BOB, a)ternate)

(Justice to provide)

Ed Hamilton, BOB (task force member

/ 4
Dick Richardson, BOB, will act as

- alternate if necessary)

Michael March, BOB (Milton

Turen, BOB, alternate)

*Originally Task Force on Efficiency and Economy

Chairman

July 22,-1964

George Hilton, University

California

John W. Gardner, President

Carnegie Corp.

George James

Commissioner of

Health, NYC

Joseph A Pechman, Brookings

Institution

Frederick J. Lawton, Former

Budget Director

Don Price

Harvard University

Paul Samuelson

MIT

Charles Murphy, Department

of Agriculture

Karl Kaysen

Harvard University

John Corson

Princeton Univ.

**Originally Task Force ecession policy



House liaisons for each task fOrce to form the task force "at

once and then contact the relevant agency heads with respon-

sibility in the area coVered by Our task force and'bring him

up to date on the makeup of the task force,, the subject

matter to be covered, and the time schedule involved," and he

alerted them to trangmit the Budget Bureau's "issue paper?

to the task force members.

The Budget Bureau's "Issue Paipere

Moyers sent the issue paper for the education task force

on June 17 to Richard Goodwin, the .group's White House

liaison.l° This remarkably candid document criticized the

entrenched tradition of conceiving_of education legislation

in terms of the educational establishment, which had

typically produced in recent years proposals to increase

teachers' salaries, expand vocational education, build

libraries and build classrooms, expand personnel in state

departments of education - - each with its highly organized

interest group.

But group interests often conflict, with the
-result that their effectiveness is nullified.
With the involvement of many dissimilar groups --

such as the NEA, American Council on ducation.,
National Catholic Welfare Council [sic], Council
of Chief State School Officers, AmerTan Associa-
tion of School Administrators, AFL-CIO, the Cham-
ber of Commerce, NAACP, National Council of

Churches and many others -- it is no wonder that
there have been diametrically opposed views . . .

10,"Task Forces on the 1965 Legislative Program: Issue

Papers," 17 June 1964, Box 94, Files, of Bill Moyers, tBJ-
LiOrary. 1 Staff of the Councij of Economic Advisors also
as'siSted torpreparing the issue papers.
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on such perennial controversies as federal control, church-

state relations, and racial segregation. Furthermore, many

of the proposals are "not very exciting", such as giving

teachers and teachers' colleges more money. Also, predicted

crises have not materialized, such as reflected in the

repeated presidential rhetoric bemoaning disasltrous classroom

shortages.
y

A crisis was forecast in the 1950's in
meeting the burdens of the post World War II baby
boom4 yet State and local governments somehow
increased their 1950 school expenditure of $6
billion to $16 billion in 1960 and to $20 billion
in 1963. In 1957 a "shortage" of 336,000 class-
rooms was announced; after a year the estimate was
revised to 159,000 and it has remained at about
125,000 for the past several years; yet classroom
construction has approximated 70,000 units annual-
ly (despite annual predictions of a reduction).

Finally, small "general aid" programs, in the range of $300-

$500 annually, are proposed in the vain hope that they could

make much impact on annual state and local budgets of $20

billion. "It is no secret that recent Administration propo-

sals earmarked as small \a part of the Federal Bu4et for

public school aid as possible (particularly on the expendi-

ture side) so as not to inflate the total figures for a

program that stood little chance of enactment." As a result,

Congress questioned whether the Administration was really

serious about recommending public school aid (clearly, in

1964, it was

The issue paper of course did not directly allude to

President Johnson's pro-forma recommendation of the failed

leftovers from Kennedy's 1963 omnibus package, but it

observed that "Such proposals are worn thin from repetition"

and are "unlikely to succeed." What was needed instead was a
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program characterized by: (1) unity -- a single comprehen-

sive rallying point for all pressure groups, rather than a

series of bills to be broken up into special and competing

interest group measures; (2) direction -- concentrating

financial resources on specific educational needs of people,

such as the 30 percent of the school population that perform

below the "average" pupil orientation of the school systems,

rather than on just adding money to general purpose school

expenditures; (3) flexibility; (4) stimulation -- rather

than sub4itution; and (5) size -- peehaps a bold $2

billion annually increasing to $6 or $8 billion in four:

years, which "would demonstrate a strong national commitment

to education and might well receive more serious considera-

tion than a modest proposal." Above all, what was needed was

a legislative approach--

that will find appeal for the same reasons as the
poverty program -- because it recognizes the
value of developing human resources as a step to -

advancement of social welfare and economic growth,
and because it meets the needs of eople (rather,---1

than of institu ions or o er ieve s o govern-

ments).

The Gardner Task Force

The Johnson task forces have been especially interesting

to academics, partly because professors were 7o heavily'

represented on them. On the 13 original task forces for 1964

(excluding the civil rights task force, which was dropped

after the passage of the Civil Rights Act on Jer\l'y 2) sat 124

distinguished citizens (I am excluding the 13lhite House

liasons and the 13 executive,secretaries from thepecutive

branch, although their roles were crucial). Foky-six of

these 124 were professors, exactly half of them from the by

14
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League-plus-MIT (with Cambridge predominatingJ not

surprisingly -- in the spring of 1964 Goodwin hSd taken

Moyers to Harvaftl to introduce him to prominent Harvard

profescsors), and a WestcCoast bloc of 10 represented the

University of Ca1ifornialcampuses-plus-Stanford.11 Federal

officials constituted the second largest bloc with 33 repre-

sentativei, followed by municipal (8i and state (S)

officials, commission-association-foundation executives (10),

and 'representatives from corporations and aw firms

think tanks (6), and miscellaneous (7). Only five members

were women, even fewer were black, and there was no represen-

tation, oddly, from organized labor.

The Gardnerjask force on education was in most respects

typical (see List B). Its blue-ribbon representation

included all levels of education, public and private, secular

and parochial, black as well as white. The President met

with the education task force on July 21 a pep talk, and

they were off and running -- but r nning parttime. They

met only four times, and at long di tanc , for such busy

luminaries. Clark Kerr attended no meetings. Occupying the

strategic full-time, on-location spot was the task force's

executive secretary, William B. Cannon, who was Chief of the

Budget Bureau's Education, Manpower, and Sciences Division,

and who drafted the issue paper that structured the task

11President Johnson noted and resented the elitist skew
in 1964 against the South (2) and the Midwest (5), and subse-
quent outside task forces were consciously broadened.
William Friday's outside task force on education in 1966, for
nstance, was more evenly balanced, with onej university

representative each from Harvard and Yale, Chicago and
Wisconsin, UCLA and Cal Tech, North Carolina and Vanderbilt
-- plus the Superintendent of Public Instruction for Texas.
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LIST B

1964 LEGISLATIVE TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION

CHAIRMAN

Joh-ft---W. Gardner

President, Carnegie Corporation
New York City,

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY .

William B. Cannon
Bureau of the Budget
(Alternte: Emerson J.. Elliott)

MEMBERS

James E.Allen, Jr.
Commissioner of Education
Albany, New York

Hedley W. Donovan
Editor, Time Magazine
New_York City

Harold B. Gores
President, Educational Facilities
Laboratory

New York City

Clark Kerr
President
University of California

Edwin HAand
President
Polaroid Corporation
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Sidney P. Marland
Superintendent of Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

David Risman
Professor
Department of Social Relations

, Harvard University

-136

Fr. Paul C. Reinert
President
St. Louis University

Raymond R. Tucker
Mayor
St. Louis, Missouri

Ralph W. Tyler
Director; Center for the Advanced

Study in the Behavioral Sciences
Stanford, California

Stephen J. Wright
President
Fisk University

Jerrold R. Zacharias
Professor
Departnient of Physics
MIT

Francis Keppel
Commissioner of Education
Department of Heal,th, Education

and Welfare.

Richard Goodwin
White House Liaison'



force's agenda. In early September Cannon sent a progress

report to colleagues in the Bureau, the CEA, and to Goodwin

in the White House, in which he praised John Gardner as

"being first class, and sure of what he is doing "I

think that we have a good chance of producing a first class

report," Cannon predicted, "although it will take some

doiing to meld the aspirations of the dreamers (4charias,

Land., Riesman) with those of the practitioners (Commissioner

Allen, Superintendant Marland,'etc.)."

Also exercizing unusual influence on the task force was

Francis Keppel, who had served on the predecessor Hovde task

force, who enjoyed a close family reTationship' with John

Gardner (Keppel's father had also been a Carneqie president),

had helped recruit the other task-force members,,and who en-

joyed a unique dual status as both outsider and insider --

as the Kennedy administration's Harvard dean on an' outside

task force, yet also as the Commissioner of Education.

Keppel shared Gardner's first priority: corkientrating on the

urban disa6antaged; especially if this could unify the

divisive educational community. But his second priority was

federal aid to strengthen &tate departments of education.

If from the elite viewpoint of the Budget Bureau, the Office

of Education was a third-rate bureaucracy of report-writers,

statistics gatherers, and profetsional "educationists," the

state departments of education were regarded by OE and by

12Memo, William B. Cannon to David Mathiasen, 9'

September 1964, Box 411, OMB Records Division, National
. Archives.
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many task force members with equal disdain213 Keppel

recalled in his oral history interview that a good many of

the people on the task force

felt that the state departments of education were
the feeblest bunch of second-rate, or fifth-rate,
educators who combined educational incompetence
.with bureaucratic immovability. And they were
dead against Title V [aid to state departments of
education] . . . . Having sat on that educational
bureaucracy in Washington, the last thing in the
world I wanted was all those 25,000 school dis-
tricts coming in with plans with my bureaucrats
deciding whether to approve them or not. I. wanted

that stuff done out in the states. And to make it
work in the states, you have to *Improve the state
departments in making grants . . . . I think
[James] Allen and I won the vote by one vote'or
something.

Keppel 'also wanted to aid -"underfinanced colleges,

particularly Negro colleges," and also needy college'

students. Finally, Episcopalian Keppel got along well with

what he,4elled "the monsignors," and wanted to find w6ys to

aid the parochial schools.

Carinon held a different perspective. His years of

dealing with the education bureaucracy had made him somewhat

cynical, nbt only about the general ability of OE, b'ut about

13
Letter, Keppel to Gardner, 17 September 1964, Box 412,

OMB Records Division, National Archives. Keppel, interview
with the author, 1 April 1981. See Francis Keppel, Oral
History Interview, 21 April 1969, 13, LBJ Library. Keppel
also wanted to avoid antagonizing the highly organized
Washington lobby of the state commissioners of education, the
Council of Chief State School Officers, and many of his like-
minded "old guard" senior administrators at usu. See
Hawkinson, "Presidential Program Formulation," Chapter III,
and Bailey and Mosher, ESEA, Chapter III.
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the competence of the public schools as well.14 Hence

Cannon's first two priorities were supplementary educational

centers and educational research and development Jabora-

tories, together with the extension network of regional

demonstration and dissemination labs being pushed by Ralph

Tifler." These he' viewed as almost subversive, models for,

experiment and change, as new institutions that would not be

hostage to the local educatiohil establishments. For similar

-reasons Cannon had contributed importantly to the design of

the OEO's controversial community action program as a member

of the Kermit Gordon-Walter Heller task force on antipov-

erty. And his third priority reflected his dim view of OE by

calling for-the creation of a new agency, a kind of educa-

tional 0E0, locaiil; in the executive office of the Pres'ident,

to run the new programs.,

On September 24 Gardner sent the tisk force members his

draft of a nine-page statement reflecting their collective

highest priorities." First came the antipoverty theme: the

"foremost challenge facing American education today, is to

equalize educattonal opportunity for the disadOantaged

segments of our population," especially through a compre-

hensive attack on the educational deficiences of urban

slums. Then came the supplementary educational centers,

which could serve parochial as ell as public school

14Cannon, interview with the author, 15 September 19814

"Memo, Cannon to the Director, 16 October 1964, Box
412, OMB-Records Diviston, National Archives.

"MemO, Gardner to Edupation Task Force Members, 24
September 1964, Box 411, OMB Records Division, National
Archives.
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students, and also the educational research and development

laboratories, each linked to a university and including an

experimental or demonstration school. For higher education,

emphasis was on aiding the smaller and weaker colleges,

especially through- collaboration with strong universities.

Financial aid for needy undergraduates was popular with

Congress, and his invited a matsive expansion of student'

loans. As for implementing the programs; state departments

of-education needed strengthening. And far t Office of

Education, "detpite outstandin§ leadership y the present

Commissioner of Education", OE 'at present was "incapable of

meeting the requirements facing us." Gardner -suggested

creating -a full-'fledged Dep.artment of Education, not by

simply pulling "E" out of HEW, but by building a completely"

new department by pulling together education programs from

all over the government.

When the finaf, 83-page secret report was delivered to

the White House in early Noxember, it contained 18 recommen-

dations that expanded on but Aid not significantly differ

from the ,priorities reflected in Gardner's September' draft

-- with one exception, on the organization of OE, which I

shall turn to shortly.17 The first priority° was the

antipoverty emphasis on equal educational opportunity or

"access" for children' of disadvantaged backaround. The task

force went on record as favoring general federal aid,

especially for school construction, but said that if such aid

17. Reporst of the President's Tatk Force on Eduation, 14
November. 1964, Task Force File, Box 1, Johnson,Library. A
surprisingly candid assessment of the contribdtion of the
G'ardner Task Force may be founA in the HEW Administrative
History, Vol. I, Part III, 42-64, LBJ Library.
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(with an equalization formula favoring pwer areas) was
politically infeasible, then it favored exploring other
avenues of channeling federal *funds into disadvantaged

areas -- and found especially 9nt6resting" the proposed

amendment to the Impacted areas program, which would create

indices of economic disadvantage to,identify areas to receive

funds by formula. This was obviously prefiguring Title I of

ESEA, but not by inventing the wheel; legislative planning

momentum in this direction was already considerable in HEW
and in Congress, especially through the efforts of Wilbur
Cohen and Wayne Morse. But the prestigious (and semi-

mysterious) Gardner task force was therehy giving powerfult

sanction to the planning convergence toward ESEA Title I.

Next came three major mechanisms for fostering educa7

tional experiments, innovation, and service, especially for

the urban poor. The first of these was the establishment of

university-based community'extension programs -- the land

grant program for the cities, modeled on the Morrill Act's

successful agricultural extension service. Nor was this idea

new; indeed, it was much in vogue in the early and middle

sixties, and President Johnson had told an audience at the

dediction of the new University of California campus at

Irvine the previous June that

I forsee the day when an urban extension
service, operated by universities across the
country, will do for urban America what the
Agricultpgal Extension Service has done for7rural
America.i°

1 8Public Papers: LBJ, 1963-64, vol. I, See also
HawkinsT5FTWETERT1TWigt7FtF5FIZIation," 130=40.
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Next came Cannon's subversive favorite, the supplementary

educational centers. This was the Gardner task force's most

original creation, and it was to translate directly into

Title 111 of ESEA. The vague allusion to "supplementary

services" was a facade, for what Cannon and Emerson Elliott

and the task force majori Y had in mind was a massive lever

for change through federa grants, approved by nationally

recognized panels of experts, for exemplary and innovative

programs to bring a variety of non-school 1nfluences-4.g.,

universities, museums, artistic and musical organizations,

industry--into working concert with schools, both public and

private, through broad-based consortia. The third program

was also a Cannon favorite: the national educational

laboratories, which would be research and development labs to

support the supplementary educational centers, and an

extension network of regional demonstration and dissemination

labs. Neither were the R&D centers completely novel, for

four already existed: at the Unviersities of Oregon,

Pittsburgh, Harvard, and Wisconsin. The task force of course

knew this, and sought their expansion, to perhaps 15-20 new

regionally distributed labs.

Many of the report's 18 recommendations represented

fairly standard fare for such a report -- e.g., support for

the expansion of work-study programs, student loans, aid to

the handicapped, and the like -- although many of these

presaged important future legislation, such as guaranteed

student loans, BEM grants, anxl the Teacher Corps. But three

of them in particular dealt with the high priority issues

discussed in Gardner's September draft. One was. strength-

ening state departments of education, which was to become

Title V of ESEA. Another was aid to "developing colleges",
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which became Title III of the companion Higher Education Act
(HEA) of 1965. In the vision of Keppel, Gardner, and

especially of MIT's Jerrbld Zaccharias, "developing colleges"

was a euphemism for weak black colleges; Zacharias had been

centrally involved in planning an American Council on

Education program of summer institutes for black college
faculty. Also, Edith Green's subcommittee had held hearings

on the needs of such marginal colleges in 1964, and had
pressed Keppel to assist them. But the third high priority

recommendation involved the thorny question "of what to do
with OE, and there was spirited debate on this within the
task force. Cannon, however, converted the majority to his

view of the 0E0 model, so the report's majority recbmmenda-

tion read:

One solution -- the favored solution as
far as thif-Task Force is conaWiff---- would be
to establish an independent Office of Education at
the Presidential level which, like the Office of
Economic Opportunity, would have the responsi-
bility to (a) coordinate Federal agency programs,
(b) carry oui new programs, and (c) jevelop
national policy in the field of education."

But the report acknowledged that there was "vigorous" support

for the "mbre orthodox" solution of creating a new Cabinet-

level Department of E ion, but creating it anew rather
than simply detachi the "E" in HEW. The task force hinged

its recommendation for- a National Humanities Foundation to

the resolution of the organizational problem, arguing that if

the 0E0 model were adopted, then new humanities programs

19Public Papers: LBJ, 1963-64, vol. I, 20 June 1964,
794. gii-WM-RiWiilson, "Presidential Program/Formulation,"
130-40.
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should be run from within the new agency like other new

programs, tu be coordinated and not spli,t off. But failing

that, a n?v, National Humanities Foundation should be created,

because further neglect of the humanities was intolerable.

Politics and Secrecy

The Gardner report's support for a new National Human-

ities Foundation illustrates, the partial truth of Philip

Kearney's conclusion that the task force functioned as a

"legitimating agent" for ideas already in existence. In this

case the task force was responding supportively to an earlier

in%tiative by the Commission for a National Foundation for

the Humanities, chaired by 8arnaby Keeney, President of Brown

University.20 But it raises also the political and partisan

question of the Johnson administration's use of the task

forces in the campaign against Goldwater. In September of

1964, President Johnson went to Providence, Rhode Island to

crown Brown University's celebration of its 200th anniver-

sary, where he proclaimed: "I look with the greatest favor

upon the proppsal by your own able President Keeney's

Commission for a National Foundation for the Humanities."21

As in the Irvine speech, and in many others during the

campaign, Johnson plucked the juiciest plums from the secret

task force agendas and floated them in public. There has

been no systematic archival study of the political role of
0

20See Morton Sosna, "The National Endowment for the
Humanities," in Donald R. Whitnah (ed.), Government Agencies,
in the Greenwood Encyclopedia of American Institutions series
(Westport, 'Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1982).

21 Public Pa ers: LBJ, 1963-64, vol. II, 28 September
1964, 1141.
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-the 1964 task forces, but the Gardner group's role is

suggestive. When its White House liaison, Richard Goodwin,

briefed the President on his July 21 meeting with the

education task force, he began with a political caution:

This task force has been assembled on a non-
partisan basis and includes Medley Donovan of
Time-Life. Therefore I would suggest the stress
be on contribution to post-election program and
'references to campaign usefulness not be made. Of
course, the work wil,1 be helpful in the campaign,
and we will make use of the individual task force
members.

Yet there is little evidence that individual task force

members performed important partisan political tasks during

the campaign. .More probably, task force responsibilities

dampened more active political participation by the large

body of liberal Democratic university professors who

dominated the task forces. And most importantly, Johnson

didn't critically need them, since the Goldwater campaign was

crippled from the beginning, and by election eve was stagger-

ing "crushed and punch-drunk."23

Federal aid to education was an important campaign

issue, however, and the 1964 Republtcan platform generally

repudiated the GOP's 1960 platform, with its endorsement of

federal aid for lower school construction, and concentrated

instead on "tax credits for those burdened by the expenses of

college education." Parents paying expensive college

tuitions were a natural Republican constituency, and the

22Memo, Goodwin to the President, 20 July 1964, EX

ED/PR8-1, WHCF, LBJ Library.

23Theodore White, The Making of the President 1964 (New
York: Atheneum, 1964), 352.
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Johnson administration had been embarrassed early in 1964

when a tuition tax credit amendment was introduced by none

other than Connecticut's freshman Democratic senator, former

HEW Secretary Abraham Ribicoff, who as governor had been an

ex offico member of the Yale Corporation, and whose constit-
,

uents were heavily investing in private schools. The strong

latent support for a tutition tax credit was reflected in the

Ribicoff amendment's narrow defeat on the Senate floor by a

vote of 48 to 45 on February 4. Senator Goldwater soon

offered a similar amendment, which Johnson attacked with

gusto as a regressive measure to aid the wealthy .24

But word of Johnson's secret planning groups was bound

to leak, and they were equally bound to become a partisan

dispute. University professors instinctively share informa-

tion rather than shield it, and when on July 14 Douglass

Cater complained to the President that "[Walter] Heller talks

to the press too freely," which had led to "irresponsible"

UPI stories about the task forces, Johnson instructed Moyers

to remind all involved that "all conversations pertaining to

task force matters be treated as privileged."25 Rut this was

24Walter Heller sent Bill Moyers a detailed campaign
memo on October 1 providing "pointed ammunition to attack the
Goldwater (and Republican platform) proposals for tax credits
for educational expenses." See memo, Heller to Moyers, 1

October 1964, Files of Bill Moyers, Box 6, Johnson Library.
Heller included attacks on the tuition tax credits proposal
by Wisconsin President Fred Harrington, the Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, and Vice Presi-
dent,Allan Cartter Of the American Council on Education. The

Gardner task force report also rejected tuition tax credits,
as did the Budget Bureau and the Treasury.

25Memo, Cater to tire President, 14 July 1964, EX FG 600,
WHCF, Johnson Library; memo, Moyers to All Task Force Liaison
(Continued)
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Washington, and the intriguing task force story could not be

contained. On September 30, lifew York Times reporter Tad

Szulk ran a story describing the task force operation with

fair accuracy, although he only reported eleven task forces

and their chairmen (he missed the original task forces on

health and on income maintenance). With perhaps equal

inevitability, Republican spokesmen challenged the

President's secret planning cabal, but since their party was

sinking so disastrously that fall, it wastto no avail.

Republican Congressman Robert H. Michel cre Illinois did

subsequently attempt through repeated correspondence to pry

from the White House the names of the education task force

members, but presidential counselor Lee White successfully

stonewalled (while complaining to Cater that "you guys have

created yet another monster," and receivingin reply Cater's

suggestion that the answer to Michel's inquiries was always

the same: "Nuts! o).26

Toward a Legislative Strategy for ESEA

President Johnson had been periodically briefed

throughout the fall campaign on the progress of his task

forces, and on Novembeis 3, national election day, Cater sent

him summaries of their recommendations based on prelimiary

reports. 27 Cater noted that,/,ely the task force on

agriculture seemed to be conflicting with Johnson's campaign

26The Michel-White-Cater correspondence is found in EX
FG 600, Box 363, LBJ Library.

27Memo, Cater to the President, 3 November 1964, EX FG
600, Box 361, LBJ Library.
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-commitments, that urban mass transit seemed to be an area of

omission that would have to be remedied, and that most of the

task forces were "reticent in giving cost estimates."

Cater's two-page summary of the Gardner task force report

reflected the main thrust of what were to become Titles I,

III, IV, and V of ESEA. The Gardner report was formally,

transmitted to the President on November 15, and according to

one account he personally read it through.28 The week

\following Thanksgtving Johnson met at the ranch with

Secretaries Celebreeze and Wirtz as well as with, Moyers,

Cohen, Keppel, and Cannon. There Johnson gave a general

green light to press ahead on the legislative strategy and

program for education, and stipulatid that Januaryc4 would be

the date for the State of the Union-Address, with the top-

priority Education Message to follow on January 12 and the

Budget Message on January 25.

Goldwater's defeat on November 3 had brought the Johr;son

administration a crucial bonus of 38 new Democratic seats in

the House and two in the Senate. This meant, in the Senate,

that the Democratic's previous and muscular majority of 66-34

was swollen to 68-32, so the Senate was even lesslikely to

pose any serious obstacle to Great Society legislation,

especially with a southern Democrat as President, and with

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 out of the way. But much more

important, the new House lineup offered a potential bloc

switch of 76 votes to break the old Kennedy stalemate, and

dictated a strategy of first passing the education bill in

the House, then having the Senate pass it without amendment,

plereby avoiding the perilous conference committee.
;,

28Bailey and Mosher, ESEA,
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But what sort of bill might pass the House? The Civil

Rights Act sejned'at least temporarily to have deflected the

racial issue, since its Titles IV and VI already gave the

federal government the desegregation club of civil suit and

fund-withdrawal, which southerners had historically feared in

a federal aid-to-education bill. But the other two trouble-

some issues, federal control and separation of church and

state, seemed fiendishly designed to raise one another, and

then to cancel one another out in a process that historically

had cancelled out federal aid to education also. The best

way to avoid the charge of federal control was to provide

general aid to the states in the form of what the Budget

Bureau abhored as the leave-it-on-the-stump7and-run

variety. But if this. aid was to be for public schools only,

so as to keepairrsh_ancitste_54arate, it of course aroused

the intense opposition of the Roman Catholic lobby, and

thereby split the Democratic constituency. This painful

political dilemma was generplly understood, but the Gardner

report did not address it (-- indeed, it was not supposed

to. But the legislative strategists at HEW did.

On December 1, at Moyers° request, Celbrezze sent to the

White House a 40-page memo that contained Keppel's brief on

the education program and a draft for the presidential mes-
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) sage on education.29 Celebrezze explained that he had

discussed the education program with representatives of the

National Education Association; the National Catholic Welfare

Conferente, the American Council on Education, the American

Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges,

and the Ameilcan Federation of Teachers (AFL-CIO).. Within

the administration, Keppel had consulted with Cater and Henry

Wilson at the White House, Cannon A the Budget Bureau, Otp

Eckstein at the Council of Economic Advisors, Director Donald

, Hornig Of the Office of Science and Technology, Assistant

Secretary Stanley' Surrey of the Treasury, and Secretary Wirtz

at_Labor.

Keppel's remarkable memo was a candid political explora-

tion of the basic strategies for passing a major education

bill. The first strategic possibility was a renewed effort

at the old goal of general aid for salaries and buildings for

public schools only. This would embarrais the House

leadership, prbmpt rigorous Catholic opposition, and rekindle

the Catholics' bitter battle with the NEA_pnd the Council of

Chief State School Officers and other pu6lic school bodies,

which in turn would °give their "delighted but largely inef-

fective support." Option.#2 would provide general aid for

both public and private schools. But this would be, a

29Memo, Celebrezze to Moyers, 1 December 1964, Moyers

Files, Box 99, LBJ Library. 'Keppel's memo proposed three

bills, the first dealing with-lower education, the second to

aid urban university extension and calling for a "Domestic

Fulbright" program to assist "developing colleges," and the
third to expand college student aid through work-study jobs

amil federally-guaranteed student loans by commercial

lenders. But his political emphasis was overwhelmingly on
the lower-aid problem.
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"radical shift of policy" and would at least raise a 'serious

constitutional issue, especially since so many state

constitutions had such firm requirements on separation of

church and state that federal aid to parochial schools would

have to come direct from Washington. The NEA and public

education groups would be in bitter opposition, and

opposition could be expected from "Southern Congressmen

combined with some liberals and many Republicans looking for

a way to make tromble."

There was a third way, however, that hing on

abandoning the quest for general aid as it waS usually

defined.

Such a program would satisfy no group
entfrely, but it would make opposition more
difficult and would start down the road toward the
ultimate goals for educ'ation a generation from
now. To adopt this course may open the Adminis-
tration to accusations of lack of nerve, unwill-
ingness to bite the bullet, Ac., etc., on the
ground that the basic s8hool problem is not being
faced directly. But it seems possible to create a
package in some' ways more effective educational-
ly -- and larger fiscally, -- than previous
"general aid" bills. Such a package would, there-
fore, be likely to be supported by the same groups
which would back proposal number 1.

Keppel then advanced a five-part legislative program that

would 'look remarkably similar to the five-title bill the

President would send to Congress- ten weeks later. At its.

substantive heart -- what would become Title I --. was a

program of categorical aid for the children of the poor in

the slums and depressed rural areas, onerthat would reach

'children in both public and private schooli. But its strate-

gic political key was linkage to Public Law 874, the 14 year-
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old "impacted areas" aid program that enjoyed "tremendous

Congressional support."

Using it as the vehicle to achieve a4tegree
of "general aid" for public schools would be to
continue down a well-traveled road. The National

Catholic Welfare Conference, which in the past has

been silent on this legislation, will object

vigorously if its schools do not receive help
under new amendment's. But special grant programs,
of aid for certain types of materials and services
especially relevant to their needs, if joined with
the impacted areas approach, might avoid a politi-

cal confrontation. It is not easy to oppose a
combination of the existing impacted areas program
and an added program for the poor.

Keppel proposed a vague formula based on the number of low-

income children by school district so as to concentrate the

funds on the intended antipoverty target, but observed that

°"the great majority of all school districts in the Nation

would receive payments under the proposal." The political

importance of this broad reach was difficult to miss.

Commissioner Keppel was careful to emphasize that the

Task Force on Education- supported this basic antipoverty

proposal, and the task force had likewise supported what

would become Titles III (supplementary educational centers),

IV (educational R&D laboratories), and V (aid to state

departments of educatton). He did not invoke the sanction of

the Gardner task force in regard to Title II (instructional

materials, especially textbooks and library books, for both

public and 'private schools), however, because the Gardner

report said virtually nothing about it. Instead, Keppe

cited the "lively interest" of Catholic congressman Hug

Carey of New York. This was to be Keppel's "sweetener" fo

the Catholics, and it was a sensitive and volatile topic th

Keppel knew much about, for he had been appointed Comm
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sioner. by Kennedy and centrally charged with deflecting the

Catholic lobby's attacks from Kennedy's college aid bills.

In this he had been partially successful. But this on-going

dialogue with "the monsignors" was soon to be intensified,

and partly by his own design, as he had urged in his memo of

December. 1 that since "public education groups, most

. liberals, and many Southerners representing depressed ru;a1

constituencies will probably support" his third option, the

"'the extent of Catholic opposition should be tested in

advance of-introducing the legislation."

Two weeks later, Keppel met with a dozen Catholic

monsignori to discuss the educa ion program, and relayed to

Cater his report of a "conviviI gathering" in which his

relations were on a "good footing." Cater in turn reported

to the President:

1. They are not at all eager foi a direct
aid messaler- which would lead_Elmthably to a

court test. They realize that this would only
delay aid to education and heighten acrimony.
(They may well be fearful of the verdict of such a-
head-on test.)

2. They stress the fact that they are not
seeking aid to substitute for their own education-
al expenditures but to supplement them as a means
of attaining better education. This offers en-
couragement for the supplementany services" which
are a strong partThf the education package; Of
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course, Keppel avoidecio-giving any hint of the
content of the package.

A CateTw also reported that two days later two of the

mdnsignori, Hurley and Hochwalt, revisited Keppel to .press

for aid fdr their teachers' salaries, but that

them off since aid for teachers' salari

private, was not contained in 4the legislative

major accounts agree that Keppel was the piv

this crucial stage. Bailey and Mosher wri

-performed a key role as an, intermediary brok

moving among various arenas :. the taik force,

aplanning staffs; the White House, tOeCongress; the, Press;

professional associations and interest groups."31 .Eidenberg

'and Morey concur: "In many ways the one man who was able to

bridge te gaps that separated the various factio on this

issue (church-state) was Francis Keppel."32 But as ert

Hawkinson astutely observed, Keppel was less negotiating or

bargaining/ than consensus-building toward a.shared awareness

ppel stalled

s, public or

package. All

tal actor at,

e, "Keppel

r of ideas,

EW and USOE

30Memo, Cater to the Presiipent, 19 December 1964, EX
FG165-4, WHCF, LBJ Library. Cater identified the monsignori

a6 Mgrs. Hurley and Hochwald [sic -- Hochwalt] (Washington)

McManus '(Chicago), McDowell (Pittsubrgh), Hrighes (PhiladelL
phia), Foudy (San Francisco), Stuardie (Mobile), Applegate
(Columbus), Ddnahue (Baltimore), Lyons (Washington)? Ulrich
(Omaha), Curtin (St. Louis), Behrens (Des Moines); and

attorney William Consedine for the NCWC. Keppel estimated
that private schools would receive as puch as 10.1% to 13.5%
of the ESEA funds; parochial schools had approximately 15% of
total school enrollments.

31Bailey an&Mosher, ESEA, 41.

32Eidenberg and Morey, Act of Congress, 81.
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of the mututal destructiveness of the rigidity and acrimony

of previous years.33

The President Decides

The important negotiating and specific bargaining,

rather, Was more internal than external, and on two important

issues Keppel ended up losing. One involved the conflict

between his keen personal interest in aid to state depart-

ments of education and the Budget Bureau's (and especially

Cannon's) dim view of such aid, a view th.'at Cater tended to

share, or at best Cater rated it as a low priority. The

other issue, %Mich loomed much larger, involved abandoning

the long quest for general aid in favor of categorical aid

for poor districts. Keppel had withstood intense pressure

from the public school professional associations and from

within his own OE bureaucracy to continue to press for

general aid. So he had attached his Title I proposal to the

popular impacted areas program, but he added a Title IB

proviso that both P.L. 815 and P.L. 874 simultaneously be

"reformed" so as to reduce their regressive impact, thereby

generating annual savings in the $40-60 million range. Since

few government installations were located in slums or remote

rural depressed areas, much of the impacted aid went instead

to prosperous school districts, such as Maryland's wealthy

Montgomery County, where government installations clustered

33Hawkinson, "Presidential Program Formulation," 107.

Robert Hunter reported to Cater on 9 December 1964 that a
Benton & Bowles poll that fall revealed that for the first
time the #1 concern of the American electorate was education,

not defense. Memo, Cater to Valenti, 26-May 1965, EX ED,
WHCF, Box 1, 110 Library.
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around affluent Betirsda. The Budget Bureau and pEw had long

advocated such reforms, as had every President since Truman,

but there had been little enthusiasm for them in the House,

with' the notable and powerful exception of Edith Green.34

The politics of this decision were so crucial that ultimately

only the President could decide.

Cater and Moyers reviewed the various task force and

agency proposals during the first three weeks of December,

including obtaining a Justice Department opinion that was

mostly favorable on the church-state issue. The White House

reading of the political climate was also basically favor-

able, as assessed by Cohen and Halperin at HEW and 631

O'Brien's staff on the Hill. A similarly optimistic view of

the economic outlook was reached by the Troika -- the

Director,of the Budget Bureau, the Chairman of the Council of

Economic Advisors, and the Secretary of the Treasury. The

archives reveal a December stream of memoes from Keppel to

34 It4is difficult to judge how to assess the Edith Green
"problem." The bad' reputation that the Democratic' adminis-
trations of the 1960s laid against her was that she was a
frustrated Oveta Culp Hobby who wanted to be Secretary of HEW
'and, failing that, sought vengeance by seeking republican and
boll-weevil (southern conservative) Democratic allies. Yet

she also fought for education programs mightily, and was
A, generally regarded as a member of Congress formidable

ability to torpedo the administration's program. The

archival evidence suggests deep male rese tment against a.

powerful and assertive woman. The archiv l evidence also
captures O'Brien aide Charles Daly denounci g'Representative
Green as a "psychotic female," being overh ard by a female
Green staffer who told on Daly to her boss. Daly executed
the required "mea .culpa," and Green was graci , but
Keppel's base allusion to Edith Green's perennial "chan es of
life" suggests a generalized male resentment of female power
in a man's game--:although it is clear that Mrs. Green ould
be both abrassive and errattc.

1 6
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Cater elaborating on cost projections and such sensitive 1

issues as the amount of money and range of services likely to

be available to parochial schools, and what the supplementary

educational centers might do and for whom. The President

spent an intense working Christmas at the ranch. Moyers

brought down looseleaf notebooks in which he had distilled

the products of the task 'force recommendations, agency

requests, and White House review035 They were joined by

Gordon and Heller for consultations on fiscal prospects and

budgetary evaluations, and they were frequently in touch by

wire with Cater when education and t.Talth proposals were

being discussed.

At one point Cater's wire to MoyersiOn4ined a strong

plea-by Keppel for retaining the ESEA provision for aid to

state departments of education.35. Keppel was successful in

retaining Title V, but its funding was drastically slashed

from the $75-150 million range that Keppel had requested to a

mere $17 million. But on the much more important question of

impacted areas aid reform, virtually the entire' senior

bureaucracy of OE and HEW and the Budget Bureau, who, favored

such reform, lost out to Johnson's political instinct that

risking it would jeopardize the entire education bill. So

35
Le -LI chtenburg, "Genesis of the Great,SOciety," 39.

Hawkinson's account is highly useful for this crucial period
of decision, especially 11449. See Moyers' briefing memo-
randa., to the President, "Legislative Program for Education,"
ND, EX LE/FA2, WHCF, LBJ Library, and Moyers' File, Boxes
100-101.

35t1emo, Cater to Moyers, 23 December 1964, Cater Files,
Box 5, LBJ Library. Keppel had the support of James B.
Conant, and of course of the Council of Chief State School
Officers, but the White House rated it a low priority.
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impacted aid reform was cut out by Presidential directive,

and with painful irony the nation's largest proposal for aid,

to educate the children of the poor was launched as an expan-
5

sion of the unreformed impacted areas law, which dispropor-

tionately aided the children of the middle class and even the

well-to-do.
37

The ESEA of 1965

. President Johnson sent his education message to Congress

on January '12, ,and that same day the administration's bill

was introduced in the House (HR 2362) by Carl Perkins,

chairman pf the general education subcommittei, and in the

Senate (S 370) by Wayne Morse, chairman of the education

subcommittee of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare

Committee. The President's role throughout was vintage

LBJ. Keppel recalls a legendary meeting in the Fish Room of

the White House that fateful January:

President Johnson came in, looking cheerful
as can be, and said to the half-dozen or so people
in the room who were responsible for various

pieces of legislation. "Look, we've got4o do
this in a hurry. We've got in with this majority
(of sixteen million votes) in the Congress," he
said. "It doesn't make any difference what we
do. We're going to lose them at the rate of about
a million a month, and under those circumstances,

37Amendmetits to reform the impacted aid program had been
introduced in Congress,.and HEW was conducting a study of
their economic impact. The question Moyers' brief posed for
Johnson was "whether to delay reforms until HEW's study of
this legislation,' now in progress, is completed early next
summer." Johnson answered yes. The popular.impacted areas
bills had proven to beexcellent vehicles for passing educa-
tion bills -- most recently the Vocational Education Act of
1963 and the NDEA Amendments of 1964.
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get your subcommittee hearings going. Keppel,
when are you starting yours?" And Cohen, who was
handling the medical thing, "When are you starting
yours?" "Get them through the sub-cOmittee and
through the full committee andopasC7 the rules
committee and on to the floor of the House just as
fast as you can get them going." And then he
turned around with that characteristic jesture and
said, °I wut to see a whole bunch of coonskins on
the wall!'

Yet so extraordinary had been the preliminary plannin

for ESEA, through executive task forcing, negotiating and

consens4rbui1ding with professional and private groups, that

the Congressional role was rendered unique. Eidenberg and

Morey have commented on the "peculiar °surrender° of

congressgional autonomy" over the, policy planning phase of

legisltative formulation by a Congress desperate to avoid

another "holy war."39 As a result Congress enjoyed the

luxury of doing battle not oven the hoary three Ws of Race,

Reds, and ,Religion, but instead over the mundane but

lucrative details of the distribution formula for Title I's

Ike

38Transcript, Keppel Oral History, 21 April 1969, 7, LBJ
Library. Wilbur Cohen recalled the distinctive Johnsonian
exhortations at the same meeting: "So I want youNguys to get
off your asses and do everything possible to get everything
in my program passed as soon aepossible, before the aura and
the halo that surround me disappear. Don't 'waste a second.
Get going right now. Larry, Wilbur - - just remember I want
this program fast, and by fast I mean six months, not a
year.° Quqted in Merle Miller, Lyndon: An Oral Biography
(New York:OPutnam's, 1980), 409. Cater wrote the President
on February.16 that "'all the chief education lobbyists are
now lined up behind the bill," and added that "even Edgar
Fuller of the State School Officers has gotten into line on
the bill." Cater to' the President, 16 February 1965, EX
LE/FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.

39Act of Congress, 75-95.
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proposed billion-dollar aid. As for the origin of the

politically key formulaic approach itself, with its aid-to-

the-child, not to the school raiTonale, there have been many

claimants. Keppel recalls wryly: "The NEA thinks they

thought it up, and the Catholics think they thought it up,

and I think I thought it up. I don't know. It just got put

together."40 Wilbur Cohen thinks he thought it up:

Finally, during abp9t 1964, Senator Morse
introduced a bill that gave weight to several

factors including unemployment, the number of
children under aid to dependent children, and the
bill was- referred to the Department. And it was
during that period of time that I finally said,
"Why don't.you use just a number of children in
families under two-three thousand dollars?

They're either public school children or in

private, school - - and it doesn't make any

difference. They're just disadvantaged chil-

dren." Now, I had gotten the idea from my studies
while I was at the University. of Michigan that
grew out of my book of which I was co-author,
Income and Welfare in the United States . . . .

Well, frankly I think and I say this with all
humility here -- I think that was the thing that
everybody was looking for to try to come to some
kipd of solution to this problem Ahat had vexed
people for about twenty-five years.'

Eidenberg and ,Morey, as students of congressional behavior

and as former congressional staff members, give primary

credit to Wayne Morse and his senior subcommittee staffer,

40Transcript, Keppel Oral History Interview, 21 April
1969, 8, LBJ Library.

41Transcript, Wilbur Cohen Oral History Interview, 10
May 1969, Tape #4, 1445, LBJ Library.
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Charles Lee.42 And Char1e Lee recalled that Morse's formula

approach owed much to Senator Taft's original initiatives on

behalf of federal aid back in 1949, and this was a shrewd

source of appeal to Senate Republicans. But Lee concluded,

most convincingly of all, that the formula solution had

multiple authors, and such wasthe only healthy source of

legislative policy formulation in a democracy.

The passage of ESEA into law in the spring of 1965 has

been ably described by Eidenberg and Morey and others, and it

needs no repeating here.43 "In an astonishing piece of

political artistry", observed Eric Goldman, "the Congress had

passed a billion-dollar law, deeply affecting a fundamental

institution of the nation, in a breath-taking eighty-seven

days. The House had approved it with no amendments that

mattered; the Senate had voted it through literally without a

comma changed."44, ESEA passed the House on March 26 by a

roll-call vote of 263-153, and on April 9 the Senate approved

43Charles Lee, interview with the author, 30 June
1981. Lee recalled that Cohen objected to Morse's original
and rather complicated, multiple-variable formula for
identifying poor children, in part because HEW would be
forced to depend on the Department of Labor for the data.
HEW and Labor were constantly embroiled in turf disputes
during the 1960s, partly because of an inherent overlap of
jurisdiction concerning education and manpower training, and
partly because Labor Secretary Willard Wirtz was the most
notoriously turf-minded bureaucrat in the Cabinet.

43Act of Congress, 96468; Ba ley and Mosher, ESEA, 37-
71; Jeffrey, Education, 59-95.

4 4Eric F. Goldman, The Tradgedy of Lyndon Johnson (New
York: Knopf, 1969), 307. In a reversal of his Medicare
strategy, which was solicitous of Wilbur Mills and flexible
toward House bargaining, Johnson was determined to ram ESEA
through Congress with force-draft speed.
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the House btll by a huge 7348 majority. The only near hitch

in the strategy of avoiding a conference committee (and

therefore any related complications with Judge Smith's House

Rules graveyard) involved an amendment insisted upon by

Senator Robert Kennedy. Again, Keppel recalls in his

characteristic vernacular:

What happened was that that bill [ESEA],

with some amendments -- we managed to tack on a
couple of Republican amendments just to make it
smell good -- went through the House with a good
solid vote on the floor. We.had riOden the roller
over Edith Green, who was having another one of
her changes of life which seemed to go on forever,
and got it through the House; and then it went by
the Senate with Bobby Kennedy, and he said, "Look,
I want to change this bill beouse it doesn't have
any way of measuring those damned educators like
you, Frank, and we really ought to have some

evalUation in there, and some measurement as to
whether any good is happening."

'Wilbur Cohen and I vere sitting there.

Cohen said to me: "You want it?"
5

And I said, "Your're damned right I want it,
but I haven't got the nerve to do it on the

executive side, because all the educators will
scream bloody-murder if anybody measures them.

But if the Congress wants to put it on, that's my
idea of how71767M-with them."

ISo-Kennedy grinned. And Cohen turned to him
and said, "Senator, do you want this as a Kennedy
amendment put on in the Senate so you get a [sic]
publicity, or do you want this bill amended,

because if so, we'll get it amended in the House
and all you'll do is pat its fanny as it goes by
in the Senate."

"Oh," said Kennedy, "I don't want a

Kennedy amendment. I want the damned thing

amended.",

i
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So we took his amendment down to the House,
got a friend [Congressman John Brademas] to put it
inside the committee in the House and the House
voted it and it went by. BobbyAgatted its fanny
enthusiastically and off it went:"

Off it went to Stonewall, Texas, where, at Cater'-s sugges-

tion, President Johnson signed it on Suriday, April 11,

5Transcript, Keppel Oral History Interview, 21 April

1969, 9-10, LBJ Library. Frustrating White House problems
with both chairman Powell and sub-committee chairman Green
are ni ly suggested by.O'Brien's ten-page memo of March 8
reporti to Johnson on the crucial House hearings. O'Brien
praised ohnson's shrewd choice of Phil Landrum of Georgia to
ramrod he bill, applauded the steady loyalty of Carl

Ferkins, reporte4 on his successful browbeating of Powell
into line by threatening to take the Education and Labor
Committee away from him, and reporting on the continuing
"industry" (i.e., sabotage) of Mrs. Green as follows,

verbatim from O'Brien's Memo:

(1) She argued passionately on Monday in caucus and
Tuesday in committee for a delay of several weeks in

reporting out the Education bill; (2) She negotiated with
the Republicans to work out a substitute proposal. (3) She

began agitations to stir up the religious issue which culmi-
nated Friday in her calling Protestant leaders into her

office to tell them this bill will put Catholic priests in
the public schools.

Jack Valenti reported to the President on March 24 that
O'Brien was "fighting against Mrs. Green and judicial

review," and that "Mrs. Green is trying to pick off the

Jewish vote." On March 30, Cater reported to the President
that "Adam Clayton Powell is burning mad over Edith Green's
behavior on the Education Bill. He has threatened three
reprisals: (1) Remove vocational rehabilitation fiom her
Subcommittee jurisdiction. (2) Fire her sister from the
Committee staff. (3) Entrust John Brademas with the soon--
sorship of the Higher Education Bill." President Johnson
wrote in reply: "O.K. All 3." The March memoes are con-
tained in EX LE/FA 2, Box 38, LBJ Library. See also Eiden-
berg and Morey, Act of'Congress, 96472.
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outside the former one-room schoolhouse where he began his

own schooling, with his first teacher at his side, Katherine

?
Deadrich Loney.. The ESEA was now law. In reality it was an

elementary, not a secondary ducation law. Its passage was

widely celebrated (even by the Congressional Quarterly

Almanac) as a historic breakthrough for general aid, but

every penny was categorical. The enormous implications of

this were to become clear only gradually, and Senator

Kennedy's amendment mandating evaluation would play a

considerable role in these revelations.
4'

The Higher Education Act of 1965

As Jose Chavez has demonstrated in his able dissertation

on the evolution of_ the HEA,46 it shared with ESEA the

generally tight executive control over the process of policy

formulation, but it fundamentally aiffered in being wider

open, in both the formulation and esgCially in the Congres-

sional enactment phase, to a much broader array of.external

groups wishing to influence policy direction. In this sense

it represented a far more normal ,process of legislative

policy formulation than did the'drive for ESEA. And this is

partly because the administration's highest stakes rode with

the ESEA breakthrough.; higher education bills had passed

,46Chavez, "Presidential Influence on the Politics of

Higher Education: The Higher Education Act of 1965 (unpub-

lished PhD. dissertation, University of Texas at Austin,
1975). Chavez was able to explore the newly opened LBJ
Library, and his Appendix B contains a transcript of his
interviews with Cater, Keppel, Peter Muirhead, and Samuel

Halperin in 1974. See also Lawrence W. Pettit, "The Policy
Process in Congress: Passing the Higher Education Facilities
Act of 1963," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of

Wisconsin, 1965).
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before, and the Democrats' chief source of frustration -- the

inability since the Truman administration to'pass a federal

scholarship bill -- had been blocked by House Republicans

whos4 ranks had been decimated by the Goldwater campaign.

The NEA's major titles (the first four of eight) reflect

the composit character of its constituency base. Title I

concerned the urban land-grant extension notion, which Presi-

dent Johnson had raised in his Irvine speech (which in turn

was written by Cater, partly in response to initiatives by

the American Council on Education, or ACE in Washington's

acronymic jargon, which was the umbrella lobby for all of

higher education). The ACE was worried that the land grant

extension model inherently focused on the rural and small-

town land grant campuses of the 19th century's two Morrill

Acts, and hence connected poorly to the 1960s' need for urban

universities to help solve urban problems that were drama-

tized by waves of rioting. The urban land-grant extension

idea was not new, having been kicking around OE and One

Dupont Circle for many years, and it had found partial poli-

tical expression in several Senate-passed bills. The ACE,

which enjoyed close clientele tiis with the Office of Educa-

tion, feared the exclusion from the new urban-extension

programs of public urban non-land grant universities and

major private urban universities -- especially the latter,

many of which were located neck-deep in the 1960s' urban

turmoil, such as Columbia and Chicago and Pittsburgh and

Penn. So ACE lobbied successfully for federal grants not

automatically to land grant universities (e.g., North Dakota

State in Fargo) exclusively, but for grants to state commis-

sions with VS0E-Commissioner-approved plans that could in-

clude the urban public and also private universities. 'This
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sensible compromise pleased most combattants, and represented

ACE lobbying at its best (at its worst, the public-versus-

private, large-versus-small conflicts often internally

neutralized the ACE). So Title I went through the markup

with rough consensus, but also with modest funding, since

nobody really knew what urban land grant extension meant.

Title II involved money for upgrading college and re-

search university libraries. Here again the. constituency-

lobby tie with OE was close and effeCtive. The American

Library Association and the Association of Research Libraries

intensely lobbied OE as well as the usual Congressional

subcommittees, and Keppel in turn pressed these claims

successfully into the Gardner task force report. So the

libraries were authorized $50 million annually in fiscal

1966-68 to upgrade their holdings and procedures. It was a

modest amount, but produced considerable constituent happi-

ness -- and a camel's'nose in the tent.

Titl,e III- las the black college aid section. It enjoyed

the powerful stipport of both Keppel, who had a blue-blood

Yankee's proper disdain for southern whites, and also the

formidable support of Edith Green. In 1965, who could be

against struggling black colleges? The Gatidner Report's

endorsement reflected the particular pressure'of Keppel and

Zacharias, but also the generalized white liberal guilt of

the entire task force. Title III's authorization for fiscal

1966 was a modest $55 million. Public Jim Crow colleges for

blacks had clearly been financially starved for a century.

But Title Ha's subsequent history has been troubled by three

basic anomlies: (1) in a program conceived to aid weak

black colleges, most of the nation's marginal colleges, like

most of the nation's poor, turnedsout to be white; (2) in an
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era devoted to racial desegregation, Title III tended to

reinforce the segregated racial identity of black colleges;

and (3). Title III -in operation produced horror stdries of

mismanagepent and corruption. But all this must be discussed

later.

-

Title IV brought out the main fight, which was over

student financial assistance. The White House files bearing

on the HEA generally reflect a monitoring and nurturing

operation with Congress in control. O'Brien's status-

reporting memoes to the, President generally reflect

cooperation from the House leadership, but extreme

frustrdtion with the idiosyncracies of the not very Reverend

Adam Clayton Powell, who could be very effective when he was

in command, but who too often preferred to dash off to the

Bahamas and drink milk-and-scotch and chase skirts.47

Cater's reports to the President tended to reflect partisan

problems with Republican attempts to torpedo scholarships in

favor of tuition tax credits." But HEA ultimately emerged

as an artifact of congressional compromise, and Title IV's

four-part package of student financial assistance represents

this process in almost classic, form. First, the Democrats

finally got ,their scholarships through the antipoverty

appeal: $70 ,million an ually in fiscal 1966768 for

Educational Opportunity Grants to colleges and universities

(not directly the students -- this was to be a major

battle of the Nixon years that the schools and the ACE would

47
Memo, O'Brien to the President, 6 August, 1965, EX

LE/FA 2; WHCF, LBJ Library.

48
Memo, Cater to the President, 25 August1965, EX LE/FA

2, WHCF, LBJ Library.,
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,loie apd the students and market choice would wtn) for

scholarships for full-time students "of exceptional financial

need." ,Pressed by the ACE, the Office of Education -- with

Keppel, Cohen, and Halperin working smoothly, as usual, with

Cater in the White House and with congressional allies --

lobbied hard and finally triumphed.

But in'order to forestall tuition tax credits, which the
,c9

Treasury expecially opposed as both regressive and enorpously

expeniive, Title IV offered a guaranteed student loan program

for the middle class, with the principal coming from commer-

cial lending institutions, and the interest subsidized

initially at a low 3%, with no needs test, and the loan

repayable in ten years. The low interest prompted an attack

by the American Bankers' Association, and the threat of

competttion drew the fire of the United Student Aid Fund, but

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Stanley Surrey and Cater

arranged a complicated compromise with,the ABA andlthe USAF

that, in the post-New Deal tradition of brokerage politics,

satisfied them and isolated the outnumbered Republicani, so

the bill went sailing through (streamrolling over Edith Green

as Keppel liked to chortle). Title IV's other two sections

transferred 0E0's college work-study program to OE, and

extended the.NDEA loan program (w)lich was distinguishable

from the new guaranteed student loan program in that NDEA

loans required a needs test, the principal was a line item in

the federal budget, and "forgiveness" incentives were includ-

ed to attract graduates to areas of national manpower need).

Finally, Title V established the National Teacher Corps,

but it was a shaky beginning. This represented no presiden-

tial initiative, no task force recommendation. Instead,

Teacher Corps was pushed by liberal Senators Edward Kennedy
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D. Mass) and Gaylord Nelson (D. Wisc.), who attached it to

the HEA bill in February when they failed to get it included

in he ESEA bill. President Johnson signed on late, tel:ling

the NEA convention at Madison Sguare Garden on July 2 that he

intended to proposse a -National Teacher ,Corps, add asking

Congress for it on July 17. Johnson fought hard for federal

scholaythips and loans, for only a timely loan had allowed

him stay in Southwest Texas State in the late 1920s: But the

Teacher Corps was' a Kennedy proposal, like Jahn. Kepnedy'S

Peace Corps; and Johnson would not' touch it until he knew

that his congressiiinal majorities were unstoppable.' The

Teacher Corps was indeed 'a potential albatross, because it

symbolized the federal presence in the lassroom that conser-

vativet and Republicans so deeply feared. But 1965 was not

the conservatives' hour. So on August 6, the House passed HR

9567 by a roll- tcall vote of 368-22, and on September 2 the

Senate passed HR 9567 with minor athendments by a thundering

roll-call vote.of 79-3 (only three conservative southern

Democrats voted against it) and sent it to conference. On

October 20 the House and Senate adopted the conference report

and sent it to tbe. White House. And on NOvember S President'

Johnson signed the HEA at Southwest Texas College in San

Marcos, where he had graduated in 1930.

This, then, 'was the "Education Congress," voting,

apprOpriations in 1965 for the Office of Educatfon alone (for

fiscal 196)- of $3,032,585,000. But tpis complicated and -

refatively massive pew Od program would have to be

implemented'by an agency,, OE, that the GarAner task force had

found flatly-incapable of measuring up to the new program-

matic , demands. The 'fundamental reorganization in structure

and personnel that would be required té transform a primarily

0
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and historically report-writing and statistics:lathering

office into a program *managing agency would be wrenching.

And given the President's fascination with the task force

device, it not surprisingly would involve more task forcing.

N
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CH TER FOUR

REORGANIiING THE GOVERNMENT

The Legacy of Brownlow and Hoover

The pasiage of ESEA was a lelktimate triumph, but its

implementation was destined to highlight the historic

tensions within the executive branch over relationship

between the line agencies and their programs. This was

primarily because SOE,-which had been for a decade a frail

reed in a massive 4artment dominated by health and welfare,

was now simultaneously authorized to gain massive funds and

yet was universally- regarded as incapable of administering

them unless some drastic transformation oCcurred. During the

middle 1960s, when ,the Great Society breakthroughs became

possible, that historic tension was briefly submerged by the

euphoria of victory. But it remained a bedrock source of

disagreement. The literature of public administration is

characteristically rather dry fare,.but it contains within' it

the rational planner's inner scream that the nation's federal

structure and political historp had produced such tenaciously

built-in administrative nightmares. How irrational it was

that the earth's most powerful economy should governmentally
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organizelitself not by major function -- e.g., with depart-

ments of human resources, naiural resources, military

resources, etc. -- but instead by politcal fiefdom and

constituency turf, as with departments of Commerce,

Agriculture, and Labor, who together represented the economic

lifeblood of thetnation, yet who politically either made war

upon one another or who serviced their powerful constitutents

with a single-minded political devotion that yielded little

to any comprehensive view of a shared economic fate. As a

result, the Cabinet as a collective entity was virtually

useles§%

All modern presidents had initially tried to engage the

Cabinet as a council in the broad governing enterprise, and

had quickly given up in despsir (though this is,less true oV4'

Eisenhower.than of his successors). Kennedy and Johnson were

1exemplars of this rule, and the archivds btilge with evidence

of rather pathetic and door41 attempts to find some common

purpose and practical utility for 'the'Cabinet. Bill Moyers

told Time-Life's Hugh Sidey in 1969 that he believed that the

akinet as a collective policyliti9 institution was
,

archaic, too formalized, and yirtually usiless to the modern

presidency:

There's nothing in the Constitution that
establishes. a Cabinet. The Cabinet was an

effort by early Presidents to assemblefiround
them men who could help them run the government.
Their functions were institutionalized to the

extent that future Presidents became ensnared in
that formal, institutionalized process. But I

think that it does not make sense to have a

system, or tradition, to which you feel

obligated to conform. If a Secretary feels

excluded from a Cabinet meeting his feelings are
ruffled and his pride is damaged. And so you
have him there. Very often, as a'conSequence,
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nothing happens at CabiRet meetims of any

significance. They become charades.1

Moyers, not surprisingly, preferred a muscular White House

staff of special sistants and their staffs, and his

replacement, Joseph talifano, vigorously sought to implement

this alternative model. gut that tra'nsition is the focus for

the next chapter. Here we must begin with the organizitional

grappling toward a modern executive under Franklin Roosevelt.

Despite the legacy of Watergate and the reaction against

the Imperial Presidency, the history of the modern domestic

presidency has heen more typically characterized by institu-

tional weakness, especially in contrast td chief executives

in parliamentary systems. Franklin Roosevelt souandered a

precious opportunity, which he inherited from Herbert Hoover,

to strengthen his office subslktially during the emergency

crisis of 1933-1936. But he was too busy, and he had so

little help, and he could not decide what he wanted to do

until was too late. Then in 1936, when his early

authority to reorganize the government had expired, Roosevelt

appointed the President's Committee on Administrative Manage-

ment, headed by Louis Brownlow, and including Charles Er.

Merriam and Luther'QGulick. Early in 197 the committee

boldly called for consolidatin§ all 97 sprawling and uncoor-

dinated government agendies under twelve cabinet departments;

the addition of six administrative assistants to the

Presidency; and a °clearinghouse" planning agency. Rut

Roosevelt's reorganization request to Congress coincided with

his ham-handed attempt to pack the Supreme Court, and

1Bi1 l Moyers, quoted in Hugh Sidey, uThe White HoUse
Staff vs. the Cabinet: Hugh Sidey Interviews Bill Moyers,"
The Washington Monthly (February 1969), 9.
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instinctive congressional resistance to strengthening the

executive was reinforced by conservative howls of

dictatorship. So in the end Roosevelt got only his six aides

"with a passion for anonymity," and an Executive Office of

the President (the Bureau of the Budget had been created in

1921 but had been located in the Treasury). Agency

consolidation went nowhere, to the great pleasure of ,the

Congress and the great relief of a refractory civil service.

Over the i;tervening years, there was some modest,

occasional accretion of presidential power, but it was more

notably effective in strenghtening the national security

apparatus in a Cold War climate, where the President was

manifestly Commander-in-Chief, ...4an in shoring up

presidential control over the domestic agencies, where

congressional comflittees jealously safeguarded their

inherited jurisdictions. Thus the Congress in 1946 gave the

President his three-economist Council of Economic Advisors,

but thoroughly defanged the celebrated Employment Act of 1946
1

(Congress even dropped the word "full" from the title, and

smashed the threatening proposal for a comprehensive planning

device, the National Production and Employment Budget). But

the following year the President got his National Security

Council. Located in the Wh4e House, it .was to make the

State Department down in Foggy Bottom forever miserable.

Then came nthe two Hoover commissions of 19474949 and

19534955, both of which stemmed from congressional concern

tha4,-the war-swollen executive branch was too big, too

wastefuf, and too inefficient (the charge had a familiar,

conservative Republiean rin6; but it also had some truth to

it, as even Trumah conceded). Following Truman's surprise

victory 6 1948, Commission Chairman Herbert Hoover made a
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statesmanlike decision not to try to use the commission to

repeal the hated New Deal, but instead to concentrate bn

promoting government efficiency. The result in 1949 was a

two-million word report containing 174 recommeded refiAls

generated by 23 task forces. The first Hoolr report recog-

nized the primacy of functional rather than constituency-

based grouping, but then shrank from grasping the nettle. It_

did see a need fOr one new department -- something combining

welfare and social security and education -- and suggested

osome marginal consolidations and transfers involving

transportation. But twelve politically powerful and

independent agencies, such as the AEC, TVA, and the Veteran's

Administration, were left outside departmental boundaries.2

Otis Graham has observed that the litmus test for any

rational reorgaaization of the federal governmepit is whether

the Army Corps of Engineers has its pork-barrel civil works

functions, which hav,e virtually nothing to do with the'Army,

relocated so the President could,coordinate them with similir

activities involving domestic waterways and soil erosion and

the like.3 The ftrst Hoover report actually toyed with the

radical idea that the Corps' dam-building might have some

more- rational purpose in Interior, but then backed away.

Graham concluded that the Hoover commisosion memberi' "found

2
Charles Aikin and Louis Koenig, "The Hoover Commission;

a Symposium," American Politcal Science Review, 43 (October ,

1949), 93340.

3
See Otis Graham, Jr.,'Toward a Planned Society: From

Roosevelt to .Nixon, (New York: Oxford University Press,
author heavily indebted in this section to his

brother's analysis of the difference between eanning and
Planning, and the formidable obstacles to achievtng either.
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the- situation desperate, but not serious." So nothing

fundamental was thanged, although some useful marginal

reforms were implemented.

The .second Hoover commission of 1953-1955 was less

cautious. This time around the Republicans controlled both

the White House and the Congress, at least when the

commissions' deliberations began. But by 1955, when the 3.3

million word report was issued, with its 314 recommendations

acompanied by partisan horror stories of a "sprawling and

voracious bureaucracy, of monumental waste, excesses and

extravagances, of red tape, confusion, and disheartening

frustrations, of loose management, regulatory irresponsibili-

ties, and colossal largess to special segments of the

publie,"4 it 'was too late again. Hoover seemed always to be

cheated by the capricious timing of history. The DemoCrats

had recaptured Congress, and President Eisenhower had lost

interest in epic battles over Overnment reorganization or

repealing the New Deal.. He settled for'the creation of the

new Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1953,

which was fashioned around FDR's old Federal Security Agency

of 1939, which _in turn had'housed, in somewhat illogical

catch-bag fashion, the PubliC Health Service, the Social

Security Board, and that poor, latch-key chifd, the Office of

Education, which had been desperate to bail oUt of hostile

Interior.5 And that, essentially, -was the legacy Of

4Neil / MacNeil and Harold W. Metz, The Hoover Report,'.

1953-55 (New York: MacMillan, 1956), 299.

5Eisenhower appointed three secretaries of HEW: Oveta

Culp Hobby (1953-1955), Marion B. Folsom (19554958),- and
Arthur S. Flemming (19584961).
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bureaucratic inertia and partial reform that Lyndon Johnson

would inheri

/

/
The Price Task Force oir nment Reorganization

One of the iginal task s set up by Bill Moyers in

the'summer o 1964 was the Legi latve Task Force on Govern-

ment Reorgani tion, chaired by Den Don K. Price of the

Harvard Graduate hool of Publi inistration. Price, who

had chaired a tas force for th econd Hoover commission,

wat joined by five other academics with expertise in

government and public administration, including Stephen K.

Bailey of the Maxwell School at Syracuse, and Richard E.

Neustadt of Columbia. Five federal officials participated on

the task force,, including Harald Seidman as White House

liaison and Herbert N..Jasper as executive secretary -- both

of the latter were from the Bureau of the Budget: Finally,

the brivate sector was represented by Sydney Stein, Jr. of

the investment firm of Stein, Roe, and Farnham.6

The Price task force explored the troubled realm of

federal educat4on policy in a major working paper prepared by

the Budget.Bureau staff. This identified such problems as

the familiar program inconsistencies, duplication and

inefficient spm0l and lack of coordination, and a program

imbalance that loaded federal support toward the sciences and

starved the humanities. The Secretary of HEW had responsi-

bility for the direction' of the Office of Education, but

6The other profestors were Rowland A. Egger of Prince-
ton, Ferrel Heady of Michigan, and Robert W. Tafts of Ober-
lin. The other federal officials were Solis Horwitz from
Defense, James M. Frey from State, and Eugene P. Foley from
the Small Business Administration.
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curiously had no real line control oveetlts functions. As

for the benighted OE itself:

There is widespread dissatisfaction both in and
out of Government concerning the functioning of
the Office of Education. In addition to opera-
tional shortcomings, it is Oleged that the
Office suffers from an almost complete lack of
creativity and innovative capacity in planning
for American education in the 60's. Historical-
ly, the Office has been loath to assume major
policy-formulating responsibilities, and has
been generally viewed as 'the willing captive of
school, administrators and education associa-
tions.'

Ultimately the Price task 'force, like the Brownlow

committee but unlike the two Hoover commissions, recommended

a thoroughgoing reorganization of the executive branch

according to'.function rather than constituency. It would.'

create five new departments. First priority was a Department

of Transportation. "Second was a Apartment of Education.

Since "research and education are likely to be the key to new

policy developments and new domestic policy opportunities,"

the new education department *hould include the Office of

Education, the newly proposed humanities foundation, the

National Science Foundation, the education and basic-research

programs of the National Institut,es of Health, acld such

miscellany as the National Bureau -of Standards, the

Smithsonian Institution (including the John F. Kennedy Center
4

for the Performing Arts), the National touncil of the Arts,
_

plus Gallaudet,College'and Howard University. The remaining

three new departmen would,be a DePartment of Housing,and

7"Organfza ion of Federal Education Activities," 2

October 1964, ox 409, OMB Records 91vision, National

Archives.-'
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Community Deve'lopment; a Department of Economic Development

(including non-transpprtation elements of Commerce, the 0E0

-- which as a program-running operation the Price task force

wanted to eject from the policy-planning and program-

monitoring Executive Office of the Presidency--the Small

Business Administration, and maybe Labor); and finally a

merger ofDepartment of Natural Resources (essentially a

Agriculture and Interior).8

The lean, 21-page Price report (exclucIn appendices)

was a bold stroke. It consistently spoke fro a comprehen-

sive presidential perspective, saying of the President that

"He alone is the General Manager," and rejecting the creation

of some sort of administrat ve supermanager under the

President. But its proposed reorganization was political

dynamite, since it would radically scramble the traditional

network of congressional subcommittee-executive agency

symbiosis, and thereby threaten to deflect the new,

administration's mandate and energy away from Great Society

legtsiation and into jurisdictional squabbles. And unlike

the Brownlow j.nd Hoover reports, the Price report was---
secret. Lyndon Johnson wanted to build the Great Society,

Rot strangle it in a major reorganization dogfight with a

Congress whose °Wes he needed and whose terriiorial

instincts he knew so well. In their administrative history

of the Johnson administration, Emmette S. Redford and Marlan

BliSsett observed that "comprehensive reorganization was not

part of the Johnson strategy. When the [Price] task force

met with him after submission of the study, he said nothing

8 Report, Task Force on 'Government Reorganization, 6

November 1964, Box 1, Task Forces Flle, LBJ Library.
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about the report and for most of the evening talked about the

Vietnam War0"9 Redford and' Blissett reasonably conclude of

the Price report's call for radical functional reorganization

that "for Johnson at this point it would have made no sense

whatever." 'Johnson instead would take his reorganizations on

one at a time, after first building a policy consensus. He

would create the Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) in 1965 and the Department of Transportation (DOT) in

1966, thereby partially vindicating the Price recommenda-

tions, an& thereby also avoiding the bureaucratic carnage

that would inevitably flow from an attempt to dismember,and

merge such historic, congressionally comfortable, and

constituency-captured, agencies as Agriculture, Commerce,

Interior, and Labor. -

But iii January of 1965 the Budget Bureau had been asked

by Senator Hill to comment on S.100, a perennial bill to

establish a Department of Education by combining all

educational programs scattered throughout 40 or more federal

agencies. The Bureau's formal response was a carefully

hedged conclusion that "consideration of S.100 at this time

would be premature," and that the first priority should be,to

"explore thoroughly other possible approaches and to resolve

the complex and difficult organizational issues resulting

from the close interrelationship of education with training,

defense, science, health and other major purposes Of

government."1° But the 2ureau's internal dialogue in

9Organizing the Executive Branch: Johnson
Presidency (Chicago: University of thicago Press, 19 11,, 189.

10Letter, Director to Mr. Chairman, 5 April 1965, Box
409, OMB Records Division, National Archives.
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responding lo the Senate is most revealing of the Bureau's

view of the reorganization question in relation to educa-

tional programs.11 First, there was the basic dloNbtomy

between institutional and instrumental programs in

education. Institutional programs were

. . . designed primarily to strengthen schools
and colleges as such: i.e., as institutions
whose overall Quality and service to society is
a mktter of national concern. Nearly all the
programs of the Office 1ff Education fall into
this category. The personnel training and
education aspects of the National Science
Foundation, the preschool program of the Office
of Economic OpportunitY, the programs directly
aimed at medical education in the National
Institutes of Health, and the College Housing .

program in the Department of Urban Affairs could
be put in the same category. The Community
Action Programs of the Office of, Economic
Opportunity, VISTA, and parts of its Youth
Corps, are more doubtful but could be so cate-
gorized. The total in this.category for FY 1966
is approximately $4 billion. -

The seqond federal educational category involved programs in

which schools and colleges were used by federal agencies "as

necessary instruments to carry out their particular

missions." Virtually all federal .agencies sponsored such

programs -- e.g., the vast .network of military service

schools, the educational programs for agriculture, iorestry,

mine safety, drug abuse, highway safety, nutrition, down to

tthifiblfor the Marine Corps at Pickle

eadows, Californfa. The list seemed endless, and the Bureau

estimated the FY 1966 budget for such programs at over $4.5

Reorganization- -of, the Government's Educational
Activities," n.d., Box 409, OMB Records Division, National
Archives. 9
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billion. Should the Marines' Pickle Meadows be Lirned over

to the Office of Education, in the interest of functionalist

logic? If so, was it politically feasible? The Budget

Bureau didn't actually ask about,,Pickle Meadows; but both

questions were implicit at the margin, and both (especially

the T ttell answered themselves with a thundering4negative.

The ureau staff added an additional and intriguingtpluralist

argument against a massive functionalist reorganization in

federal education:

A basic goal of Federal activities in education
is to strengthen schools and colleges and
universities so that they have the internal
strength to preserve their own freedoms. In the
judgment of the institution, preservation of
this freedom may mean refusal to take part in a
particular program of a particular Government
agency. To put all programs under one head,
both "institutional. and "instrumental," might
lead to some hesitation to take such action in
fear of reprisal. Higher education may complain
now about the plethora of governmental interests
and programs, and the attendant confusion. But
it is a reasonableogugss that it is learning
fast that there,is advantage to playing off one
agency against the other.

The complaints of undue Federal cemitrol under
centralized management could be expected to.
increase rapidly. It has been pointed out that
institutional freedom lies in part in the
interstices between Government agencies.

So for%a sound combination of political, practical, and

theoreticareasons, the Johnson administratipn was not

prepared to Aoh for a Department of Education.

The Problem of the Office &f Education"

But if there was to be-no new Department of Education,

or superdeOartment of ,human resources or whatever, then what
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was to be done about-the-sorry state of affa4rs at 0E,7 which

was about to inherit a ma.ssive new brace of programs, and

which was generally regarded as so thoroughly captured by its

clientele groups that innovation was impossible? To the Bur-

eau of the Budget, the prospects looked grim. The Bureau's

Science and Education Branch reviewed HEW's preliminary pro-

posals for new education legislation in September of 1964,

and reported to Hirst Sutton.with dismay that although HEW

officials had earlier discussed some provocative ideas (e.g.,

tOtion-free junior colleges, formula orants for pulic'

schools for shared.:time -programs with private schooT stu-
,

dents), what HEW was formally-asking for was essentially the

tired and rejected remnant's of -the Kennedy omnibus bill,

centering on aid for teacher's salaries and school construc-

tio-n.12 When the Gardner task force report broke new ground

in November, its alternate( executive secretary (to William

Cannon), Emerson J. Elliott reported-for the Budget Bureau's

Labor and Welfare Division that '"we view the Task Force'

recommendations as inadequate to the magnitude of the

problems."13

'When in early December of 1964, OE sent up to the Budget .L

Bureau, its package of legislative proposals .in respopse to

the Gardner report, William Cannon expressed his general

disgust in a Bureau staff memorandum: "There seems to be a

serious possibility that the Office of Education's legis-

12
Memo, Science and Education Branch to Hirst Sutton, 23

September 1964, Box 412, OMB Records Division, National.
Archives.

13Memo, Emerson 'J. Elliott to Howard W. Stone, 1

December 1964, Box 412, OMB Records Division, National
Archives.
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lative program will,end up as an unsorted grab bag of items.

-with priority given to the most ineffective, second.order, or

trivial. ,114 Ok's first five priorities were'impacted aid,

free textbooks, aid to state departments of education, uni-.

versity extension, and student loans -- "Everything else is a

distant second -- the supplementary education centers; the

national educational laboratories; the college dwlopment

programs, etc. -- and are probably thought of as a cover, to

be peeled off, as the program moves through the Executive

Branch and Congress." Cannon complained that the OE approach

and "no substantive, connection among the OE items, no

rationale, no theory about education."

In fact, they probably were not selected with
any regard toward the substantive problems of
education. Their real connection is thatmost
of them ,have the support of powerful groups; the
NEA, the State School Superintendents, the Land
Grant Colleges, and the 'American Council on
Education -- the silent partnéh in the adminis-
tration of the Office of EdUcation.

Cannon regarded the impacted areas approach as only "a vehi-

cle and strategem for obtainibg general aid, particularly for

teachers° sararies;" and as such it "suffers from the smell

of deception, blackmail, and cynicism," and would represent

"the first move to exploit the poor for purposes that have

very little to do with themg" Furthermore, the OE proposal

to provide ,"free textbooks for all schoo;is is a straight-

forward attempt to buy parochial school aid for the impacted

areas program. Aid-to state departments of education was "a

long-range and questionable program.in its best light, and a

14
Memo, Cannon to Staff, 9 DeceMber 1964, Box 412, OMB

Records Division, National Archives.
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'patronage' program for OE, at its worst." Cannon concluded
gloomily that "the existing, situation seems peetty hope-
legs. The Office of Education has again confirmed the long-

standing, wide-spread-view that it is an incompetent'stodgy

agency with no program except that furnished by outside
bureaucracies."

Yet when the Price task force report came in, its recom-

mendation for a new Depa tment of Education, which would re-
ward this "incompetent' nd "stodgy" and 1lopeless" agency by

elevation to Cabinet-status, did not square with the majMty
0

preference of the Gardner task_force, which-was to follow the

0E0 model and place the new education programs in the Execu-

tive Office of the President rather than in OE. Given this

dissonance, the Budget Bureau hedged. The Labor and Welfare

Division reported to Harold Seidman that they saw some merit

in the Priee 7port's recommendation that OE be joined to the

highly regarded NSF. But they sounded a note of warning:

It is-our view that NSF programs could actually
be harmed if thex were brought into the kind of
environment which now exists in HEW and the
Office of Education. NT enjoys a higher
professtonal standing than the Office of

, Education and it has administrative and program
flexibility to a degree not found in HEW.'

The Office of Education, in fact, was something of a tarbaby:

The Office of Educatibn . . lacks vigor andl
stature, although we do not believe that this is'
necessarily due to its location in HEW. For too

15
Memo, Labor and Welfare Division to Harold Seidman, 30

Novemben 1964, Box 409, OMB Records Division, National
Archives. See also. Clifford Berg to Seidman, 3 December
1964, and Berg and Hazel Guffey to Seidman, 4 December 1964,
Box 409, OMB Records Division, National Archives.
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many years, the Office of Education has not
exercised a leadeAhip role nor was it being
ourged to assume such a role. Too many senior
personnel of the Office have not been suited for
a role of leadership. Also, the tOffice of the
Seqretary of HEW has been hesitant about pushing
the Office of Education, or anyof its other
constituents for that matter, to assume roles
not sought,by the constituents. The Office of
the Secretary has almost totally failed to

assume a.leadership role itself, and it lacks
staff for program planning and development and
for effectively coordinating and managing the
Department's business.

In March of 1965, in response to Keppel's calls urging

internal reorganization, Hirst Suttom wrote' Elmer Siaats that

since the Whtte House wanted to handle only one new depart-

ment at a'time, and in 1965 that -new departent was Housing

and Urban Development, and since OE was "not well equipped to
e`

administer effectively its many new reiponsibilities and that

it does not get strong support from the Secretary's office in

solving its' administrative problems," the best immedialte

response would seem to be the internal reorganization of

0F.16

Lest the Bureau's role vis-a-vis the Office of Education

be regarded as largely confined to hectoring the hapless

agency, it should be acknowledged that Budget Bureau

correspondence 'over OE during the 1960s constantly urged

shoring up the hamtrung agency, starting at the top.

Typical of these observations and recommendations are the

following:

16Memo, Sutton to Stoats, 5 March 1965, Box 409, OMB
Records Divison, National Archives.
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o The\ Commissioner of Education v/as too low in
rank. At level V he was outranked by the
Assistant, Secretary of Education (who. had no
line authority) as well as by the heads of
such agencies' a$ th'e National Science Founda-
tion (level III) and the chairmen of the Arts
Endowment and the Humanities Endowment (both
level

o Correspondingly,. the Commissioner was embar-
rassingly underpaid, making a lower ,salary
than many local 01001 superintendents in.the
Washington metroplitan areaj

o OE was grossly understaffed at the supergrade
, level, having about k.5% of staff at super-
grade which was about one-fifth of the level
of NSF staffing.

o OE staffing was rapidly falling behind rapid
program and budget growth. Between 1961 and
1966 there occurred a 500% increase in OE's
budget, a 150% increase in the number-of OE
programs, but only a 90% increase in OE staff.

o In 1961 OE grant dollars divided out to $537
thousand per employee. By 1966 that figure
had grown three times - to $1.7 million per
employee.

o Programs .reguiring individual project-by-
project approval olimbed from $50 million in
1961 to $1.2 tillion in 1966. This alone
amounted to $500,000 per employee: But beyond
this, about $2 billion in "pass the monerout"
formula grant programs also had to be adminis-
tered.

0 Less than 9 percent of -OE employees Were
stationed in the field, yet 99 percent of OE
funds were spent in the field.

o Whenever OE would manage to achieve some mea-\
sure of consolidation of function through in-
ternal reorganization, ,Congress would refrag-
ment the agency by authorizing new programs
mandating separate organizational structures.

187
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The Brownlow, report had insisted that the President "needs

helW, Throughout the 1960s, the Budget Buredu niped atthe

inappropriate ",educationist" skew of the OE staff in a new

age of program management. But the Bureau also kept up a

steady drumfire for a modern management structure equal to

the new demands.

So the Budget Bureau.in 1965 recommended that OE remain

in HEW, but that internal reorganization and staffing up at

the senior level were b'adly needed immediately. The Budget

Bureau's ocandid intePnal memoes frequently exempted the

000 energetic and uncaptured Commissioner Keppel from their

complaints, because he was highly regarded for his political

acumen and diplomatic skill and indeed charin; unlike most of

his"predecessors, Commissioner Keapel had not "married the
i

natives." But Secretary Celebrezze, whom the Budget Bureau

did not attack directly, was clearly regarded as aNcaretaker

waiting for a judgeship whose time had come, at least by the

summer of 1965 when the ESEA had sailed thf.ough Congress, and

the Higher Education Act was pending. On-July 1 Cater wrote

the President' that "If and when you are considering a new

Secretary4of HEW, I suggest the following candtdates. (1)

John GarOner 4- my top doice . . the task force he headed

produced the basic ideas, which emerged so successfully in

your education program."17 ,President Johnson had pe'rsuaded

'Gardner to head the WhiteHouse Conference on Educatimthat

was held ilune 20-21, and the following month Gardner was

persuaded to replace Celebrezze as Secretary of HEW. But at

17Memo, Cater to the President, 1 July 1965, Tx Le/Fa 2,
WHCF, LBJ Library. Cater's next four choices were Clark
Kerr, Kermtt Gordon, Carl Elliott, and Boisfeuillet Jones.
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the saMe time, Keppel's relationship with the President had

seriously deteriorated, and that stoYy is intimately linked

to the que ion of reorganizing the Officgof Education:

Keppel, Loomis, and the Ink Task Force

Since the winter of 1963 Commissioner Keppel, who had

concentrated his talents on",.,negotiating the legislattye

program, and who was not regarded by himself or byqothers as

a gifted manager, had been consulting with Kermit Gordon and

John Macy in an attempt to recruit a high-powered manager to

replace his inherited career deputy of the old school, Wayne

Reed. In 1964 Keppel settled on trying to recruit Henry

Loomis, who was director of the Voice of America in USIA, and

who" had earlier built" a strong' managerial reputation in

senior appointments in Defense, the NSC, the Office of

Sciencei and Technology, and MIT. The Loomis oral history in

the LBJ Library reflecs :the brusque, judgmental tone of a

no-nonsense manager, essentially Trumanesque in his pro-

fanity.18 Loomis at first refused Kepnel'i offer, which was

extended in 1964 by an old bureaucratic friend and

cor6etitor, HEW's Assistant Secretary for Administration

Rufus Miles, to which LooMis replied: "Jesus Christ, not

me! What the-Hell, I don't know anything about education."

But by earlY 1965, Loomi5 was chafing under the "totally

inept" leadership of USIA Dlrector Carl Rowan, and hence was

"getting madder by the minute and less effective by the

minute." So when Keppel tried again, Loomis was curious

18
Transcript, HenrY\Lpomis Oral History, 15 August 1968,

5, LBJ Library. Bailey And Mosher have a sprightly account
of the OE- reorganization,\with more attention to structural
and administrative detail, in ESEA, chapter III.

:,,
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enough to poke about OE, was appalled by ,what he found, and

said to himself:,"The question is whether to leave Government

and to say: 'The Hell with it, anyway; and do this on the way
,

%
out, and it was so horrible that it.soun

d

d that it would be

pretty good fun." Loomis was also press 4 to take on the

herculean task by a'strategically positioned old friend, John

Gardner. ' Loomis tOld Keppel that the key to his coming was

the removal of Deputy CommisSioner Wayne Reed, so Keppel

fotind, a way to remove Reed through a lateral shuffle that at

least minimedly saved face for a man Loomis regarded as' "a

very nice guy"

drive.." So in

Keppet's Deputy.

When Presideht Johnson heard about the new arrangement

he was furious, because upon leaving USIA, Loomis had held a

press conference, and among other remarks he implied that

political-/4nterference was being imposed by the Johnson

administration on the Voice of America, and the story

appeared im Mary McGrory's column in the Washington Star."

Loomis later insisted that he was complaining about the State

Department, not the President or the White House, but the

damdging appearance of bad judgment and disloyalty prompted

the enraged Johnson ,to call Keppel, have the White House

operator break in on a telephone conversAtion Keppel was

having with a southern governor, and demand that he rescind

the appointment.20 Keppel stood by his guns in insisting on

but one withl 'trio backbone or managerial

March Loomis quit VOA and signed on as

19

,

Transcript, Dougltss Cater Oral History Interview, 29
April 1969, Tape 1, 23-24, LBJ Library. ,

20Transcript, Keppel Oral History Interview, 21 April
1969, 22, LBJ Library. See also Richard A. Dershimer, The
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a. deputy of his chbice, and Celebrezze backed him up, but

Keppel recalls that virtually every time he saw the President

thereafter, Johnson would greet him by dethanding: "Have'you

fired'that son-of-a-bitch yet?"21

Deputy Commissioner Loomis brought along from USIA his

reconstruction team -- his' secretary, his researcher, and

most notorius of all from the viewpoint of the threatened old

line'staff, his'"hatchetman," Walter Mylecraine, who quickly

earned the sobriquet .of the "terrible Turk," and who even

Loomis admitted was "ruthless:', Loomis regarded the profes-

sional "educators" at USOE with searing contempt, as second-

rate men who wee not only managerially tncompetent, but who

were "emotionally, almost religiously against the act which

they were trying to administer." Keppel promptly appointed

Loomis chairman of the new, Executive Group of less than a

dozen senior stdff, and they first met on. April 2; and

thereafter twice weekl on Monday and Thursday begihning at

10 a.m. in Loomis's .office throughout the subsequent year of

reorganization. Most of the Executive Group's energies

21Keppel, interview with the author, 1 April 1981.
Thereafter, all new supergrade,appointments for OE had to be
cleared through Johnson loyalist Marvin.yatson in ,the\White'
House, which further hampered the recruitment of senior staff
during the reorganizdtion. 'The oral history of Lucille
Anderson, who was secretary to five Commissioners of Educa-
tion,' beginning with John Studebaker in 1936 and. retiring
under Harold HoWe II in 1966, reflects, the OE loyalist
resentment af the poljc14 impingement of the Johnson White
House, with its outside task forces, its radical reorganiza-
tion and its attendant displacement of specialists with
generalists. ,See transcript, Lucille Anderson Oral History
Interview, 15 July 1168, LBJ Library.
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HEA, as well as Title VI of the Civil ights Act of 1964. As

during 1965-66 were devoted to impleme ting the ESEA and the

,

described in some detail by Bailey and Mosher in ESEA, this
.,- ....._

involVed a Planning Group coordinating task forces on the

various new titles. But the earliest and most dramatic

attention was to reorganizing OE. The Executive. Group

minutes are essentially action summaries, and they reveal a

crisp, get-cracking action agenda that began on April 2 with

an order for a "quick, first-cut evaluatidn by numerical

scale of all USOE employees against their specialty co-equals

and by their supervi\sors, bottom to top, with the 'Commis-

sioner rating the bureau and office chiefs."22 The Executive

Group ordained that up to 50 new supergrades "will be

recruited and added NOW," to become "a management and

substantive core within two or three years."

In a parallel development,, Caten was conferring With

Gordon, Staats, Keppel, and Cohen apout setting up a short-

term ad hoc task force of three men working for three

intensive months to help Keppel reorganize OE. ,Johnson

approved on April 12, and two days later Cater reported that

Gordon and Staats had recommended borrowing as task force

chairman Dwight Ink from the AEC -- "He iS an able

organization man who did a first rate job last' year on the

22"Notes of EXECUTIVE GROUP Meeting, 2 April 1965
through 27 June 1966, Kathryn Heath Collection, National
Institute of Education Library. The bi-weekly notes were
marked "ADMINISTRATIVE CONFIDENTIAL" beginning 22 April
1965. In his oral. history interview, Walter Mylecraine
denies the charge of brutality, but he clearly also shared
Loomis's contempt,for the clientele-oriented "educationists"
and their fear luf federal control. See transcript, Walter
Mylecraine Oral History Interview, 12,July 1968, LBJ Library.
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Alaskan crisis" -- plus Herbert Jasper of Budget and Nicholas

Oganovic from the Civil Service Commission (he was replaced

almost immediateley by Gilbert Schulkind from the same

agency).23 The next Ciay, April 15, Cater informed Celeprezze

of the Ink task force, reminding him that two days earlier,.
at the reception for Congress on the occasion of the passage

of ESEA, the President had announced:

I am asking Secretary Celebrezze pnd Commis-
sioner Keppel to move immediately to prepare the
Office of Education for the-Mil job that it has
to do, just as soom as the fundt are appro-
priated. Upon their recommendation,t I am
notifying the Secretary that I am going to
appoint a task force to carry out his recommen-1,
dation to assist him in the next 60 days on '-
organizational and pertonnel Aproblems in this
area to administer this bill.24

'The Ink task force worked intimately with Loomis's Executive

Group, frequently sitting with them (and occasionally joined

23Memo, Cater to the President, 12 April 1965 and 14
April 1965; Cater to Celebrezze, 15 April 1965, Ex ,FG 165-4,.
WHCF, 1,BJ Library. In his oral history, Loomis claims that
the Ink Task was a response to his demand for White House
support, because "when you had %Tinted every sacred cow in
the pasture . . . it was going to cause a hell of a stink on
the Furthermore, he claims that he-sent Mylecraine
rummaging through the OE staff tb see if he could find anyone
useful, and that Mylecraine had found in Russell Wood an
atypically smart young lawyer ("no educatorQ who, together
with his colleague, John Hughes, joined Loomis 'Ad Mylecraine
in constructing a "shadow organization" that became 10% of
the Ink Report. Given the tendency of Washington egos to
claim credit_ for inventing the wheel (in his oral history
Secretary Celebrezze even claims that he discovered the
formula that led to the breakthrough FF. ,ESEA!), it is
difficult to sort out the credit lines.

24Ibid.
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49
by Keppel) in late April and early' June, and clearly formed a

./onsensus that Ink reported to the President on June 15 in a

41-page report entitled "RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE WHITE HOUSE

TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION.".
d'

,The Ink report's eight sections dealt variously with

strengthening OE in personnel and inancial administration

planning and evaluation, management,- and contracting and

grants, but at its heart was an organizational critique and a

thlOry of -reform. It observed that the present organization

of OE had been established by former Commissionet( Sterling

McMurrin in 1962 based on the Homer Babbidge report of 1961,

entitled "A.Federal Agency for the FutUr.e," whicil in turn

reflected a study conducted in 1960, when OE ran 20 programs

on less than $500 million annually and with only 1,100

employees (the Ink report did not mention the names; they are

supplied). Now OE faced managing more than,40 programs

costing more than $3 billion, with perhaps $300 million more

in pending legislation, and hence copfronted a need for at

least 2,300 employees. But beyond size there was that

familiar strutural problem, which was inherent in an organi-

zation like OE -- i.e., whether to organtze by function

(research, international education, statistics collection,

contracts and grants) or by level (elementary-secondary,

higher, adult education), or by some combination of both.

The McMurrin reorganization of 1962 had 'Vaned toward the

functional principle, but in a rather schizophrenic way, with

2
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functional bureaus presiding over divisions and branches that

reflected groupings by level.25

Finally, iR addition to size and the fuction-versus-

level tension, there was the fragmenting congressional.Nabit'

of establishing a "separate organizational unit fOr each new

statute."26 So with the recent program growth had,lcome

excessive fragmentation and layering, with consequent delays

_..pan action -- OE alone had 36 units in 1965, with major

expansion on the way. Although the Ink report reflected

discreetly on the political gnd public administration

problem, it was well known that this fragmentation was

reinforced by the tendency of program managers,to form strong

ties with strategic congressional .ssubcommittees,.and this in

turn was reinforced by.the political alliances of clientele

groups. So the Ink report opted to .combat this program

fragmentation by reorganizing according to level, with ,a

bureau each for elementary-secondary education, higher educa-

tion, and adult plus vocational education, but also with a

25Memo, McMurrin to Ribico0, 16 January 1962, "Proposal
for Reorganization of the Office.of Education," Box 409, OMB
Records Division, National Archives. See Bailey's more ex-
tensive discussion in ESEA, Chapter III. Wayne Reed's oral
history recalls that AWhe joined OE in 1951, Commissioner
Earl McGrath had reorganized the office according to level.
In 1962 McMurrin leaned back toward function, and in 1965 the
Ink/Keppel/Loomis reorggnization reverted to the organiza-
tional primacy of level. Reed also acknowledged that the
reorganization was widely understdod throughout OE as a

structural prelude to achieving Cabinet department status.
See Wayne O. Reed Oral History Interview, 8 July 1968, LBJ
Library.

Recommendations of the White House Task Force on
Education," 14 June 1965, Task Forces File, Box 10, LBJ
Library.
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cross-cutting functional bureau for research -- all of this,

of course, in the hallowed name of efficiency, and couched in

sanitized government prose. But as Bailey and Mosher

observed, "What they did not say was that it would also

greatly facilitate the reassignment or the phasing out of

old-timers who had developed both internal and external

centers of power around isolated functional units," and begin

the transformation of branch management,from the traditional

specialist to generalist hands.27
1

, So with the reorganizational program in hand and

elrestdenOally blessed, Keppel and his hatchet-man Loomis and

his hatchet-man Mylecraine, all went at it with gusto.

Bailey and Mosher, who interviewed survivors and, presumably,

nonsurvivors when the carnage was fresh in the mind, describe

the results:

The speed of action and the fact that the plan
was shattering to all vested interests, produced
a g'reaction of numbed, bewildered, bitter
acquienscence . . . . The anguish con only be
imagined. The ensuing, if, temporary,
administrative chaos was shattering. For days
and weeks, people .could not find each other's
offices -- sometimes not even their own.

Telephone extensions connected appropriate
parties only by coincidence. A large number of
key positions in the new order were vacant or
were, occupied by acting directors who were
frequently demoralized by status ambiguity and
eventual status loss. Those who Could not live

27ESEA, 86. The Ink Report also provided for six

officesiiRside the bureaus (disadvantaged and handicapped,
equal educational opportunities, legislation, planning and
evaluation, administration, and public relations), and two

centers (statistics and contracts), plus strengthening the
field offices in the nine HEW regions.
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with the status loss inesigned. And,All of this
came at a time of maximum\work

But Loomis and Mylecraine were trying to save OE through radical

surgery, not kill it. They demanded 50 new supergrades and when Cater

balked, Loomis attacked with his customary jugular instinct:

I said: "I don't give a goddamn how many there
, are in government, and you know it. Younknow
you can't make it otherwise; you want this 'thing_
to fall? You want the President to be dis-
credited? You're going to tell me, sitting
here, that you can't get fifty? That's absurd."
--* That was done deliberately to be a shRkker,
to say that this wasn't business as usual.4-

The usual Loomis tough talk. But the Johnson White HIse

wasn't used to that kind of flak -- from Congress, perhaps,

and from the public and the media, but not from their own

troops. Loomis got only 23 supergrades, which was a compro-

mise in the low range. Within a year he was on his way to
tc

the private sector."

28ESEA, 88-89. As Loomis defensively observed, "We
didn't 1957E anybody." But many of the educational academics
were unhappy with their new managerial job descriptions,
especially with consulting in Hawaii cut out, so early
retirements, transfers, and resignations followed quickly
thereafter.

29Transcript, Henry Loomis Oral History Interview, 15

August 1968, 30, LBJ Library.

"Despite his braggadocio, Loomis in his oral history
has kind words for the displaced Wayne Reed, who welcomed
Loomis and was "absolutely superb" in his cooperation. To
Loomis, the very qualities that made Reed, an "educator" from
Nebraska, a poor deputy also made him a "beautiful help" as
liaison to the nervous old guard. Not surprisingly, Loomis
gave highest marks to fellow Harvard alumnus Frank Keppel --
they were, he said, "Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside."
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In hit oral history interview, Dwight jnk was asked if

4e reorganization was carried out to his satisfaction. "Not

to my satisfaction . . . . Both Frank Keppel, the head bf the

office, and his deputy Henry Loomis left the office within

three or four months, and so the continuitY was gone. By the

time they were able to replace that team, the momentum had

been lost. "31
In November of 1965 Secretary Gardner segsed

that Keppel's political capital had been used up -- at OE,

where the Ink/Keppel/Loomis reorganization had shattered

morale; _on the Hill, where both the reOrganization and

Kepper.s aggressime enforcement of the school desegregation

guidelines was stiffening resistance; and in the White House,

where the- President's resentment at the Loomis appointment

was massively- exacerbated by Mayor Daley'S rage at Keppel's

31Transcript Dwight Ink Oral History Interview, 5
February 969, 10, LBJ-Library. A generally dim assessment of
the efficacy of the reorganization of OE is shared to varying
degrees by Bailey and Mosher in ESEA; moreso by William
Cannon and William D. Carey of the BUU5Ft Bureau (both in OMB
Records Division memoranda and in interviews with the
author); and even in the Administrative History of HEW,
especially chapter I, "Bureau of Elementary and Secondary
Education." See also the oral history interview with Nolan
Estes, the BESE's first associate commissioner, 23 July 1968,
LBJ Library. Wayne Reed's oral history decries the excessive
speed and ruthlessness of the decimation of the old special-
ists, which "left painful scars" and was called by the
specialists "the year of the locusts."
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threat to cut off federal funds to Chicago's schools.32 So

Keppel was kicked upstairs to assume the newly created staff

p&Otion of Assistant Secretary for Education, and he was

replaced as commissioner in January 1966 by "Doc"'Harold Howe

IL

The Organizational Problem of HEW--and the Great Society

In the5 next Chapter we will return to the narrative

beyond the watershed year of 1965, but the intractable

question of how best to organize the federal government to

implement the Great )Society programs'continued to vex the

Johnson administration throughout its tenure.-,The problem of

internally reorganizing ,OE dominated the structural agenda

during the summer of 1965, but earlier in the springs Cater

had sent the- President a- memo addressed to via larger

question of the future organization of HEW -- which "unfortu-

nately," he observed, the Price task force had failed to deal

with, other than to recommend a separate Department of Edu-
,

325ee Orfield, Reconstruction of Southern Education,
chapter 4. Wilbur Cohen was dispatched to Chicago to work
out a compromise which he successfully accomplished. Cater's
oral history faults Kepel's judgment in this celebrated inci-
dent, as does Orfield's account. But fdr a defense of
Keppel, see .David Seeley's letter of 22 March 1972 to the
Johnson Library, which is included in Keppel's oral history
file. Seeley's-own oral history, however, is basically
critical Of the "bungling" in his agency which produced a
"disaster." Transcript, Seeley Oral History Interview, 25
July 1968, 39-44, LBJ Library.
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cation . 33 / Cater attached a memo he bad received from Mike

O'Neill, a veteran reporter for the New York Daily News who

covered HEW and was a stringer for Medical World News.

O'Neill began with the sober observation that "HE141's

high command structure is an,administrative mess which has

been inadequate to the Department's mission for more than 10

years and will collapse completely under the wii'ght of 'its

new Great4Society responsibilities".34 First priority was to

find "a great HEW Secretary . . . . a la McNamara." Next was

reorganization, preferably afong the lines of the Defense

Rode, with .separate secretaries of Health, Education, and

Welfare under an HEW secreta4 and undersecretary, under-

pinned by seven or eight assistant secretaries with backup

staffs.

It is uerly ridiculous to be trying to run a
$6 and $7 billion businesswith only a handful
of people. HEW is actually being run now by
only.three guys -- Cohen, Quigley, and Dempsey
[Assistant Secretary James M. Ouigley and Edward
Dempsey, Special Assistant for Health and Medi-
cal Affairs]. Congress originally refused to
gille the Department any real staff because of
its alleged fears about empire-building in the
important health-education-welfare field. The

result has been administrative chaos. The

ecretary -- and therefore the White House --
has never been able to achieve any real conttol
over the agencies. They have gone ,their àwn

.11

33Memo, Cater to the President, 2 April '.1965, Cater

Files, Box 13, LBJ Library.

34Memo, O'Neill to Cater, 31 March 1965, Cater Files,
Box 13, LBJ Library. A balanced discussion of the evolution
and structOre of HEW from an sider's viewpoint is Rufus E.
Miles, Jr.,; The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(New York: raeger,
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merry way for,years, even in the old Federal
Security Agency.

O'Neill then added a laundry list of examples of two or three

different agencies taking off th different directions on th

same problem, launching rival and conflicting programs, with

never so much as a by-your-leave:

The Children's Bureau, for example, is running a
flock of health programs without any reference
to PHS. FDA and PHS have both been mucking
around in the'environmental healtji field without
either one getting any place. The Welfare
Administration is launching huge new heal0 care
programs without so much as a nod to PHS which,
theoretically, should have a good qeal to say in
the matter. The Office of Education wrote some
provisions into some of its legislation that cut
across NIH programs -- but it only belatedly
consulted NIH. It also proposed aid for medical
libraries without coordinating with the National
Library of Medicine.

Cater, asked for and reCeived from Johnson permission fo form

a.small working group composed of himself, Kermit Gordon,

John Macy, and a deputy 'representing the HEW Secretary to

begin planning for a broad reorganization of HEW.

Shortly thereafter, Gordon left the BOB to become

pres'ident of Brookings, but his successor as Budget Dyector,

Charles Schultze, promptiy appointed an ad hoc task force of

BOB consultants, chaired by Stephen Bailey and tharged with

recommending solutions to the government's growing problems

of intergovernmental Orogram coordination. Formed in August

of 1965 and working closely (for three months) with the BOB's

Harold Seidman and his Office of Management and Drganization

staff, the Bailey task force identified "an increasing lbck

of structural and policy coherence within the Fecleral estab-

lishment and a series of administrative strains upon state
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and local governments.."35 The report's first page illus-

trated the growing "maze of'interagency add intergovernmental

Procedures, overlaps, delays, and 'jurisdictional disputes:"t

o Anti-poverty and economic development programs
are being carried out by a dozen Federal agen-
cies which relate- to each ottier imperfectly
and intermittenly in Washington ang the field;

&Four Federal agencies handle in different ways
closely similar grants and loans for local-
water and waste dismal facilities;

o Community planning bodies and processess
assisted by the Federal, Government in the
several aspects of community development --
physical, economic, and social -- are
frequently unrelated to one another;

ifFederal grants-in-aid to states and localities
vary needlessly 9,nd widely in requirements for
matching money, ta 'Overhead allowances, and in
standards of review and enforcement;

to Gross inequalities exist in the capacity of
slates arid localities to develop proposals for

u'Federal aid and to negotiate the . maze of
Federal program review.

Previous attempts at program coordination throug

interdepartmental commtttees had proved too weak Ian

cumbersome, and lateral coordination, with one department

assigned to coordinate others in a particular field, had

failed beqp,use departments would not submit to coordination

by other dpartm nts' of equal rank. The solution, then, lay

35qask Force Report on Intergovernmental Program
,Coordination," December 1965, Box 412, OMB Records Division,
National Archives. The other task force members were William
G. Colman, Herbert Kaufman, James L. Sundquist, Stephen B.
Sweeney, and Robert C. Wood.
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not at the departmental or Fabinet level, but only at the
level Of the Presidency, wh re the Executive,.Office needed

either a reinforced neW Budget Bureau or a new Office of

Community Program Coordination.

Thee Bailey report of 1965 anticipated the Heineman
re rt of 1967 not only in calling for muscmlar program
coo ination at the presidential level, but also in simul-

taneously advocating administrative decentralization,

preferably through "common regional boundaries and head-

quarter cities for relatedjederal agencies -- parilcularly

HUD, HEW, 0E0, and Labor." Meanwhile the report urged the

BOB to exercise or extend its oWh authority to meet six
somewhat technical but nevertheless "Lrgent problems for

immediate action" -- these having beef' identified by rather

informal task force discupsions with federal, state, and.

.

local officials in Washington, Boston, New Haven, Baltimore,

and three Georgia areas, and the reporCurged the Bureau to

conduct a similar field study in a more systematic manner.

In response,, in the summer
S
of 1966 Schultze (1) appointed

William D. Carey as a noncareer Assistant Director of the

Bureau in charge of interagency and intergovernIntal

prqblems on' a 'largely ad hoc basis; and (2) directed the

Bureau's Office of Management and Organization to conduct

five fact-finding surveys (in Washington and Tennessee --

concentrating on Seattle and Nashville -- and in -South

Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Colorado.)36 In November of

1966, SChultze forwarded a summary of the field surveys to

36"The Bureau's Role in the Improvement of Government
Organization and Management," Part IV of the Budget Bureau's.
Administrative History, 124-151, Vol,. I, LBJ Lfbrary.
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Senator Edmund S. Muskie, whose sub-committee on intergovérn-
. 9-

mental relations was holding hearings on "Creative Feder.al-

ism" (this was a letter signed "Charlie" to "Dear Ed" for his

."personal use," and explained that its frankness and candor

"obviously would pose quite a problem if the document were

released or quoted from".)37 Muskie had succinctly-observed

)
thatjhe core of the problem is "the difficulty of managing

170 grants-in-aid pr grams' in the 21 different Federal
-

\

departmenis and agencies, in over 92,000 units of government

throughout" our 50 states."

Schultze's Summary tck Senator Muskie conceded that part

of the problem was caused by weakness at the state and local

-level--i.e., the basic frtgmentation of local government

units made it extemely difficult for sta'te., county, or city

chief executives to administer a given geographic area.

Typically these execuVves,-faced wvere constraints and

statutory limits on their taxing, budgetary, and appointment

powers; most governors were institutionally weak; city

governments were hostile tdstate interference, and most

faced severe financial problems. But most of the-problems

were federal in origin:

0 Over 20 agencies and numerous congressional
committees with differing jurisdictions,
clients, and methods of approaching a problem
are involved in intergovernmental programs
characteriied by overlapping and duplication..

o Federal assistance is prdvided through a

series of increasingly narrow and complex
categorical grant and loan programs. This

37.Letter, Schultze to Muskie, 15 November 1966,

Documentary Supplement to BOB Administrative History, Vol.
II, LBJ Library. .
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fragmentation reinforces the structural
duplication and overlap, and is characterized
by an excessive number of small grants,
pressure on states and localities to go for
the "easy' money," no rational pattern of

matching requirements or.consistent pattern on
equalization in terms of fiscal capacity and
tax effort.

o Pressure to get federal matching fundl,

narrow categorical. grant programs tends to

distort state and local budgets, and federal
plannfng requirements are,too complex, incon-
sistent, and based on differing standards and
data.

o Federal field structure prevents effective

coordination, with most federal agencies
either lacking fjeld organizattgn or lacking
common regional field locatiblos. Narrow
categorical programs increasingly lead federal
agencies to deal directly with local govern-

ments and organizations, thereby angering
state levels and often by-passing federal

field offices entirely.

o Late appropriations and delays in project

approval make state and local planning and

budgeting difficult.

o Federal action is often taken and regulations
are prescnibed without regard for state and
local laws, government structure, financial
and administrative capabilities, and on-going
programs.

By the fall of 1966 there was growing concern'among the

president's senior staff that Great Society legislation was

piling up but. that their administration was in increasing

trouble. Both Moyers and Califano recognized the pressing

priority c)f improved administrative structure, and Charles

Schultze, Secretary Gardner, and 0E0 director Wriver pro-

posed a variety of alternative organizational reforms. These

included a domestic council patterned after NSC (Shriver);
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conversion of HEW into a triple-based superdepartment

patterned after Defense (Gardner); a new department of econo-

mic development that recombined Labor with what little was

left of Commerce after it lost 80% of its annual budget, its

trust funds, and 15% of its personnel to DOT (a combination

of Price, Macy, Califano, and Schultze); and a new office for

program management in the Executive Office, with regional and

even major city 'field offices (Schultze).38 This array of

proposals from the subpresidency conitituted a rjch (and

politically explosive) agenda for the President's second, and

final, outside task force on government organization.

The Heineman Task Force r
-\

Ben W. Heineman was a lawyer-businessman who, as

chairman and presddent of the profitable Chicago and North

Western Railway Company, had first come to President,

Johnson's attention when he helped negotiate the threatened

Illinois Central Railroad strike in the summer of-1964. That

September he helped form a National Independent Committee for

Election of Johnson and Humphrey. In 1965 he sat on Robert

Wood's outside task force on Urban Affairs and Housing, and

in 1966 he 'Chaired the volatile White House Conference on

Civil Rights. Both Johnson's confidence in him and 'the

strength of his independence is suggested b Heineman's

'report, in his oral history, thathe varioUsly rejected the

secretaryships of HUD, Commerce, the Budget Bureau director-

!ia

38For a more extended discusiion, see Redford and
Bisett, Organizing the Executive;Branch, especially chapters
five through nine. Congress created the Department of Com-
merce and Labor in 1903, but labor unhappiness led to their
split in 1913.
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ship, and in 1968, HEW (which then went to Wilbur Cohen --

Heineman claimed that Ile was only interested in being

Attorney General)." In October'of 1966 he was persuaded to

head the task Force on.Government Organization. Its'distin-

guished memberS'hip initially included Hale Champion, Director

of.Finance for Californa; Mayor Richard Lee of New Haven;

Willianf Capron of Brookings; Kermit Gordon, now a Brookings

Vice President; Yale political sciehtfst Herbert Kaufman;

Dean Bayless Manning of the Stanford Law School; and
!

Chancellor Harry Ransom of the University of Texas wfth

Joe Califano as White House representative:, and the staff

director was'Fred Bohen of Califano's staff.

The presidential importance of the task force is

indicated by Johnson's personal approval of ten of the twelve

mmes briginally-suggested by Califano; by Johnson's addition

of Ford Foundation President McGeorge Bundy and, later,

Secretary McNamara and Budget Director Schultze. The task

force met three times with the President in the White House,

and in total met seven times for twelve days between 12

November 1966 and'7 May 1967. Its initial working papers

included the Price task force report, statements on organi-

zational problems from the Wood task.force report, testimony

by government officials to the Muskie subcommittee on Inter-

"Transcript, Ben W. Heineman Oral History Interview, 14
April 1970, LBJ Library. ,
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governmental Relations, and suhmisstons related to the,

Shriver and Gardner proposals for executive reorganization."

The Heineman report was not 'due until* the middle of

June, 1967, but so high-powered- was its membership and so _

broad was, it? charge thit it sent th,- President periodic41

, recommendations bOth before and after mid-June -- on toDics
A

that ranged beyond the struqtural concerns for administering,

Great Soceity programs, to Jnclude-national economic policy

and even foreign affairs. But the sucaria, 10-page "final"

7
ort of 15 dune 1967 cloarly fills in the high tradition

Brownlow, Hoover, and Price -- in fact, its bold vision

was closest in spirit to Brownlow. All four reports embraced

a firm presidential,perspective, and theHeineman report was

quick to identify *both the problem and the enemy:

Insofar as its aim is responsive and

efficient management, the Federal Government is
badly organized. Top political executives --*
the President and Cabinet Secretaries -- preside
over agencies which they never own and. only.

rarely comrhand. TNir managerial authority is
constantly challenged by powerful legislative

committees, well-oeganized interst groups, en-
,

°See Mdford and Blisset, Organizing the Executive

Branch, 195-215. A logical participant was Harold Seidman,
director of the Budget Bureau's'division of Management and
Organization. But Seidman had grown bitter as the growth of
Califano's domestic staff increasingly pre-empted the Budget
Bureau in policy planning. Seidman's participation was
rejected by the task force, and he in turn vetoed participa-
tion by a top member of his staff -- this according to an
interview by Redford and Blissett.
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trenched bureau chiefs with narroxti=
mandates, and the career civil service

The very legislative success of the Great Society had made

the administrative problems worse: "The target problems -- .

overty, discrimination, urban blight, dirty air and water --

are not the sole concern of any one Federal department; they

will not yield to a series of isolated program efforts."

Federal social programs remained badly coordinate4; the

social problems were in the field, but the adminietration of

domestic programs was "centralized excessively in Washington

. . . in autonomous bureauso and administrations below the

Presidential and departmental level."

The report conceded at the outset that some, but not

all, of the "severe attack" being/mounted against the

President's social programs stemmed from political and

ideological partisanship, and "some criticism stems from

deflated hopes, with current funding, levels weal below

ultimate-need and demand." But since the task force members

eould scarcely attack the President's budget decisions, they

concentrated on three basic structural remedies. First, they

would strengthen the Executive Office of the Presidency hy

creating two new well-staffed offices within it: (1) an

Office of Program Developme t located within a reorganized

Budget Bureau, with clear r3pnsibiiity for domestic program

formulation; and (2) an OfficeOr0;-ogram Coordination, with

41"A FINAL ,REPORT BY THE PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE -ON
GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION," 15 June 1967, Task Forces File, Box
4? LBJ Library.
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a permanent field force, located parallel to but outside the

Budget Bureau.42

Second, they'would "presidentialize" the department and

agency structure -- to force it to,look upward:for guidance,

primarily through unification in "superdepartments." The

report urged continued efforts to reduce, through merger and

realignment, "the number of departments substantially in the

grip of parochial interests (Labor, Commerce, Interior, and

Agriculture), and resist proposals to create additional de-

partments by narrow, spedalized interests or professional

clienteles (Health or Education)."43

Finally the task force would balance this steepening of

centra) executive control with decentralized regional admin-
,

istration, primarily through consolidating the different and

uncoordinated regiorfal zones and ;ffices of HEW, HUD, Labor,
Qw-

and 0E0 into ten common regions with colocated field offices

in common regional cities. Heineman preferred HEIN nine

42Heineman, McNamara, and Schultze preferred to locate
the OPC within a completely reorganized and reoriented Budget
Bureau, but they agreed with the task force majority that the
creation of OPC was far more important than its precise loca-
tion within the Executive Office. Heineman also argued
strongly for the creation of a Director of the Executive
Office of the President, a kind of domestic czar for program
coordination and interagency conflict resolution. But the

majority of his task force colleagues opposed such a post, as
had the Price task force.

"In a six-page report submitted on 15 September 1967,
the task force suggested that a supercabinet might contain
the following departments: Social Services, Natural

Resources and Development, Economic Affairs, Science and

Environmental Preservation, Foreign Affairs, and National

Security Affairs -- with Justice probably remaining. See -

Redford and Blissett, 103-04.
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regions, but would split HEW's large western region in two

(the last page of the report was a fold-out map suggesting

the ten common regions and regional headquarter cities).

As for HEW, the report conceded that despite recent
organizational improvements, HEW "continues as a holding

company for highly independent administrations and bureaus.

While its rogram burdens are enormous, de de artment is

grossly understaffed at the top." So first priority in HEW
was strengthening the authority ofj the Secretary over

entrenched program operators. Only then should existinOine

administrations iPHS, OE, Welfare, etc.) be consolidated into

"two or three mulii:flincti-orial staff agencies inPHEW (such as

Health and Welfare and Education and Manpower), led by

political .executives of Under Secretary rank." With such en

aggrandized future in mind, the Heineman report recommended

consolidating all manpower programs in HEW -- ripping them

away from Labor and 0E0. Its vision-of HEW's future was as a

grand model of presidential guidance, departmental consolida-

tion, and coordinated decentralized administration:

In many ways HEW is the Department of the Great
Society. It administers the majority of Federal
social legislation -- old and new. It has the
potential to become a superdepartment for social
services, and human resource development and
thereby to coordinate a vast array of sodiEr
programs short of the President:\

The Heineman report's grand model, with its intriguing

and perhaps inherently contradictory, built-in tensions

between centralization and decentralization, was never to be

tested during the Johnson administration. It simply came too

late. Enthuiiasm for the Great Society was being engulfed by

antiwar turmoil, ghetto rioting, and soaring inflation. Only

six months after the Heineman task force's last report had
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been submitted, Johnson stunned both the American public and

his own administration by'announcing that he would not seek

re-election. In November of 1968, when President-elect

Nixon's transition representative asked Charles S. Murphy,

Johnson's transition coordinator, for a copy of the secret

Heineman reports, Murphy asked Johnson -whether he should

forward copies, and added that "Joe Califano's feeling is

Ahat you should not make the report available to the

President-elect but should keep it for your own use." This

memo is one of the favorites of, researchers in the Johnson

archives, because the President, who was normally not very

communicative in replying in writing to his staff
4

memoranda,

checked the. "no" box on the approval sheet and then

scrawled: "Hell no. And tell him I'm not going,to publish

my wife's:love letters either."44

But it was to no avail. Johnson, who had been

extraordinarily successful in- leak-prone Washington in

keeping his six-score-and-a-baker's-dozen task force reports

secret, was too lame-duck to contain an extraordinary report

that the new President wanted and the old President had not

used. Later, when Ntxon appointed the President's Advisory

Council on Executive Organization under the chairmanship of

businessman Roy L. Ash, Heineman made his task force reports

available at their request.45 As Redford and Blissett note

in thei,r administrative history of the Johnson administra-

tion, "the imprint of the Heineman task force reports on the

44Memo, Charles S. Murphy to the President, 22 November
1968, Ex Fg 11-18, WHCF, LBJ Library.

45
Transcript, Heineman Oral History Interview, 16 April

1970, 26, LBJ Library.
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Nixon administration is unmistakable"46 -- the attack on

fragmentation; the call for larger, consolidated departments;

the quest for a balanced combination of presidential direc-

tion, agency integration, and administrative decentraliza-

tion; and the radical 'restructuring of the Budget Bureau into

the Office of Management and Budget.

But that major transition, is of course beyond our

purview here. We left the narrative with the triumph of the

Great Society breakthrough in 1965, and it'was accompanied

not only by a reorganization viithin MEW, but also by an

important internal transiti in the Johnson White House, one

symbolized by the'departure f Bill Moyers as ranking White

House aide and his replacement,by Joseph Califano. The

implications of this transition were not immediately apparent

in late 1965, but they were soon to become so. And that

transformation would first be reflected in the changed pace

and rhythm of the task force operations,,ttymselves.

46Organizing the Executive Branch, 214-15. The major
Nixon departure from the Heineman design as in establishing
the Domestic Council embodying the conciliar idea advanced by
Shriver and Muskie, rather than coordination and program
development through institutional (Executive Office) staff.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EXPANDING THE TASK FORCE DEVICE:

FROM MOYERS TO CALIFANO

From Outside To Interagency Task Forces

When Goodwin's suggestion and President Johnson's

enthusiasm led Moyers to mount the impressive task force

operation in 1964 that paid off so handsomely in 1965, Moyers

had regarded the' task force operation as primarily an ad hoc,

one-shot planning operation. He hoped it would produce a

distinctively Johnsonian legislatilm program for ttle 89th

Congress. The subsequent evolution, primarily under

Califano, of a more systematic rhythm, and on a much larger

scale, of customarily 6-8 month (and often one-year) outside

and four-month interagency task forces, ha obscured Moyers'

distinctively hybrid vision of his original secret task

forces. As Moyers explained to Hugh Sidey:

I think the reason that those 14 task forces
were so successful lies in the awareness °-
among those of us who were working on them, of
the opposition that would develop if certain
groups were not participating in their work. So
instead of setting up a totally independent,
outside, non-government task force which we knew
the Bureau of the Budget and the Cabinet depart-
ments would resist, we made hybrid operations
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out of them. We put on them outside experts
from the universities around the coun ry, we put
on them representatives of the bure ucracy, we
picked the best men from within gover ment to go
on a particular task force with th se outside
experts.'

Moyers was especially keen to inlove the Bddget Bureau with

its institutional memory, experiencein legislative

reference, broad overview of the federal enterprise, and keen

loyalty to the President:

No policy can ever be considered apart from its
budgetary relationship, so we put on, there a

representative of the Budget Bureau. In fact,
we made the executive secretary of each task
force a staff officer of the Bureau of the
Budget. You had, therefore, the best of three
worlds -- the world of the bureaucracy, which
would be finally responsible for implementing
the ideas; you had the world of expertise
outside of government; and you had a White House
special assistant who was in charge of several
different task forces. We anticipated the
reactions of different constituencies that would
be served or alienated by the recommendations of
that task force and made them a a part of the
process in developing the Orograms. I think
that was the most essential, crucial decjsion
that was ever made about these task forces.`

Actually, of Moyers° original 14 task forces, only 11 drew

their executive secretary (and therefore logistical staff)

from the Budget Bureau; one executive secretary was provided

by the CEA, one by the Treasury, and one task force, on civil

rights,.was stillborn (or rather, waS-mooted by the passage

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964). Furthermore, only seven

1Moyers, interview with Hugh Sidey, Washington Monthly
(February 1969), 79.

79-8C4
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task forces had White House 1 isons who were White House

aides; the other seven White H se liaisons were split
4

between senior Executive Office staf s from the BOB and ihe

CEA. But'Moyers' main point is 1 ely Sustained: the 13

executive secretaries and 13 White Ho se liaisons were joined

by 33 other federal officials, to p nstitute a substantial

third of these original "outside" t sk force members, with

academics accounting for roughly another third. But by 1967-

68, at the height of the Califano task force operation, the

outside task forces were typically one-half acadamic and only

one-fifth federal. The federal slack was to be taken up by

small interagency task forces, customarily composed exclu-

sively of senior federal personnel.. A prime example is the

Keppel interagency task force on education of 1965, which

marks the transition from Bill Moyers to Joe Califano.

Califano's arrival was, in part, at Moyers' own

insistence -- and also Harry McPherson's, and clearly and

most insistently Lyndon Johnson's. In his exceptionally rich

and detailed oral history, McPherson recalls in late 1968:

The President had heard from Moyers that
Califano was the ablest of all the Special

Assistants to the Secretaries that he had known
-° that he was a real can-do man. When Moyers
moved to Press Secretary in July 1965, that task
of being the President's, man on domestic pro-
grams and of putting toOether the legislative
program was left vacant. The President, for a
time, thought that he would put me in there and
I -- I don't know whether with a sense of my own
limitations or of my own desires or a combina-
tion of both -- thought that I would not be the
best engineer of that operation. And I -- when
he said he was also thinking about Califano --
strongly recommended that he get Califano
here. And as I say, after a long struggle with
McNamara, he was able to ge\him over. Califano
has developed in the last twd-and-one-half years
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the most coherent organization for the prepara-
tion of the legislative program that I beliexe
any President has ever had in the White House.J

Moyers' appointment as press secretary in July of 1965

astonished all observers, including Moyers.4 But Johnson's

raid on McNamara for "Whiz Kid" Califano did not. A native-

of Brooklyn-who attended Catholic parochial schools and Holy

Cross, graduated magna cum laude from Harvard Law School, did

a brief legal tour for the navy in the Pentagon, and then got

"bored with splitting stocks for Tom Dewey's [Wall Street]

law firm," Califano linked hiMself to Cyrus Vance's climb

upward through the Pentagon labyrinth, and emerged as

McNamara's top trouble-shooter.

In the spring of 1965 the Budget Bureau began its

routine solicitation of central clearance bids from the

agencies for the 1966 legislative program, but so great was

Johnson's enthusiasm for t'Ke-,..c.1101:five and short-circuiting

device of the task forces that the machinery was cranked up

again for the summer's new beginning in virtually all major

A policy areas. In education policy, however clearly no new

outside brainstorming was needed in t of the early

triumphs of ESEA and the almost certain fall triumph of

HEA. What was needed was internal consolidation, and for

3Transcript, Harry McPherson Oral History Interview, 19
December 1968, Tape #3, 37, LBJ Library.

4See Patrick Anderson, The Presidents' Men (Garden City,
NY: Doubleday, 1968), Chapter VI, especially 252-71. With

the Vietnam war and inflation heating up, the Watts riot
erupting, and, more important in the summer of 1965, the

President's honeymoon with the public and the media fast
eroding, Johnson ditched the exhausted George Reedy -and

appointed Moyers, which according US Anderson "came as a

shock to him and almost everyone else in Washington."
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four basic i7easons. First and most obviously, the burden of

Administering the massive new education programs in the midst

of radical reorganization was more than sufficient challenge

to the undierstaffed and poorly prepared OE and HEW. Second,

the vigor with which commissioners Keppel and, subsequently,

Howe enforced the school deseeegation guidelines severely

strained the
I

ephemeral North-South coalition that had pushed
G

,

ESEA through. Third, the secret White House task forcing had

bruised agency and congressional egos long accustomed to the

)')/
routine deferepce and agency-sub 'mittee tradeoffs of

central clearance. Finally, the 'legislative calendar of

. expirations and
1

enewals was fairly crowded for 1966. Most

important,,ESEA talf had been authorized for only one year

in 1965. Also cheduled for renewal were th9 popular school
a

construction.-ralld operation grants for federally impacted

areas, the Hi her Eduction Facilities Act of 1963, and th

Library Servic s and4Construction Act of 1964.

The shift from the brainstorning qutside task forces Of

1964 to the consolidating and coordtnating interagency task

forces of 1965 was dramatic. The 1964 operation witnessed

(ultimately) 15 outside and no interagency task forces. In

1965, there were only four outside task forces, and 13 inter-
,-

agency task forces. Of the four outside groups, only one,

Robert Wood's task force on urban problems, represented a
1

major substantive exploration of soluttons to domestic pro-

blems in the spirt q 4964. Indeed Wood, a politicar

scientist from MIT, had chaired 1 similar tesk force i 1964,

and in 1965 President Johnson and Galifano clearly planned

their major domestic push toward urban problems.and transpor-
.

tation,-including Model. Ctties and the establishment of the

departments of HUD and DOT.5 The other three outside task

s.
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forces were Stephen Balley's previously discussed task force

on intergovernmental program co-ordination, Clark Clifford's

on foreign aid, and Dean Rusk's ill-stafred task force on

international edUcation.

The fate of the Rusk task force is especially instruc-L

tive because (a) like Wood's urban task force of 1965, it

-0-T3gyed a large and powerful membership and strong presiden-

-\\ tial backing, and (b) unlike Wood's task force, it ultimately

°went nowhere. In addition to five university presidents,6

its membership included such ranking federal officials as

Cabinet secretaries Rusk and Gardner and Commissioner Keppel;

directors Sargent Shriver of the Peace Corps, David Bell of

AID, Leonard Marks of USIA, and Leland Haworth of NSF; senior
Ca.

5wood's 1964 outside task force, which was, half

academico was followed in 1965 by a nationally heavy-weioht
group with clear White House priority, one containing only
two professors (Wood'and Harvard Law School's Charles.Haar),
but.star-studded with such strategically placed luminaries as
Eqgar Kaiser, Walter Reuther, Whitney Young, Kermit Gordon,
Ben Heineman, and Abraham Ribicoff. 'On the Wood task forces,
see Redford and Blissett, Organizing the Executive Branch,
especially 34-36 and 127-29.

6The college and university presidents were: Harvie
Branscomb of Vanderbilt, Margaret Clapp of Wellesley, John
Fischer of Columbia Teachers College, Charles Odegaard of the
University of Washington, and Harry Ransom of Texas. The

only mere professor was .the distinguished historian, John
Hope Franklin of Chicago, but academic associations were
shared by Harold Howe II, who was executive director of North
Carolina's Learning Institute, and Pauline Tompkins, general
director of the Alerican Association of University Women.
Also serving were Mrs. Arthur Goldberg, President James Linen
III of Time, President Herman Wells of the Indiana University
FoundatTOTT and William Marvel of Education and World

Affairs. For Frankel's #count, see eharles Frankel, High on
Foggy Bottom: An Outsider's Inside View of the Government
(iTg; York: Harper and-11-&717968), 63-77.
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presidential aides Cater and McPherson; and Charles Frankel,

who as Assistant Secretary for Educational and Cultural

Affairs was de facto chairman of the task force. Johnson's

domestic successes with ESEA and HEA contrasted sharply to

his growing entanglement in Vietnam, and applying the magic

Of etikilion to international "turmoil clearly struck 4the

President as a natural and beneficent extension of his sure

domestic touch -- especially since, like foreign aid, most of

its expenditures would be invested in this country, primarily

to increase international understanding among American

college students, and to bring foreign-nationals to America

to better understand us. Johnson was to get his Interne-

tional Education Act passed and its programs authorized in

1966, but just barely, and without a penny of appropria-

tion.7 The bill was passed on October 29, just one day

7President Johnson emphasized his strong commitment to
the international studies program in major ad6esses atthe
Smithsonian Institution on September 16, 1965, in his January
12 State of the Union message for 1966, and in a February 2
message on World Health and Education. The Budget Bureau's
International Division regarded Frankel's program design as
"quasi-heroic" in "packaging" a grand "Johnson Doctrine" to
take the Great Society beyond our shores, but as essentially
barren of new ideas. It would stand on education alone,
thereby excluding "health, personat-security, social justice:
all the othtr instruments for the international war on

poverty, disease, igndrance, prejudice." Worse, it would
establish "OE bdachheads abroad" through a network of Educa-
tional Attaches to help Frankel's cultunal affairs officers
run "the rodel U.S. alumni office." Worst of all, it ignored
the major federal organization problems, dismissing them with
the naive as ertion that "If the basic premises,and purposes
of such a p ogram can be cleanly defined, the problem of
parcelling o t operational responsibility for it to various
agencies should settle itself." Memo, International Division
to Cannon, 1 September 1965, Box 412, OMB Records Division,
Natiohal Archives.
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before the second session of the 89th Congress adjourned, and

the delay was to prove fatal. 'Following the elections of

1966, the 90th Congress was to prove far more resistant to

President Johnson's submissions, partly because his

"Goldwater majority" was considerably reduced, but also,

because of fundamentally altered fiscal and budgetary

circumstances. But in the meantime, outside task forces were

to take a decided back seat as Califano mounted his

formidable array of interagency task forces in the fall of

1965, looking toward the January State of the Union and

Budget messages and the legislative agenda for 1966.

0

The Keppel Interagency Task Force on Education of 1965

Of Califano's 13 interagency task forces of 1965, most

linked a senior executive as chairman to problem and coordi-

nation areas under his jurisdiction -- e.g., Secretary

Orville Freeman on agriculture, Wirtz on labor, Weaver an

urban problems and housing, Commissioner Keppel on

education.8 Two were ad hoc: Ink on reorganizing OE, and

Attorney General Ramsey Clark on the Watts riot; and two were

special projects: Staats on adult work programs and Ackley

on pollution abatement. Moyers took the initative in estab-

lishing Keppel's task force, inviting Cater on July 23 to

°The others were Wilbur Cohen,on health, Alan Boyd on
maritime problems, Cohen on welfare, Stanley Surrey on tax
reform, and Boyd on transportation. Califano's status report
to the President of August 11 included task forces headed by
McPherson on population and family planning, Ackley on income
maintenance, and, by mid-Septembei, John Doar on civil
ri6hts. But these do not appear in LBJALibrary archivist
Nancy Keegan Smith's compilation of 1978, hd presumably were
dropped -- like the original civil rights task force of 1964.
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meet with him and Keppel on July 27 to discuss the .1966

legislative program for the second session of the 89th

Congress. But the day after that meeting, Califano took

over, informing Secretary telebrezze of the new Keppel task

force and ad to it Cater and Cannon. Shortly thereafter

the task 1rce was completed with the addition of Phillip

DesMarais, deputy assi ant secretary ofd HEW, and Stanley

Surrey, assistant secretary of.Treasury. The task force was

small, but it was genuinely interagency, and hence 'relatively

free of th&OE hierarchy and of pntral clearance'routines..

Califano inst ucted the Keppel task force to prepare

posttiob papers

program areas:9

ressed to eight problem and potential.

(I) Relieve the doctor; nurse, and medical
technician s ortage, especially in light of the
new Medicare demands.

(2) Exp nd "financial aid to middle clats
college stud nts.

4

(3) Dey lop a.year-round preschool education

program.

(4) ReflAe the hastily'developed ESEA Title
I so.as to reach more disadvantaged children and
concentrate more heavily on their remediation.

(5) Devise a grant program for quality

improvement to selected institution of higher
learning, especially predominantly Negro

collegbs.

(6) Explore how best to transfer NDEA stu-
dent loans, which were line items in the federal

9Memo,. Califano to Celebrezze, 28 July 1965, EX F/A

600/T, WHCF, LBJ:Ltbrary.
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budget, to such off-budget devices as an "Edyca-
tional Development Bapk." 1

(7) Improve drop-out prevention for talented
students.

(8) Develop a program of international
education.

Califano also asked for a list by A 10 of priority needs

as seen by the task force.

On August 109 Keppel sent Califano his list of

priOrities, and right at the top was his favorite, a program

of national assessment of educational progress. Keppel and

Gardner and the Carnegie Corporation had been promoting the

rational utility of generating a reasonable national bench-

mark of learning progress against which to measure gains and

losses, especially in light of the ESEA. But to those imbued

with the religion of local control, the concept of a national

assessment was as ominous as a national ministry of educa-

tion, and as unAmerican. Keppel admitted as much to

Califano:

Many educators, perhaps even the majority, are
dubious about any kind of national testing on
the grounds that it would restrict imaginative
teaching, that results will discriminate in

favor of students from.advantaged homes at the
expense of the disadvantaged; that comparison
will be made unfairly of one school system to
another, and fairly on those who do not care for
competition, and that the ultimate result will
be a rigid national curriculm and the loss of
local initiative and control."

10Memo, Keppel to Califano, 10 August 1965, EX ED .FG
600/1, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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This was a lair summary of the objections. Nevertheless,

Keppel was determined to proceed, albeit cautiously, through

samples and small nibbles, while awaiting what was to be

called the Coleman Report on schools and learning, which the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 had ordered WitV, July of 1966.

Keppel's remaining three priority items were less novel: (2)

shoring up the base of education in personnel and buildings,

(3) more R&D in higher education, and special efforts in

international educatiop (this was pre-empted by the Rusk task

force), and (4) concentrating on such specific problems and

areas as, construction aid to reduce northern de facto

segregation, an "educational TVA" for the backward southeast,

a larger effort for the handicapped and delinquent, and

retraining for workers displaced by tlhnological advance.

Barring the dispute over item #1, it was a sensible list, but

not a very moving .one -- in the spirit of the large reach of

the Gardner task force.

But if Keppel's education agenda for ,1966 legislation

for FY 1967 represented mostly marginal consolidation and

fine tunifig, Califano reported to the President on August 11

that his interagency task forces were expected to report that

fall on such novel ideas as:

o A "Marshall Plari" to purge crime and blight
and make Anerica's cities safe, healthy, and
comfortable.

o New welfare programs to provide the training
and incentive -to induce the "unemployable
unemployed" to become tax-producing, not
tax-consuming citizens.

o A "medicare" program for children.

o A frontal attack on accidental highway
death.
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Little of this was achieved, even seriously tried, in
1965, for earlier priorities an contemporary political

realities dictated otherwise. It was probably inherent in

the nature of interagency task forces, as distinguished from

outside task forces, to consolidate, rationalizet, and expand
at the margins rather than to reach boldly ahead (and let the,

line bureaucrats catch the attendant flak). Besides, Johnson

had charged the newly arrived, 34 year-old Califano with
three basic.legislative tasks for 1966: (1) orchestrate the
creafion of a Department of Transportation, (2) "totally

rebuild the ghettos," and (3) forge an open housing

So Keppel's task force sensibly sought to consolidate recent

gains, and necessarily sought also to deal in reverse order
from the normal planning scenario by assessing the initial

effects and defects of the program they had politically ram-

rodded through in 1965, so as to fine-6ne and tinker in
1966.

During August and _September Cannon reported to Budget

Director Schultze (through Phillip S. Hughes, head of Legis-

lative Reference) on the progress of the Keppel task force.

Most attention was being devoted, Cannon observed, to the
concept .of an Education Development Bank to provide off-.
budget, private bank-financed loans to college students.

Off-budget loans promised a dual advantage: (a) "They offer

an opportunity for getting around budgetary constraints and

providing large sums of money for desired programs; and (b)

they provide a way of trading off /administrative budget

reductions on existing programs for budget increases in new

11Joseph A. Califano, Jr., A Presidential Nation (New
York: Norton, 1975), 47.
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programs."12 As for ESEA, attention centered on the proposal

of Otto Eckstein of the CEA to raise the annual family income

cutoff from $2,000 to $3,000. This promised to increase the

number of disadvantaged children covered from 5.5 to 8.1

million, and it would bring the ESEA definition of economi-

cally disadvantaged into closer alignment with the anti-

poverty war's definition. But it would also cost perhaps

$350 million more. Here Cannon inserted an "Editorial

comment:"

The Commissioner of Education is taking an
extreme laissez-faire approach in handing out
the money, so he will not be able to give any
assurances that the States and localities are
being monitored in a way which would assure
effective use of the funds. The Commissioner of
Education probably will try to meet these
problems by pointing to his efforts to develop a
series of national standards for evaluating
performance of schools. However, this move has
politically explosive implications.

When Keppel sentihis final task force report to Califano

on October 8, he emphasized dedicating the 1966 legislative

year to improved executive action and coordination of recent-

ly enacted legislation.13 The report's recommendations

repeatedly shied away from major new financial commitments,

even while identifying pressing national needs: de facto

.

12
Memo, Cannon to the Director, 30 August1965, Box 412,

OMB Records Division, National Archives. In September
Commissioner Keppel became Assistant Secretary of HEW for
Education.

13
Memo, Keppel to Califano, 8 October 1965, EX FG 600/1,

WHCF, LBJ Library. A more detailed.examination of the Keppel
task force of 1965 can be found in Hawkinson's dissertation,
Chapter V.
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segregation in the North (with an estimated backlog of $15

billion in school construction), tuition for middle class

college students (study the feasibility of an Educational

Development Bank), strengthen education in the southeast and

train professional personnel to run the Great Society

programs ("Within existing appropriations"), explore the

possibility of nationwide kindergarten for poor five-year-

olds. Program considerations in international and health

education would be deferred to the Rusk and Cohen task

forces. Even raising the poverty income line from $2,000 to

$3,000 would add 2.6 million more students at a cost of only

$350 million (that figure turned out to be an extremely low

estimate.) Best of all, for Keppel, the report's first

recommendation, that the federal government undertake a

systematic national assessment of educational progress, could

be couched in the rhetoric of "Planning and Cost Analysis"

that was so dear to Califano. Secrecy and speed were also

dear to Califano, who on September 9 reminded his task force

chairmen that "Even if [a] Cabinet officer or Agency head is

on the committee, he should not be provided with a copy of

the report," and on October 27 ordered the new HEW Secretany,

John Gardner, to have the education task force prepare eight

additional studies and submit them by November

qualities did not endi&Trfthe brash Califano to Ca

taries in general, and to the lofty Gardner in

although Gardner accorded Califano's intellec

respect it clearly deserved.

The Politics of the Second Session of th

When the first session of the 89th

January of 1965, the IP. . had 25,000 tro
AV

Vietnam. One
,
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year later, there were upwards of 200,000. In addition to

the expanding war and its attendant inflationary pressures,

the intensifying cycle of summer race rioting, and the

acceleration of federal enforcement of school desegregation

guidelines had considerably soured the euphoric mood of

1965. President Johnson's State of the Union message of

January 12 pledged both to presevere in Vietnam and to expand

the Great Society at,home, and to do so within a lean, "anti-

inflationary," yet record $112.8 billion budget. This bud-

getary and programmatic tension set the essential tone of the

curious second congressional session, wherein the President's

partisan "Goldwater majority" budgetarily boomeranged on

him. Liberal Democratic majorities on the authorizing

committees repeatedly voted "budge,t-busting" increases over

the administration's recommendations. The growing tendency

of substantive legislative authorizing committees to vote

large amounts for pet projects to please clientele groups,

thereby requiring the more conservative appropriations

committees to take qhe heat for reducing expenditures, had

its origin as far back as the Civil War, when the old monoply

of the House and Senate appropriations- committees was

-broken. 14 Over the years the authorizing committees had

proliferated, especially in the House, and their powerful

chairs were strengthened by the seniority system. But

congressional logic also suggested the proliferation of

subcommittees and their staffs, and even the Legislative

Reorganization Act of* 4946 could not successfully throttle

them back, as the number of subcommittees surged to the 140s

14Louis Fisher, Presidentancerand
Policy (New York: FreeTPress, especIally chapter 4.
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in both chambers by the 1970s. This process was unusually

accelerated in the middle 1960s in the committees handling

education legislation, although in different ways and for

different reasons in the two chambers.15

In the House, the tducation and Labor Committee had

evolved as essentially a labor committee, dominated by.

liberal Democrats from the industrth urban northeast and

midwest. 'In this partisan, ideological battlefield',

ed ation prograffis were favored but were ancillary to such

labor priorities as repealing Taft-Hartley's Section 14(b)

permiting state "right to work" laws, and allowing common-

situs picketing. Unlike most congressional committees,

Education and Labor contained few southerners, and since 1959

Republicans "had remained hopelessly outnumbered. Pro-labor

and education' bills were usually reported with lopsided

majorities, but were often killed or rewritten on the

floor. Chairman Graham Barden (D.-NC) had ruled with firm

seniority and with ideological moderation in the 1950s, but

in the middle 1960s, Chairman Adam Clayton Powell had

unleashed the subcommittees to roam free, hiring their own

permanent staff on their own budgets.15 A member of the

dominant liberal-Democratic coalition (unlike Barden), Powell

wanted to share credit for the large number of liberal bills

passed, and when his energies were concentrated, he iould be

15Lawrence C. Dodd and Richard L. Schott, Congress and
the Administrative State (New York: Wiley, 1979 .

1 6Richard F. Fenno, Jr., Congressmen in Committees
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1973), studies six equivalent sets
of committees in both chambers from the 84th to the 89th
Congress (1955 to 1966), the education committees being one
of the sets.
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very persuasive. But Powell's erratic and frequently bizarre

behavior eventually destroyed the good will he had generated

by granting subcommittee automony. In addition to his widely

publicized public escapades -- his drinking and womanizing on

taxpayer-funded pleasure jaunts, his losing jousts with the

courts, hiring his wife to perform committee services that

were never rendered -- the "Reverend" Powell was variously

described by his committee dolleagues as unreliable, inatten-

tive, unfathomable, and given to quixotic unpredictabili-

ty.17 Worse, from a policy perspectivey Powell frequently

used his disappearing act to prevent committee action, and on

three major occasions in the 89th Congress he delayeditrans-

mital to Rules of bills that- were dear to the heart of the

liberal-Democratic coalition, his purpose being to hold them

hostage in bargaining -fbr greater benefits exclusively for

black people (FEPC, black hiring in construction, and anti-

poverty,money for Harlem -- the bills were repeal of 14(b) in

1965, and in .1966 the common-situs picketing bill and the

antipoverty amendments). As White House aide Henry Hall

Wilson wrote President Johnson during crucial House committee

markup sessions in mid-July, "The final hurdle will be Powell

who is out of town this week. I am sure we can expect

blackmail here, but we'll cross that bridge when we get to

it."18

In the Senate, the chairman of the Labor and Public

Welfare Committee was Lister kill of Alabama. HillAad been

an early champion of education legislation, but as resistance

17 Ibid, 130-32.

18
Memo, Wilson to the President, 13 July 1966,,E% LE/FA

2, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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to 'school desegregation came to dominate Alabama politics

Hill concentrated almost exclusively on his pri ary intere

which was health (Hill.chaired his own subcom tte on health,

and,he was named after the renowned English suregon, Joseph

Lister). This left a free *eign to subc mmittee chairman

Wayne Morse, much as it had the year befo e -- but with two

radical differences. First, in 1965, M rse had dutifulifr

supported the administration position an the House bill Øn

ESEA down to the last comma. But in 1966, the Presid nt \

wanted to consolidate, reform, and moder te the growth of the

Great Society's education programs, w ereas Morse and his

subcommittee and its clientele allies wanted to expan it.

Second, whereas Morse had been willi g in 1965 to se arate

his antiwar views from his sporars ip of the admi istra-

tion's education program, by 1966 he viewed the Nietnarn

escalation as a bitter tradeoff, w th defense buildups and

inflation directly competing for e ucatfonal dollar$. Such

were the altered political, ideolo nal, and personal circum-

stances of 1966.

The Case for Budgetary and Progr. tic Restraint

As exptsted, the President's State of the Union Message

of January 1966 set domestic riorities on creating a new

Department of Transportation from 35 existing agencies,

concentrating on urban and en ironmental pollution problems,

and seeking prohibition agai st racial discrimination in the

sale and rental 'of housin . Although President Johnson

promised to carry forward with "full vigor" the previous

year's landmark programs i healthand education, his Budget

Me$sage of January 24 cal ed for expenditures at a level of

$2 billion less than C ngress had authorized for Great

2 4



Society programs in 1965, and his health and education

message was not sent to Congress until March 1.19 Johnson

did budget significant- incr6ases for educating the disadvan-

taged, but this was counter alanced by reductions in aid for

federally impacted areas a d needy college students, reduc-

tioDs that were bound to prompt objections in Congress.

aohnson's Budget Message of 1965 had emphasized Great

Society programs and de-emphasized defense. But his dilemma

in 1966 was primarily war-induced, with excess demand

inflation soaring dangerously after a recovery through 1965

that had been essentially inflation-free, and the dilemma was

to prove increaiingly intractable. The 'President's

rhetorical solution, of course, was to insist that ffierica

could afford both guns and butter, and in theory at l ast he

was quite right -- as James Tobin has observed:

[T]he societx,,could well afford both. Vietnam
War soendinT.was never a large fraction. of GNP,
and at its height the total defense budget was
smaller relative to the economy than in the
1950s. But in 1966 the economy could not
finance both without an increase in taxes.
Deficit financing overheated the economy and
began the era of inflation and instability still
afflicting us.

The President's motive was to save his
domestic programs from the cuts which a request

°New York Times, 13 January 1966 and 25 January 1966.
The President proposed a budget for Gre,at Society social pro-
grams of $14 billion for fiscal 1967 (spending for fiscal

outlays were closer to $12.9 billion, owing primarily to ne
1966 was set at $10.8 billion), but the actual net

methods of financing and accounting. Clearly the new funding
levels were considerably reduced by the expanding demands of
the Vietnam War. Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 1966, 286-
87.
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for higher taxes would, m, experience later
showed, surely have invited."

But in practice, Johnson sought to minimize and obscure the

extent of war spending, and his budget estimates invariably

underestimated defense outlays (in January of 1965 he

estimated defense spending for fiscal 1966 at $49, billion,

but it exceeded $55 billion).21 He also sought to minimize

domesticbudget estimates through such devices to reduce net

government outl.ays as accelerated sale of government assets;

savings estimates to be derived from program funding

"reforms", such as in federally impacted areas aid, which
%

Congress was unlikely to acCept; and shifting from line-item

to off-budget accounts, as in proposing to fun.future NDEA

scholarship loans through federally guaranteed private

loans. Lyndon Johnson did not invent these devices of

budgetary legerdemain, but his early manipulations to hold

the fiscal 1965 budget under $100 million had gained him a

notoriety that was both earned and sustained throughout his

administration.,

But as the Keppel task force had concluded, there were

compelling practical reasons for program rationalization and

consolidation in 1966 that opOlated quite indepent of the

President's fiscal and budgetary constraints. The nub of it

was that too much money was being spent too fast in tOo-many

places, and under too many categorical programs. Fo/the

20James Tobin, "The Political Economy of the 1960s," in
Warner (ed..), Toward New Human Rights, 50.

21Congress and the Nation, 1965-1968, 128. Johnson's
original total budget estimate for fiscal 1967, $112.8'
billion, fell short of actual expenditures by approximately
$12 billion.
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administration °to propose and Congress to assent to pouring

more money into the new programs and also create even newer

ones, or new categories of beneficiaries

:

or inclusion in the

old ones, would only compound the alread ,severe problems of

implementation. The chaos of a radically reorganized OE has

already been descirbed, from the viewpoint of insider

Washington. But hearings before Carl Perkins' subcommittee

on elementary and secondary education in'the spring of 1966

elicited testimohy from throughout the nation's school

districts about the problems encountered in implementing

ESEA. One of the most thoughtful and-searching criticisms

. came from Professor George Lalloue of Columbia Teachers

College, Who together with Dean Kelley had written what.

remains the most penetrating ariatysis ,of the church-state

settlement in ESEA.22
.

, In his congressional testimony Lalloue concentrated on

general pcpblems of administration in Title I and on cOrch-

state problems in Title II. First, he argued that the poli-

tical attractiveness of setting Title I eligibility standards

so low that 95% of the nation's 30,000 school districts could
_

qualify Clearly attracted, broad support in Congreis, but

concomitantly spread the funds too thin. At the same time,

it unwisely benefitted suburban school districts that

combined little poverty with superior advantages in applying

for grants and in attracting teachers with rare skills in

remediation. Lalloue cited his own affluent system in

22Dean M. Kelley and George R. Lalloue, "The Church-State
Settlement in the Federal Aid to Education Act: A Legisla-
tive History," in Donald A. Giannella (ed.) Religion and the
Public Order: An Annual Review of Church and State and of
e igion, aw, an Soclety,
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suburban New Jersey, which .had been awarded $44,600 under

Title I "presumably %because a few mote than 100 of the

roughly 7,000 children.in the system meet the,[disadvantagel]

formula standards."

With ,these funds, 10 teachers who have special
skills have been hired for the secon4 semester
to work with. the "educationally deprived"
children of this alrea-dly affluent and superior
school system. Now you may say that this
situation wasn't exactlY what Congress had in
mind when Title I was passed but no 'harm is
done. Unfortunately this is not true. Teachers
with these special skills are in very short
supply. Wealthy suburban communities already
have great advantages in hiring. The Title I

funds increased the "have" school system's
ability to take still more of the best teachers.
from the thve not" hchools in the urban and
rural depressed areas."

Lalloue's objection to the ,implementation of Title II.was that

Everson's narrowly circumscribed, child-benefit theory upon

which it was constitutio ally based, and upon which the

Congress had insisted, ha been abandoned by the Office of

Education in its haste to write implementing guidelines that

would maximize effqiency of administration. In the process,

aid-to-the-child theory -- which would require, for instance,

a demonstration that private school children were being ill

served by the community public libraries -- was implicitly

abandoned in favor of aid-to-the-institution practice, where-

by private school administrators were inviped to submit

project applications for public funds to order books with

1:
co'

2 3Nearings before the General Subcommittee on Education
of the House Committee on Education and Labar on the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1966, 89th Cong.,
2nd sess., pt. 2 at 814 (18 March 1966).
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which to permanently and unconstitu onally Stock their,

private libraries. Lalloue saw the roo of the problem to lie

not primarily in a hectic drive fon/maximum efficiency and

speed in implementing ESEA, but more fundamentally in a basic

confusion of principle, 'one that required recognition that an

emerging administrative commitment not:to aid children who

were demOnstrably'ill-served by public facilities as requined

by Everson, but rather to strengthen both public and private

(and hence including religious) institutions.as triuTd
have to be abandoned.

The massive tomes that faithfully recordqhe lpng line

of testimony before the education subcommittOe hearings in

the spring of 1966 differ from ,those of the immediate

previous years, however, in that the hoary church-state issue

was consciously downplayed. This made Lalloue's testimony

somewhat lonely (testifying in association With the Arilerican

Civil Liberties Union was often a lonely endeavor), although.

Halperin privately conceded to Howe, Keppel; and Cohen that

"Lalloue's argument is brill4ntand I am now convinced that

we will soon be in serious trouble over the administration of

Title 11."24 Most of the 1466 testtmohy, as was customary,

was from the same groups that had testified the yeas before,

was oifered by the same,spokesmen, and hence tended to be

repetitive and predictable. But the attention by Lalloue and.

othersto problems of program design and implementation was

welcomed and echoed by agency spokesmen who were quick to

acknowledge that the demonstrable 'problems encountered in

? implementation demanded greater program coordination and

24memo,
Halperin to Coher2 and keppel, 21 March 1966,. EX

LE/FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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consolidation, rather than simply more funding and new

categories of aid. Commissioner Howe., who was received with

incresing hostility an the Hill, both by southerners who

resented HEW enforcement of the school desegration

guidelines, and by northerners who resented increased busing

to reduce de facto segregation (Congressman Paul Fina, a

Republican from the Bronx, publicly denounced Howe as a

"sociological quack"), vigorously resisted increased funding

for Title I, which would only produce "wasted. funds [and]

inadequately planned expenditures" because the nation lacked

the trained manpower to absorb Title 1, which in turn had led

to the stockpiling of electronic apparatus bought with

federal funds rather than to direct service to pupils.25

To speak of 1966, then, in terms of, emerging "iron

triangles" in education is premature, because the aggressive

opposition of HEW and OE to liberal expansion of funding and

programs blunted the tendency toward a logrolling, triangular

relationship with the clientele groups and the authorizing

subcommittees. But unlike the executive agencies, the latter

two groups felt little bound by the administration's

constraints. Given a liberal Democratic Congress, an

extraordinarily healthy economy through 1965, and both the

rhetoric and the achievements of the Great Society thusfar,

it was no surprise that 1966 should witness a scramble among

clientele groups for expansion of benefits.

25
Howe to Gardner, 14 JuTy 1966, EX LE/FA 2, WHCF, and

Cohen to Morse, 15 July 66, EX LE/FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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The 1966 Coalition for Increased Education Programs

As soon as the President's cautious budget for education

began to circulate on the Hill and among the nest of educa-

tion lobbies on DuPont Circle, a coalition of dissenters

began to form, and its complaints, demands, and momentum were

regularly reported to the White House during the late winter

and early spring of 1966 by Ralph Huitt, who was HEW's

Assistant Secretary for legislation. On February 18 Huitt

described the renewed activities of a spectrum of education

associations, ranging from the most unhappy to the merely

disgruntled, as follows:26

(1) The impacted areas superintendents, who
were confident that "they have the votes and
need make no concessions" on expanding rather
than halving impacted aid.

(2) The Anerican Vocational Association,
which was "disgruntled" because FY 1967 budget
requested the appropriation of only $250.8
million of $319 million authorized, and demanded
"its own" work-study program because the old
vocational work-study program was being phased
out and absorbed by Labor's Neighborhood Youth
Corps.

(3) The "well financed and ably led"
National Audio-Visual Association, which joined
producers of scientific instruments and encyclo-
pedias in attacking the administration's call
for appropriations for teaching equipment and
college.library materials at only half the level
of authorizations.

(4) The handicapped children's lobby, which
enjoyed "the most complete bipartisan support,
particularly in the Senate."

26
Memo, Huitt to Douglass Cater and Henry Hall Wilson,

18 February 1966, EX FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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Because the church state issue
doesn't seem to arise in this area,
this interest is tooling up to get
benefits, including grants to paro-
chial schools for the handicapped,
which could scarely be contemplated
by many sponsors for re Oar school
programs. The Catholics, natural-
ly, are standing by, enthusiastic,
waiting to help. So this may be
the year for a big handicapped
children's educational aid
provision . . .

(5) The American Library Association, which
called for a doubling of its recommended appro-
priations, and which enjoyed the one-two, lower-
and-higher education punch of its two main con-
stituent associations, the "big and articulate"
Association of School Libarians and the "in-
fluential" Association of Research Libraries.

Huitt reported the special resentment of the higher education

community:

They are hurt and resentful at the Administra-
tion because they were not consulted last fall
about the program. They resent the anonymous
"task forces," and especially the fact that they
do not know how to get their ideas into the task
forces. Most of all, they have deep-seated
distrust of the Administration because the NDEA
loan Conversion was sprung on them without

0 warning and without adequate time to try to
carry it out.

Huitt concluded rathe luntly that "The Administration's

failure in this and other attempted changes and reductions

has hurt its prestige with this group . . . . We may be ap-
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proaching a time when we really will need them again."27 On

the somewhat more positive side, Huitt acknowledged with

relief that the million-member NEA was busy trying to. get

ESEA off the ground, but neither could they be expected to

help the administration hold the line against budget-busting

and program proliferation, since their top leadership was

still rankled over the failure to get classroOm construction

aid. The best news %es that Edgar Fuller's querulous Council

of Chief. State School Officers, "usually a dissenter from

Administration legislative plans, is now most quiescent"

(they had their hands full trying to run the new ESEA's Title

and spending Title V's $17 million dollars), and this was

generally true of the usually like-minded American

Association of School Administratou. But if 1965 had been a

year ofz. fulfillment for the old, general-interest line

*organizations of teachers and administrators (no group of

equivalent power represented the students), 1966 promised to

galvanize the special interest groups for inclusion and

expansion. And in such an unusally predominant liberal-

Democratic Congress, it was going to be difficult to spurn

pleas to extend aid to children who were handicapped,

orphans, delinquents, or living in foster homes, in addition

to including the children of Indians and migrant workers, as

the President had requested.

At the end of March Auitt sent Cater and Wilson an

analysis that Halperin had prepared of the congressional mood

and anticipated political response to the administration's

education proposals. Its essence was that Congress would

27
Memo, Huitt to Schultze, Cannon, Cater, and Wilson, 27

April 1966, EX LE FA/2, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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forget the old holy wars and concentrate on fattening the

administration's inadequate budget,

On committees handling our legislation there is
scarely a Democratic Member who is interested in
'holding the line." Rather, a substantial
majority seeks new programs with rather expen-
sive price tags. Some Members, particularly in
the Senate, feel that the President's budget for
education is totally inadequate in a host of
areas. The most prevalent view on the authoriz-

/ ing committees is that the Members should do
"what is right" by authorizing substantially
more than is in the President's budget. Then,

some of these Members would not feel too badly
if the appropriations committees did not fully
fund these new programs. (Of course, the appro-
priations committees are not happy about being
made the "goats" by failing to appropriate 4gt
the majority of the Congress has authomzed.)c°

Specifically, Halperin reported that "Not a single member

believes we have the votes to pass the [impacted areas] cuts

proposed by the Administration." Given the administration's

modest increase for library services and construction, "no

Key member 'takes them seriously'. . ." The Council of

Chief State School Officers regarded the ESEA Title V budget

as a "cut," and was confident of getting $8 million more from

Congress. As for Title 1, 1966 looked like "the year of the

big push" for federal aid for the handicapped, especially in

the Senate, where a bipartisan committee looked "probably

unanimous," and in the House Rep. Carey was pushing it as

another way for increasing federal aid to Catholic schools.

Also, a major fight over the Title I formula was assured,

28Mem Huitt to Cater and Wilson, 29 March 1966, EX
LE/FA 2, WHCF, LW Library. Halperin's assessment was dated
March 22.
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with "Mrs. Green, the Republican leadership, and certain

Democrats from poorer States (e.g., Yarborough, Hathaway)

talkting] about the necessity of °correcting' the formula

before it is extended for .3-4:years and thus becomes °frozen'

into local educational finance." On the other side, urban

Democrats and Senator Javits (New York and California being

overrepresented on the education committees) demanded that

funding be based on census estimates of welfere (AFDC)

children updated to 1965; the retention of theincentive

grants that politically sweetened E" in 1965, but that

regressively rewarded affluent suburbs; raising the poverty

definition from $2,000 to c$3,000 in FY 1967, not in FY 1968

as the administration requested; and including institutional-

ized orphans and delinquents.

The Revolt of Senator Morse

Holding the budget line in the HoUse was difficult given

the congressional spending mood, but the behavior of the key

personalities seemed familiar. Chairman Powell was relative-

ly cooperative when he was not in absentia; Perkins remained I

a "loyal soldier"; Mrs. Green was "deviously stirring the

discontent of the Southerners."29 In late July Powell's

committee voted the education bill out by a 20-0 vote (with 2

abstentions) that doubled the administration's requested

authorization for impacted area aid, and added $128 million

in new authorization to Title I, mainly to facilitate a

compromise over the distribution formula by providing more

both for poor southern states and northern urban areas. But

29Memo, Cater to the President, 22 June 1966, Cater
Files, Box 15, LBJ Library.
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Cater told Johnpn it was "a surprisingly responsible result

'considering the Morse subcommittee's behavior' in the

Senate."

Our real trouble is in the Senate -Cimmittee.
Se ator Morse made it clear at the opening of
the hearings that he would accept Administration
argum nts on the educational merits of various
amendments, but not on budgetary grounds. His
staff man, Charlie Lee, has been blissfully com-
piling one expensive amendment after another for
the subcommittee's consideration. They have al-
ready knocked out your cutback on impacted areas
and have indeed added a few extensions . . . .

There is no reasonihg with Morse. I have talked
with Senator Hill and urged his assistance in
holding the line. So far, he has failed to
attend the subcommittee sessions.

would recommend that you call Hill to the
White House for a visit, remind him of his
responsibilities as the committee chairman, and
urge that he produce a bill you will not have to
veto. e talks about the bill as being "veto
proof.")

Henry Hall Wilson wrote the President that "Senator Morse's

attitude appears to be [that] budgetary considerations are

meaningless and that you should save money by cutting down'

*spending ih Vietnam,"31 and Wilson appended a recommendation

from Budget Director Schultze recommending a veto threat in

response to "the anarchy of Sena or Morse's subcommittee,

which would add $1.5 billion t the budget, an amount Cater

3 °Mid. Johnson approved a meeting with Hill, and
added, "Also talk to Mansfield, Dirksen, et al."

314emo, Wilson to .,Ithe President, 13, July 1966, er
Files, Box 15, LBJ Library.
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called "preposterous."32 When on July 15 the Morse committee

reported out just such a bill, Cater advised Johnson on

"Talking Points with Senator Hill," who was summoned to meet

with the President the following day, in angry language that

was highly unusual for the normally restrained Cater:

1. Wayne Morse has declared war 9n his
President and is trying to use education
legislation as his weapon. Two days ago in
the higher education hearing he announced to
the witnesses that he was going "to place
the responsibility for the Vietnam war where
it belongs -- on the doorstep of the White
House." . . Morse has badgered witnesses,
not only from HEW but from the American
Council on Education who'sought to support
the Administration's proposals.

2. Yesterday, Morse reported out of subcok-
mittee the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act containing more than twice the
amount the Administration requested. This
was despite the fact that Secretary Gardner
called on him and presented a strong sup-
porting letter arguing against the proposed
increases.

3. Your education advisors tell you this will
lead to waste and ultimately to scandal in
the education program. Your economic
advisors tell you that to ignore this will
contHbute to inflation. You are being
strongly urged to veto such a bill if it
comes out of Congress.

4. To veto an education bill would be like
killing one of your own children. It will
not help you and it will not help members of

32Memo, Cater io the President, 14 July 1966, Cater
Files, Box 15, LBJ Library.
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Congress Olo are standing for re-election
this fall."

The upshotiof the late summer and early fall maneuvering

was that the President was able to exert enough pressure

through his personal and partisan influence over the congres-

sional leadership, including its committee chairmen, to

extract 'a compromise that greatly str:etched his budget and

considerably modified his legislative program, but gave him

enough to permit a November 3-signing of eight Great 'Society

bills authorizing nearly $15 billion for hew and expanded

programs in education, urban renewal, antipollution, health

care, and consumer protection34 -- just five days before the

crucial off-year elections of 1966.

In elementary and secondary education (HR 13161 became

PL 89-750), the administration was Successful in holding off

until fiscal 1968 its proposed increase of Title I's family

poVerty floor from $2,000 to $3,000 annually, which would

reOuire funds for an additional 300,000 children. When

Congress insisted on allowing states to use the national

rather than their state averages in per pupil expenditure as

a basis for Title I grants (thereby benefitting the poorer

states by an estimated $343 million), the administration was

able to postpone its implementation untjl fiscal 1968 also.

33Memo, Cater to the President, 16 July 1966, Cater
Files, Box 15, LBJ Library.

34New York Times, 4 November 1966. The 'major bills
included $1.3 billion for Model Cities, $3.6 billion over
three years for higher education, $6.1 billion over two years
for lower education, $3.5 billion over five years to combat
water pollution, bills to advance "truth-in-packaging" and to
control hazardous substances, and expanded programs in public
health and medical manpower.
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The administration also was successful in repealing ESEA's

original incentive grant program, and in including the

children of Indians and migratory workers. On the other

hand, Congress ignored Johnson's plea for cutback and reform

of tmpacted aid, added a new title for handicapped children,

included orphans and neglected, delinquent, and foster-home

children, and generally boomed the budget to $6.1 billion for

two years (Johnson had asked for a four-year authorization,

but wanted only $4.4 billion for he ?Irst two years).

In higher education, less was at stake, but Johnson got

most of what he requested except for phasing out the NDEA's

existing direct student loan program in favor of the HEA's

formula for federally subsidized and guaranteed private

loans, with most of their cost ppearing off-budget. HR

14644 (PL 89-752) authorized $3.6 billion over three years,

and the International Education Act (HR 14643 - PL 89-698)

was passed with an authorization of $131 million, none of

which was ever approp4ated.35 Overall, the first session of

the 89th Congress had been a trirph, and the second had

certainly avoided disaster. On November 8, the voters would

render their quadrennial, off-year/judgment on the first half

of the incumbent administration't term.

35
Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 1966, 286-316;

Eidenberg and Morey, Act of Congress, 175-206. Congress alSo
extended arld expanded the Library Services and Construction

),Act, and extended G.I. Bill of Rights education benefits to
'Ipeace _time "Cold War" veterans -- that is, servicemen who
became veterans after 31 January 1955, when the "Korean G.I.
Bill of Rights" expired.
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The Quiet Sea Chan e of 1966

The fall elections of 1966 occurred against a backdrop

of, budding ,disaffection with war and inflation and urban

riots that were dimly perceived at the time, but that loom

large with hindsight. The ghetto riots of 1966 more closely

approximated the widespread and sporadic pattern of 1964 than

the mega-riot of Watts in 1965 (or of Detroit in 1967). But

in the summer df 1965 a fateful decision had been made, and

its consequences were becoming clearer by the fall of 1966.

On June 7, 1965, General Westmoreland requested that his

American troop strength in Vietnam be increased from 75,000

to 175,000. On July 28, President Johnson announced his

decision to grant the increase and to provide additional

forces as required by the field commander. In Planning a

Tragedy, Larry Berman concluded, on the basis of newly

declassified White House documents, that Johnson took that

fateful step because he believed "that losing Vietnam in the

summer_ of 1965 would wreck his plans for a truly Great

Society. In doing so, he apparently gave very little

attention to where he would be six months or one year down

the road . . . . Thus did Lyndon Johnson commit slow

political suicide."36 But 16 months down the road, the U.S.

was fighting a ground war in Asia with a draftee'army in an

age of television and a period of surging inflation. Even

Republicans who patriotically supported the President's war

effort, as most of them did, nevertheless stood to benefit

from the same kind of growing Oubljc disaffection that had

turned on,the Truman administration in the Korean War.

36
Larry Berman, Planning a Tragedy: The Americanization

of the War in Vietnam (New -York: Norton, 1982), xx.
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In elegant testimony to the staying pawer Of the

equilibrium tendency in American politics, the Grand Old

Party, which was feared near death after ihe crash with

Goldwater-in 1964, came roaring back in the fall of 1966 to

recapture 47 seats in the House, three in the Senate, and

also eight governor's chairs (which gave them an even 25-25

statehouse split, and"their 25 states contained a majority of

the nation's population, especially with Rockefeller still,in

New York and new Governor Ronald Reagan in California).

Democrats-still could claim a substantial lead in the Senate

(64-361' and the House (248-187), but the Republican resur-

gence clearly spelled trouble for the 90th Congress and the

presidential election of 1968. Midterm losses by incumbent

adminstrations are of course standard fare, and by late 1966

the. Republicans enjpyed numerous comeback advantages: the

Vietnam war and Johnson's falling popularity and "credibility

gap," rising inflation, surging ghetto riots and crime --

plus lots of Republican money ($1.6 million to the Democrai4s'

$250,000 spent at the national party level) and fresh new

candidates who were not in the Goldwater mold.

Such results would seem to suggest for 1967 and the 90th

Congress a continuation and even intensification of the 1966

mood of prudent caution. By the end of 1966, there were

389,000 U.S. troops in Vietnam, and the accompanying surge of

Great Society/Vietnam inflation was widely recognized and

deplored. Would President Johnson accordingly consolidate

his fermidable'aChievements in building the Great Society in

order to concentrate resources on turning back communist

aggression in Vietnam? No. There is a hint about the future

of Great Society programming in the disappearance at mid-

chapter of Joseph Califano, who was replaced in the frenetic
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world of Whitouse and agency memd traffic by the likes of

Cater, Wilson, Schultze, Cohen, Huitt, and Halperin, and this

is because we shifted from planning programs to passing

bills. Now we shall shift back to legisTative agenda formu-

lation for the new and problematic 90th Congress, and to

Cali,fano's burgeoning White House staff, which was to

approximate the NSC.as a kind of domestic council, and was to

engage in brainstorming campus visits and task force

formation that would dwarf the celebrated efforts. of Moyers

and his colleagues in 1964.
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CHAPTER SIX

FORGING THE CALIFANO SYSTEM: 1966-1967

Califano's Domestic Council \\0

When Joe Califano joined the White Ause staff in July

of 1965, he was charged by the President not only with the

broad duties of replacing Bill Moyers, 'but 'also wi h the

specific tasks of orchestrating the combination of ma

Npart of 35 autonomous or semi-autonomous federal agencies

71,1to a 'coherent Department of Transportation, and of putting

together the Model Cities program. This appealed to

Califano's preference for a planner's "total approach" to

problem solving, much as did'thePPBS system o cost-benefit

analysis he imported from the'Pentagon. The administration's

legislative success with both DOT0, and Model Cities Was

testimony to Califano's extraordinary skill and drive.1

Similarly, his disdain for the normal modes of central-

clearance program formulation led him to embrace e,..and

n a i ano s role in forming DOT, see Redford and
Blissett, Organizing the Executive Branch, chapter tqn.A.and
Anderson, President's Men, 352-64.
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elaborate upon the task force device he'had inherited.2 But

to do this he needed to build a tightly-knit dombstic staff

similar to the National Security Council (and to, Nixon's

subsequent and formally designated Domestic Council).

Califano's closest assistant was his Harvard Law School

classmate', Deputy Special Counsel Lawrence E. Levinson, whose

role as Califano's alter ego was similar to Feldman's

relationship to Sorensen. Joining Califano in 1966 was James

Gaither, who had led his law class at Stanfordi had clerked

for Chief Justice Warren, and who was to become Califano's

chief liaison to the task forces,.3 By 1967 Califano had

added Fred Bohen, a political scientist who came to the White

House by way of Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School (Califano

recruited Bohen from the Heineman task fbrce, where he was

executive director); and Matthew Nimetz, who had led his law

class at Harvard, studied at Oxford, and clerked for Justice

Harlan. Mier average age in 1967 was 32.

Two men who did not report to Califano were to function

closely with him and his young Turk staff in formulating

educational policy, although for quite different reasons.

One was the veteran Douglass Cater, who would retain his

oversight of health and education policy in a vaguely defined

relationship with Califano, who nevertheless remained primus

'2Ca11fano interview with Robert Hawkinson (on tape), 11
June 1973, LBJ Library. Califano.regarded the original task-
force reports of 1964-65 as "very general in their conclu-
sions, even superficial," especially in their lack of cost
estimates.

3The Gaither files are the chief repository fOr the task
force Iperations; see Nancy Smith, "Johnson Task Force
Operation,' LBJ Library.
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inter pares on the domestic White House staff, and who

admitted to Hawkinson that "I moved in on Cater." The other

senior aide was Harry McPherson, who early in 1966 had

replaced Lee White as Special Counsel to the President.

McPherson was a native of Tyler, Texas (in 1965 he was 35),

had graduated from the University of the South (Sewanee),

studied at Columbia, and after Air Force service had earned a

law degree from the University of Texas. He had worked with

Lyndon Johnson as counsel to the Democratic policy committee

of the Senate from 1956 to 1963, and he was widely regarded

as one of the most cultured, learned, and reflective members

of the White House staff. In this capcity he had inherited

the departed Moyers' mantle as resident Texas brainy

humanitarian.

McPhdhon's recollection of his move from a senior State

Department post to the White House staff is revealing. He

had earlier declined a Moyers offer to become Lee White's

deputy:

was looking out for myself, very specifi-
cally, as altiatter of my place on the greasy
pole. Coming from Assistant Secretary of
State, a position that required Senate copflir.
mation, over to be a deputy to somebody dn the
White House staff didn't strike me as thy
right thing to do for an upward mobile youth.4

So Moyers 'offered him a trial-on-loan arrangement looking

toward appointmellt as Special Assistant, "which would give me

4
Transcript, McPherson Oral History Interview, 19

December 1968, Tape #3, 15, LBJ Library. McPherson's 285-
pape transcript from nine tapes represents the class of the
LBJ Library's rich oral history collection; the perceptive
and candid quality of his reflections also characterize his
memoir, A Political Education (Boston: Littlerown, 1972).
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thelclout that I felt I needed."

So I said, "Okay, I'd like to come."

remember Bill looked at me for a long
time and said, "Really?" He couldn't quite
believe it, because even though he was
enjoying power, he also was suffering from it
and from his proximity to the President. Both
of us know the President very well, and we
knew his problems. I think what Moyers was
reflecting was his own sense of loss of
personal freedom here in the White House.
While he was already a person of very great
consequence in the Administration and had the
power of the White House under ttt P7esidency
behind him when he spoke, he 4Baidtained a

genuine sense of loss, I think, throughout his
time here that he was not back in the Peace
Corps or in some other organization in which
he had freedom to run the thing as he chose --
freedom from the white telephone of President
Johnson. And he knew that I had that freedom
in the State Department and was a little
incredulous that I would want to give it up.
But I'm afraid, to be entirely candid, that I
was very much like Moyers.°

Unlike Cater, qMaherson's policy concerns were as wide-

ranging as the Presidency, and hence.he normally would have

had relatively littleconnection with the development of

education policy. gut in 1966 the Vietnam War was heating up

and Johnson's popularity was falling, especially on the

university campuses that had been the mainstays of the 1964-

65 task forces. If task forcing was to be greatly expanded,

then'so would university contacts, and McPherson, like Moyers

before him, would be 'a visible reminder that Texas Democrats

in higt administrative positions could still speak with the

5MoPherson oral history, 1647.
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voice of urbane liberalism, corn pone.accent notwithstand-

ing.

1\ The Campus Visits of 1966

In early May, 196t, Johnson received a confidential memo

from Robert E. Kintner, a close friend of the President who

had joined the White House staff in March, ostensibly as

secretary of the Cabinet. But as a former Washington

columnist and liter president of ABC and NBC, Kintner's main

task was to cultivate media contacts and to improve Johnson's

image.6 Kinter said he had been wracking his brains as to

how an academic atmosphere could be created around the

President, so he proposed monthly White House dinner meetings

"to discuss ideas and to get reactions from academic

circles." Invited would be either the presidents of two

colleges covering six regions of the country, or "a very

bright professor in his late 30's" selected by the college

presidents.

There is a potential for good ideas coming
from such a group, but more importantly, I

think, a potential for creating an.af irmative
public impression. To some degree, i s m-
bles the New Deal Brain Trust that R oseve t

6Larry Berman, "Johnson and the White House Staff," in
Divine (ed.), Exploring The Johnson Years, 195. Although
Anderson and Redford & Blissett never mention the marginal
Kintner, Berman concentrates on him, apparently because he
lef,X so many memoes in the Johnson archives. This may
illustrate the potential dangers of archival research, since
it is not clear whether the memoes were of much conse-
quence. Joseph Laitin, a veteran bureaucractic survivor,
recalls that Kintner cranked out so many self-important
memoes because he had little else of substance to do.
,Laitin, interview with the author, 26 April 1981.
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used very informally, to wit: Frankfurter,
Corcoran, Cohen, Hopkins, Moley.

Perhaps X am reaching too much, but X hear on
all sides that the "intellectual community"
and "youth" are areas of the public influence
where some ff1riiiitive , remedile0 action should
be taken by you.

Johnson checked the "Yes" box, and scribbled: "X like thi.s."

Kintner had conceded at the outset that "this may sound

like a very wild idea," and Walt Rostow, who had been sent a

copy, thought that indeed it was. On May 11 he wrote Johnson

that "the problem with the college presidents is that discus-

sions will tend to be diffuse, unprepared, and unconnected

with actions you are undertaking." Rostow recommended

instead that -the outside task forces, whose members were

carefully screened and whose deliberations were focused, be

brought in to discuss their reports.8 But since this was

often done anyway, there were so few ,outside task forces

scheduled that summer, and in any event such discussions only

minimally reached out to the campuses, Johnson decided

instead to send the three-man team of Califano, Cater, and

McPherson to visit five regional campuses for academic

dinners and discussions in June and early July to test the

political waters.

The academic trips began arly in June with a Columbia-

centered trip thit'included historian William Leuchtenburg,

who had published the previous April in the Reporter an

7Memo9 Kintner to the President, 9 May 19669 EX ED PR
28, WHCF, LBJ Library.

8Memo, Rostow to the President, 11 May 19669 EX ED CO1-
19 ,WHCF9 LBJ Library.
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approving article on the original Johnson task forces. The

New York group also included officials from the Ford Founda-

tid IBM, and Scientific AmericA. Next came a Cambridge

trip that combined eleven Harvard professors, three from MIT,

and Wesleyan's Daniel Patrick Moynihan (Harvard's contingent

included Don Price, James Q. Wilson, Thomas"Pettigrew, Otto

Eckitein, and Dean Theodore Sizer of the Graduate School of

Education; MIT's incldded economists Paul Samuelson and

Robert Solow, and political scientist Myron Weiner). The

White House 'trio visited with twelve University of Texas

professors in Austin in mid-June, then on to Los Angeles to

combine nine academicians from UCLA and Berkeley, five from

Stanford, and four from Cal Tech. The last visit, to

Chicago, came on July 12, where Uniliersity of Chicago Provost

Edward Levi waS joined by 14 campus colleadues, plus small

professoripl delegations from Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota,

Northwestern, Notre Dame, and Wisconsin.

On all five visits the three senior White House staffers

asked three questions: (1) Wher7T does the Great Society go

from here? (2) What are the needs still left unmet? and (3)

What are the new problems 14e create by our solutions to old

problems? On August 9 Califano reported to the President

that over the summer his group had seen a total of 81

professors and experts from 16 universities, plus some

representatives from thajor foundations and firms, and that

his staff, under the direction of newly added James Gaither,

had compiled an "idea book" three inches thick, from which

they would cull the best for Johnson's night reading the
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follewing day09 Califano attached a list4of the attendees

and their institutional affiliations, and four sample "Dear

Joe° letters averaging four single-spaced typed pages and

written in response to Califane's fellow-up thank-you

letters, which invited furthep commenis and suggestions.

Since the campus visits were weated in 1967 on a more

systematic and planned basis, an analysis of their apparent

relationship to the mature Califano system of program formu-

lation will await that discussion, especially as regards two

of the campus visits' main purposes: (1) the solicitation of

9Memo, Califano to the President, 9 August 1966,

Califano Files, Box 63, LBJ Library. In his oral history,

Gaither reports that in addition to the campus visits,

Califano solicited ideas from all the members of the White
House staff, all agency and department heads, and such key

political appointees as Robert Wood and Charles Haar

(recruited from previous task forces). Gaither hit the

ground running:

q began really the day I got here, which was July 27, 1966,
;with the representati(fes from CEA, Budget, OST, to collect

ideas from virtually every source imaginable . . . Sid

`Brown, who was formerly a special assistant to Charles

Schultze who was Director of the Budget; Bill Hooper from

OST; and Wilford Lewis from CEA. We collected ideas from
virtually every budget examiner and every top official on the
Budget Bureau, all of the so-called idea men in government --
people like Herb Holliman (?) who was Under Secretary of
Commerce and was always full of ideas; Wilbur Cohen; members

f the Council of Economic Advisors; Charlie Zwick who was
Assistant Director of the Budget; Bill Cannon, whorn was

division chief /of the education a d Science Division in the

Budget Bureau -- bright young peop in the government like

Les Brown of the Department of Agric lture for one. And we

had a series of meetings with brigh young people in the
government who had been identified by John Macy.

Transcript, Gaither Oral History Interview, 19 Noveml?er 1968,

Tape #1, 5, LBJ Library.
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new program ideas, and (2) the maintenance of a sympathetic

White House presence on the prestige campuses during a period

of rising campus unrest. The third purpose of the academic

dinners,, talent recruiting, is somewhat easier to trace,

especially in relationship to the large new battalion of out-

side task forces. that Califano was simultaneously recruiting.

The Califano Task Force Operation of 1966

Compared to the previous year's four outside task forces

established by Moyers, Califano in 1966 launched eleven.10

Califano met for two four-hour sessions in his office with

Schultze and his deputy, Phillip (Sam) Hughes, Cater,

McPherson, and Gaither to eliminate'unpromising ideas and-to

construct a list of Inew task forces (by topic, not by

membership) for presidential approval. Gaither recalls that

Johnson's approval was almost always granted, although John-

son often objected to specific members, especially when com-

plaining about regional (i.e., Ivy League) imbalance. Six of

the eleven outside task forces of 1966 were six-month efforts
5

designed to deal with fairly specific problem areas -- i.e.,

American Indians, campaign finance, career sdevelooment,

10Rostow's memo to Johnson of 11,May 1966 mentions
outside groups working in the international area that are not
reflected in Nancy Smith's list of 26 June 1978, which in
turn drew heavily from the Gaither files on domestic task
force operations. Clearly the Smith master list largely
excludes task forcing in foreign affairs, which in any event
would likely have remained small, elite, mainly in-house, and

highly

confidential. Johnson and his foreign policy advisors
would surely never have dreamed of commissioning an outside
task force dominated by university professors and charbed
with determining what best to do about Vietnam or the
Dominican Republic.
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emergency labor disputes, intergovernmental personnel,

nursing homes and the elderly -- and their reporting dates

were in December of 1966. But the remaining five involved

broad policy areas and were asked to report the following

year, most of them a full year later, in the midsummer of

1967. On the eleven outside task foPces of 1966 sat 112

members (again exclusive of the executive secretaries and

White House liaisons), 51 of whom were university-based. A

dozen of the latter were drawn from the academic dinners (and

doubtless many more were recruited through that network), and

these were highly concentrated on the five broad-policy task

forces. One of these was discussed before: Ben Heineman's

task force on Government Reorganization. On it sat Dean

Bayless Manning 9! the Stanford Law School and Chancellor

Harry Ransom of the University of Texas, men who had dined

with Califano on the California and Texas trips. Paul

Ylvisaker of the Ford Foundation chaired 'ihe major task force

on cities, where he was joined by fellow academia dinner

veterans Julian Levi, the task force vice chairman from the

University of Chicago, and Harvard economist John Dunlop and

education dean Theodore Sizer. Joseph Hunt's important task

force on Child Development contained, surprisingly, no

,veterans from the academic dinners, but George Schultz's on

Urban Employment Opportunities involved Texas law professor

Jerre Williams. Most important of all, William Friday's task

force on Education -- the only successor to the Gardner out-

side task force -- included Levi of Chicago and Pettigrew

of Harvard.

But the legislative and policy recommendations of these

groups could not be considered until a year hence, when they

woulti be fed in midsummer 1967 to short-term interagency task
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forces for winnowing and costing out, looking toward the

President's ultimate pre-Christmas decisions down at the

ranch, and then the State of the Union and Budget messages in
,.

January 1968. Meanwhile, the President and his domestic

staff fated the likely prospect of a more Republican and

hostile Congress in January of 1967, and toward this end

Califano appointed an unprecedented 34 interagency task

forces (as against 13 the previous year). Most of these once

again linked a Cabinet or subcabinet agency head to a policy

area that obviously fell under his or her jurisdiction --

e.g., Katzenbach and Clark/on civil rights, Weaver on housing

and urban development, Schultze on economic growth, Macy on

government personnel, Esther Peterson on consumer

protection. Some were highly specialized, such as Lee

White's on pipeline safety, Willard Wirtz's on wage

garnishment, Orville Freeman's on meat inspection, Ramsey

Clark's o compensation for real property. The chief virtue

fil
_of all o them was the forcing of interagency dialogue, if

not necessarily cooperation, and the setting of deadlines for

. the legislative program and budget cycle. No agency head got

more heavily assigned by Califano than John Gardner, who not

only got health (which he shared with Phillip Lee), education

(which he bucked down to Commissioner Howe), and older

.7,,-------- Americans (which he passed along to Wilbur Cohen), but also,,

and rather oddly, accident prevention.

Reporting on the last day of October, the Gardner inter-

agency task force on education of 1966 was of little conse-

quence, and its final report was a rather formless jumble.

As Cannon reported to the Budget Director, it nibbled at the

margins to the modest tune of perhaps $125 million in new

obligatibnal authority (NOA), and administratively sought to
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tidy up loose ends, consistent with the generalized mood that

1966 was a year of consolidation, and 1967 was a year of

unknowns with a new Congress.11 But Cannon's Director,

Charles Schultze, was growing alarmed in the fall of 1966

about the way rising inflation and Vietnam war costs were

whipsawing the administration, and he wrote the President to

warn about one budget problem that stood out above all

others:

That problem is simply that we are not able to
fund adequately the new Great Society pro-
grams. At the same. time, ''States, cities,
depressed areas and individuals have been/led
to expect immediate delivery of bendfits from
Great Society programs to a degree that is not
realistic. "his leads to frustration, loss of
credibility, and even deterioration of SEiTlY
and local services as they hang back on making
normal commitments in order to apply for

Federal aid which does not materialize.

11Memo, Elliott to the Director, 21 October 1966; Cannon
to the Director, 3 December 1966, Box 412; Cannon to.the
director, 6 December 1966, Box 414, OMB Records Division,
National Archives.
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Backlog, queuing, and griping build
steadily.'

Schultze was especially concerned because Califano's burgeon-

ing staff had cranked up the task force machinery to a fever

pitch, thereby generating a profusion of new legislative pro-

posals that would attract congressional,and clientele support

in a period of increasing fiscal deterioration that was cer-

tain to underfund even the existing Great Society prog4sams.

. . we are now in the process of developing,
a wide range of new legislative proposals . .

. Adeouate funding will be a very tough pro-
blem even if there are no new programs . . .

in the present budget situation I see very
little hope of any significant expenditure
buildup on existing Great Society programs . .

As I see it, the situation will get worse
instead of better unless we decide to criPTf
what we already have on our plate l'irciF'e

reaching for more. We should be extremely

12
Memo, Schultze to the President, 7 November 1966, EX

FI 4, WHCF, LBJ Library. The remarkable speed with which the
fiscal and budgetary window of opportunity df 1965 dis-
appeared is illustrated by-two memoes to the President from .

CEA chairman Gardner Ackley. On June 2, 1965, Ackley wrote
Johnson that the CEA had met with eight of its senior acade-
mic consultants and all agreed that in light of a slowing
growth rate, "they would like to see more fiscal stimulus in
early 1966. In any case, they urged a strongly expansionary
budget for fiscal 1967." On this note the budgetarily huge
and fiscally redistributionist ESEA and HEA went roaring
through'. But by December of 1965, Ackley was calling for "a
significant tax increase . . to prevent an intolerabrE
degree of inflationary pressure" Memo, Ackley to the
President, 2 June 1965, EX FG 11-0; and 17 December 1965, EX
F 14, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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selective in adopting new Tasks Force

recommendations.

On the following day the midterm elections with their

Republican boost in -the House added their'bellwether burden

, to the adminfstration's more cautious mood.

The Task Forces Versus the Budget

One final element of confusion surfaced late and

unexpectedly that fall as the administration looked toward

placing before the uncertain BOth Congress its 1967 legis-

lative proposals for fiscal 1968. During that hectic

December, when the dispar te proposals from approximately 40

task forces were being ulled, pruned, blended, priced out,

and forged into some theoretically coherent and affordable

legislative 'package for the President's- use in January's

State of, the Union, Economic, and Budget (and subsequent

special legislative) messages, it was discovered that the new

legislative program and the budget didn't mesh. As Gaither

candidly admitted:

One of the most serious problem's was that
we had not paid much attention to the budget
in the development of the legislative program
for 1967. And while we had everything priced
out and showed all thedollar figures on the .
outline and in the presentation to the Presi-
dent, we never really checked to make we
that all those dollars were in the budget.14

The result was that they weren't, not by a long shot.

13 Ibid.

14Transcript, Gaither Oral History Interview, 19

November 1968,- Tape #3, 2, LBJ Library.
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So in January we found out that we had a.

,beautiful legislative program and no money in
the budget, and the budget had already been
printed. So [on January 4th or 5th] we had a
wild six or eight hour meeting with Califano
and Schultze and me to try to put some money
into the budget for the key,elements of the
President's program in 1967.1'

The Budget Bureau's administrative history assesses the

problem 'in drier official prose, but without fundamental

disagreement, as follows:

o The program proposals and the budget add-
ons being generated by the task force
reports involved large resources, often
totaling many billions for the first year
and with occasional individual proposals
on a multi-billion dollar scale.

o Task forces were generating new ideas and
program proposals without any guidance
with respect to fiscal resource con-
straints while such constraints were a

large element in regular budget p1annin6,
'particularly under the tigh,L,,,budget
guidelines necessitated by the growing
costs of the Vietnam conflict Lemphasis
addedJ. Moreover, no specific arrange-
ment existed for obtaining the judgment

,of a task force on the relative priority
of its various proposals.

o As task force efforts brpadened it became
clear that there was a substantial over-
lap between task force proposals and
those being considered in the regular
budget process. The task force reports
often included recommendations for expan-
sion of existing programs and these
proposals were frequently at a variance
mith those that were submitted to the

15 Mid,. 3.

rJ
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Bureau throuqh regular channels. Propo-
sals were beihg made to the White House
that an agency could not accommodate in
its budget requests.

o The ad hoc costing of task forces and
legis1iti767 proposals was not being
carried on in a.unifo5m basis and fre-
quently with no provisions for exOloring
costs several years ahead. This left a
substantial gap in siata necessary fo?
decisiop making on national programs.1'

This meant a frenetically scrambled beginning for the first

session of the 90th gongress, but in the longer run, ,and

especially in light of Schultze's ominous warning tipt the

administration was starving the- old. Great Society programs

while dev_eloping new ones, it boded ili for the crucial

working relationship between the Budget Bureau and the White

House.

In 1967 Schultze and Califano worked hard to establish a

more systematic feedback relationship between the Bureau, the

agencies, and the increasingly White House-centered planning

operation fOr the legislatiye program. But part of this very

process was the enlargement of Califano's program staff in

the springoof 1961k through the adAition of Fred Bohen, to

specialize in housing and urban development, and Matthew

Wimetz, who covered crime and'conservation (leaving Gaither,

who had, been spread far too thin coordinating more than 40

task forces in 1966, to concentrate on manpower, health,

education, and poverty). But the increased staff allowed

them to launch:35'new fask forces in 1967 (eleven outside and

16Bureau of the Budget Administrative History, Vol.-I,
Part III, _"The Bureau's Contributions to Program Develop-
ment," 101-02, LIU Library. .



24 interagency) while processing the five outside reports

that were due that year. This meant that'Yan energetic and

increasingly efficient engine had been created to pass new

nlaws and create new programs and propose even newer ones and

spend and commit the new funds this inevitably required, and

all of this while the fiscal,and budge pressures gener-

ated by inflation and war were presS ng ,ev r harder in the

opposite direction. Caught in the middle was the Baiget

Bureau, and Schultze was moved to confront an unwi_lling

President with this worsening dilemma as early as the fall of

1966. But the severity and danger of the coming crunch were

not yet gefterally recognized. Most attention was turned more

immediately to the Great Society's prospects with the new

90th Congress.

The Hunt Task Force on Child Development

The increasing tension between task force brainstorming

toward new Great Society programs on the one handc and on the

other the tightening constraintt of war, inflation, ghetto

riots, and partisan political arithmetic., is nicely illus-

trlatdd by the brief but lively career of the outside task

force on child development of 1966-67. Its drigin lay in the

1966 campus visits of Califano's academic d4ner circuit, as

recalled by Jim Gaither:

When Califano and I and other members of the
White House staff traveled around the cou9try
talking to academics in the early summer of
'66, everybody kept saying', "One of the pro-
blems which you're missing is child develop-
ment." By the time kids get into Head Start
at age five or six, as they mere then doing,
it was too late. ,They were saying, that a
child's ultimate capacity was fifty percent
developed.by the time he was five or sixt and

. 0
4
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by the time he was eight, it was eighty
percent established; and that the most rapid
point of growth was before, really between two
and four, and 'some were suggesting that it was
sooner. And they pointed to an awful lot of
the federal efforts where 'indeed what we were
doing was coming in at a late stage and trying
to compensate for the handicaps which these
disadvantaged children had already develop-
ed. So that basically was the question we
asked this outside group. What are the

-

critical phases'of a child's developme t 'and
what can we 40,.pbout it? What shou d the

-federal role bell/
e

Califano urged the task force on Cater, who in turn discussed

it with Wilbur Cohen witTlin the context of a current Ladies

Home Journal series on national day-care needs. Cohen in

turn discussed it with Cannon, and t;ry suggested an inter-

agency task force.with Cater as chairman, joined by represen-

tatives from BOB (Cannon), HEW (Lisle Carter), 0E0 (Jules

Sugarman), and CEA (Ben Okner).18 But Califano, fresh from

his academic tours, wanted to tap the universities, so he

formed-an outside task force, one parallel to the Friday ta§k

force on education,, but focusing exclusively on children,

roughly from prenatal_ through kindergarten. Appointed to

head the task force was psychologist Joseph McV. Hunt of the

University of Illinois, and joining him on the distinguished

16-member group were tuch academic notables as Jerome Bruner

17Gaither oral -history, tapel#1, 20, LBJ Library.

18Mema, dater to Califano, 10 August 1966; Cohen to
Cater, 27 June 1966, EX FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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of Harvard, Nicholas Hobbs of Stanford, Urie Bronfenbrenner

of Cornell, and Oscar Lewis of Illinois.19

Like the Friday task force and indeed most outside)task

forces, the Hunt group was originally given a year to

report. But according to Gaither, "then the Pr,esident said,

no, he thought this was.too important; that they ought to get

their recommendations in and have a program ready for

1967.1120 The academics however, were accustomed to unhurried

scholarly deliberation, especially on such important matters,

'and they stoutly resisted the new forced march timetable --

to Gaither's conslderable dismay:

19The Hunt task force grew -like Topsy, with anthro-
poligst Oscar Lewis being subsequently invited to add socio-
logical weight on the culture of poverty; Usan Gray of
Peadbody on educating the parentk of the poor; Joseph Reid as
a child welfare specialist; and, Maria Costello of
Philadelphia's Health & Welfare Council -- at Hunt's sugges-
tion, to "help with the Catholics in gettin any program
passe81," i.e., family_ planning and cOntraceptio . Memo,

, Califano tlo the President, 15 October 6,41EX FA 2, WHCF%
LBJ Library. Other members of ,the task folke were RObert
Cook ofJohns Hopkins, John Goodlad of UCLA,'Edmond Gordon of
Yeshiva, Halbert Robinson of North Carolina, Geo6e Tarjan of
Los Angeles' Neuropsychiatic Institute, and Lois Murphy of
the Menninger Clinic, with both Cater and Gaither as White
House representatives. Hunt had written widely on the
Montessori method and pre-school enrichment as aft-Antidote
for cultural deprivation, and his book Intelligence" and
Experience (New York: Ronald, 1961) was the most frequently
cfted source in the report, although Oscar Lewis's ,The
Children of Sanchez was frequently cited on the debilitafMT
effects af the culture of poverty. Bronfenbrenner had pub-
lished quite recently (in 1966 and 1967) on the effects of
early deprivation in mammals and man and the psychological
cost of quality and equality in education. The 157-page
repo t was. a collective effort, but it especially bears the
distinctive'imprint of Hunt and Bronfgnbrenner.

20Gaither oral history, tape 01, 20.
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They rebelled and at one point were on the
verge, of resigning. They basically said, "We
can never get any consensus by mid-December;
we don't know enough facts; we may know a
little about helping really disadvantaged
children, but we don't know', once you pass a
certain stage, what you can really do that capi,
help semi-disadvantaged child4 br well-to-do
children -- just too many questions.

But John Gardner came to the rescue:

Well, when they threw up their hands I guess
probably around the first of November after
they'd been at work for roughly q month and
had had twb or thr e meetings, John Gardner
happened to come to the meeting where they
threw uptheir hands. And it was very
interesting to,see JotilLget up, having had the
experience of runninglglitask force in '64 as,
well as some experience as the Secretary of
HEW, stand up before this group and in effect
lecture and challenge them.

Gaither.recalls Gardner's chewing-out in paraphrase:

"Basically there isn't a,man in this room who,
hasn't spent at least fifteen,years in,this
field, and there isn't anyone in this room who
hasn't for most of that time written or lec-
tured and told the American people all of the
problems that they saw, in this field; what a
terrible job that we were doing in terms of
meeting the needs of disadvantaged children
and the iMportance of early childhood educa-
tion and development; and then when the Presi-
dent asks you for a recommendation, you throw
up, your hands ond say, Oh,I don't know what
the answer is . . the President and this
country doesn't have to be one hundred percent
sure in a field as complicated os child devel-
opment; you never will be one hundred percent
sure that the solution you're recommending is
the right one, but when you're seventy-five
percent, sure and you know that thieve are
virtually no risks attached to that proposal,
then you ought to recommend that it be done."
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So they did. By the end of November, their basic reclwenda-

fions were crystalized, and Hunt submitted their formal

report on January 14.

Entitled "A Bill of. Rights for Children," the Hunt

Report was a bold, 'coheslve, and moving treatise on the

massive and tragic waste of human potential that flowed from

disastrous child-rearing patterns in poverty, especially'

among urban "Negroes." It included a nice historical

section, observing with appropriate irony that almost

immediately after the establishment of the Children's Bureau

in 1912, which was sponsored by Republican Senator William E.

Borah and signed into law by Republican President Taft, the

old progressive era solicitude fr atild welfare began to

fade. ,The opposing forces included social Darwinism and

genetic determinism, as transmitted into America's nascent

social science by Francis Galton and G. Stanley Hall. But

modern biological and social science had learned that the

early environment twas crucial in snow mosquitoes and sala-

manders and .geese.and mammals alike, but became ever more

crucial as one ascended the-phylOgenetic scale.. Clearly slum

rqaring guaranteed severely stunted potential in its wasted

and dangerous children. Head Start was splendid (although it

was distrubingly devoid of successful male role models),, but
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it began way too late (the years of maximum atrophy were from

two to four) and was too short-lived,21

A Federal Ombudsman for Children?

The Hunt Report generated enormous excitement in the

White House, moreso even than the famous Gardner Report, and

its substantive recommendations, which centered on earlier

intervention and Head Start follow-through, were greeted with

enthusiasm. 22 But its chief procedural and symbolic recom-

mendations'were politically explosive. The report dryly

observed that "children do not vote," and bitterly observed

that whereas in 1967 federal benefits and services for the 19

million people over 65 who were very good at voting would

total $25.7 billion, averaging $1,350 per person, for the 24

million children under six the total was only $2 billion, or

21"Repor of the President's Task Force on

ii

Early
Childhood Development," 14 January 1967, Task Forces File,
Box 4, LBJ Library. 'The Hunt Report echoed the Moynihan
Report's alarm over the disintegration of the inner city
Negro family -- and, like Moynihan, virongly blamed it on
slavery. This error was not their fault, since the pre- and
post-emancipation strength of the rural southern Negro family
was not discovered by historians until the next decade. The
cause was less southern slavery than 20th century northern
migration, ghetto decay, and, as ever, nationwide racism.
But the disaster that Moynihan and Hunt decried was real,
escalating, and chilling. It centered on female-headed black
families characterized by poverty, uncontrolled procreation,
despair, distrmst, alienation, self-contempt, nb father role
model, no addit work model, a failed and defeated mother
model, violence and ephemeral escape, and functional
illiteracy. The children of such shattered families were
both doomed and dangerous.

22
Interview with Ca1ifano,"15 June 1981. Gaither called

the Hunt Report "really a first rate report," and indeed it
was.

9
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$85 per child (equivalent federal health expenditures were

$234 per elderly as against "a paltry $8 a child"),. Worse,

the weak existing federal efforts were confusingly and often

contradictorily fragmented in the customari/ bureaucratic

fashion;

But the report's leading structural .recommendation

sounded starkly Orwellian, especially with a more Republican

90th Congresi leading toward a presidential election in

1968: establish a Federal Office for Children in the

Department of HEW, administered by an Officer for Children
' ,

equivalent' in rank to the chief officers for health, educa-
.

tion, and welfare, to act as the Federal "ombudsman" for

children. New federal grants would fund at the city or

county level Community Commissions for Children, whith in

turn would organize neighborhood Centers for Children and

Parents. The neighborhood centers would be permanent and

funded by federal grants 'from the Commissions. They would

provide a single-stop, integrated array of .services:

economic, family planning, medical, and social. includi*ng

day-care and pre-school facilities, counseling of parents,

and educational entertainment. The task force suggested that

they might also exppz1TenlyWith such income maintenance

proposals as "chil.dren's allowances and, paying mothers for

'services' as mothers" so ?ey would not have to work', and

they should provide inforAtton' and devices for family

planning. - TheeCenters might best begin on a moderatepilot

scale of Perhaps 100. "Yet,' in the end," the 'report con-

cluled, "the financial commiltment must be massive."

If we choose now not to mount the effort
and meet the cost, we shall eventually pay a
far higher price in human oisery, and even a
higher price intpcommfc cost and loss. Nor

4
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can we refuse to mount the effort if we are
true to our heritage, for we are conYronted
not merely with the needs of America
children, but with their inalienable rights.'"'

Hunt's well-intentioned group of professors was comfort-

able with the federal presence and leadership, but to the

polit'ically sensitive White House staff the recommendations

conjuniti up visions of an alleged Federal Commisar for

Children and predictable conservative and Republican alarums,

especially in light of growing political problems with fede-

rally funded community action groups attacking city hall in

the antipoverty war. Besides, the Heineman task force was

considering structural diange. Best of all, the formidable

array of education and anti-poyerty law passed since 1963

provided broad discretionary authority for most of the major

Hunt substantive recomillendations without new legislation. In

this instance, sentiment within OE strongly reinforced the

White House reservations. Nolan Estes responded to a Decem-

ber draft of the Hunt Report by praising it as "imaginative"

and agreeing_that its substantive recommendations were "badly

needed." But he attacked the failure to spell out the adminT

istrative thachinery of the governing bodies -- the Commis-

sions and especially the neighborhood Centers, which sounded

to him like "a combination of the interagency coordinating

committee.approach and the CAP [Community Action Program]

election of representatives-of-the poor approach -- in short,

,an administrattve monstrositY. 1124 As Deputy Associate

Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education, Estes

23"A Bill of Rights for ChilOren," 16.

24Memo, Estes to Emerson Elliott, 7 December 1966 EX FG
1654, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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was "bothered by the scant mention of States involvement,"

and complained that "the schools are given short shrift in

the Task Force report."

X think the failure to give the schools
adequate mention reflects the perennial
problem of trying, on the one hand, to
strengthen the role of the school in the
community, and on the other, bypassing it
because it won't perfonk, in the specific
manner desired. This impatience is natural
but, really, we ought to give the schools a
chance!

Cannon reported for the.Budget Bureau to Gaither that

HEW opposed giving a federal children's office "a status

equivalent to OE or PHS, or locating -- in any permanent way

-- an operating\ office at the Secretary's level."25 HEW

welcomed the proposal to transfer Head Start to HEW from 0E0,

but 0E0 was "ambivalene through "fear that Head Start would

turn into an uninspired State-administered program," and BOB

agreed. Both HEW and 0E0 favored aN major follow-through

program. But Cannon urged strongly for the Budget Bureau, in

response to 'the Hunt Report's major structural recommenda-

tions, -"that we limit our approach to a pilot-demonstration

attack, that we get as much mileage out of existing programs

as possible, and that we keep any new legtslation in narrow

bounds." So the Hunt ombudsman for children was quietly

buried, together with the massive federal commitment to

create commissions and centers to offer,one-stop comprehen-

sive nurturance to the children pf the pOor.

25Memo, Cannon to Gaither, n.d., Cater Files, Box 39, 2,
LBJ Library.
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But President tiohnson did propose, in his State of the\-

Union message of January 26, to launch a major Follow-Through

program as a supplement to anexpanded Head Start, and on

February 8 in a Special/Message on Children and Youth, he

attacked the ravages of poverty on children in language that

strikingly mirrored the indictment of the Hunt Report. The

Hunt task force's pivotal role in HEW's subsequent comprehen-

sive expansion of the pre-school nurturance of the children

of the poor remains a proud and honorable legacy., But

Johnson's Budget Message of January 24 revealed his basic

strategy in education for the 90th .Congress, which was

generally to avoid seeking new legislation and to wring the

maximum mileage out orthe broad authority granted by the

89th, espec ally the ESEA and HEA ,f 1965. "Our task now,"

Johnson councluded, "is to use this authority in an imagina-

tive, creative, and responsible way.26

Legislative Strategy in the 90th Congress

The administration's cautious strategy for education in

1967 w.n most pronounced in higher education, where major new

legislation was neither proposed nor passed, although numer-

ous hearings were held and preliminary votes were taken (the

Education Professions Development Act is not here defined as

major -- see footnote #28). Most controversy centered on

Senator Ribicoff's pPennial call for tuition tax credits,

which promised to attract stronger support in 1967 because

the rise in both inflation and college enrollments was coin-

ciding with rising interest rates. This in turn discouraged

bank participation in the low-interest guaranteed student

261,0lic Papers; Johnsoti, 1967, 55.

0
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loan program that had been created in 1965. But Ribicoff's

call for tuition tax credits was also strengthened because so

many Democratic senators faced re-election campaigns in 1968,

which represented for the administration an ironic penalty

for the lopsided Democratic dominance of the Senate.

President Johnson attempted to deflect this pressure by

appointing a Cabinet-level committee to study the tuition

problem, but on April 14 the Ribicoff proposal, which had

failed the year before on a Senate roll-call vote of 3747,

carried by a solid vote of 53-26. The margin of reversal was

provided by northern Democrats, who switched from a 11-26

opposition in 1966 to a 2242 margin of support in 1967.27

Administration forces were able to bottle up the Ribicoff

amendment, chiefly by pressim the fiscally more conservative

Senate Finance ,and House Ways and Means committees to oppose

it as Treasury-busting, but it signalled an unavoidable

battle for 1968, when authorization for most existing higher

education programs would expire.28

But on elementary and secondary education, the

President's Budget Message of January 24 revealed that he

27The tuition tax credit had narrowly failed by a 45-48
roll call vote in 1964, and eleven Democrats who voted
against it then switchltd to support in 1967, with seven of
them facing re-electio races in 1968. Senate Republicans
had always heavily favored the tax credit, and southern
Deinocrats opposed it.

28The complicated maneuvering of 1967 is best followed
in Norman C. Thomas, Education in National Politics (New
York: McKay, 1975), especially Chapter 4. The first> session
of the 90th Congress did pass the Education Professions
Development Act, which narrowly-saved the Teacher Corps, but
the mair battles over financing higher education were to be
waged in 1968. ,
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would request appropriations of only'$1.2 billion for aid to

disadvantaged children, whiFh was only half of the $2.3

billion authorized by the out-going 89th Congre/ This

prompted Charles Lee, Morse's chief education staffer, to

call OE and complain loudly that the administration had not

been educationally honest in its earlier authorization

requests,.which it now proposed to cut by one-half, and that

its justifications were "not educationally sound but were

'rationallzations' to justify,budget cuts because of defense

commitments."29 On February 28 Johnson presented the

Congress with a modest educational package that included

state and local planning and.evaluation grants; aid extension

for adults, the handicapped, vocational-training and career

counseling; expansion of the National Foundation for the Arts

and Humanities; and, finally, a request, for an expanded

Teacher Corps and for earlier appropriations to enable

realistic school planning. The first several items repre-

sented routine adjustmentt, but behind the- latter two ,lay

crucial political considerations.30

First, Teacher Corps authorization was due to expire on

June"30, and without timely reauthorization and funding it

would die -- to most Hill Republicans' delight. But the

Teacher Corps was a title of the HEA of 1965, and here it was

The-quatattorrisfrom a Ralph-HuittparaphfateOTLee,
in a memo tO Cater, Wilson, and Manatos' 25 January,1967,
Cater files, Box 15, LBJ Library,

30Excluded is Johnson's major request for the creation
of a CorporatOon'for Public Television,,primarily,because it
was destined for Commefte and therefore followed a quite
separate procedural-4nd political path from the -hearings and
voting route of the ESEA and IA amendments.
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proposed as a new Part B of Title I of the Elementary and

Secondary. Amendments of 1967, which meant that it would

expire as part of, HEA and be re-enacted in the amended

ESEA. Administration spokesmen explained that the NTC volun-

teers taught almost exclusively at the lower level, and that

hence ch a packaging was more logical. This was true, but

it not the main reas6n for the .switch. The primary

strategic concern was the reshuffling of the House Committee

on Education and Labor, which was occassioned by congres-

sional refusal to seat former chairman Adam Clayton Powell.

This in turn elevated loyalist Carl Perkins to the chairman-

ship, and would leave higher education, including the NTC,

under the subcommittee jurisdiction of the unsympathetic-

Edith. Green. As Huitt advised Cater, the switch would l9Ave

Perkins, "who intends.to chair a subcommitte haVing jurisdic-

tion over the ESEA . . . to guard the NTC from Mrs. Green's

opposition."31

Second, behind the question of timing for federal aid

programs lay legitimate and widespread complaints from the
4/

states and the sthool dtstricts tllat annual fundtag occurred s,

4

too late for realistic planning or effective use. Testt6ony

before the Perkins committee by HEW, Or,' and numerous school

officials was overwhelmingly in agreement on the need for

longer range funding cycles. The relentless annual rhythm of

the school calendar gave schools a powerful argument-here,

but schos are blf no means unique in preferring longer-range

funding. tiCieover, Congress, and especially the#Housie,_ has

customarily 'been unsympathetic to such pleas, preferring

31memo, Huitt to Cater, 30 January 1967, EX LE/E0, WHCF,

/7
LBJ Library.-
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instead to exercise annually the power of budget decisions.

But Congress also tends to enjoy ducking no-win controversies

in an election year. In 1967 an amendment proposed by an

amiable and highly regarded moderate Republican, Albert H.

Quie, who had been a steady friend of federal aid to educa-

tion on the House)Educatiop and Labor Committee, so fiercely.

rekindled the stfll-warim, embers of discord over religion and

race and federal control that two largely unanticipated

results occurred. First, the Congress was thrown into

turmoil over fundamental strategies of categorical versus

block grants, not just in education, but by implication in

every, field of Great Society endeavor. Second, after a

brutal year of infighting, Congress funded the ESEA amend-

ments through fiscal 1569, which nicely neutralized the

volatile issue for the 1968 electioR year.

The Battle Over the Quie Amendment

In Education in ,ational Politics, Norman C. Thomas ably

traces the convoluted path of the Johnson administration's

education legislation through the mine-fields of the 90th

Congress. From the perspective of the 19801 and the Reagan

admikistration, or even of the'Nixon administration, consoli-

dating the Great Society's proliferation of categorfical

!programs into block grants to the states would appear to

represent a typically conservative attempt to dismantle the

Great Society. And that is the way New York Times reporter

Marjorie Hunter gaw it in ,1967, as she reported on the

brewing storm over the Quie amendment (HR 8983), which would
0

shift $3 billion in federal school aid fundsp=the states in

fiscal 1969:
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Deeply concerned, House Democratic
leaders 'are holding almost daily meetings,
seeking to map- their strategy. For there is; .

far more at stake than the future course oY
Federal school aid. Administration aides say'
that President Johnson's entire legislative
program will be squarely on the line:

The reasoning is, that if licans win
this first big legislative ight of the ses
sion, in the House, they wi l have established
their ability to call the signals on such.oth-
er Great Society legislation as antipoverty,
model cities and rent, supplements for the
poor.32

But, Republican Albert Quie was never lumped into the GOP's

conservative bloc; as _ranking minority member on Edith

Green's Special SubcOmmittee on Education,33 he had long been

regarded as a moderate V) liberal Pinnesota Republican and a

32 New York Times, 23 April 1967. Thomas correctly
explainiThat was not over the amount of
aid (Quie's $3 billion for FY 1969 was only $281 million less
than the committee nor was'it an attempt at stringless
general aid, since Quie had .incorporated required
expenditures lor the educationally deprived, including
private school children.

33Perkins 0 elevation to the chair of the,HOuse Committee
on Education and Labor opened a scramble fbr subcommittee
chairs and jurisdiction in a donfused situation. Perkins had
chaired the general subcomittee, which Edith Green would
inherit by dint of seniority, but she pased it along to
Roman Pucinski and retained her s ecial subcommittee (whicli
was later helpfully renamed t e Subcommittee on Post-
Secondary. Education), leaving Congressman DoTinick Daniels to
chair the select subcommittee, whose jurisdiction Ralph Huitt
charitablybed as "exceedingly vague (e.g. °libraries,
and other special education programs')." Unlike Powell,
Perkins was a stealy, loyal, and weak chairman, and so the
stronger personality of Edith Green ultimately dominated
several major legislative policy decisions on education in
1967 -- to the disgust of the White House.
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staunch advocate of federal aid to education. Quie explained

his motives.in his oral history:

I Wave felt'that we are proliferating'tederal
efforts in. education -- in other places, too
-- but in education where many of the large
school systems had to hire a person just to
concern themselves With federal programs, hunt
them up and see if they could qualify to
reoeive monpy under them. You could greatly
simplify 01 of the red tape and give more
flexibility to the local schools if we conso-
lidated programs, and we used the term."block
grant." When we did, of course, we caused all
the special interests in their specific pro-
tected program to oppose it because them
they'd have to compete for the money. But
had as a rule of thumb that after a categoPi-
cal program had been in operation for five
years it ought to then bp consolidated with
oOer ppes and give this greater flexi-
bflity."

Since the timing question had genecated proposals to fuod

education programs through 1970, which would be filie years

since the passage oKSEA, Quie offered his amendment on May

20. Quie's recollection of the White House reaction is

abundantly confirmel by the spring storm of exicutive'branch

memoes: "For some reason or another, it caught fire down in

the White House," Quie said. "They thought they were more

endangered than I thought they were. You know, there weren't

that many Republicans around. Then, the flames of the..

-
34Trankript,. Albert Quie Oral History Interview, 30

April'1969, 24, LBJ Library.
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churcil-state issue were fanned, and wi really, got into hot

water. then0
H35

I The water was boiling primarily because 35 state

4---con$itutions prohibited public funding of any private school
0

activities, which would mean that the politically crucial

ESEA formula for indirect federal aid to parochial schools

would be largely sbort-circuited. So the powerful Roman

Catholic lobby attacked the Quie amendment, to the delight of

the White House. The concept of blocgrants to the states

with minimal federal strings threatened every tategorical

program in the federal bureaucracy, so the White. HOuse and

the executive agencies were powerfully united in their-highly

partisan.counterattack. -14-bie's chief politital vulnerability

was his need to woo both affluent-Republican constituencies,

like his own, and conservative southern bemocrats from'poor

states whose main attraction to the block grant concept was

its, states rights promise of avoiding HEW's desegregation

guidelines (although it also appealed to their more conserva-

tive Political philosophy generally).( Cater quickly reported

to President Johnson on this partisan vulnerability, ticking

off the Quie amendment's multiplp flaws:36

o The House committee of jurisdiction had
held no hearings on the Quie substitute,
which was not supported by the "world of
edmcation."

o Administratively, it would throw American
O

education into chaos..

351bid, 24-25.

36Memo, Cater to the President, 19 Apriil 1967, Cater
files, Box 16, LBJ Library.
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It WoOd launch a'qew church-state Holy
War.

4 4a -4

4,
The states were .not'yet ready to handle
the job, and ESEA had .been passed in

large part because the states ihad neg-
lected the cities, the educationally

, deprived, the handicapped.. The beauty 5f
the present eSEAlAs that the Congren,
not the State-Departments,
certain essential jobs will be done,which

nëglec'tedbthe

o No school ,districts would know their
entitlement under the Quie billi

But Cater's most politically telling criticism was that the

Quie formula "takes from the poorer States and gives to the
.

wealthier%" Cater noted the loss of $359 mil]ion that the

eleven southern and three border statet would incur under the

Quie bill, as opposed to the administration-backed committee

bill (HR 7819), and urged Johnson to lean on three key

southern Democrats: Wilbur I1ills, Phil Lándrum, and Olin -

Teague. On April 26, Secretary Gardner blasted the Quie

proposal in a public statement attatking the "disast,.ous"

Quie proposal which would ustrIke at the very heart" of the

'ESEA consensus, and on April 27 President Johnson Arove

across town to the Washington suburb, of Camp Springs, Mary-

land to praise the achievements of the Crossland Vocational

Center and to attack the Quie substitute for back-stabbing

the ESEA consensus, to the detriment of poor states, poor

children, and the cities. Quie's senior minority, staff

member, Charles Radcliffe, who had originally drafted the -

Quie bill,, joined Quie and Gerald Ford in an exhausting

series of negotiating sessions with the contending interests,

especially the Catholics, in a vain ,attemPt to shape a

compromise that would not fatally violate the block grant

283
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principle." But despi'te the enthusiastic support of Idgar

Fuller and the Council of Chief State School Officers, Quie

vezi.s_ /facing formidable odds. In mid,-May' the White House

imported 150.-big city school superintendents to reinforce

urban fears over the (We amendment, and Johnson mustered not

tally the partisan artAlery of representatives Perkins?

Albert, Brademas, O'Hara, Carey, Gibbons, and Landrum, with

/ all of the attendant implications of.Democratic, big city,

Catholic, and southern poor-state support, but also bipart-

isan support from Republican congressmen Ogden Reid (NY) and

Alphonzo'Bell (Calif.). Ip the ehsuing.Crunch Albert Quie

was crushea But the big winner was 'not really Lyndon

Johnson. It was Edith Greefr.

The Triumph of Edith Green

Although-she was ah Oregon Democrat and shared the

putatively liberal persuasions common to nothern\and western

Democrats, Congresswoman Grevl maintained an alert liaison

with more conservative southern Democrdts and with Republi-

cans as well. Oddly, the latter connection was easier than

the former on the labor-stacked House Education and Labor
A

Committee, where southerners were rare. As Henry Hall Wilson

told the President (who didn't need the explanation):

a

37Charles Radcliffe, interview with the author, 15 June
1982.

_
On April 26 Cater wrote thy President viat "Quie and

Jerry Ford have been engaged in daily negotiations with
various lobby groups and have offered one congession after
another to get their support. The lobbyists now realize that
this is strictly a partisan matter so far as Quie and Ford
are concerned. Our best, judgment is that we should handle
this as a partisan fight."

.
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I.

As you know, the House Committee itself
possesses built-in problems on legislation.
For 20-years or more the organized labor has
with complete success managed to stack the
Democratic side of the Committee so that now
only one southerner, Sam Gibbons of Florida,
remains among the Democrats. The result of.
this is that every bill emerging from Commit-
tee-fails to reflect the general balance of
the Hooe and is wide open to challenge on the
floor.°

Green convinced Perkins that thd Quie substitute would fail

on a floor vote (it was rejected by a teller vote of 168-197

on Nay 24), but that the committee's bill might also fail

unless her'amendments were added. One of them, which called

for desegregation guidleines to "be uniformly applied and

enforced throughout the 50 states," clearly appeale& to the

southerners and was dopted by voice vote on May 23 ifter

three hours of confused debate over what its precise legal

implications were Another Green amendment would strip the

Commissioner of Education -- the 9popular, *segregation-

enforcing Doc Howe --of his -15%8discretionary set-aside of

Title V funds to strengthen state departments of education.

This carried by a standing vote of 133-104. But Mrs. Green's

most significant amendment was to-strip the Commissioner of

all Title III authority and turn the program entirely over to

the. states. This would mean that Ors direct grants of $500

million to local school districtS to sponsor innovative

programs would in,stead.be funneled directly to the states --

°in effect, to the clutches of Edgar Fuller's hostile Council

of Chief State School Officers.

381lemo, Wilson to the President,'25 May 1967, EX LE/FA
2, WHCF, LBJ Lihrarya
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Bill Cannon, who had iought so hard,and so successfully

'ir

for Title III on the original G rdner ,tak force, was

predictably' appalled. Secretary ardner and COmmisstoner

HoWe dutifully testified against the'amendment, but Cannon

knew that Gardner and Howe has) earlier sought a compromise to ,
permit a phased-in state participation leading toward state

\ke-over. HoWe emphasizes the point in his oral history,

interview, but his conclusion is the opposite of Cannon's:

6

There's an interesting story that hasn't been
told. In January of 1967 I proposed to the
Secretary, and he and I together proposed over
in the,White House, that we make a compromise
in our'riew legislation that year, and that we
seek state participation in Title III. What
we wanted was a system under which the states
would phase into a responlibility for growing
percehtages of these funds over a period of
three years or something of that kind. We
wanted to keep some federal component of the
funds but develop gradually a major state

component. Ldon't know if the' President ever
got involved in this, but the combination of
the White House staff and the Bureau of.the
Budget said, "No, let's go for Title III as it
has been. This will be the President's

program."

And so NT fought for it up on the Hill
and we got licked. I think that if we had
been able to go .wdth our compromise program,
we would have so spiked their guns by_showing
a willingness to compromise that we would have
come out with a much better balanced kind of
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situatton in the nqw elementary-secondary
legislation that year."

Cannon was 'disgusted: "The Office of Education excreted

_Title III as if' it were a foreign body The roll-call

vote was,230-185, with Republicans supporting Mrs. Green 154-

26, northern Democrats oppcising her 8-139, and southern

Democrats providing the wgin of victory: 68-20. The House

then easily passed the amended bill ,by a roll call vote of

294422, with a majority of Republicans for the first time in

support.
4

Edith Gr*seen had won, and she had protected the adminis-
,

tration's basic commitments to link federal school aid to an

antipoverty rAionale (Title I), and to veserve the aid-tO.-

the-child mode of spending taxpayer money on religious

schools (Title II). But she had also, in Cannon's view,

"wrecked" Title III by shipping it off to the states, "which

promptly ruined it." And in the process she even managed to

,have jurisdiction over the Teacher Corps remanded to her

Special Subcommittee on Education (the amendment was spon-

sored by Republican John Erlenborn of Illinois), thereby

foiling the adminiptration's strategy of including it in the

ESEA amendments-and Maximizing her bargaining leverage. If

this was an example of what Keppel irritably referred to as

Mrs. Green's "changes of life which seemed to go on forever,"

then it wasn't a bad season's\vark for 'a canny legislator.

The day after the crucial House votes, Quie was heard tO

39Transcript, Harold Howe Oral History Interview, 29

October 1968, Tape #2, 16., LBJ Library.

40
William Cannon, interview with the author, 15

September 1981.
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remark in the House lobby, by reporter John Herbers of the

New York Times, that he could claim partial victory beause

of Mrs. Green's successful "mini-Quie" amendments. Lounging

nearby, veteran Congressman Wayne Hayes replied: "If he won a

'victory, he,was disguised as 'the lady from Oregon."41

, The lady from Oregon was iavaged in the liberal.,press,42

and Cannon's bitter complaint about throwing Title III to the

wolVes was echoed by Dean Stephen Bailey of Syracuse's Max-

wep School, who wrote,Doc Howe on letterheadstationery to

deplore the Green amendment 4n particular' and the typical

arteriosclerosis of state educition agencies in' general.43

cater wrote Johnson that the "victory over Quie was a deci-

sive one," and that 'Mrs. Green's amendments are troublesome, .

but all of them can be ameliorated in the Senate."9 On the

same clay Henry Hall Wilson wrote Johnson that the administra-

56--
41 As quoted $n Eidenberg and Morey, Act of Congress,

212. Hayes was no ideological fan of Edith Green. During
the May debates, Hayes chastized his" own Ohio for being the
6th or 7th richeSt state and yet being 39th in what'it does
for education, and complained that "when we pass these
amendments to give the job of administering the Federal money
back to those state administrators . . . it is like taking a
drunkard who is convicted of neglecting his children and
giving him an extra $100 a month to spend on whiskey, so he
can neglect them some more."

42A prime example is "The Strange Roll of Oregon's Edith
Green and her 'Mini-Quie' Amendments," I.F. Stone's Weekly, 5
June 1967.

43Letter, Bailey to Howe, 9 June 1967, EX LE/FA 2, WHCF,
LBJ Library.

44Memo, Cater to the President, 25 May 1967, Cater
files, Box 38, LBJ Library.
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tion's eight major objectives on the education bill had all

been achieved:

1

1. to defeat the Quie-Amendment or any other
amendment which would alter the basic

concept of the program;

2. to fend off efforts of the southerners to
reduce integration policy to "freedom of
choice";

3. to avoid ripping open to the explosive
point the church-state issue;

4. to preserve the Teacher Corps program;

5o to retain the flexibility of the Commis-
siciner of Education in the Administration
of the basic piece of the program;

6. to position the Republicans with causing
roll call votes 'against parochial schools
and against civil rights groups;

7e to preserve without a position on the

part of the Administration which was not
invol4d with compromise on any of these
points; and

8.,, to get'a 1969 authorization out of the
Congress this year so that all of these
Oroblems would not be a source of nation-
al criticism during an election year.

In my judgment all of these objectives bave
been achjeved. It was very touch and go for

4 .

Gaither wrote Califano of his dismay at he gutting of :Title

III, arguing plausibly tbat the modest $240 million would be

spread sip thinly across the 50 states as to have little or no

45Memo, Wilson to the President, 25'May 1967, EX LE/FA
2, 10-1CF, LBJ Library.
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impact, that the innovative raison d'etre oF.Title III wou

be killed, and that the newTy state-run Title III might turn

into a Republican general aid beachhead." Gaither was-right

on the first two points, but Eidenberg and_ Morey have

taptured a central irony of?,the triumph of the lady from

Oregon in 1967:

4'

The irony of the'1967 education fight was
that Edith Green was more instrumental in prt
serving the basic form of tile education act
than boih the President and the-House Dembcra-
-tic keadership combined. For the past two-
and-a-half years the congressional Democrats
aNthe President have accused Mrs. Green of
being the most troublesome "wrecker",of educa-
tion legislation, but .without her amendments
on tfie 1967 education bill, the sou'ihern Demo-
crats might well have shifted their,support to
the Republicans..on the Quie amendmebLand thus
changed. the whole nature of the act.'"

The Political Origins of Bilingual Education

Overshadowed in 1967 by the epic battle over the Quie

substitute and then over Edith Green's successful mini-Quie

compromise was a drive for a bilingual education, bill led by

Senator Ralph Yarborough of Texas. A maverick liberal

Democrat in a state long dominated by conservative Democrats,

Yarborough had been elected to the Senate in a special

election in 1957, where he won only a plurality in a confused

field of 22 candidates (there was no run-off provision). He

was handily re-elected in the Johnson vs. Goldwater landslide.

"Memo, Gaither to Califano, 26 May 1967, EX LpFA 2,
WHCF, LBJ Library.

47Eidenberg and Morey, Act of,Con6ress, 212.
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of 1964, but in 1970 he knew he would face stiff and well-

heeled.opposition in the primary from the dominant conserva-

tive Democrats. Attracting Hispanic support was crucial to

cementjng Yarborough's fragile New Deal coalition of poor

wilites, blacks, and Mexican Americans." So in 192,A

Yarborough got himself appointed chairman of a Special

Subcommittee on Bilingual Education of the Senate Committee

on Labor and Public Welfare and from that podium he launched

a blitz of Nearings that included a veritable road show along

the Califoinnia-Texas-New York axis. Those three huge states

contained a quarter of the nation's population and, more

important, mdst of its Hispanic population. Yarborough

convinced all five senators to co-sponsor with him the

nation's first bilingual educatfon bill (Yarborough was

joined by Republicans John Tower of Texas, Thomas Kuchel and

George Murp,ht_of California, Jacob Javits and DemocraI Robert

Kennedy ofge.NeW York, plus Republican Paul Fannon of Arizona

and Democrat Jennings Randolph of West Virginia): Thetipar-

tisan political combination was formidable indeed.

Yarborough .began his hearings normally enough in

Washington on May 18 and 19, where fellow senators and co-

sponsors could occasionally. join him to hear an avalanche of

testimony in favor of his bill, S. 428. Most of the testi-

mony Was by ethnic political lobbyists supporting the bill,

rather than by educational experts in pedagogical and

linguistic theory. .Then Yarborough took his one-senator

committee strategically on the road, hearing testimony in the

48See generally Numan V. Bartley and Hugh D. Graham,

Southern Politics and the Second Reconstruction (Baltimore:

Jams Hopkins, 1975).
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Nueces County Courthouse in Corpus Christi (May 26), the

Hidalgo County Courthouse in Edinburg, Texps (May 29, where

his Senate committee was joined by CongreJsman Eligio de la

Garza), San Antonio on May 31, and Los Angeles on June 24.

The summer bilingual- blitz culminated at P.S. 155 in East

Harlem in late July, where Senator Kennedy and Bronx Borough

President Herman Badillo expressed outrage that no Puerto

Rican'was a school principal and so few were teachers in New

York.49 By then the Yarborough effort,was clear: it was for

students whose "mother tongue is Spanish,"'and it would "pay

for programs to impart a knowledge of and pride in ancestral

culture and language," and for "efforts to attract and retain

as teachers promising inaividuals of Mexican or Puerto Rican

descent. u50

Nowhere, in all of Califano's Comprehensive task forcing

of'1966-67, nowhere in Gaither's three inch-thick idea booki

for the President, nowhere on the Friday task force igenda,

was there a recommendation resembling the Yarborough bill for

bilingual education. This was not because the academic

specialists nd the White House staff had not thought of

it. Rather, it was because they 4knew that the laws on the

books (NDEA, ESEA, HE-A, and soon, EPDA) already provided

ample authority for initiating experimental and demonstration

projects in a linguistic field that was' new and controver-

sial. The acute social problem was demonstrable enough, as

49Hearings before the Special Subcommittee on Bilingual
Education of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, U.S.
Senate, 90th Congress, 1st Session, (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1968).

50New York Times, 22 July 1967.
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Commissioner Howe agreed in testony before both the

Yarborough committee and its House counterpart, chaired by

Puccinski: the median years of schooling of Spanish-speaking

Americans was only 7.1 years, as opposeeto 12.2 years for

"Anglos."51 The notion of instructing a small child in a

language he could not understand seemed inherently unfair.

Howe told Puecinski's subcommfttee that experimental

bilingual projects were being mounted under virtually every

major ESEA title, especially I and III, that he had just

appointed Armando Rodriguez as OE's Officer for Mexican-
.

American Program Affairs, that new legislation was not

needed, and that indeed there was danger in the "spotlight"

approach tocspecial legislation for every group. Howe agreed

that the $7 million being spent under Title I in experimental

and demonstration programs was modest (Puccinski called

bilinugal programs an "orphan" of Title I). But Howe also

argued that the proposed $10 million first-year expenditure

for a separate bilingual program amounted to only $6 per

Spanish-speaking child, that OE was already *sending $13

million on bilingual programs under ESEA titles I and III in

fiscal 1967, that the educational needs oe Puerto ,Rican

children in New York and Cubans in Florida and Maicans in

California were different and should not be shackled to a

common program, and thar-,the needs of Korean or Chinese

students were ignored in a Spanish-focused bill. But Senator

Yarborough was not primarily interested in the bloc vote of

Korean Texans.

51Hearings before the General Subcommittee on Education
of the Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of
Representatives, 90th tongress, lst Session (Washington:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968).
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So Commissioner Howe argued largely in vain, forgthe

politicrl odds were too formidable. Howe knew that the

Yarbrough bill at bottom translated into Hispanic votes for

the Senator (and his co-sponsors) in return for a special,

separate, ethnically earmarked, "Hispagic community action

program" to proiide teaching jobs for Puerto Ricans and

Mexicans -- "their hunk Of the action."52 Worse, Howe was

caught in a special dilemma. When opgosing the Quie and

Green proposals that would curtail his authority, the

Commissioner had to emphasize the permissive and flexible

range of his federal reach, with maximum deference to local

preferences. But his opposition to the 'YarborouOibill

-suggested that he could demand toilingual programs from local

distriOts under Titles I and III, whioh Howe wes unwilling to

do, and this played into the hands pi` Quie and Green. Cannon

told Cater that the Budget Bureau stoutly opposed such a

special Hispanic program, and that ESEA Tit1es I and III

already contained sufficient authority, but Cannon conceded

that such ESEA titles depended heavily on local initiative

and that California and Texas had a history of, legislatively

forbidding bilingual programs.53 Gaither agreed, but

conceded to Califano the political dilemma that "it would be

politically inappropriate to thy to get local school

districts to use Title III for this purpose when we are

52
Interview with Harold Howe V, 11 May 1981.

53Memo, Cannon to Cater, 3 July 1967, EX LE/FA 2, WHCF,
LBJ Library.
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fighting to preserve the Commissioner's approval authority in

the Congress."54

With Howe thus severely hobbled in his opposition to the

Yarborough bill, Secretary Gardner appealed by letter direct-

ly to Lister Hill, arguing that existing titles and appropri-

ations-already proVided not only more flexible authority but

also more money than S. 428, that intensive instruction in

English as a second language was a promising approach that

would bp excluded by S. 428's reluirement for instruction in

Spanish, and that S. 428 was straying into the dangerous

ground of ethnic entitlements:

W irmly believe that the language of the
legislation should avoid any restrictions to
persons of particular ancestry or ethnic
origin. S. 428 presents several difficulties
in this r'espect.

Programs assisted under S. 428 would be

limited to sttidents whose mother tongue is

Spanish. Among the activities specified in
the legis1atiolt1 are "efforts to attract and
retain as teacftirs promising individuals of
Mexican or Puerto'Rican descent." The allot-
ment formula is based on the number of persons
of thican or Puerto Rican descent or who have
Spanish surnames.

Leglislation should be directed to persons
from non-English-speaking backgrounds because
that factor -- the langua e problem -- has
educational significance nd that is the
justification for legislati n in the field of
bilingual education. We believe. it is an

important principle that the statue should not
provide that determinations be based upon

54Memo, Gaither to Califano, 15 August 1957, EX LE/FA 2,
WHCF, LBJ Library.
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\
consideration ofrpthnic or national origin (or
surname) per

But political arguments on the Hill are often more persuasive

thart, edueatiOnal arguments, and inNearly August Ralph Huitt

reported to Cater and-Barefoot Sanders that "there is consid-

erable unhappiness on the Committee that the Administration_

is not supporting the Bi1in4ua1 Education Bill.,"55

The Elements of the Coming Crisis

The upshot of,all of this is that the administration

compromised by supporting S. 428, and the Congress compro-

mised by removing the bill's most glaring ethnic entitle-

ments.57 Yarborough eventually lost his re-election bid (he

lost the 1970 Democratic primary to Houston millionaire Lloyd

Bentsen), but the Hispanic lobby basically won. Despite

White House,. HEW, aod'BOB opposition to the Hispanic job-

corps implications of Yarboraugh's original bill, President

Johnson had set a sympathetic tone when he told the graduates

of Howard University on June.4, 1965,that "We seek not just

legal equity but human ability, not just equality as a right

55Letter, Gardner to Hill, n.d., EX/LE FA 2, WHCF, LBJ
Ltbrary:

55Memo, Huitt to Cater and Sanders, 7 August 1967,.EX
LE/FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.

57 S: 428 ultimately, became Title VII of Public Law 90-
247, the ESEA amendments for 1967, which called for its cita-
tion as the "Bilingual Education Act," referred only to
"children )of limited English-speaking ability" and nowhere
specifiedrhnic entitlements.
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but equality as a fact and as a result."58 Given such

political rhetoric in appeal to one group, Yarborough could

scarcely be faulted for designing legislative entitlements to

specifically benefit another. HR 7819 was delayed during the

fall by Senate disputes over busing and HEW fund cutoff

procedures in the civil rights guidelinen So,the conference

report was delayed until December 15, and iniit the conferees

split the difference between the House's one-year and the

Senate's three-year auth6rizations, thereby authorizing

expenditures through fiscal 1970, which had the dual advan-

tage of giving school officials more reasonable lead time for

planning, and ensuring that another Holy Wail over ESEA would

be avoided in the election year of 1968. Otherwise, the

conferees accepted most of the additional new programs in the

heavily-freighted Senate bill, including authorization for

incentive grants, handicapped children, rurasl ar'eas, school

dropouts, school bus safety, and bilingual education. There

was much here that the administration never asked for and did

not want, but Johnson had won on the most crucial educational

battle of 1967, over the Quie block-grant amendment, sq on

January 2, 1968, he signed HR 7819 into law (PL 90-247) as

the best he could get. .

But by the fall of 1967 the whipsaw effect of the con-

tending forces was becoming increasingly clear. The expand-
,

ing Vietnam.war drove the President to attempt to hold down

the domestic budget, but his commitment to rounding out the

Great Society led him to seek start-up funding for new

programs, often at the expense of the old. Also, the

President's devotion to task forcing, to short-circuiting the

58Public Papers: Johnson, 1965, 636,
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bureaucracy (Charles Zwick, Johnson's last Budget Director,

said President Johnson "always had this feeling that you had

.to raise hell with'the bureaucracy"59), led him to continue

to encourage Califano's growing .team to pursue their,task

forcing. On top'of this the Congi'ess kept adding their own

'favorite programs, often mandating new program offices and
-

therebtfurther fr7agmenting the line agencies. 'In response,

morale in .such massive shops as HEW began not surprisingly to

deteriorate; and even the loyalists at the Budget Bureau

began to resent their'growing exclusion from the White House

program plinfipg operation. The crisis was reaching the

acute stage by the fall of 1967, and the' interaction bstween

Califano's staff, William Friday's-major outside task force,

and Gardner's interagency task force illustrated its dimen-
/-

sions all too painfully. ,

59Transcript, Charles Zwick Oral History Interview II,
August 1969, LBJLibrary.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PLANNING-FOR THE FINAL ROUND: 1967448

N'

Campus Visits, Vietnam, and Ghetto Riots: 1967

At the LBJ Ranch in late December, 1966, President

Johnson had asked Califano, McPherson, and.Cater to make more

college trips in 1967 6 order to keep up the administra-

ti.on's contacts with the academic community.1 But early

congressional battles, especially in the House, over such
,

maSor controversies as ttle Quie amendmeni, foreign aid, and

the ole of the poor in running communityoaction agencies so

cons med' White House energfes that, beyond occasional

individual speechmaking forays, the organized campus dinners

could not be launched until late spring, and this had several

unfortunate consequences, as we shall see.

,The agenda for a late spring planning session for the

university trips contained a preamble on the purpose of the

trips, explaining that the White House staff was crisis

oriented and hence needed to talk to "people who have time to

think, to analyze what we are doing and to see problems which

Memo, Cater to the President, 10 February 1967, Cater

Files, Box 16, LBJ Library.
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we are missing."2 It gave as the prime example of the

benefits of the 1966 trips the suggestions that led to the
productive Hunt task force on Child Development, and it

suggested three issue areas for campus discussion. The first

was bureaucratic and organizational, centering on the compli-

cated and often confused federal-state-local relationship, as

recently symbolized by the Quie Amendment and the Heller Plan

fqr federal revene sharing with the statet.3 The second

suggested topic foe discussion with the academicians was the

alienaiion of three groups in American society: (1) Youth -

"is the Nation in anger-of losing a generation of Americans".

[?]; (2) Lower middle class - "their disenchantment endangers

our social programs and social progress"; and (3) Segments,0

racial minorities. The third topic was foreigrraid and trade

2"Talking Points," n.d., Files of Fred Bohen, Box 17,
LBJ Library. The document does not identify its author or
who attended the meeting.

3
The HeTler Plan was first proposed to President Johnson

when Heller was CEA chairman in 1964 (althrough Heller had
raised it within the Kennedy campaign and administration as
early as 1960), and Joseph Pechman's outside task force on
Intergovernmental Fiscal Cooperation of 1964 explored how it
might be put into effect. Johnson toyed with the notion of
tax sharing with the states with few strings attached, but it
was opposed by the Budget Bureau, which preferred strings-s
attached project grants; by organized labor, which preferred
federal to state leverage; and by big city mayors, who
questioned the priorities and competence of rural and
suburban-dominated state legislatures. In 1966 Johnson
formally rejected such tax sharing, but the Republican block
grant proposal amounted to a partisan and relatively string-
less version of the Heller concept.

3.1
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-- or, more precisely, the plummeting public,anl,congression-

al support for foreign aid.4

The topics were apt and serious enough, but they

reflected a peculiarly Washington-centered and White House-
, based sense of the most pressing problems, especially the ,

first and'third. The Quie Amendment and tie Heller Plan and

foreign aid were scarcely at the forefroht of campus concern

in 1967.
D
gGroup alienation was, especially among restive

-

campus youth (mostly white) and rioting ghetto blacks. But

at' all eight\ academ1/2c dinners c& June and July, 1967,
k

Califaho unwisely elected to focus the ilienation question

"partiucarlY [oni the lower-middle class [emphali: added],

and the threat which thi's poses to our social programs and to
b

social progress."5 ' So the acalomIc trips Of 1967 were not
off to a very promising start,fand 'for several reasons that

extended beyond the uneven mesh between pressing campus

4
The administratiOn took a sev'ere battering on foreign

aid in 1967, with Congress both authorizing and appropriating
the lowest budget levels in the 20-year history of the
program, and then attaching to the foreign aid bill restric-
tive amendments that curbed the President's authority to
conduct foreign policy. See Congress and the Nation, vol.
II, 84-88.

5The identical wording for the three lead' issues
appeared in all six of Gaither's discussion summaries
(Gaither, the official academic dinner amanuensis, prepared
the first six summaries, with Ervin Duggan on Chicago and
Fred Bohen on New York preparing summaries in a different
format). Califano's blue-collar alienation issue prompted
some lively and sympathetic discussion at Harvard, where
growing Boston racial and class tensions high-lighted the
danger of whites perceiving Great Society programs as welfare
for blacks. But elsewhere the-alienation question quickly
shifted to/anit-Vietnam feeling on the campus and rioting in
the ghettos..'4.
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concerns and the White House agenda. Clearly, much of the

bloom 'was off the rose for the Johnson administration by

1967, especially on the campuses. Moreover, the timing was

'poor and the format was flawed. University of. Chicago

Provost Edward H. Levi wrote Califano tp urge holding such

discussions during the regular academic year rather than

during the summer, when so many of the best faculty:were

gone. To this frequent campus complaint.Levi added anothei

with so little lead time, preparation, or structure, the

group discussions tended to be unfocused and amorphous --

often "in fact trivial orawrong."6 Finally,. the trips
r

coincided with the massive burst of ghetto Tioting froM June

through August in 67 cities, the worst being in"Newark July

12-17, and in Detroit July 23-28, so the latter campus

discussions tended tolbe consumed by the urban riot problem.

Despite this rather unpromising beginning, Califano

notified the President on June 7 of his schedule, explaining

that he and Gaither would be accompanied by two other White

House aides from a rotatina pool, that they would travel to

and from Washington by military aira-raft so as to be at work

the next morning, and that Gaither would take notes and

prepare summary reports.7 The schedule was as fallows:

61.etter, Levi to Califano, 31 July 1967, Bowen Files,
Box 17, LBJ Library.

7Memo, Califano to the President, 7 June 1967c Bowen
Files, Box 17, LBJ Library. -
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Date lineation Host htnbeik. WI Aides**

June 14 Los'Angeles Warren Christopher 21 Cater, Haffdlton

June 20 Princeton Dean Marver Berstein 14 Bohen

June 26 North Carolina President William Friday 14 Cater, Roche
A

June 29 Yale President Kinglan Brewster 15 NtPherson, Hamilton

July 11 Texas Chancellor Harry.Ransom 16 Ri;che, Sanders

July 13 Harvard Richard Neustadt 13 Cater, Hamilton'

, July 18

July 20

Chicago,

Ned York

i;rovost Edward Levi

MtGeorge Bundy

16 Duggan, Levinson

10 Levinson, MtPherson

0

*
ExCludes White Hcuse contingent

**,
Excludes Califano and Gaither

0

Gaither's five-page summary of the kickoff Los Angeles dinner

not surprisingly .refl ects a rather wandering, disjointed dis-

cussion, one summed up by Stanford Law School Dean Bayless

Manning who observed, as Gaither reported, that,since so few

'hew ideas had surfaced, that must mean that' "(1) everyone

feels that we're on the right track and (2) that the problems

are those of pmmunication and implementation."8 Gaither

devoted considerable space to. youth alienation, especially as

discussed by Stanford's Dean of Students, Joel T. Smith. But

8
All summaries of the 1967 academic diners are located

in the BDwen Files, Box 17, and all' contain lists of the
participants. Gaither did not attend the last two dinner
discussions. The LosAngeles meeting was surprising, how-,
ever, in that there was no representation from Berkeley, but
six attended from the CiMornia State College System (Stan-
1:7:d sent seven, UCLA three, Cal Tech two, plus two' lawyers
and one businessman).
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Gaither summary_only alluded to Vietnam once,'"and this did-
,

not quite square with the aseessment of Sianford-Law Profes-

sor, Thomas Ehrlich, who ,subsequently wrote Califano. that

."most.impokaftt, ihe pale of Viet WM obviouili hung over our

mee'ing," and:.that "those in the universities -- studenti\and

faCulty --- find 6o-one in the Admtnistration who speaki to

them."9 Ehrlich'-recalled a recent a PPearance at Stanford by

Vice President, Humphrey, whose pre5;.red speech never even
rPt.

mentioned 'Viet Nam, *though the ,war was "obviously the

overwhelming concern of all present." When questioned about'

Vietnam from the audience, HumphNey responded "as though the

audience was the RotarY Club International." "In short,"

Ehrlith concluded, "to an'audience that continually agonizes
. .

about the problem of Viet NO; would it not be,better to

reveal the Administration's' own agony than to frame the

matter in black and white?"

And so it went. 4t Princeton, 14 Printeton academics

(eleven,. of them from the Woodrow Wilson School) sharply
,

disagreed with each ,other over the wisdom of discouraging

gutomobiles or lowering the minimum'wage for youth, but even

Gaither'-s summary recorded the consensus that INo intellec-

tual id'academic life and no bright student kils to have

miegivings about Vietnam." John Roche, whoLwas not there,

would doubtless disagree; he attended subsequent meetings at

the somewhat more hawkish southern, campuses at Chapel Hill

'and Austin, where the considerably more hawkish, Roche felt

more at home. In North Carolina, the discussion hewed closer

to the Califano agenda, largely because the host and

9Letter, Ehrlich to Califano, 7 July 1967, Bowen Files,
Box 17, LBJ Library.
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university president, William Friday, was currently chairing

the administration's major outside education task force, but

there was also great stress that "the the most disturbing

thing about Vietnam was the inequitable draft system and the

shelter of the university.'" The Yale group was much more

critical of the hamhanded federal bureaucracy and its

restrictive categorical grants, especially in health,

housing, and university research. This common university

concern for more basic research funds, less red tape, more

student aid (which would allow them to raise tuitions), and

perhaps direct institutional aid as well, seemed, together

with Vietnam, to be almost the only consensual elements in a

sea of random notions and cOMplaints. But they could

scarcely be called exciting new ideas. By July 20, when the

last meeting was held in New York City, the urban riots

dominated all discussion -- although beyond deploring them,

there .was little consensus on how best to respond.1° But

clearly spending more and more billions on a dubious war in

Vietnam while the American cities burned was a searing

paradox that c'rippled Califano's efforts in the trou ed

summer of 1967. As Provost (and economist) William Bowen f

Princeton wrote to Califano, "I am not a supporter of the

Administration's policies in Vietnam. Viewed simply from the

perspective of resource allocation, it seems to be tragic to

be making the investment in Southeast Asia which we are.

,23

10The New York dinner was the least campus-oriented
meeting, with the majority of its impressive assemblage
having no primary campus affiliation: McGeorge Bundy, Burke
Marshall, Pendleton Herring, Alan Westin, Allan Cartter, Paul
Ylvisaker, Mitchell Svirdoff, Wallace Sayre,. David Truman,.
and Gerard Piel.
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making at this time, when the need for effective action by

the Federal Government at home is so apparent."11

There was little that Califano and his domestic staff

could do about Vietnam (Moyers had tried, failed, and left),

and clearly President Johnson's credibility problem and

--reputation for cynical manipulation were rubbing off on

Califano and his White House entourage. In his friendly

"Dear Joe" letter, Stanford's Ehrlich had said "I suspect

that such meetings are held at least as much to demonstrate

the President's interest in the academic community's

judgments as actually to determine those judgments." In

August, the general counsel of DOT privately reported to

Califano a subsequent conversation in Chicago with an unnamed

dinner guest them,:

1. He characterized it as a pOlic relations
effort by the President for the' benefit of the
academics.

2. He doubted whether any of the participants
prepared for the meeting, stating that none of
them felt they had much incentive if they were
qoing to be allowed only five or ten minutes
to present their issues.

3. This man felt that the reaction of those
present was that the White House was not
seriously looking to these people for program
ideas . . . .

4. He said the format was so abbreviated that it
was do, ubtful whether leading academicians

11Letter, Bowen to Califano, 28 August 1962, Bowen
Files, Box 17, LBJ Library.
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could te induced to contribute a real
effort. 12

Such evidence is derivative and impressionistic, as are

Gaither's summaries. But it' seems reasonable to conclude

that even in the absence of particular problems of timing

and war and riots, th-e unstruefeed and time-limited format

for such idea-gathering academic trips was not conducive to

systematic, focused; and sustained analysis of the strength

and weaknesses of alternative policy choices.

Nevertheless, ,on August 7 the indefatigable Califano

reported to Johnson on the eight meetings With 115 of the

nation's leading experts covering virtually every field. He

had written all 115 soliciting more detail on their ideas,

and additionally had scoured the President's ,staff, each

department and agency head, the CEA, BOB, OST, and "bright

young staff people" in general around the government, and

from all this would be compiled yet another massive "idea

book."

When this is completed, I will have a list of
ideas and problem areas for your consideration to
be focused On next year. After that we can put
together groups from within or without the
Government to address the problems. As we did
last year, we will v§e White House staff people on
each of the groups."

Yet the 23 pages of new ideas (one per page, broken down by

proposal, problem, and source) in the Education section of

1 ,2Memo, John E. Robson to Califano, 15 August 1967,
Bowen Files, Box 17, LBJ Library. The complaining guest was
University of Chicago historian Richard Wade, whose concern
for the suburbs seemed to get short shrift.

13
Memo, Califano to the President, 2 August 1967, EX WE,

WHCF, LBJ Library.
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Gaither's idea book for 1967 confirm a judgment that running

about the campuses with a kind of intellectual butterfly net

was a poor approach to legislative agenda formulation. Most

of the selected "ideas" fell into the scarcely novel why-not-

do-more-of-this category -- e.g., more model schools,

experimental schools, ghetto lab schools associated with

urban universities, federal funds for school construction,

comprehensive educational parks geographically situated to

maximize racial and class integration, teacher training.and

instructional materials centers for handicapped students.

There was much merit in all this, but it coiered ground' that

was already heavily worked by the professionals at HEW as

well as by previous and current task forces. A second

cluster of recommendations reffected special university

concerns or complaints, such as deploring grant restrictions

and red tape, the irrationality of the federal distinction

between college and university formal denominations (was

Dartmouth College less worthy of research support than Bob

Jones ,University?), the lack of a National Social Science

Foundation, the need for a more direct involvement of

universities with the various AID programs. Yale's President

Kingman Brewster called for a federally supported loan

program available to all college students Ilith payback over

life based on the amount of income earned. Paying for the

college boom of the 1960s was of course a growing nationwide

concern, but it was already being heavily debated by the

Friday task force.

The closest the White House's entire academic visit

enterprise of 1967 got to identifying ope salient new idea to

pursue, comparable to the intense concern over early child-

hood of the previous year, was the suggestion of Chancellor

31,
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Harry Ransom of the University of Texas at Austin that so
much attention was being concentrated on disadvantaged

children that gifted children were being .largely ignored.

Ransom pointed to his own campus's "Jagged Profile Program,"

wtich identified and admitted applicants who were not well

rounded enough to qualify normally, but whose talents and

inttrests seemed so intensely focused in one area -- to the

detriment of most otilers -- that they held promise of

genius. This concern for the overlooked gifted ultimately

le8.to the appointment of an outside task force in the fall

of 1967, under the chairmanship of Champion Ward, a Ford

Foundation vice president for educational programs.14 But

given the savage summer urban riotinNoplifano and his

colleagues were more interested in using university expertise

to solve urban problems, and this proposed new linkage

invariably took the form of a call to extend the land-grant

college concept to the cities. This was a fuzzy concept that

had been much in vogue since at least the early 1960s, and

President Johnson had himself promoted it in his Irvine

speech in the summer of 1964. But on September 11 Califano

enthusiastically recommended to the President that a new

outside task force be appointed to explore the concept and

report in 1968.15

Nevertheless, far more stale chaff than fresh wheat germ

was reaped ,from the academic visits of 1967. A cynical view

14
Memo, Califano to the President, 4 October 1967, EX

FG-600/Task Forces, WHCF, LBJ Library.

15
1emo, Califano to the President, 11 September 1967, /X

FG-600/Task Forces, WHCF, LBJ Library. Johnson approved, "
I

f
it does not cost a lot of extra money."
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would hold that the idea-gathering.function was ancillary to

the public relations and recruitment functions of the campus

trips of 1967 -- besides, it was a nice excuse for an over-
.

worked and exhausted White House staff to get out of Washing-

ton in the summer. In his memoir, MtPherson expressed a mild

version of this cynical view: "The ostensible purpose [of

the 1967 acedemic trips] was to gather ideas for the follow-

ing year's 'legislative program. I was equally concerned

about the erosion of good feelings between the university

community and the Administration. I hoped thaethe visits

would prove we were open to academic opinions; I was even

willing to say we were dependent upon them."16 McPherson's

assessment of the visits is revealing:

At Harvard, the conversation was good and the
comments were knowledgeable and relevant. Most of
the men around the table spent almost as much time
in Washington, advising departments and Budget
Bureau committees, as they did in Cambridge. They
knew what was politically feasible and did not
waste time proposing utopian measures. They told
us about recent research in education, in the
nature of effective community action, the delivery
of health services, and so on. They put this in
context with current programs and recommended
improvements.

Visits to Yale and the Bay area in California,
where professors tr'aveled nearly as often to
Washington as did the Harvard men, were also
productive. Elsewhere the take was disappoint-
ing. For imany distinguished scholars, the
country's chief problems had to do with insuf-
fieient federal money for research in their
fields, or umnecessary requirements for fellowship
grants. The cities were burning down, the poor
were still going without money, good schools, and

16
McPherson, rolitical Education, 293.
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medical care, the air water stank; but what
really concerned them w .at KW contracted for
research with individual essors, and not with
the department heads, or the other way around.
For several other, scholars there was only one
problem -- Vietnam. All else flowed from it or
could not be remedied because of it.

No evidence suggests attributing a 'cynical view to Califano

and his immediate young staff, whose energy and zeal and

indeed idealism seemed unflagging. But their peripatetic

idea-gathering could serve at best only as prelude to the

more fogded, systematic, and sustained analysis of the major

task forces, which were themselves preludes to executive

branch and ultimately presidential decisions on the fallowing

year's legislative agenda. And in 1967 for educational

policy, that meant William Friday0 task force, which in the

calibre of its membership and th scope and gravity of its

charge easily matched the distinguished Gardner task force of
t

1964.

The Friday Task Force

When in September of 1966, Califano asked President

Johnson to approve a second outside task force oneducation,

he suggested a potential membership that had been recommended

by Gardner, Cater, Cannon, and Shriver. Johnson approved

with the scribbled admonition: "No press leaks -- ask these

men before you select them."17 The appointed group (all were

white males) remarkably resembled the recommended group, the

major exceptions being that William Friday rather than Sidney

Marland chaired the panel, and Harvard sociologist Thomas

17
Memo, Califano to the President, 30 September 1966, FG

600/Task Force, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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Pettigrew replaced David Reisman (see List C).18 The group
4

first met inP Washington on November 22, where Commissioner

Howe briefed them with a candid and critical analysis of the

major problems affecting _elementary-secondary and higher

education and the continuing shortcomings of federal

efforts. At that meeting the group decided to met in

Washington the second Friday and Saturday of the first six

months of 1967, looking toward their 30 June reporting

date. In December of 1966, Friday and'Cannon, the executive

secretary, received at their request a stream of letters from

task force members suggesting major agenda items and issues

to be addressed, and in the next six months Cannon's office

sent, the members a massive amount of literature to digest,

although major diculsion centered on the Coleman Report and

on the Civil Rights ComTission's more recent report, Racial

Isolation in the public Schools, plus OE's report on future

policy recommendations for federal aid to lqwer and higher

education.19

As is the case ,With most such groups, the majority of

the work was performed by a minority, and first-among equals

,was chairMan Friday. But Friday was quick to acknowledge the

crucial role of Cannon, who enjoyed the combination of

eitensive experience and knowledge, a strong will and quick

mind, a similar role on the Gardner task force,la discernible

relish for the bureaucratic short-circuiting possibilities

18
Gaither's best recollection was'that Johnson insisted

on switching Friday and Marland in the interest of regional
spread. Gaither (telephone) interview with the author, 7
July 1982.

19
Most documents on the Fr4play task force are in thili

Cater files, Box 37, LBJ Library.
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LIST C: 1966 OUTSIDE TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION

Members of the Task Force on Education

William C. Friday, President
University 4f Northtarolina
(Chairman)

David Bell', Vice President
Ford Foundation

Lee A. Duhridge, President
California Institute of

Techno ogy

John Fi
Teacher
Columbi

cher, President
s College

a University

Fred liarrington, 'President
Univetsity of Wisconsin

Edwa d H. Levi, Provost
Univ rsity -of Chicago

1Tho as Pettigrew
Assiciate ?rofessor of Social

Psychology
\Harvard University

Sidney Marland
Superintendant
Pittsburg Schools
(Vice Chairman)

Hugh Calkins, Attorney
Cleveland, Ohio

J.W. Edgar
Texas State Superintendant of

Public Instruction

John I. Goodlad, Director
University Elementary School
UCLA

Alexander Heard, Chancellor
Vanderbilt University

Father Walter Ong
Department of English
New York University

Samuel M. Brownell
Professor of Urban Educational

Administration
Yale University

Wiliam B. Cannon, Chief
Education, Science, and Manpower Division

Bureau of the Budget
(Executive Secretary)
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that were inherent in the task force device, and a strategic

location in the Budget Bureau.2° The task force naturally

clustered into lower and higher education subgroups. Pitts-

burg School Superintendent Sidney Marland not surprisin9ly

dominated discussion of elementary and secondary education,

but he was joined by ap unantielpated source of strength in

Hugh Calkins, a lawyer and experienced school board member

from Cleveland. At the task forces third meeting, on

February 10 and 11, an attempt was made to narrow priorities

and force preliminary conclusions, primarily in the area of

lower education (a subgroup was to report later on higher

education). Marland took the lead in exploring ways to halt

the exodus,of able school executives and lb recruit and train

better teachern The group. agreed that the nation's

tiachers colleges were second-class institutions, hut since

taking them on frontally seemed so politically unpromising,

it was thought better to encourage them to convertl'to liberal

arts colleges with higher academic standards, leaving the

teacher training to MAT programs at the major public univer-

sities, and at superior private ones like Johns Hopkins and

Vanderbilt. Major curt:1ç041K changes were needed as well to

reach the lowest quartile of students who were simply not

learning from their classroom experience:.4-0 The task force

agreed that "Much if not all of what the Task Force wants can

be accomplished undq existing authorities in the Office of

Education, National Science Foundation, and other

20Author interview with William Friday, 15 May 1981;
author interview with William Cannon, 15 September 1981.
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agencies."21 But clearly the growing problem of white exodus

could not.

The question of the federal role in combating wh4e

flight raised all the explosive questions of federal control,

social experimentation, busing for racial balance, and the

like, and Harvard's Pettigrew led the arguments to use the

federal leverage aggressively to maximize integration by race

and class. Drawing heavily on Racial Isolation in the Public

Schoolt, as well as on his own research and writing, Petti-

grew argued at the March 17 meeting that class appeared to be

more important than race in determining educational achieve-

ment, but that both whites and blacks were harmed by

segregated education; remedial or compensatory education was

helpful but.limited. What was crucial wa$ true integration

of race and class. This was best achieved when Negro

enrollment in a school was more than 20% but less than 40%,

aild this goal In turn was best achieved by constructing

educat)ional parks on a metropolitan basis that necessiarily

Th

21Memo, Hugh F. Loweth (for William B. Cannon) to Task
Force, 2 March 1967, Cater files, Box 37, LBJ Library.
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would involve the white subUrbs, funded by massive federal

aid as high as $50 million per complex.22

Cannon's minutes of the March 17 meeting merely_

summarized without comment Pettigrew's proposal for massive_..)

arld---M,ghly conditional, federal aid to lure suburbs into
4

jointly constructing educational parks with the 'cities.

Cannon also Summarized, much to his.chagrin,the OE proposals

for the future paitern of f4deral aid:

a general aid to the States, on the basis of a
State plan, consisting of a Federal
supplementation grant and a replacement of
State revenues. By 1970 the Federal
Government would put up $12-13 billion for
this progrim.

o tempor-ry categorical programs to take care of
specia poverty problems, stimulate
innova ion. This would cost something around
$1 bil ion by 1970.

Maximum devolution of responsibility and control tp
the States was the basic theme."

Within the context of Commissioner Howe's proposal to devolve

toward the states his Title III authority, this reminded the

disgusted Cannon of'the old leave-it-on-the-stump-and-run

22"Notes' on the Task Force Meeting, March 17 and 18,
1967," Cannon to Task Force Members,ro 29 March 1967, Cater
files, Box 31,' LBJ Library. Calkini challenged Pettigrew
that, according Cannon's summary"educational parks May not
be the answer beCause .(a) ability rouping -demands may
undercut them and (b) they will in en

.

problem in ghetto areas -- the lack f community institutions
rg sify an already major

-- and may work against Ethel need to make ghettos decent
areas with good living [conditions] and good schools:"

( 23
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propcdals - of the Kennedy admiiiistration.24 T4'e Task force
itself was doubly divided over the question of general versus

categorical aid. At the elementary-secondary level, general

aid made sense because it involved an interconnected legal

system with mdbdatory attendance, and it recognized the

historic primacy of the states in public education. But

categorical grants had the advantages of targeting specific

populations, especially the disadvantaged, of conditional

requirements that states change their financing formulas
which discriminated against cities, and that suburbs

participate in educating jnner-city children. In higher

education, where the federal government dealt with discrete
public and private institutions where attendance was

v luntary afid tuition was required, categorical aid went to

in titutions- rather than constitutional-legal systems, ad
general aid looked increasingly attractive to the hard

pressed colleges and universities, not only for their

students, in the form of scholarships and loans, hut aIso
directly to institutions. The Fri4ay-led subgroup on higher

edUcation, which included DuBridge (Cal Tech), Harrington
)Ik

(Wisconsin), Heard (Vanderbilt), and Levi (Chicago), general-

ly reflected the perspective of the prestigious American

Associatin of Universities, and favored not only expansion.of

HEA Title III aid to weak colleges (they talked exclustvely

abObt "Negro Colleges," although these always represented a

minority of "developing institutions"), but especially of

general institutional aid to the nation's best universities,

especially theyrivate ones.

24
Cannon, interview with the author, 15 September 1981.
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By late April the task force had ieached agreement to:

(1) oppose general aid to elementary-secondary education,,

including,(6-tpek grants of the Quie variety; (2) support

school construction grants to promote suburban/inner-city and

race/classifitegration; (3) avoid stress on minorities and

discussion of racial balance; and (4) support general insti-

tutional aid for universities.25 By mid-May, consensus was

reached On the main recommemOations. For lower education,

these were: (a) radically increased funds for ESEA Title I;

(b) incentives to-tates to change their'allocation formulas;

(c) a curricular "moon shot" effort to improve the instruc-1

tion of poor children; and (d) "A metropolitam school\ .ram-I CI

involving grants to enable cities to join with suburbs in

constructing public schools °in a manner and a place which

would attract a reasonable mix of classes .and races."26

The Friday Task Force met its goal of turning in the

final report by June 30. This impresiive, comprehensive,

secret, 149-page document boldy called for new and eXpanded

federal programs to:

o Double ESEA Title I appropriations over the
next two fiscal years.

Induce states to favor cities i their
allocation formulas.

o Undertake a massive -"moon shot" effort in .

curriculum and instruction to avoid the
"national calamity" that a quarter of our

26Memo, Cannon- to Task Force, 27 April. 1967, Cater
files, Box 37,,LBJ Library. -

260
Status of Education Task Force'Deliberatfqns," 17 May

1967, Box 414, OMB Records Division, National Archives.
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children pass through school without learning
the 3 R's.

o Appropriate $1 1/4 billion to construct city-
suburb schools integrated by race and class in
the 50 largest metropolitan areas.,.,

o Radically increase all present programs of aid
to higher education, and add an unconditional
program of qneral aid to everiZollege and
university equal to 10% of instructional costs
plus $100 for each student.

o Establish a National Social Science
Foundation.

o Experiment with a free freshman year.

Offer college compensatory and remedial
services to minority students.

o Upgrade Negro colleges by pairing them with
nearby white Universities (on an intraregional
FitFei" than the older North-.puth/white-black
model of Michigan-Tuskegee).21

This brief summary of the report's most prominent and

controversial highlights does not begin to do justice to its

scope and detail. But it does suggest the unbreachably wide

gulf between the Friday report's moon-shot ambitions, which

27Report of the 1466 Task Force on Education, 30 June
1967, Task Force File, Box 4, LBJ Library. The internal
debate over the unrestricted general aid formula for higher
education pitted Harrington against DuBridge, with the
Wisconsin president calling for equal flat amounts per
student, and the Cal Tech president for equal proportions of
instructional costs. The final report compromised on a
combination of both, arguing that an instructional cost
formula would be theoretically ideal, but adding a flat pe'r
capita amount would help boost'instructional costs at junior
colleges and four-year nonresearch colleges, where
instructional costs had been unrealistically depressed.
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the President a year beforehad exhorted them to embrace, and

the grim budgetary and political realities of 1967.

On May 20, the members of the Friday task force met with

President Johnson at the White House, together with Cater,

Cannon, 'Howe and Gaither. Friday's,4gcollection of that

meeting is vivid and painfully revealing: *"We talked about

the report for maybe five minutes, and then he spent the next

45 minutes talking about Vietnam."28

Swan Song

SothepowerfulFriday Report, unlike the exquisitely
4

timed Gardner Report, fell upon hard times and resistant

ears. Oh, it did not die on the day of its nativity -- the

elaborately constructed task force machinery made sure of

that. In fact, it enjoyed an unusual gwan song that was rare

in the task force annals, and involved the President care-

fully violating his own iron rule of sOcrecy. The circum-

stances were political, not surprisingly, and centered in

general on the battle over the We amendment and the

Republican block grant strategy, and specifically on the mid-

summer Report of the Educational Policies Commission Of the

28Friday interview with the author, 15 May 1981. Also

painful is the irony of President Friday's subsequent decade-
long battle with the federal ,courts and the Office of

Education, especially under the Carter administration, over
integrating North Carolina's predominately white and black
campuses. Friday had been the task force's most forceful
proponent of the recommendations for black-white campus

pairing as a prelude to "Joint program development, sharing
of faculty, and academic facilities which can be jointly used

. [because] increasing contact andlcooperation between
Negro and white institutions that cank speed later racial
integration." Friday Report, 86.
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normally Democratic NEA, whic a proposal to abandon

categorical aid for state block grants, which would allow the

NEA-dominated state systems to determine expenditures.

Seeking to blunt this alarming defection, Cater persuaded

Johnson to approve a leak to the press, and Cannon persuaded

Friday and his colleagues to agree.29 Accordingly, on August

21 New York Times reporter Marjorie nunter correctly reporte'd

that the Friday Task Force had rejected general aid or block

grants at this time. She also correctly listed all the task

force members, and even quoted accurately from the text of a

report that she was told (incorrectly) was still incom-

plete: "We have concluded that we do not favor general

Federal aid to elementary and secondary education (as

distinguished from higher education) at this time . . . .

Although . . we favor it as an ultimately desirable -- in-

deed, necessary -- objective."30 Hunter went on to explain

in the Times that "The President approved leaking this story,

since it underlines his position on categorical versus

general aid."31

29Memo, Cater to the President, 12 July 1967; Cannon to
Cater, 13 July 1967,'EX FG/600, WHCF, LBJ Library.

30The quotation is from- page 46 of the Friday Report,
Vihich refers to general aid as "a deferred goal."

31New York Times, 21 August 1967. On August 25 the
Times arti5Frinr-rendorsed the Johnson/Friday position, but
755iiTved that the federal government's major precedent for
categorical aid in education derived less from the ESEA of
1965 than .from the NDEA of 1958, and urged the prompt
extension of "categorical emergency funds" to such riot-torn
cities as Newark.
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The Political Editorial of Commissioner Howe

Meanwhile Califano was cranking up the task force machi-

nery again to a summer's fever pitch. He first appointed

eleven new outside task forces, most of which were scheduled

to report well into 1968. Presumably this major effort was

directed toward constructing a legislative agenda for

,President Johnson's re-election in 1968 and the subsequent

91st Congress, and it included Champion Ward's task force on

the education of giftd persons, and Paul Miller's on urban

educational opportunities. But the second session of the

90th Congress in 1968 was a more immediate, known,quantity,

and toward this end Califano appointed 24 interagency task

forces. Witness Califano's drumfire of appointments for the

last two weeks in August:

Date Interagency, Task Force "Chaimo---

Aug. 14 Sunner Program Sargeant Shriveras

Aug. 17 Wtrition and Adequate Diets Charles Schultze

Aug. 18 AdMinistrtion of Academic Science Charles Schultze

Aug. 21 Neld Toms for 1968 Charles Haar

Aug. 21 Health John Gardier

Aug. 21 Quality of the Environment Stewart Udall

Aug. 25 Housing & Urbanjkvelopment Robert Weaver

Aug. 28 Education \ John Gardner

Aug. 23 Manpower Willard Wirtz

Aug. 30 Civil Rights Ramsey Clark

Aug. 31 Child Development William Gorham
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Gardner promptly bucked his education task f

Howe, with *an agenda that consisted of the am

recommendations. Late in October Howe se

interagency task force report on an outside t

that was remarkably cindid in reflectin

frustration, disappointment, anger, and s

federal bureaucracy in charge of the Gr

tional cornerstone. The preamble to t

page political indictment of the re

fragmented, underfunded, overpromise

(with well over 70 legislative auth

100 separate programs in OE alone

other federal departments and ag

rce down to

itious Friday

t Califano an

sk force report

the collective

nking morale of a

at Society's educe-

e report was a six-

ent proliferation of

, categorical programs

riztions and more than

not to mention the 15

ies runn4ng major and

usually uncoordinated educational programs). The Gard-

ner/Howe preamble of political analysis ticked off the major

sources of their agency's and constitUency's deep malaise:

Some of this organizational and programmatic
abundance may be counter-productive of
efficient educational outcomes; in any case,
it generates a large measure of controversy
and bureaucratic struggle, some of it a direct

jiability for the President . . . .

o Because many of these programs came into being
at a time of increasing budgetary s ingen-
cies, very-lei, Federal programs are f ded on
a scale commensurate with what the ngress
authorized or the Administration con,mplated
when the programs were first being .:54.1.ped.

o Because of these generally rest /' 4," levels,
Oft

a Tii4,e share of recent app '7 kions--has
11 .0flowed into the administrattv rstructure

(primarily in the case o ':II°, entary and*" !'

secondary education) at the i a d local
levels', rather than into act

41
f d opera-

tions where heir impact on - 4/ room and
-.:'

gle.
community d be more vi d where they

-. dio A
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would be morg widely appreciated by the
beneficiaries.°4

As a consequence, there was little demand on the part of most

educators for additional new legislation, apart from a

residual support for stringless, general aid to institutions

that had fueled much of therecent conflict over the Quie

amendment. Criticism was mounting over overlapping and

duplicating programs .and "bureaucratic excesses" which

siphoned off funds for teaching and research.

The result is a confluence of increasingly
embittered and frustrated educational interests
which view all new legislative .proposals as
c etitive "gimmicks" .at best or even as "politil-1Ca frauds." "Bold, new legislative programs" with
neg

i

igOble first-year budgets are no longer taken
seriously, either on the Hill or in American educa-
tion at-large.

P.' So Howe 'wrote Califano on October 23 that the far-.

reaching Friday proposals would be "enormously expensive.

The integration proposals would be highly controversial and

32"A Political Analysis of the Background for New
'Legislation in the Field of Education," Tab 1, Report of the
Interagency Task Force on Education, October 1967, Cater
files, Box 39, LBJ Library,.
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probably not politically viable."33 Howe dutifully reported

that a majority of his interagency task force also rejected

for much the same reasons the Friday proposal for a new

program of unrestricted grants to all colleges and univer-

sities, so they proposed instead that a commission be formed

under Secretary Gardner to study the couiplex question of

general aid to higher education. But Howe cheated a little

bit, and added, in his cover memo to Califano, his strong

minority view that the President should present the Congress

in 1968 with a "bold, new" proposal for general aid to higher

education. Califano was intrigued by the notion, and on

November 1 he called in Cater, Gaither, Gardner, and Howe to

discuss the worsening financial crisis in higher education.

He tt*n wrote Johnson that "this is the major problem in

education today and probably the' only major educational

problem which cannot be solved by legislation you have

already proposed and had enacted."34 Califano added that "I

believe that this will produce the capstone for your remark-

able record of sUpport for education in this country . . .

33Memo; Howe to Califano, 23 October 1967, Cater files,
Box 39, LBJ Library. In his report to Budget Director
Schultze, task force member Emerson Elliott agreed that the
ambitious Friday recommendations were too expensive to

contemplate at that time, but he could not resist adding,
full in the Cannon tradition, that the Friday Report's "moon
shot" educational education recommendations "will be success-
ful only if we can construct some functioning interagency
mechanisms so that the contacts which NSF and NEAH have with
the academic and artistic communities can be brought in to
ventilate the stodgy educationists." Memo, Elliott to the
Director, 30 October 1967, Box 413, OMB Records Division,
National Archives.

34Memo, Califano to the President, 1 November 1967, EX
FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.
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If we can devise an imaginative program of basic aid to

higher education, your record of support for education will

be complete and unparalleled in human history." Johnson

approved a directive that Gardner and Howe explore the

alternatives for legislative program recommendations in

December.

A Bureaucratic War

That started a bureaucratic war. 'The, Office of

Education was full of staffers whose categoricel programs

were limping alorig on withered appropriations, and to them

the prospect of a potentially bottomless well of general, aid

to more than 2,000 colleges and universities was appalling.

On November 8, HEW's Assistant Secretary for Planning and

Evaluation', William Gorham, attended a wrap-up meeting of the

interagency task force on education called by Califano, where

it was apparent to. Gorham that "Joe Califano wants the

Congress offered a Proposal for a new Federal program of

general stringless institutional support -for higher

education." Gorham promptly wrote 'Secretary Gardner th'at he

and Wilbur Cohen agreed that this would be a "serious error"

because (I) most of the institutional aid would go to middle

and upper-income groups, (2) such institutional entitlements

were indiscriminate, rewarding both Podunk and Yale, and (3)

the alleged financial crisis in higher education had never

been convincingly ddcumented. "In my judgmeq," Gorham

concluded, "the clear needs of our most disadvantaged

citizens and their children should take precedent over the

oddly inarticulated financial difficulties of/ our colleges

and universities."35 The financial difficultil were real

enough, given the baby boom coming of college age, the
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consequential construction boom, the wartime inflation, and

the eternal shortfall from tuitions, but if they were "O'. ly

inarticulated," it was because the higher education commu ity

was so disaggregated -- by,size, quality, race, sex reli-

gion, region, wealth, and public-verus-private sponsorship.

The Friday task force ha been split by the DuBridge-
t..

Harrington dispute, but theS had been able to compromise down

the middle (with somewhat dissembling logic) on a Solomon-

esque formula that provided for both per capita, flat-rate

aid and'a percentage of cost of instruction as well. But an

institutional holding company like the prestigious Americrn

Council on Education was inevitably paralyzed by such cross-

cutting disputes. Gardner sensed this lack of consensus, and

persisted in opposin general aid to higher education. But

Califano and Howe leaned the other way. So in mid-December a

series of White House conferences was held to try to hammer

out a policy consensus on financing higher education, and the

core of this group consisted of Califano, Cater, and Gaither

from the White House staff; Gardner, Cohen, Howe, and Peter

Muirhead from HEW; and from the Budget Bureau, Director
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Schultze and William Carey, who usually kept notes.36 Other

participants included, from time to time, Shriver, Donald

Hornig, Huitt and Gorham, plus Wilfred Rommel from BOB.

Occasionally attention I:centered on vocational education, with

an apparent consensus that (a) vocational education was

extremely expensive; (b) virtually every evaluation showed

that graduates of vocational schools performed poorly in

comparison with standard high school graduAes; and (c)

vocational proOams were nevertheless extremely popular with

36More often than not, the notes or memos of" senior
Budget Bureau personnel reflected an ironical, antibureau-
cratic, even mischivous tone. Emerson Elliott soberly noted
of the December 12 meeting_that "Gaither, ever the sphinx,
busily took ,notes but made no comment." The following day,
Carey reporeed_mr,ith delicious irony that Gardner and Howe had
denounced any *program of general aid (as ever) "at this
time," but then Howe had introduced a nine-point package that
in effect called for general aid for higher education by
another name. The meeting was interrupted when Califano,
Gardner, and Schultze were called away to deal with more
pressing matters.. Carey *ly recorded: "Absent Califano,
Schultze and Gardner, the survivors addressed attention to
Howe's nine point programs It appeared that the Gardner-Howe
distaste for general aid did not extend tp the nine
points." The BOB note-takers were especially and character-
istically acerbic. 'Carey opposed an adult educational
program as "recreational education for the middle class,"
called a telecommunications proposal "old-fashioned hogwash,"
complained that excessively detailed Federal earmarks actual-
ly discouraged state and local governments from comprehensive
planning, but conceded that the current HEW proposals could
be worse: "We couldn't lose anything -- the programs are
already lousy and we have failed in cut-backs." Memo, R.C.
Carlson to Carey, 5 October 1967, Box 413, OMB Records
Division, National Archives. BOB's Steffen W. Plehn wrote
Carey flatly that HEW's current proposal for undergraduate
financial aid was "a non-recommendation for a .non-program
(i.e., meaningless)." Memo, Plehn to Carey, 6 October 1967,
Box 413, OMB Records Division, National Archives.
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the powerful American Vocational Association, with its strong

alliances in Congress.

There was relatively little dpcussion at the December

conferences of the broad range of issues in elementary-

secondary

education. This was partly because most of them

had been thought tprough and fought through during the first

session of the 90th Congress, and the second session, in

1968, was clearly going to feature higher education issues.

The Friday "moon-shdt" recommendations seemed to be too

ambitious and expensive to consider seriously, and t6 -Friday

school integration propOsals were both budget-busting and

polTcal anathema. In August, ,Califano had empaneled an

.1-intetLagency.task force chaired by William Gorhawto assess

child development in light of the Hunt Report. For an

interagency task force, Gorham's group was unusually large

and peppered with outsiders. Its 20 members included such

weighty public servants as Gorham, Cater, Gaither, Alice

Rivlin, Lisle ,Carter, plus Alexander Greene and Richard

Carlson from Budget; also participating were drie

Bronfenbrenner of Cornell and Nicholas Hobbes of Vanderbilt

-- both former members of thepunt task force. Gorham's

impressive group met thrice in October, and on November 7

sent Califano a 34-page report that summed up the prevailing

mood very nicely in the first paragraph: :In a stringent

budget year, this Task Force devoted most of its attention to

requirements for research and development, to suogestions on

modest expansion or Airdirection of operating (service)
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programs, and to opportunitips to learn more from our

operating programs."37

The key was the stringent budget year, because the

Vietnam war was devouring the Great Society's bud§et.

Califano's Dece er review could find no consensus on an LBJ

"capstone" pro ram of general aid.to higher education. There

wasn't going to be a "bold, new" capstone program for higher

education in 1968, partly because of budget stringency, but

also because there didn't need to be. By 1968,Ivirtually all

of the accumulated higher,educatio/( lpws were up for renewal

and extension -- the NDEA of 1958, the Higher ,Education

Facilities Act of 1963, the HEA of 1965, with all their

myriad titles and categorical- programs with their growing,

triangular linkages of subcommittee, agency, and consitu7

Aency. By 1968, the massive momentum of the Great Society

machine was politically unstoppable. President JOhnsa9 could

propose a bare-bones" budget, but with Pll those clierished

Great Society laws on the books and up for renewal, Congress

would instinctively inflate the authorizations(this excludes

the uncherished ones, like much of the antipoverty war).

5Then Johnson would dehounce irresponsible budget-busting

committees in tongress, but it was a hypocritical rage, be-

cause Johnson had so mastered the camel's-nose system that

the Great Society's vast network of "iron triangles" was

fundamentally predicated upon it. Charles Zwickt Johnson's

last Budget Director, recalls the President's legislative

strategy of minimally funding programs to get their foot in

37"Report of the Task Force on Child Development," 7
November 1967, Task Forces File, Box 20, LBJ LibrarY.
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the door, then relying upon the consituency-agency-subcom-

mittee triangle to jack up future budgets:

The legislative tethnicians, and I include in there
the President and Califano and Wilbur Cohen, were4
of the school that you take what you can get, and
yun. Then they would °come back and sky, "Oh, just
start it with five million or ten million, a foot
in the door." And,if you look at the HEW program,
it's ,just loaded with little bitty programs; Some

of them we haven't funded, but most of them we put
a little bit in and then ihey come back and start

%working . . . Wilbur Cohen, if he were here would
sky, "It's the only way you can get things done.
You grab it and run when you can. You worry later
about getting it funded, at a low level initiall4/6
and once you get the foot in the door you start."°

In 1968, Johnson was to be hoist by his own:petard, not only

on Vietnam, but paradoxically, on,the political, foundations

of the Great Society as well.

.3

38Transcript, Charles Zwick Oral HistorY Interview, Part
II, 1 August 1969, 16470 LBJ Library.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE PARADOX OF 1968

, .4

Tne Economic Dilemma of 1968

President Johnson's firm cOmmitment to construct an

extremely tight budget for fiscal 1969, a deciSion that

foredoomed the major Friday proposals and Caltfano's hope for

, a capstone program of stringless institutional aid for higher

education, was rooted in his Vietnam escalation of 1965. The

annual rise of consumer prices, which had averaged only 1.3

percent during the extraordinkry expansion of 1961-1965, had

soared to 4.2 percent by-1967-1968. The continued strong

growth of the gross national prOduct was' sufficient to

sustain a Johnsonian policy of "guns and butter," but not

, without a tax increase, aril prior to. 1967 Johnson had

declined to propose 'one, apparently because he believed it

wis needed but could not pass. A major consequence of this

inability or refusal to use ftKal policy to restrain the

economy was that a disproportionate share of the burden fell

to monetary policy, %fifth by restricting the money supply

drove,interest rates up and creates.d.a crisis in,the money

markets and hence especially in the housing industry as early

is 1966. A resultant "minirecession" tempOrarth.9 relieved
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the overexpansion in the cold months of 19664967. But by

the summer of 1967, the dangerously overheating economy

prompted the Troika (at this time consisting of Gardner

Ackley of the CEA, Treasury Secretary Henry Fowler, and

Budget Director Charles Schutlze) in June to urge Johnson to

ask Congress for a prompt tax increase. Ackley recalls

Johnson's dilemma in his oral history:

Clearly Johnson wanted to have both guns and
butter; and he felt that it was wrong, not only
in 1966, but also in 1967 and early 1968, to say
that simply because you were having to spend
more for guns that it would have to come out of
programs for the poor, and out of education, and
all the Great Society programs. This just

really hurt. This was one of the 'reasons, I

guess, why he eventually came around to the idea
of a tax increase, so he could have them both.
But he was having to cut the budget well below
what he wanted to do; there had to be a certain
amount of window dressing in the budget about
preserving the Great Society prograTs and
keeping them expanding at least on paper.'

In August Johnson formally asked Congress for a 10% surcharge

on corporate and personal income taxes.

One consequence of this is that Congress fought the

President bitterly over the politically explosive issue of

tax increase versus expenditure reduction, and did not get

around to passing'the highly unpopular tax increase until

1Transcript, Gardner Ackley Oral HistoryAnterview, 7

March 1974, II, 16. See also David C. Mowery and Mark S.

Kamlet, "Killing the Messenger: Fiscal and Budgetary Policy
Processes in the Johnson Administration," paper delivered at
the 1981 meeting of the American Historical Association in
Los Angeles, 28 December 1981.1 Johnson had originally called
for a 6% tax surcharge in January of 1967, but he sent no
specific message or bill to Congress until iiligust. For

Johnson's view, see Vantage Point, Chapter 19.
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Jupe 28, 1968 (it was the first such general tax increase

since 1951)9 which was too late to dampen effectively the

overheated economy, but wag close enough to the fall

elections to inflict maximum pain upon the members of

Congress. Another, more immediate consequence is that

Johnson was thrown into intensive and painful negotiations,

begining in the fall of 1967, with the barons of the Hill's

major financial committees -7 Wilbur Mills of House Ways and

Meahs, George Mahon of House Appropriations, and Russell Long

of Senate Finance -- bargaining a tight budget for fiscal

1969 in order to get his tax increase. During that same

fall, while Congress was stalling the tax increase 'in

committee and the administration's gpen housing bill as well,

the President was also taking a severe congressional beating

on his proposals for foreign aid, model 4Cities, and rent

supplements for the poor. True, the administration's popular

elementary and secondary education programs had been treated

very generously in 1967, with Congress funding $3.9 billion

for OE to spend in fiscal 1968, and authorizing a $9.3

billion extension through 1970, even without the administra-

tion's request. But under the stringent new fiscal circum-

stances, the fate of the higher education programs in the

administrations new budget was bound to be grim.

The Tight Executive Budget for Fiscal Year 1969

An indicatorlof higher education's lean prospects for

fiscal 1969 is Califano's eleventh-hour appeal to the

President, by cablegram to the LBJ Ranch on January 3,

begging Johnson to reconsider, his Christmastide disapproval

of a modest $99 million increase in college studentlid, to

which "Schultze, HEW and I gave high priority." Sayjjng "I am
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not sure I made clear precisely what is at stake," Califano

explained their main reason for appeal by confidential

telegram:

To avoid reducing below fiscal 1968 the number
of entering freshmen who would receive Equal

Opportunity Grants, while continuing aid for
students now receiving it. This is the 4th year
of student aid programs. Thus, to keep the
number of entering freshmen receiving grants
unchanged, it is necessary to increase the
progre. This will not be necessary after this
year.'

Johnson's blunt reply was "Disapprove any increase," which

meant that Great Society support for equal-opportunity

freshmen would drop from 105,000 in fiscal 1968 to 63,000 in

fiscal 1969 even though enrollment pressures were still

growing.

The Preside-144-s Annual Budget Message, sent to Congress

on January 29, called for a $3 billion increase for Vietnam

and a hold-the-line approach for domesttc programs.3

Education spending would rise to $4.7 billion, a modest $200

million increase over 1968 levels, but Johnson's appropri-

ations requests ran generally half below what Congress had

authorized the previous fall. Student aid funds would

increase $53 million to t 1 $574.8 million. But the price

of this was a draticfIash in college facilities construc-

tion from $817 million to $300 million. Johnson heavily

larded the education section of his budget message with,

impressive figures demonstrating expenditure and program

2Telegram, Califano to the President, 3 January 1968, EX
FA 2, WHCF, LBJ Library.

3Public 6pers: Johnson, 1968, 1, 837112.
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growth since 1964, but the real lean message for the

immediate future was clear to veteran congressmen, lobbyists,

and journalists.

When the President fleshed out his education program in

the special message of February 5, he couched it in the bold,

Rooseveltian rhetoric of declaring a Fifth Freedom: Freedom

from Ignorance (to add to Roosevelt's freedoms of speech, of

worship, from want, and from fear). Johnson called for small

increases in such existing programs as Head Start and Upward

Bound (both 0E0 programs), Follow Through, adult education,

Teacher Corps, and a "streamlining" of vocational educa-

tion. He also proposed start-up, seed-money for seven small

new programs, including bilingual education and the Corpora-

tion for Public Broadcasting (both authorized but not funded

in 1967), Stay-in-school dropout prevention, facilities

sharing, and strengthening graduate education. Several of

his proposals coincided with recommendations of the Friday

task force, most notably the facilities-sharing Networks for

Knowledge, pursuit of excellence in graduate education,

Partnership for Learning and Earning in vocational education,

and greater efforts in planning and evaluation. As Roy Reed

reported in the New York Times the same day, the President

seemed to be "searching for programs of initial low cost but

with a potential for growth." Also in the Times Fred

Hechinger acknowledged Johnson's early admission. that "To

meet our urgent needs within a stringent overall budget,

several programs must be reduced or deferred." But then

Hechinger added:

Then he quickly tried to cOunter the
economizing unpleasantness by issuing a call for
changes or reforms which either will require
only a little start-up money or no money at all,
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and another call for some blue-printing of
entirely new actions which will be expensive at
some unspecified time in the future, but cost
nothing now. This second call concerned
primarily higher education.4

It was vintage Johnson. Wilbur Cohen, the old salami-slicer

and master incrementalist, must have been proud of those new

littVe "budget wedge" items tucked into even this barebones

domestic budget -- like Networks for Knowledge, a small pilot

program to provide financial incentives to colleges and

universities to pool resources by sharing faculties, facili-

ties, equipment, and library and educational services (during

the December program and budget/review sessions, Schultze had

attacked Networks for Knowledge as typical of the excessively

proliferated, fragmented, and small categorical programs in

HEW, and especially in OE). Appropriately, Cohen was soon to

preside over the whole salami-sliced, categorical HEW empire.

The Congressional Agenda

Clearly the main educational agenda for Congress in 1968

was no less than the renewal, extension, and amendment of the

three giant higher education acts of the past prolific

cade: (1) Eisenhower's NDEA of 1958; (2) Kennedy's

sthumous) Higher Education Facilities Act (HEFA) of 1963;

and (3) Johnson's HEA of 1965, including the National

Foundation for Arts and Humanities Act. The granddaddy,

4 New York Times, 11 February 1968. The Times unhappily
editoralized on February 7 that "education thiT7Far has had
to bow to the budgetary consequences of the war in Vietnam,"
but that there was a danger in a loss of momentum, and "the
disnlal conditions in the nation's slums and the riots and -

alienation that spring from them are a reminder that this is
not the time for reducing or deferring preventive action."
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path-breaking NDEA alone had eleven complex titles, most of

which in 1958 had concentrated somewhat narrowly on the

security-related fields of science, mathematics, and foreign

languages. Renewals in 1962 and 1964. had, through the

classii American process of pluralistic bargaining, extended

NDEA's coverage to virtually all areas of education, private

as well is public, on the politically appealing but intellec-

tually ,bankrupt assumption that virtually all academic

disciplines are ultimately defense-related. Add to that the

four titles of Kennedy's HEFA of 1963 and the eight titles of

Johnson's HEA of 1965, plus their subsequent extensions by

amendments, and the educational agenda for Congress in 1968,

despite President Johnson's tightly constrained budget, was

enormous in its potential for renewal and expansion.

But Johnson had at least somewhat limited the higher

education agenda by avoiding any radical new departures in

the pattern of federal aid to higher education, such as the

Friday proposal for relatively stringless institutional

grants based on a combination of enrollment and instructional

costs. This was important not because the Friday recommenda-

tions were wrongheaded; in fact, like most recommendations of

the Friday report, they were reasonably well researched,

balanced with compromise, and looking toward the future.

Rather, it was because no consensus existed within the

administration or within Congress on how best to assist

higher education, and that in turn reflected the lack of

consensus in the higher education community itself. The

Friday task force compromise, remaining secret in Johnson's

jealousy guarded task force closet (except to paraphrase the

Vigar of Bray, when leaks of loyalty no harm meant), did not

reflect a broad constituency debate. Opinion within HEW OE,
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the NSF, the Budget Bureau, and the White House s aff was as

deeply divided as was opinion within the academ c community

itself. Clark Kerr, who chaired the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education, was known to oppose general aid to higher

education, whether in the form of block grants:to the states

or tuition tax credtts. But the Kerr Commissi/bn's report was
/

not due until July. Finally, in April of 1967 Secretary

Gardner had appointed an Advisory Committee on Higher

Education chaired by Chancellor W. Clarke Wescoe of the

University of Kansas and charged with examining the rela-

tionship between the federal government and institutions of

highee education and recommending ways to improve that

relationship. But the Wescoe committee was aiso not due to

'report until July of 1968. So under/ the conditions of severe

budget constriction, the disarray of academic &rid constitu-

ency opinion, and the future eeporting dates of ajor recom-

udlmending bodies, President Johnson chose the pr t path, in

his special message on education, of asking the Secretary of

HEW to prepare a long-range plan on federal support for

higher education in America.5

The Collapse.of4trale

But who was the Secretary of HEW? No one knew, since

John Gardner had resigned on January 25, 1968. Late in

December, Gardner had delivered an address at the annual

5At a White House press conference occasioned by the
President's special message on education', Commissioner Howe
bravely explained that the President had "recognized the need
for some form of general aid to our colleges and universi-
ties" and therefore had asked the HEW Secretary to plan "a
totally new strategy" for federal support of higher educa-
tion.
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meeting of the American Statistical Association (trained as a

psychologist, Gardner had formerly-taught statistics), where

he had hinted at his profound misgivings about the course of

American society and the inadequacies of the Great Society:

It does not seem to me that either the
Congress or the public is fully aware of the
alarming character of our domestic crisis. We,
are in deep trouble as a people. And history is
not going to deal kindly with a rich natipn that
will not tax itself to cure its miseries."

Early in January Gardner told President Johnson that he was

determined to resign, and Johnson probed him for half an hour

as to why. Gardner's own account of this painful meeting

holds that he drummed the message across that theLcountry was

falling apart and that-Johnson cOsuld not hold it together.

Gardner recalls that the President responded with a "cool

self-evaluation and a melancholy realism" that belied his

public image as the charging cowboy fullback.7 Also in

January, Budget Director Schultze resigned. By then, morale

in the executive branch, and especially in HEW and OE, which

had accrued so much of the Great Society's programmatic

legacy, was generally miserable. The Gardner/Howe inter-

agency task force on education of 1967 had vented this

frustration eloquently, and the follow-on Cohen/Howe

6John W. Gardner, "Remarks" delivered at the annual
meeting of the American Statistical Association, Washington,
D.C., 27 December 1967. The Cater files in the LBJ Library
reveal a consistent drumfire of memos to the President
reminding him that he had not spoken to his loyal and able
Republican Secretary of HEW recently, and that Gardner
deserved and coula use some presidential jollying-up.

'7John Gardner, interview with the author, 7 May 1981.
Upon leaving the government, Gardner launched Common Cause.
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interagency task force of 1968 bitterly echoed the theme that

there was already an overdose" of underfunded legislation on

the books. Samuel Halparin recalls the fatigue and malaise:

I had the impression, particularly in 1967, 68,
of great haste, great superficiality. And

political naivete of the highest order . . .

the staff work of Gaither and Califano doesn't
begin to compare, for example, to the sophisti-
cation of the staff work that Mr. Cater, engaged
in, let's say, in '64-'65. I have to say that
by '67-'68 perhaps all of us were doing ,sloppier
work. We were overextended, ovrtired, and our
morale left a lot to be desired.°

Part of this growing resentment was clearly directed at

Califano and his aggressive staff of "Whiz,Kids". Witness

Halperin, again:

I think Ar. Califano gave the impression
from afar that he would deal with Secretaries of
Departments Dr with God Almighty -- and then
only grudgingly. Califano went to great lengths

to make decisions. I don't believe he checked
with the President on many key issues. With as
few people around who knew the details of what
was going on as possible, many of the decisions
were made by him with a person such as Secretary

Gardner who did not really know the substance
and the detail of many of the proposals and
couldn't be expected to. I found that Mr.
Califano was arrogant, uninformed, bright but
exceedingly thin because he was spread over such
a broad area.

Part of it stemmed, also, from the Johnson administratton's

increasing resort to the bureaucratic short-circuiting

possibilities of the secret, White House-centered, task force

8Transcript, Samuel Halperin Oral History Interview, 24
February 1969, 1041, LBJ Library.
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device.9 Recall the scorn even of the Budget Bureau's Harold

Seidman, who had been White House liaison for Donald Price's

1964 outside task force on government reorganization, but who

complained about the abuse of task forcing as early as 1966:

Task forceitis ran rampant. At least
forty-five task forces were organized in the
fall of 1966. Papers were circulated on an
"eyes only" basis and when agency people were
included on the task forces they were reluctant
to tell even their bosses about what they were
doing. The Task force operation bred a miasma
of suspicion and distrpkt without producing very
much that was useable."

But the most morale-shattering bombshell of all burst on

March 31, when President Johnson announced that he would not

accept renomination. Although Johnson claims in his memoirs

that he and Lady Bird had decided this as early as 1964, and

that he had told virtually all of his close associates,11

both the press and his own White House staff had long assumed

that such talk represented only a ventilation of normal

presidential frustrations, and that Johnson would surely run

for re-election. After all, he always had. As early as May

of 1967 CaTifano had been gearing up for the 1968 campaign

with Johnson's full knowledge nd approval, detailing Fred

Panzer to compile an accomplishment file, Fred Bohen to work

up expenditure data on domestic programs and federal aid by

9
See Hugh Davis Graham, "Short-circuiting the Bureacracy

in the. Great Society: Policy Origins in Education,"
k Presidential Studies Quarterly (Summer, 1982), 407-420.

°Harold Seidmanw Politics, Position, and Power (third
edition; New York: Oxford, 1980), 91.

11Vantage Point, chapter 18.
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congressional district, Gardner Ackley to collect economic

data, and Alexander Trowbridge (as Secretary of Commerce, he

controlled the Census Bureau) to provide population data.

But how should the considerable time and effort required to

pay for gatherinl and organizing these massive data be paid

for? Califano complained to President Johnson that "The

government (at least on the domestic side) is clearly not

geared to get the type of information we should have for

campaigning and for program planning in a Presidential

election year," but he exclaimed that "It would be a shame

not to use the incredible advantage we have in terms of

information through the use of the Federal Government."12

Califano's solution was disingenuous, though probably not

. novel:

Budget has a management survey fund and since
this is management information which Budget
legitimately needs, I think they can pick up the
tab. This Nshould in no way be related to
campaigning bbcause its need and use are much
more lasting . . . . In this way, we can serve
two purposes -- both political purposes vis-a-
vis 1968 campaigning and program purposes at the
same time.

As they say, Joe Califano was a smart lawyer.

1?Memo, Califano to the President, 10 June 1967, Bowen
files, Box 149 LBJ Library.
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By late March of 1968,Califano had assembled a core of

campaign planners,13 and had assigned to Robert Hardesty the

task of constructing two books designed to assassinate the

' political character of Johnson's two most likely challengers

for the nomination: Senator Eugene McCarthy ("A lazy,

careless attitude; conservative stands; long-time supporter

of special interest grdbps; Betrayer of youth") and Robert

Kennedy ("The hatchet man; protege of Joe McCarthy and his

ruthless disrespect for civil liberties; A man emotionally

and temperamentally uhRt for the Presidency; A Johnny come-

lately on Civil Rights") .14 As late as March 25, Johnson

approved 6brrowing John Robson from DOT to replace Gaither on

campaign planning (Gaither was leaving to practice law in San

Francisco), and on March 28 Robson reported to Califano on a

meeting on LBJ's campaign pogture that worried over the

negative-choice quality of the President's strengths ("More

trustworthy than RFK1 Less disliked than RFK; A stea*, if

unimaginative, hand on the tiller") and over the vulner-

abilities that were inherent in his image ("LBJ's personal

war, and he's stubborn and inflexible about it; A beligerent-

President; Inability to communicate with youth"). Then just

three days later Johnson rendered it all irrelevant, except

13The group included glifano, Gaither, Bohen, Cater,
McPherson, Panzer, Hardesty, John Roche, Matthew Nimetz,
Stanley Ross, DeVier Pierson, Charles Maguire, Lawrence
Levinson, Edward Hamilton, William Jordan, George Reedy,
George Christian, Thomas Johnson, Lloyd Hackler, and
Robson. In The Vantage Point Johnson claims that he tol
George Christian of bis decision in September of 1967.

14mem-o Hardesty to Califano, 26 March 1968, Bow
files, Box 14, LBJ Library. As John Dean was later
exclaim, "They throw big rocks in this town."
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for Vice President Humphrey, who inherited all the planning

along with a politically disastrous legacy..

A Vast Contradiction

By the spring of 1968, then, the discredited Johnson

Administration appeared to be in a 'State of exhaustion and

collapse, with the country disolved in ghetto and campus

rioti and massive demonstrations against the war in

yietnam. The Kerner Commision turned its guns on the

embittered'Johnson, at least implicitly; the campuses erupted

in violence; and when Martin Luther King was murdered, the

ghettos expoloded again, especially in black-majority

Washington and nearby Baltimore.15

In April, Johnson launched Califano and his staff on an

intensive mission to explore how best to establish his school

of public affairs, to be set next to his presidential library

on the campusof the University of Texas at Austin.16. In

May, Johnson kindly rejected an offer to pecome Distinguished

Professor of Government at his alma mater, Southwest,Texas

15See Hugh Davis Graham, "On Riots and Riot Commissions:
Civil Disorders in the 1960s," The Public Historian (Summer
1980), 7-27.

16Califano, Gaither, and Levinson solicited and reported
to the President the advice of public affairs deans Brewster
Denny (University of Washington), Stephen .Bailey (Maxwell),
Donald Price (Kennedy), Marver Bernstein (Woodrow Wilson),
plus Rithard Neustadt at Harvard and Wallace Sterling at
Stanford. Sterling, who had recently retired, recounted

Stanford's embarrasslng difficulties with the intrusive
Herbert Hoover, and Johnson was unanimously advised not to
make the dean's job impossible by meddling in academic policy
br administrative matters, and not to accept appointment as a

, member of the faculty: 'other than perhaps as occasional

lecturer.
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. State College in San Marcos, and accepted instead an offer to

join the University of Texas as Distinguished Lecturer in

.Public Affairs.17 Such exhaustion, l'oss of focus, and

general disarray fits comfortably with our modern understand-

ing of the cyclical flow and ebb of,presidential power, and

especialiy ofj recent lame-duck administrations. 18 As

President Johnson told Harry McPherson:

You've got to give it all you can, that
first year. Doesn't matter what kind of
majority you come in with. You've got just one

,

year when they treat"you right, and before they
start worrying about themsekves. The third
year, you lose votes . . . . The fourth-year is_
all politics. Yop can't put ariything through,
when lialf the Coless is thinking how to beat
you. 19

But instead of lame-duck collapse, Johnson's Gre Society

agenda, especially in education, roared through the Congress

like a flood in 1968. How can we account for so vast a
/

contradictiOn? The explanation lies paradoxically in a

combination of two fakes that are themselves ostensib4

contradictory. One force Alepresented th e great momentum

established by the Great Society's legisl tion machinery,

centering on the task force device, but deeply rooted,in the

17Letter, [President] James K. McCrocklin to the
President, 27 May 1968, EX PP.14, WHCF, LBJ Library. f'Letter,
Johnson to [Regent Chairman] Frank C. Erwin, Jr., 18 May
1968, EX PP 14, WHCF, LBJ Library.

18
The standard analysis, and deservedly so, is Thomas E.

Cronin, The State of the Presidency (second edition; Boston:
Little, Brown, 1980). Crohin was a member of Johnson's
premier class of White House Fellows.

19Quoted in McPherson, A Political Education, 268.
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modern presidential initiative in forming legislative agendas

that began with Frankliz Roosevelt. The" second force

represented the reassention of Congressional, initiative,

which predated President Nixon's problems with Watergate and

the saucy freshman Democratic "Class of 1974." The

reassertion of Congressional authority surged in the spring

of 1968, when powerful congressional conservativies bled

.Johnson for his tax increase, and successfully extracted as

its price a $6 billion reduction in fiscal 1969 spending and

a cutback of 245,000 in civilian employees in the executive

branch. This was a protracted and brutal fight, and although

Johnson treats it as a great victory in his memoirs, in fact

he was badly bloodied by the resurgent Congress.2°

Iron Triangles

So why did we not get political paralysis in 1968,

instead of the massive harvest of renewed Great Society

legislation, especially in education? The major reason.is

that the overlapping educational constituencies had by the

late 1960s formed their iron-triangle relationships with the

congressional subcommittes and the executive agencies and,

lacking any fundamental divisions in political issues

Johnson's higher education amendments proposed mostly a

little more of the same across the board, avoiding the big

battle over aid to institutions or to students that raged

during the early Nixon administration -- the administration's

1968 proposals for renewals and amendments and minor modffi-

20President Johnson was so badly burned by the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 (NR_15414 PL 90-364)
that he signed the bill into law on June 28 in private,
without the customary ceremonies.
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cations and a few tiny "budget-wedge" new programs went

crunching through the congressional machinery with only

diversionary congressional battles over drafting graduate

students and withdrawing federal financial support from

rioting stbdents. The Congressional season featured the

customary conflicts between Oregon's interpersonally hostile

but politically stalwart Democratic friends of federal aid to,

education, Edith Green and Wayne Morse (Mike Manatos wrote

Barefoot Sanders on April 27 that "Morse will never do

anything which gives the impression he will take direction

from 'that woman"). Morse raged that in 1967 the Congress

had authorized $6.489 billion for education in 1968, but that

the Johnson administration had requested only $3.791 billion

under the same legislation for fiscal 1969, and that in the

big push for higher education, the administration had

retreated from the $1 billion commitment of 1960 to a mere

$700 million for 1969. Most cuttingly, he asked how the

Budget Bureau measured "the value of the life 6f one American

Boy against the lives of a number of Viet Cong, the education

of the boys and girls of this country against the present

regime in South Vietnam, and the future of thrlives of our

boys and girls against national prestige0"21

After lengthy spring hearings, the House on July 25

passed the Higher Education Amendments of 1968 (HR 15067) by

a thundering roll-call vote of 389-15. It included new

authorizations of $905,270,000, and its.total,authorization

was $2,458,270,000 for fiscal 1969 and $2,788,730,000 for

fiscal 1970. PreOdent Johnson's fiscal 1969 budget request

21Quoted in Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 1968, 493.
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had been only $995.8 million for the same programs.22 By the

September 25.Senate-House conference, the Congress had agreed

to approve and fund and extend and renew and expand a

cornucopia of education programs that included school

breakfasts, the Indian Bill of Rights, bilingual-bicultural

education, Stay-in-School drop out prevention, Networks for

Knowledge, facilities-sharing, college remedial tutoring,

increased student loans and scholarships, Talent Search,

college housing, Education for the -Public Service, inter-

national education, Teacher Corps, 1,7w ;school clinical

experience, Arts and Humanities Foundati6n -- the list

rat-ties on. There were no majoi new programs, but the

venerable NDEA, HEFA, and HEA were renewed and expanded, and

seven new small programs were authorized. On October 16,

Lyndon Johnson signed the Higher Education Amendments and the

Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 -- the 59th and 60th

education laws of the Johnson administration.

Clearly, ,Lyndon Johnson instinctively understood the

coalescence of "iron triangles" linking constituency group,

agency, and subcommittee in a symbiotic. embrace.23 Indeed,

Douglass Cater had written one of the major books on the

alliance-formation process, whereby clientele groups forged

enduring bonds of mutual interest with congressional sub-

committees who authorized programs affecting their interests,

22Congressional Quarterly Almanac, 1968, 498..

23See J. Leiper Freeman, The Political Process (New

York: Random House, 1965).
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and with agency officials who ran them.24 The classical

examples of iron 'triangles have been the .agricultural

extension network0 and the Army Corps of Engineers, and

Harvard's Hugh Heclo is right to remind us that the U.S.

Office of Education Is not the Army Corps of Engineers.25

But what the iron triangles did tO Lyndon Johnson's austerity

budget in education in 1968 is best summed up by Budget

Director Charles Zwick:

I was talking wtth one of the senior civil
servants in the Budget Bureau two days ago, it
was'the day after that education vote in the
House, and he said, "My God, Charlie, they talk
about the military-industrial complex, you
should have seen those educators there. They
were hanging from the rafters, and they really
do have muscle." . . . I've always said that if
there was ever a "seventh day in May" after the
military took over there'd probably be a counter
revolution by the librarians, who would probably
capture and run the country for the next hundred
years. The librarian lobby is terribly power-
ful. They've got all the book publishers, the
libraries and tilt, universities and everybody
else pushing here."

An acknowledged master of the legislative process and

the levers of power, Johnson was also a master (if earthy)

raconteur who cherikped a revealing metaphor about the

24Douglass Cater, Power in Washington (New York:
Vintage, 19641.

25Hugh Heclo, "Issue Networks and the Executive
Establishment," in Anthony King (ed.), The New American
Political System (Washington: American Enterprise Institute,
1978), 87424. See also Heclo, A Government of Strangers
(Washington: Brookings, 1977).

26Transcript, Zwick iral history Interview, 1 August
1969, II, 17.
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momentum of, legislative interest groups. Cater recalls

Johnson's fondness for the yarn about the country boy who on

first seeing a locomotive, doubted that they would ever get

it going. But when he saw it build up steam and roar down

the tracks, he said: "They'll never stop her."27 By 1968,

neither Johnson's bare-bones budget nor the Vietnam war nor

the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act could stop hers. Nor

could President Richard Nixon, whose efforts to repeal the

Great Society in education ultimately and ironically led to

the bPeakthrough decision in higher education aid that

Johnson had avoided in 1968.28 Charles Lee left Morse's

staff and used his intimate familiarity with the educational

constituencies and the ways of the Hill to ramrod during the

1970s the Committee for Full Funding of Educational Programs,

an exceedingly effective lobby with an. unusually frank

title.29

But by as early as the spring of 1968, the Johnson

administration's Great Society had evolved from the unique

steamroller of 19644965 into an essentially modern form of

27Cater, "The Poljtical Struggle for Equality of
Educational Opportunity," i!ItIlWarner (ed.), Toward New Human
Rights, 335.

281wo able analyses are Lawrence E. Gladieux 'and Thomas

, a

R. WolaniAf Congress and the Colleges (Lexington, Mass: D.C.
Heath, 1 6), and Chester E. Finn Jr., Education nd the
Presidency (Lexington, Mass: D.C. Heath, 1911).

29Stephen K. Bail'ey, Education Interest Groups in the
Nation's Capital (Washington: American Council on Education,
TOT)ITITOWIFTilterview with Charles Lee, 30 June 1981. In

the 1970s, Lee concentrated on lobbying the appropriations
,committees, much as the educaXion lobbies had won over the
authorizatioq committees in the 1960s.
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embattled Presidency that predated President Nixon and

Watergate, with whom we customarily associate its

attributes. These feature an economy characterized by

inflation, high interest rates, and a worsening balance of

payments. The President tries to hold down the domestic

budget, and he battles a resurgent Congress, where iron

triangles and entitlement programs threaten growing budget

deficits, and presidential prerogatives in budgeting and

expenditure are sharply challenged by such congressional

initiatives as the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of

1968 and the-Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act

of_1974. Of course, the emerging pattern of 1968 was only a

faint image of what it was to become. It is ironical that

the relative immaturity of iron triangles in eduction in the

early 1960s provided the initial Great Society task forces,

which through secrecy were considerably screened from the

triangular base of agency-subcommittee-clientele group, with

unusual room for innovative maneuver. But by the end of the

Johnson administration, the very proliferation of Great

Society categorical programs that task forcing had spurred,

in turn reinforced the igrowing triangular networks with a

vested interest in maximizing their benefits by pressing

willing congressional authorizing committees to exceed by

large margins the President's budget requests, especially in

education. By mid4968, the vigorous campus-visit, task-

forcing cycle would seem scarely appropriate to the new

circumstances. But by then the pattern Mas strongly

ingrained.
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Lame Duck Campus Visits

President Johnson's withdrawal on March 31 in fact did

not fundamentally alter the White House's cyclical pattern of

early summer academic visits and late.summer through fall

interagency task forces, although it did sensibly preclude

the creation of new outside *sk forces to rep6rt to ,pi

unknown new President in 1969, and it did alter the agenda

for the campus visits. Beginning in late May Califano and

his colleages held academi meetings in New York, Stanford,

Cambridge, Austin, Pri,neon, Brookings, Chapel Hill, and New

Orleans (a dinner scheduled foi" Yale was cancelled, although

in his letter of apology to President Kingman Brewster,

Califano did not explain the nature of the "mix-up" for which

he was apologizing). Califano's- agenda was limited to

seeking advice on two topics: (1) a study of the Presidency

that President Johnson thought should be made., and (2)

possible valedictory Presidential addresses late in 1968

covering the country's major domestic and foreign problems.

Matthew Nimetz kept the minutes of the Cambridge meeting, and

they reveal the kind of critical scrutiny that the

President's two proposals deserved from Harvard's distin-

guished faculty. First came Dean Price on the proposed

presidential study:

Don Price wondered about its basic purpose. He

could see the value of the study for an incum-
bent President, or for an incoming President.
But it is hard for an outgoing President to have
real influence. The Hoov r Report is a bad
example because Hoover prep red it believing
that Thomas Dewey would be e.ected President.
The real issue is whether the new Pusident will
want to follow the recommendations."

Everybody present agreed that if such a study were to be

done, it would need a public blessing from the new President,
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yet it should be started well before the election. 'Price and

Richard Neustadt agreed that the most effective model was the

Brownlow Committee, a tightly-controlled, three-man committee

with a small but excellent staff. The study should not be

controlled by the President, although it might well be

symbolically sponsored by ,the three living ex-Presidents.

But could you usefully study the Presidency without also

studying Congress? Would it not properly take several years

to complete?

When a slightly different Harvard group reconvened for

an evening meeting on the question of outgoing Presidential

speeches, Neustadt led off:

Neustadt began the evening meeting by noting
that he had drafted President Truman's State of
the Union Message of 1953. He remarked that
nobody noticed it, and that this is usually the
problem of the outgoing President. Everyone is
interested in what the new President will say

and not in the advice of the old President..

Neustadt also observed that Johnson's role 'would differ

according to whether he was succeeded by a Republican or a

Democrat.

For example, President Truman was tempted by two
strategies: to cut the budget so that the
Republicans would have to raise it, 'or to send
up a big budget 'out of which the Republicans
would have to cut attractive items. Actually,
he did neither of these._ Neustadt said that if
Humphrey is elected, he might want the President
not to say very much because failure to act on
LBJ's recommendations might be embarrassing.

30Minutes, Cambridge Meeting, 3 June 1968, Academic
Dinner files, WHCF, LBJ Library. Attending from the White
House staff were Califano, Cater, Gaither, and Nimetz.
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Historian Ernest May asked about the purpose of these

Speeches. Was it to heft), the new President or to speak to

history? Why not simply ute the major formal addresses that

are available -- the State of the Union address, the Economic

Report, and the Bud4et Message? Toward the end of the campus

visits, Califano occasionally added to the agenda a third

question: what actions might the President take before

leaving office? But this was rarely helpful, since a room

full of professors (plus customarily a small scattering Of

businessmen, foundation executives, and church leaders)

typically produced a cacophony of favorite themes, or such

unlikely suggestions as "Admit that Vietnam was a mistake and

pull out," or "Fire J. Edgar Hoover and,General Hershey."

But in general during the spring and early summer of

1968, when Johnson's White House turned to the best and most

experienced political minds in the academic tommunity, the

President received sound advice: he should not associate

himself too closely with the new LBJ School of Public

Affairs, nor with any study of the Presidency that his

unknown successor would inherit, and the proposed series of

valedictory addresses was frought with pitfalls. Clearly

Lyndon Johnson was struggling with a very large and wounded

ego; it is to his credit that 'ultimately he avoided inflict-

ing these potential wounds either upon himself, upon his new

school of public affairs, or upon his successor administra-

tion.

Lame Duck Task Forcing

In the fall of 1967, the tireless Califano had appointed

two final outside task forces on education that were due to

report in the summer of 1968. On June 30 F. Champion Ward,
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who was vice president for education and research for the

Ford Foundation, sent President Johnson the Report of the

Task Force on the ,Education of Gifted Persons.31 It was a

handsome, 43-page-, typeset report that convincingly demon-

strated the costs to society of failing to identify and

encourage the unusually gifted child. Most of its recommen-

dations were directed toward the states, communities, and

private institutions; the only recommendations for the

federal government were that the President create, a Center

for the Development of Exceptionally Talented Persons in HEW,

appoint an advisory council, and convene a conference. But

it was far too late for Lyndon Johnson's adMinistration to

respond even_ to such modest initiatives. On January 6, 1969,

Califano, in tidying up his affairs, sent Johnson another

copy of the Ward report, with a cover memo that summarized it

in a supportive way, but made no recommendations.

Also in July of 1968, Paul Miller submitted his 72-page

task force report on Urban Education Opportunities.32 Miller

requested releaslng the report to the public, and while the

predictable presidential response was a4.esounding "No," it

was just as weii, for the talented task force had failed to

articulate its understanding of the urban land grant

extension model. That is, it had been unable to explain how

colleges and universities can or should play a major role in

31Talent Develo ment: An Investment in the Nation's
Future, u y Tas orces e ox L J rary.

32Since Miller was Assistant Secretary for Education, he
submitted the report to Califano through Secretary Cohen.
Memo, Miller tO the Secretary, 5 July 1968; Cohen to
Califano, 17 July 1968, Task Forces file, Box 9, LBJ Library.
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solving complex urban problems.33 The Budget Bureau's

analysis of the report was devastating, finding the task

force's concepts to be "nebulous" and "elusive."34 On the

report's first recommendation that funding be substantially

increased for all federal education programs for the urban

disdavantaged, the TOB analysis commented that "This

recommendation appears to be more a piou's hope than a firm

proposal. No specific funding levels were suggested. No

order of priorities was given." Second, the report's major

new program recommendation was for an Urban Education

Services Act that would have the Secretary of HEW give grants

to an "urban education service' agency," a local group

consisting of one or more colleges or universities, state

and/or local government agencies, representative community

grOups, and elementary and secondary governing bodies. These

amorphous groups would somehow be convened and led by the

higher education institutions, with $5 million start-up

grants in 50 or more major cities. But, there was no clear

suggestion .of what these new agencies would actually do,

other than to get together and collaborate. BOB's analysis:

. . . the recommendation essentially proposes a
mechanism rather than a program. There is no
description of what specifically should be done
in the cities. Tfii task force assumes that out
of the interaction of the various local groups,

33The 13-member task force contained five college and
university presidents, plus William Cannon (by -then

Director of the National Endowment for the Arts); Wi on

Riles, the prominent black educator from California; and was
vice-chaired by Hale Champion.

34Memo, B.H. Martin tO the Direstor, 14 November 1968,
Box 413, OMB Records Division, National Archives.
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some good programs will be developed. We doubt
that such "interaction" under the leadership of
academics will result in the solution of many
urban problems.

The Budget Bureau analysis concluded with the observation

that the HEW budget submission for the 1969 legislative

program contained none of the Miller recommendations. And

for good reason.

But if the outsfde task forces were petering out in the

summer of 1968, the interagency task forces were being once

again appointed by Califano at a substantial level that

approached that of the previous year. Having appointed 24

interagency task forces in 1967, the indefatigable Califano

appointed 19 more in late 1968, on topics as disparate as

marine science product test information, workman's

disability income -- and two more on education.

Academic Science and the Rivlin Report

One interagency task force focused exclusively on higher

-education, and is listed in Nancy Kegan Smith's research

guide at the LBJ Library as the Task Force on Higher

Education and the Administration of Academic Science and

Research Programs. But the documents inOicate that the

effort actually began fn August 1967 when Califano appointed

Schultze to head a study of scientific research only, and to

report in time to recommend a program for the second session

of the 90th Congress. The campus visits had abundantly

demonstrated that university research professors were

dismayed by the cutbacks in research funding that had

accompanied the corresponding growth of nonresearch funding

for higher education, as in a zero-sum game, and by generally

increased delays, red tape, complex and contradictory
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administrative requirements, and short-notice funding. Rut

the problem was too complicated for such a timetable, and

Schultze was leaving the BOB, so on October 11 Califano

replaced Schultze with Ivan Bennett, Deputy _Director (to

Donald Hornig) of the Office of, Science and Technology, and

gave him until June 1, 1968, to report. But this still

wasn't enough time. Bennett would not report until October

22, by which time it was too late for useful program formu-

lation, especially since a Republican administration was

elected shortly thereafter.

The Bennett report conceded most of,the charges leveled

by academic researchers, but its Only major recommendation of

immediate significant impact was to call for more money for

the NSF in the fiscal 1970 budget (the highly regarded NSF

accounted for only 15% of federal academic research funding,

the lion's share coming from such large mission agencies as

Defense and HEW).35 Bennett also called for three-year

"indicative planning" to help relieve the unstable, short-

range funding problem, and also for some possible reorganiza-

tion to strengthen scientific research, primarily through an

upgraded OST or even perhaps a new cabinet level Department

of Higher Education and Science. But at a December 11 White

House meeting on academic .science and higher education, it

was decided to leave the Bennett report as a "transition

item," especially in light of the anticipated efforts of the

Nixon administration in government reorganization (under the

35Report of the Task Force on the Administration of
Federal Program of Academic Science, October 1968, Task

Forces file, Box 27, LBJ Library. The report contains the
two Califano memos of appointment, and also the Budget Bureau
analysis by Hugh Loweth, dated October 25.
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A

leaderkhip of Litton Industries executive Roy Ash, th'e Nixon

administration did substantially reorganize the Executive

Office of the President, upgrading the program planning

function of a heavily staffed Domestic Council, and downgrad-

ing the Budget Bureau to an Office of Management and Budget

assigned to administrative functions only).36

The same December 11 meeting discussed the "Rivlin

Report" on a long-range strategy for fe'deral financing of

higher education, which was not submitted to Gaither until

December 4 by Alice M. Rivlin, who was Assistant Secretary

for Planning and Evaluation at HEW. At the heart of the

Rivlin Report was a coMpromise formula, similar in spirit to

the Friday report recommendation, that would, combine a

broader program of Equal Educational Grants to needy students

with dtrect institutiohal aid in the form of a cost-of-

education allowance.37 The needy full-time students ,would

receive a grant ranging from $200 to $1,500, depeAing upon

family income, and the cost-of-education institutional

allowance would be 35% of all individual federal grants.

Rivlin also proposed the National Student Loan Bank, a

nonprofit private corporation to be estabished by the U.S.

Government, which would replace the guaranteed student loan

program. The NSLB would issue itstown securities to raise

36Meeting notes of Emerson Elliott, 17 December 1968,
Box 413, OMB Records Division, National Archives. Gaither
presided, and the attendees included Cohen, Bennett, Rivlin,
Howe, Zwick, Hornig, Carey, and Elliott. On the Nixon
reorganization, see Otis Graham, Toward a Planned Society,
chapter 5.

3711Toward a Long ange Plan for Federal Financial
Support for Higher Educa n," December 1968, 26, Task Forces
file, Box 27, LBJ Library.
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capital for student loans at fixed rates, with interest paid

by the federal government during enrollment. The Friday task

fOrce had recommended a similar measure. Such a prOgram
. -

would be especially appealing to the middle class_ and to

expensive private institutions. At the White House meeting

om December 11, there was general agreement on the artful-

balance of the Rivlin proposals. But they would be extremely

expensive, and William Carey cautioned that theie.was still

no resolution of the strong contentions within higher

education, so the Rresident should not be led to believe

otherwise. It was decided that there would be som4- mention

of the recommendations in either the Economic Report or. the

State of the 'Won Message, and th4t the Rivlin Report would

be publicly released as a further stimulant to national

debate on tn8 issue -- which it was.

The Last great Society Task Force on Education

Filially, when Cohen was asked to chair the 1968

interagency task force on education, he promptly bucked the

chairmanship down to Howe, after the manner of Gardner. The

dispirit0 groupflonly met twice,' and its rather perfunctory,

ten-page report of October 11 suggested a generalized

weariness and resentment.

The Task Force did not consider the implications
__of iAcrPased funding of existing authorities on
our tfation's schools. In addition, no attempt
was made to. balance the importance of such
_increased funding of certain programs (such as
Title I of thellefilentry and Secondw.y:Education
Act and the .Education Professions Development
Act) against suggested new programs or areas of
interest. There is some feeling in the Task.
Force that Federal education ,programs now in
.place are adequate to meet most,of the needs of
the schools if they could be funded at higher
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levels. We have an durdose of underfunded
legislation on the books.'°

The Budget Bureau's analysis of the report regarded it as "a

tidying up of the Federal Government's education affairs,

program consolidation, and relat e1 minor amdndment of

existing programs.. Costs would ,be'l w or deferred until

1971. Many of the recommendations could be'acc mpli hed

administratively."39 But it would be wrong to su gest a

pict6re of total bureaucratic exhaustion and despair, for

these were professional civil servants of a generally high

calibre. They no longer paid much heed to the recommendations

of outside task forces -- indeed, by 1968 there wasn't much

left to pay heed to -- but their internal bureaucratic

machinery nevertheless generated 23 program proposals in

their report and three of them were new programs of

substantial import: (1) an ambitious new Day Care and Child

Development Act, with comprehensive care available to all

children; (2) school constrcdction grants, with federal deft

service' payments; and (3) extending, adult basic education

eligibility from the 21 million with less than, an eighth

grade education to the 64 million who had not graduated from,

high school. None of tHese potenttblly very expenstve

programs got by the BudOt Bureau or the White House in

transition, but it shows that, despite the general malaise

and ispiritedness of a defeated administration, neither the

'senior career civil servants tior the political appointees,

38Summary Report, White House Task Force on Educatioft,
11 October 1968, Task Force file, Box 27, LB') Library. /

39Memo, R.C.' Carlson to the Director; 21 November 1968,
Box 413, OMB Records Division, National Archives.
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were moribund. Indeed, the Great Society's legislative'

machinery was formidable even/in defeat and disarray. As

Lyndon noted with pride in The Vantage Point,.his grand total

of 207 Great Society laws "kept coming right to the end."4°

Exit January 1969

On the day following Mixon's victory, Califano met_114th

Zwick, Okun, McPherson, Levinson, Nimetz, ind Gaither to

"discuss the status of the task forces established earlfer

this year, the 1969 legislative program, and the Economic,

Budget and State of the Union messages."41 Califano reported

to the President their general agreement that with a new

Republican administration coming in,

It would be inappropriate to submit a detailed
legislative program and to build into that
program the budget as you have done in past
years.

The State of the Union Message should not be
patterned along the lines of your previous
messages -which outlined in some depth your
legislative recommendations. Rather it should
be a, more general and personal document,

identifying practices and goals.

But then Califano added:

Nevertheless, we do .have a large number of task
ce reports and studies whfch have either been

comp ted or will be completed within the next
few weeks (partial list attached). In addition,

40
. Vantage Point, 328. Tjois is the section where Johnson

discusses the task forces, and refers to their approximafely
300 memberq as "my Brain Trust."

41Memo, Califano to the President, 7 November 1968, EX
LE,;,WHCF, LBJ Library.
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we have some very significant proposals sub-
mitted in.prior years by task forces, such as
the Heineman recommendations on government
organization. From both of these, we have
significant and specific recommendations as to
new programs.

We believ that we Should complete the develop-
ymnt of programs suggested by these task forces,
essentially as we have done in previous years.
This would be useful in developing recommenda-
tions for the Economic and Budget messages.

Johnson replied, "I agree."

During the transition, while the White House and

Executive Office staff worked on the three January messages,

Johnson avoided the embarrassment of valedictory speeche

and confined himself, as had other outgoing Presidents before

him, to public remarks incidental to meeting with the
4

President-elect and his new Cabinet appointees, to geeeting
..

visiting (mostly minor) foreign dipitaries, to thanking his

White House secretaries, telephone operators, and security

pFrsonnel, to handing out medals and military,unit citations,

to hol2ding a couple of press confelpcl, avid to nece4v4g

groups who expressed their appreciation -- certainly includ-

4ng leading American educators. Johnson's cooperation in the

transition was externally gracious, although his internal

refusal to share his task force reports with the Nixon

administration, despite Califano's repeated requests- for him,

to do so, was consistently adamant (recall his "Hell NO" to

sharing the Heineman task force report with President-elect

Nixon).

In his sixth and last annual State of the Union Message,

4*1

ich was delivere& in person before a joint session of

ongreis on January 14, President Johnson thallenged the 91st

Congress to honor the social commitments of their Democratic
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predecessors by increasing expenditures to expand eight major

New Deal and Great Society initiatives.42 But education,

interestingly, was not among them (the eight were, in order

of mention,. (1) hou'sing and model cities, (2) urban renewal,

(3) social security, (4) medical care for expectant mothers

and infants, (5) antipoverty, (6) jo training, (7) civil

rights, and (8) crime prevention). By then, educdtion was

politically safe; it need not be on the endangered list.

President Johnson also courageously asked for licensing and

registering firearms, reorganizing the postal service,

raising judicial and congressional salaries, and a random

military draft.

Johnson's BD-dget Message, however, which was sent to

Congress the following day, 10 a detailed, 32-page document.,

in which he boasted (as he was to do in his Economic Report

on January 16) about the belated tax surcharge and tight

budgeting that had enabled him to reduce a record $25 billion

deficit in 1968 to a predicted $2.4 billion surplus when

fiscal 1969 ended the following June 1. But ft also

contained a subtantial section on 'education, all of which was

devoted to catalogiqg the achievements of the Great Society's

dramatic achievements in education between 1964 and 1970.

Johnsob was including his 1970 budget proposals, which was

cheating a bit, since the first session of the 91st Congress

was able to pass no major education bill at all in 1969,

including' even the' bill (HR 7311.1) providing fiscal 1970

funds for ongoing edkation programs. But Johnson's

42Annual Message to the Congress on the State of the
Union, 14 January 1969, Publicapers: Johnspn, 1968, II,

1263-1270.
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aggregate, six-year totals are close enough to the mark, and

they reflect a monumental physical achievement:

o We are now assisting in.the education of 9
million childreh from 1ow-i4Come families
under Title I of the _Elementary' and
Secondary Education Act of 1965.

We are providing a Head Start for 716,000
preschool children 0 and Follow Through
for 63,500 children to preserve their
gains.

o About 182,000'fhi1dren who suffer mental or
physical handicaps requiring special educa-
tional methods are now enrolled in classes
with Federal support. None of these pro-
grams were [sic] avap,able in 1964.

o ° Under the budget proposals for 1970,
college students will receive a total of 2
million grants, 'roans, and interest subsi-
dies for guaranteed loans comoered with
247,000 irf 1964. This assistance is

reaching about 1 out of every 4 students.

o Between 1965 and 19709 the Federal Govern-
ment will have assisted in the construction
of more than $9 billion worth of college
classrooms, libraries, and other facilities
. . . a level of construction almost double
the previous five years.

o About 500,000 students will receive support
for education and training in 1970 under
Veterans Administration programs -- princi-
pally the Gr Bill -- compared with about
30,000 in 1964.

More 'than 4. million high school students
and 845,000 technical students will be
enrolled in federally supported vocational
education programs in 19709 an increase of
2Q0% in 5 years.
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v Creation of the Teacher Corps, which in

1970 will bring 2,400 talented and con7
; ,cerned young people into the most demanding

classes in the Natten -- those in our city

slois and poor rural areas;

o Improvement in the 9pality of4isteaching

through graduate fellowships and short-tem
refresher training which will reach about
one teacher put of 11 in 1970.

How well has this massive legacy of the Great Society

worked,.viewed from the perspective of the 1980s? That will

fbe the burden of the next, and final, chapter. But it will

involve a considerable change in approach ,and method-ra

change from the analytical narrative based on primary

documents, to a,more impressionistic, editorially reflective

epilogue based on the secondary literature. Many readers may

disagree with it, but whatever, it is hoped that the narra-

tive analis of the evolution of the New Frontier-Great

Society legacy in federal education programs will satand on

its own merits as a revealing look into the reent past as

prologue to our own times.
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tHAPTER NINE

EPILOGUE

Policy Implementation and the Politi6al Context of Federalism

In the aftermath of the Great Society, as the unre41-4,-

tic euphoria that surrounded the antipoverty war led to a

rather cynical reaction against it, most of the lightning was

attracted to such core antipoverty programs as Model Cities,

and especially to the 850 local community-action organiza-

tions spawned by tile Economic Opportunity Act of .1964.

Direct federal aid to a whole new stratum of neighborhood

groups, many of them determined to run around or over city

hall, had provided a pdwerful incentive for entrenched.

Democratic urbari organi4ations to combine with norMally

hostile suburban Republicans and,conservative sourtherners to

bridle the anti-p6verty war durihg the Nixon and Ford

years. Disillusioned social science academics also turned

somewhat cynical in disowning the overoptimistic social ,
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assumptions of the 1960s, ,an'd popular writers like Tom Wolfe

could turn, their gonzo journalism, on spineless federal

bureau0ats and rip-off-minded local activist groups,

regaling us with such entertaining outrages as Radical Chic

and Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers.

. But the new federal education programs of the 1960s

marched throbgh Congress and toward implementation-under the

antipoverty banner also, especially the large and novel ESEA,

with its dominant Title I. So while it was not surprising

that such programs would inherit their share of 'the

disillusioned drumfire of the 1970s, there are two additional

reasons why Title I was deitined to receive intense scrutiny

in the early years of its implemehtation.

The first of these.concerns the unique politcial context

within which federal education programs historically operat-

ed. Structurally, the federal programs have traditionally

been obliged to reach out toward the rural and urban poverty

concentrations in counties and cities by way of intervening

state bureaueracies, whjch in education had never been highly

regarded for administrative imagination and skill. Edgar

Fuller and his Council of State School Officers were nobody's

favorite in the Johnson White House, and the literature of

American political' science is full of complaints against the

conservative bias of state administrators and malapportioned

1A balanced and informed explorati.on is Henry J. Aaron,
Politics and the Professors: the Great Society in Perspective
(Washington: Brookings, 1978).
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legislatures.2 Attitudinally, the devotees of the "religion

of localism" were deeply suspicious of federal intentions.

This meant that ESEA and especially Title I had to lean over

backward to minimize the kind of federal strings that were

normally attached to categorical grants. Also, in order to

maximize the political attractiveness of Title I in the

Congress, the funding formula had to appear to qualify almost

every school district in the co.untry, thereby spreading the

funds so thin that pockets of poverty did not initially

receive the concentration of resources and effort that was

necessary to mike much of a dent in the problem. Title L's

$13 billion price tag for its first ten years looks hefty,

but it customarily represented only 8% of annual total public

school expenditures, and that represents very modest

leverage. Compensatory education ieemed to work only if it

was begun early enOugh and was su,stained oVer a 4-5 year

period; this costs more than 50% more than normal education,

and the 8% federal increment represented at once a novel

inducement, but also'a very small beginning.

The upshot of all this is that when Title I was imple-

mented, what resulted was not a Title I program, but more

like 30,000 separate and different Title I programs. There

is a growing body of implementation 'literature in policy

2See for instance Frederick M. Wirt, "Education Politics
and Policies," in Herbert Jacob and:Kenneth N. Vines (eds),
Politics in the American States: A Comparative Analysis,(3rd
e , Boston: Litt e, BrOwn, 9 A use u review o th)s
literature and restatement of its critique is Allan
Rosenbaum, ,"Fed(ral. Programs and St4e Governments: On

Fundamentally Altered Economic Inequality in

9

Understanding Why 40 Years of Federal Efforts Haven't

Society," paper delivered at the 1978 meeting of the American
Political Science Associatioin New York.
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analysis that holds hat the traditional, rational, compre-

hensive model of decision;making was wrong in concentrating

so heavily on the iormulation of policy objectives through

legislation, and minimizing the important, and indeed

sometimes crucial implications of program administration.
T-

Xristead, Eugene Bardach in The Implementation Game has

emphasized a bargaining model in which policy emerges only as

tt is implemented, and the relative diversity and indepen-

dence of the interacting program elements heavily determine

/policy outcomes.3 A recent implementation study of the

Voting Rights Act of 1965, for instance, complains that

compliance was compromised because local voting and registra-

tion officials were too indepe dent of the federal compliance

officials.4 Yet the Voting Rights-Act of 1965 was a tough, ,4

even radical law, harkening back to the first Reconstruc-

tion. State and local education officials, however, had

always been proudly independent of the federal reach: and thg

regulatory and enforcement provisions of ESEA were far-weaker

than that contained in most federal categorical programs.

3Eugene Bardach, The Implementation Game: What Hap ens
After a Bill Becomes a aw Cam r ge: 1Tflress, . See
also George C. Ildwards, III, Implementing Public Policy
(Washington: Congressional 'Quarterly Press, 1980), and Robert
T. 'Nakamura and Frank Smallwood, The Politics of Policy
Implementation (New York: St. MartfonsPr

, early studfiT-of implementation failures are Martha Derthick,
New Towns In-Town (Washington: Urban Institute, 1972), and
NTfrWL7-7-3ressman and Aaron Wildafsky, Implementation
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1973).

4
Howard ball, Dale Krana, and Thomas P. Larth,

Compromised ComOiance: Implementation of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1982). )

4
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Federal categorical grant programs had proliferated by -1978

to total 492 101 of these being in education alone. Other

major areas of such proliferation were pollution control,

area and regional development, social services, health,

public assistance, and ground transportation, where federal

monies often dominated state contributions, and hence federal

officials could call the tune05 In Eisenhower's interstate

highway program, 90%.of the funds were federal dollars, and

hence federal dominance was almost total.5 But in edUcation

the reverse was often true, especially at the elementary-

secondary level. As Milbrey McLaughlin observed in her

authoritative RAND study of Title I:

In a federal system 6f. government, and

especially in education, the balance of power
resides at the bottom, with special gragps.

Accordingly, the implementation of fedel'al

initiatives relies in large measure on the

incentives and preferences of local

authorities . . . .7

Jerome Murphy's penetrating essay on the politics of

implementing Title I points out'that in addition to being

understaffed, shaken by reorganization, untrained for ang,

unaccustomed to administering such large categorical grant

programs, and passively dependent on the st;tes for

5Claude E. Barfield, Rethinking Federalism (Washington:
American Enterprise Institute, 19811.

6Robert S. Friedman, "State Politics and Highways," in
Jacob and Vines (eds), Politics in the AmericanStates (2nd
ed.; Boston: Little, Brown, 1971).

1.`

7Milbrey Wallin"McLaughlin, Evaluation and Reform: The
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 Title

ge ssachusetts: Inger, 97am ri a a
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information and self-monitoring, the OE officials in the

Division of Compensatory Education resented and rejected the

role of monitor, regulator, or enforcer. Murphy q es one

such officials anonymously:

Title I is a service-oriented program with
predetermined amounts for the states. This

sets the framework where the states are

entitled to the money. Other than making sure
states got their money and making sure it was
spent, there was no 'role for the Office of
Education. I don't know anyone around here
who wants to monitor. The Office of Education
is not investigatipn7oriented, never has been,
and never will be.°

So in a real sense Title I represented the worst of both

worlds: as a categorical program, it denied ultimate victory

to long-time proponents of relatively strinaless, general aid

to education, especially for constructi6n and teacher

salaries. But as a weak and vaguely defined categorical

program, it. represented a frail instrument for achieving the

inflated hopes of the Great Society to educate the children

of the poor.

The Great Society's Built-in Evaluation Requirements

The second reason why. Title I was destined for

espectally intense public scrutiny was because ESEA'contained

unprecedented requirements- for systematic evaluation of

I
policy outcomes, for evaluating "what works," or what

doesn't. ContrOversy over the evaluation-of the ESEA-type

social programs that were designed to intervene in the

-
8'Quoted in Jerome T. Murphy, "Title I of ESEA: The

Politics.of Implementing Fed-qal Education Reform," Harvard
Educational Review 41)(February 1971), 42.
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poverty cycle began even before ESEA was passed. In response

to Title IV of,the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which had

mandated within two years a USOE report on the availability

of equal educational opportunit37, the Office of Education

appointed James Coleman of Johns Hopkins to lead a mammoth

at nwide survey. The resulting "Coleman Report" created a

9 storm of controversy when it was released in the-summer of

1966, primarily because Coleman's massive regression analysii

suggeSted that, in cOmparison with family background and

sãcio-economic fa'ciors, "school factorsq'accounted for only a

small fraction of the, depressed achieyement of minority

students.9 In 1965, Commissioner Keppel encouraged Carnegie

and Ford funding for Ralph W. Tyler's "Exploratory Committee

on Assessing the Progress of Education." But when the White

House Conference on Education was held in July of 1965, under

the chairmanship of Carnegie President John Gardner, the

Tyler Committee's proposed national assessment attracted

heated debate among the delegates, with opponents stressing

the dangers of monolithie federaf control of.,5urriculum.16!

It was amid this volatile climate that °Senator /Tobert

a

9James S. Coleman et al., Equality of Educattonal
Opportunity (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Primting
Office, 1966). A reanalysis of the Coleman data conducted at
Harvar4-corrected many alleged errors.but generally sustained
Coleman's--main conclusion. See Frederick Mosteller and
Daniel P. *Moynihan (eds.), On Equality of Educational
Opportunity: Papers Derivini from the. Harvard Faculty Seminar
on the Coleman Report (New York: Random House* 1972); and
Gerald Grant's review of' the Harvard reitudY in Harvard
Educational Review (February 1972), 109-25.

mSee Martin T. Katyman and Roland S. Rosen, "The
Science and Politics of the National Assessment," The Record
71 (1971), 571-860
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Kennedy, who feared that school administrators would.ignore

the wishes and interests.of poor parents in spending Title I

funds, demanded and got included in ESEA, through John

Brademas's friendly amendment in the House, a unqiue provi-

sion for systematic evaluation of the program's effectiveness

in meeting the special eaucational needs of disadOntaged

children, and Senator Kennedy "patted it on the fairy" as it

sailed without a comma change-through the Senate and down to

Stonewall,.Texas for Lyndon Johnson's signature.

So, simultaneous with launching a program that few of

its architects and proponents clearly understood, and in the

middle of a chaotic reorganization, OE was in for some early,

frequent, and rather embarrassing evaluations. As early as

1968, Bailey and Mosher in ESEA concluded that while

evaluations of the impact of ESEA to date were "largely

impressionistic and self-serving," the "limited, hard evi-

dence that does exist onfattempts to imprOve the educational

performance of low status children by providing additional
.

money and services is devastatingly pessimistic."11 In 1972

Joel Berke and Michel Kirst published the report of the

major 19684969 Gardner study, funded by the National Urba

Coalition (and,hence heavily by the Ford Foundation) and

sponsored by the Maxwell School at Syracuse.12 This

evaluation was based on data from 575 school districts during

ESEA's initial implementation period, 1965-69, and the

11Bailey and Mosher, 222. The evidence they cite in
footnote 46, all from 1967, includes the critical study
Racial Isolation in the Public Schools (Washington, D.C.,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1967).

12Joel S. Berke and Michael W. Kirst, Federal Aid to
Education (Lexington, Massachusetts: Health, 1912).
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results were depressing in the extreme to the champions of

equity through federal aid. The new infusion of federal aid,

Berke and Kirst concluded, was too small in relation to total

educational expenditures td have aqy significa.nt redistribu-

e -tiohist impact, so school district wealth, not need,

'continued to determine per pupil expenditures.13 The

affluent continued to.dominate the overall school expenditure

benefits, and the "religiop of localism" still governed.

Worse, the modest urban redistributionist effect of ESEA

Title I was countered by the effects of ESEA Titles II

(textbooks and libraries); III :(supplementary service

centers), NDEA Title III (instructional eq4ipment), and ',,

vocational aid, all of which tended to flow dispropor-

tionately toward suburb and countryside. in brief, concluded

the. report, "the story in general is groisly disappoint-

ing.,114

In 1975 Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin published her Rand

Educational Policy Study of the ESEA Title I evaluations fr*om

1965 through 1972.15 She was testing:the. hopes of reformers

like Kennedy, who viewed mandated evaluation as a means of

achieving political accountability, and also the hopes of

reformers like NEW's William Gorham, who sought management

13Federa1 aid averaged 8% of per pupil expenditure in

the sample distHcts, with local taxes accounting for

approximately half and state equalization formula aid for the
remainder.

14Berke and Kirst, 45.

.

15McLaughlin, Evaluation and Reform. See also Aaron
Wildafsky, Speaking Truth to Power: The Art' of Policy

Analysis (Boston: Little Brown, 1979), Chaptei.. 13 on

education.
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accountability, by applying PPBS .cost-benefit principles,

which had become a Washington fad associated most notably

with -Robert MacNamara's "whiz kids" in the pentagon.

McLaughlin's major conclusion was that seven years and $52

million worth of evaluation- efforts had produced dismal

failure, an "empty ritual" that "may have done more harm than

good." She found the dyal roots of, failure in MI the

multiple and diyerse goals of suCh broad-aim social adtion

programs, which are difficult to transform into measurabie

objectives, and (2) in the federal system iteself, whereby. OE

did not really " " Title I. Rather, 30,000 Local Educa-

tional Agencies (L As) ran it actording to the'preferences of

entrenched local interets. They resisted federal 'data-
,

collection efforts, Which in *turn functioned not -to

strengthen the educational system but "instead to undermine

it, and,to demoralize education personnel at all levels."

Norman C. Thomas reached a similar gloomy conclusion in

'Education in National Politics. A political scientist,

Thomas agreed that policy implementation was less exciting

than the formulation and adbppon stages, but he insisted

that it was equally important, if not more so:

Organized interests, especially education
clientele groups and the bureaucrats,
recognized this 4as .did some members of

Congress,' most notably Edith Green, and ,the
careerists in the Bureau of the Budget. But
the failure of Congrese to exercise more
careful and exacting oversight, and the
inability of the Presidency to mount effective
monitoring of the bureaucracy, resplted in a
donsiderable amount of slippage in .the
achievement of policy objectives once programs
had been authorized and funded. Much of this
slippage occurred because of the symbiotic
relationship that existed within the policy
triangles between the agencies, Congressional
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subcommittees, and clientele groups which
[Theodore] Lowi ha$,characterized as "interest
group liberfalism."

The politics of plUralipn waS "highly elitist in composition

and 'provided an inhotpitable environment for substantial

policy changes." It fayoreddefenders.of the status-qUO, or

at best the cauttous custodians of incremental change,,

'.especially because the required sequential approvals provi'ded

a multipliaty of access points for organized interesti to

thwart initiatives and frustrate action.

Finally, the emerging scholarly suspicion that after a

decade ofoperation, Title I and its associated compensatory

educatfonal programs had largely failed -- as, by the logic

of extensioh, had the hulk of the Great Society's so6ial

programs was reinfOrced fn 1978 by the publitation of

Julie R4 Jeffrey's Educatton for Children of the POor.17

Jeffrey'.s ambitious book, which did not receive the attention

it deserved, begn as ,a historical dissertation on the

origins and implementation of ESEA, byt emerged as p broad-
,

ranging-and damaging asseslMent of the anti-povertY war in

,general and particularly of education as an instrument of

sociarreformand-upward mobility -- as, in Lyndon Johnson's
,

words, "the only vblid passport from poverty." Her biblio-

graphical grasp is extensive (although it does not basitally

extend beYand 1972), and becauie her survey isi)oth descrip-
P

16Thomas,.Education, 230. The reference to Lowi was to
his The End of Liberalism (New York: Nortoh, 1969).

"Julie Roy:jeffrey, Education for ihe Children of the
Poor: A Study Of the Origins and Implerentatfon of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act- of 1965-(Columbus:
Ohip State University Press, 1976).
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tive and critidal, but
,
from a political and historical

.perspective rather than from a technical one, it is a good

source for tracing such important storms of controversy in

the running educational debate as those that centered on the.

arguments Of James Coleman, Charles,Silberman, Arthur Jensen,

-Christopher Jencks,, the -Westinghouse anA RAND reports on

school effeCtiveness, and.the like.18

Avsessing Compensatory Education

Throughout the.- extremely volatile debate over . the

effectiveness of compenSatory education, Title I specifically

and ESEA in.general were not without their staunch defenders

-- as was, of cburse, the dream of the Great Societ.3.; and its

programmatic legacy.19 Chief among these was Samuel

Halperin, who *Wad left HEW with tHe Nixon transition to Head

George Washington University's Institute for Educational

Leadership. Admittedly a partial observer, Halperin used the

occasion of ESEAlis tenth anniversary to catalog its virtues

in the Phi'Delta Kaorian.2°. He admitted that Titre III's $1.4

billion for supplementary centers and servfces, which repre-

sented Cannon and the Gardner task force's boldly subversive.

g

18For a sampler o these debates, see Donald M. Levine
arid Mary Jo Bane, The "Inegvality" Controvensy: Schooling and
Distribytive Justice,(14 w York: Bas,fc Books, 1975).

19For a defense of the goals and achievements of the
Great ,Society (but not of its inflated expectations and
naivete), seeSar Levitan and Robert Taggart, The Promise of
Greatness (Cambridge, assachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1976),'Shapter 6.

"Samuel Halperin', "ESEA: The iiositive Side," Phi Delta
Kappan (November 1975), 147-51. See also Ralph W. Tyler,
"The Federal Role in Edycation," The Public Interest, 164871.
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Aesign to flank the local educational establishments and

farce innovation, haClargely di,sappeared'into the blur of

the ,states bureaucratic mediocricy after Edith Green's

transfer of 1967-68. Halperin also conceded that_

. . . no-truly persuative evidence [exists]
. ) that they haie sparked substantial changes in

the.schools or that they have tatalyzed endur-
ing partnerships between the schools anethe
vast untapped cultural andarti§tic resources
of their respective communities."

Similarly, Halperin admitted that Title IV, which' sought to

create a dozen great educatfon R&D laboratories, had fallen

on hird times.

The 18 federally funded labs and 'centers have
no continuity of funding, no real resources to
move their investments from product develop-
ment- into large-scale classroom practice.
Indeed, educational research and develsppment'

A °.has become' something of ,a pariah on the
priority llst of federal policy makers in
education,4 tt.

As for whether Johnny and Jane were learning to read,

Halperin,devoted a mere paragraph. to the crucial and hotly

debated questfpn of Title I's effectiveness (and placed it

near the.end of his essay, just prior to the acknowledged

failure's), and claimed only that recent tentative evidence

was to suggest that if Title I programs could

conc ntrate long and ftltensively (Ne., expensively) enough

upoh disadvantaged- children, then early gains tould be

sustained rather than lost.

21tik1 perin, HESEA,7 151.

'22Ibid. Halperin, interview with the author, 22 April
1981.
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But this mas not primarily what Halperin.had An mind,

for his was a finely tuned politi9al,mind as.a chief former

legislative strategist at HEW. To a man whose tenure went

Tfar.enougW°back .to reme;Ber the Holy °Wars of the Kennedy

years, with all their 'rancor, the- ESEA, for all it's

frbstrations and disappointments, represented a political

quantum leap with multipli epinoff:6

o CSEA broke the logjmn on federal aid to
education, with a smashing House vote of
263-151 that, permanently signalled the
retirement of the old paralytic- Holy
Wars.

o ESEfi spotlighted the needs of childreh,,
and fueled a massive cbnceptual shift.of
the congregiionaland educational debate
from such npolicy disputesas classroom
and teacher shortages and teacher.
salarie$, to focup instead on the
children of the poor:

o ESEA' fueled the equality movement,
included both preschbol and out-of-schopl
children, and spawned spreading parallel

- state prOgrants in compensatory, 'bilin-,
gual, and aid-to-the-handicapped educa-
tion programs.

\

o ESEA promoted parental and community
involvement in the schools, including
public and nonpublic cooperation, and
recruited* quality personnel for service
in education.

o ESEA promoted the evaluation and account-
ability movement.

Finally, ESEA strengthened the federal
system, through Title V's addition of iA
over 2,000 new staff members to statete
departments of education, and, it also'
promoted the creation of state planning.
and evaluation units, educational data
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systems, aRd assessmenC and trainins
program.

But HalPerins best, evidence for supportive arguments fay

, less- in the field than on 'the Hill, where the permanent

lcoalition'.for federal aid ttO educationrallied- to the ESEA

despite repeatedly damaging evaluations of Title I and
.

v-

'plummetins national SAT scores., In.1974, the House passed

ple stren§thentng ESEA amendments by a lopsided vote of 3807

26. In 1978, the Congress approved, $50 billion,,five-year

rekthorization of ESEA by a smashing voie'of 86-7 in the

, Senate and 350-20 in ,the House."' Halperin was tareful,
. .

however, not to allude to iron triangles, the effective

lobbyfng of.Charles Lee's Committee for Full Funding:and the

postWatergate Democratic majorities in Congress, especially

dur?ing the Carter adminiation.

In the Phi Delta Kappan'T decemial assessment Of ESEA,

Ole negative side of_the op-ed format 'was argued by William

--, W. Wayson of phio State, and Wayson, attacked ESEA from the

left, celebrating its revolutionary breakthi.ough as more-of a
_

.b .

Bay of Pigs than a Yorktown, arguing that it Was essentfally

a case study in "institutional lintransmutability," and that

it repeesented a "local and state victory\-over federal

attempts to use education to imOrove the status of the

poor. H24 Wayson's primekassumPlon vis radical: that local

ed cators haye a "vested Interest in practices that systema-.

;
ti ally harm disadvantaged children " - not because they wish

.
1,

23HalPerin celebrated ESEA's bar mitzvak in "ESEA Comes
of'AqE: Some Historical Reflections," Educational Leadership
36 (February 1979), 349-53.

2 4 William W. Wayson, "ESEA: The Negative Side," Phi

Delta KappaA (November 1975), 151-56.

k
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to do so, but because school systems had historically.

perpetuated the existing distribution of goods and power in

loc0 districts. Federalism;s three-tiered system of filters

and barriers, he argued,.was paralleled at the level of the

school district by a bureaucratically locked-in, three-tiered

system consisting of (I) the superintendent's central office,

(2) the principal's school building, and (3) the teacher's

classroom.25 Each level, Wayson claimea, was considerabt(

more autonomous than was generally recognized, but all three

resented the parallel thrust of Title I's remedial programs,

which were not integrated into the %normal" instructional

program, partly as a.result of the sociology and politics of

local education, and partly as a product of federal auditing

requirements, which produced separate Title I teachers and,

clasSrooms. And the result of all this wat more rather than
0,

less internal tracking, segregation, and disruption.26

Wayson's evidence was annecdotal, and his critique was

curiously ambivalent about the role of principal and teacher,

seeing them at ate as both the agents of the status quo's

jealous boundary-meintenance and indifference (or worse) to

the needs of the children of the poor, and yet seeming to

view them also as potential reformers who were lsurprisingly

independent of the centr41 office and higher authorities. Hct,

gives us no clue as to how the latter rather than the former

.role might be achieved and rewarded. But subsequent research

has at least pointed to 'its possibility, and thereby revealed

25Ibid, 151)153.

Mee Jackie Kimbrough and Paul T. Hill, The Aggregate
Effecti' of Federal tducation Programs (Santa Monica:
and,1981).
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a major weakness of the era's dominant mode of social

research, which was symbolized by the Coleman and Jencks and

subsequent reports based on hypothesis testfng through

multiple statistical regressim of ever more massive aggrega-
,

tions of data. Their strength was.xthat they reminded us that

it was naive to expect the public schools alonesto remedy the

effects of shattered homes and pathological neighborhoods of

Overty, much less to take.on sdch defaulted responsibilities

of the 'crumbling modern family as moral and religious and sex

education. Their chief weaknesses were, first, that they

were best at dfsproving 'hypotheses, . at statistically

indicating what.didn't work. Second, such massive statis7

tical aggregations inherently5t blurred fine distinctions.

Losf`fn the mass_ of disappointment and failure were schools

indeed, public schools -- that did teach Johnny and Jane
T--

to read and to count, despite James Conant's Consolidated

monster-schools, despite the brain-numbing fare on

television, despite falling SATs and indifferent school

bureaucracies, and 'even despite the truly Great ,Planning

Disaster of chic, "open" schools without walls in slums.27 A

handy and heart-warming guide to such possibilities 'is

journalist Robert Benjamin's Making Schools Work, which

profiles schools that work amidst a sea of gloom in such

unlikely places a the South Bronx, MOdesto, and Madison

27The allusion is. to Peter Hall's Great Planning
Diasters (London: Weidenfeld and. Nicholson, 1980), which
concentrates on suc megadisasters (or near disasters) as

London's third ai ort, the Angle-French Concorde, San

Francisco's BART, and Sydney's Opera House.
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'Heights; Michigan (and others).2 Their secret to success is

not arcane,'and centers not on innovative methods of equi6-

ment or comPensatory "pullout" programs. Ratker, it centers

on OA-fashioned leaderihip: a strong principal, tlghtly

structured time-on-task; homework, dedicated.teachers who are

supported and protected, discipline to sustain suCh an

environment, and parental involvement. Nothing much is novel

there -- just old-time schoolmarm wisdom from the world we

have' lost (excluding the private schools, most of which of

course have enjoyed the advantage of excluding our society's
A

mostdamaged casualties).

But that editorial .digression is not completel)fair to

Halperin,and Wayson, who were debating the effectiveness of

ESEA in 1975. On balance, Halperin had the edge. This is

partly because however, much truth' there was iko Wayson's

indictment of local school bureaucracies and the failure of

ESEA to enlist them as allies in its novel .antipoverty

premises, he ad not offer us an alternative model, and

Halperin was an expert in the political world -of tee

possible, at least at the federal level. By 1975, the

aCcumulative evaluation of ESEA's Title I was shattering in

light of the misty hopes Of the ,mid-sixties for, early

compensatory interventfbn. Title II had mostly pacified the

Catholics, and Title y had mostly bought off Edgar Fuller's

recalcitrant state superintendents akd had..somewhat improved

28Robtrt Benjamin, Making Schools Work (New York:
Continuum, 1981). A former reporter for the Cincinnati Post
and later with the Baltimore Sun, Benjamin's research-77
writing was supported by a Ford-rOundatton grant in affilia-.
tion with Halperin's Insti te for Educational Leadership at
George,Washington Universi
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and modernlzed their staffs. But Title III, the darlimg of .

Bill Cannon.and the Gardner Report,,had been safely neYtered

b) Edith Green, and Title ,M's educational R&D labs were

orphans without discernible impact. Yet in spite of this

uneven and, in spots, rather dismal record, Congress kept

renewing and refunding E5EA. Why?. ,

Halperin's argument implicitly syggests that if the

demonstated ,kffectiveness of the major ESEA programs was the

major concern of tiie "permanent" education coalition in

Congress, the coalition would have disolved and rationally

written off the commitments o'f 1965 as a well-intentioned

flop. But the permanent coalition seemed to have three other

major goals in, mind which were not explicit, but which it.

regarded as still being served. One wis to getthe mule's

attention, not with a two-,b,y-four, but rather with a $16.7

billion carrot over ten years 'for, all ESEA titles -: to

thereby 'induce local school districts to shift their

attention from the median student to the bottom fifth of the

pupils who seemed,to be learning virutally nothing,at all, or

at least' little that was socially useful-. nother was,an

intention to use much of ESEA to redistribute, ilcome toward

the poor, which it modestly did. Yet a third, more immedi-

ate, and practical Congressional desire was to service and

please the expanding universe of beneficiary groups who

formed the clientele link with agency and subcommittee

that fascinating proliferation of iron triangles that culmiL

nated in the Carter administration and its new Department of

Education, and that thereby inadvertently particiAted 'in

creating a political environment characterized by infla-

tionil, fear,.soaring federal deficits; and.out-Of-control
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entitlement programs that led to the Reagan counterrevolution

\f 1980.

\One, year into the Reagan administration, ESEA Title I

became Chapter 1 of the 1981 Education Consolidation and

Improvement Act (ECIA), *which signalled the new Republican

administration's commitment to a significantly reduced,

block-grant approach to federal .aid. In 1982 the astute

Milbrey McLaughlin (with Lorraine McDonnell) completed

another NIE-funded RAND study of the uneasy federal and state

interaction in education policy, aiid the results and trends

were not very encouraging.29 Although public education

accounted for roughly one third of most state budgets and

usually represented the largest single item, compensatory

education for the disadvantaged remained a low political

priority (except for the handicapped, where powerful 'new

clientele groups were politically effective).. Excluding the

handicapped, state-level support for social equity goals

remained quite low, and with federal support for the old ESEA

Title I effort clearly receding, state education agencies

(SEAs) were unlikely to take up the slack. Despite consider-

able administrative strengthening under ESEA's Title V, SEAs

were generally incapable of long-range planning, were unable

to predict potential problems, and were organizationally

29
Lorraine M. McDonnell and Milbrey W. McLaughlin,

Education Policy and the Role of the States (Santa Monica:
Ran , 1 See a so au T. Hi Enforcement and
Informal Pressure in the Management of Federal Categorical
Programs in Education" (Rand: August 1979); Paul T. Hill, "Do
Federal Education Programs Interfere With One Another?"
(Rand: September 1979); and Paul Hill, Joanne Wuchitech, and
Richard Williams, "The Effects of Feaeral Education Programs
on School Principles" (Rand: February 1980).
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fragmented by the very.multiplicity of federal categorical

grant programs that were the legacy of the 1960s. BeCause

"the federal g verriment has stressed administrative

compliance, almost to the total exclusion of program content

or quality," the states had done likewise.30 Furthermore, as

Jackie, Kimbrough and Paul Hill demonstrated, the prolifer-

ation of federal categorical grant programs and their

increasingly unfunded requirements hat produced unintended

interferences and cross-subsidy.31 Interference was the main
,

ftoblem, and a major source wa$ the interrmption of core

classroom instruction through frequent pullouts for Title I
,

or bilingual programs (in heavily Hispanic districts,

pullouts could reach_six or seven daily, so that by grade

five many Hispanic children had received no instruction in

science or social studies)., Categorical programs often

replaced the core curriculum in reading and math, with

pullout and auditing logistics dominating educational

policy. The conflict of categorical and core programs also

produced .a 'clash of teaching methods, staff conflicts,

segregated student groups, and it imposed heavy administra-

tive burdens on teachers and principals.
J

Long depressed by and defensive about the sustained

litany of damaging evaluations of Title I efforts, the

proponents' and defenders of compensatory education more re-

cently have been cheered by studies supporting its increased

30McDonnell'and McLaughlin, ix.

31Kimbrough and Hill, The Aggregate Effects of Federal
Education Programs.
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effectiveness.n Avrudent comment on this still-open debate

was offe'red by Carl Kaestle and Marshall Smith in the Harvard

Educational Review:

These gains, if real are modest when
contrastecrwith the original promise of Title
I to overcome disparities in achievement
between the children of the poor and the
rich. Agaihst the litany of/earlier negative
evaluations, the results are promising, but
against national data showing that achievement
"sc&es of middle and high school students, have
declined steadily for years and that drop-out
rates in the inner cities Are increasing, the
rOults seem insignificant."

Kaestle and Smith echo Paul Hill's critique of the

segregationist tendency of compensatory education:

. . the creation of the separate Title I

administrative structure placed no pressure on,
the regular structure to improve and ensured'
that little of lasting importance would remain
if federal dollars were withdrawn. In light
of the growing evidence about the importance
of the climate and coherence of school admini-
strative structures and the collaboration and
involvement of the staff in the development of
effective schools, the Title I approach bseems

32
See, f6r example, Compensatory fducation Study

(Washington: National Institute of Education, 1978); Edward
Zigler and Jeanette Valentine (eds.), Project Head Start (New
York: Free Press, 1979). On evaluat ng education programs,
see Robert F. Boruch and David S. Cordnay (eds.), An
Appraisal of Education Program Evaluations: Federal, Staff:
and Local Agencies (Washington: U.S.-Department of Education,
1980); and Senta Raizen and Peter Rossi (eds.), Program
Evaluation in Education. When? How? To What Ends?
Was ington: Natlona Aca emy o Sc ences, 9

aharl F. Kaestle and Marshall S. Smith, "The Federal
Role in Elementary and Secondary Education, 1940-1980,"
Harvard Educational Review (November, 1982), 384-408.
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to have been doomed to produce mediocre
results. By maintaining an independence from
the core programs of the school, the Title I
effort insured that its influence and effects
were mariginal. After almost two decades of
intervention the Title I program stands
primarily as a symbol of national concern for
the poor rather than as a viable response to
their needs.34

As successor to Lyndon Johnson, President Nixon acknowledged

that "we will all have to be education presidents now," and

his administration's substantial education legislation of

1972, and President Carter's of 1978, basically continued in

the Kennedy-Johnson tradition, adding 13 titles and more than

100 categorical programs to the statute books. These

tncluded major new comItments to women, the handicapped, the

elderly, and to students whose primary language was not

English. Yet Kastle and Smith conclude of this legacy that

Except in the area of desegregation, however,
federal programs operated on the margin of
local school system programs. Supplemental
activities for low-scoring students in poverty
areas, special classes for bilingual young-
sters, new procedures for handling handicappW
children, equal levels of sports activities
for girls and boys are all important issues,
and they have taken much time and energy to
work out. Yet they are not central to the
workings of the regular school- program. Taken
together these activities assumed great weight
because of their symbolic value; taken

34Ibid, 400.
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separately they were often seen as intgrfering
with the real business of,the schools.'"

Then when the Reagan administration came in with its reduced

block grants, McDonnell and McLaughlin concluded that "to

weaken tt;e federal partnership with states and local

districts that has prevailed for the past fifteen years is to

harm a largely powerless constituency."35 This was certainly

not Reagan's constituency, ,but it is not clear that the

Kennedy-Johnson leqacy(which had been sustained and enlarged

during the 1970s, had been very effective in substantially

improring the education of the c'hildren of the poor, who were

the liberal wing of the Democratic Party's natural allies and

clients. It wasn't for want of- trying, or for the lack of

good intentions. But the unique history of federal aid to

local education, especially at the elementary level, made the

"partnership" something of an odd cpuple -- 'or, given the

three-tiered liaison of lOcal, state,/and federal educational

agencies, it became too often a troubled menage a trois. And

in some cases, where politics so clearly dominated substance,

the new programs made matters much worse.

The Racial and Ethnic Politics' of Education

Racial and ethnic political appeals have been a major

source of electoral success for recent liberal Demoáratioc

regimes, but by the same token they have often been an

Achilles Heel of sensible domestic policy. Budgetary "set-

asides" for' racial and ethnic groups have violated the

principle of individual equality of citizenship upon which

35Ibid, 405.

36
McDonnel and McLaughlin, xii.
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the Republic was founded, and has led to bizarre competition

ove,r ethnic entitlements. Since the Republican administra-
.e.p

tibns of Presidents Nixon and Ford never effectively niastered

their 'Democratic Congresses, there is a strong line of

domestic program continuiI between the Kennedy victory of

1960 and the culminating administration of President Carter

through 1980. During those two decades of Oramatically

expanding .?ederal ,involvement in education, inFluding the

major Nixon expansion of 1972 of_irid to college students

rather than to institutions (a bill that Nixon claims he

almost vetoed), the access of the disadvantaged to the fruits

of education at all levels was greatly expanded. But the

political fault lines also began to manifest themselves,

mostly in the form of demands for overcmpensetion to benefit

historically disadvantaged blacks, Hispanics, and American

c-Indians. Such 'new w apparently permanent national

commissi6ns as the Commission on Civil Rights, the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission, and the offices of civil'

rights in such major domestic funding and enforcement

agencies as HEW, Labor, and Justice, were ea-rly staffed and

controlled by members of the "affected class" and their

ideological allies. The q)rolonged and mutually frustrating

efforts of these federal investigatory, lobbying, and

enforcement agencies, together with even more important

efforts by the federal courts, to achieve and maintain racial

desegration of the nation's schools, has produced a vast



literature, and is beypnd the scope of this inqui7.37 I

will concentrate here on three less prominent areas of

federal intervention in education where racial and ettinic

politics has tended to skew rational judgment and allocation

of increasingly scare resources, because educational programs

cannot realistically be considered in isolation from

educational politics.

The) first, and least offensive of theIhree, concerns

HEA Title III for aid to "developing institutiont.." It is

hiitorically clear that what the Gardner ,task force had

primarily in mind foe Title III were the slightly\more than

100 historically Negro colleges that were generally charac-

terized on the debit side by severe underfunding, faculty

weakness, curricular backwardness,vand raciil hostility and

condescension from the dominant-kite community. But when

'the Johnson administration tried tO define the "developing

institutions", euphemism into some reasonable and racially

blind ind x of underdevelopment, there were twice 'as many

white as.b ack institutions included, and one could(scar&ely

exclude t_e struggling white colleges from access to federal

tix dollars because of genetic deficiencies in skin color.

So what began as an awkward interracial fight over a tiny
#

initial appropriation or $5 million for 1966 emecod in the

1980s as a tense battle over. ac $130 million program (the

largest 'program of federal institutional aid to colleges)

that in the lean late 1970s had .drawn in the numerous

community colleges, thereby pitting black against white, two-

37But in this connection see Hugh Davis Graham,
"Liberty, lAuality, and-the New Civil Rigps," South Atlantic
Quarterly (Winter 1980), 82-92.
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yeat' against four-year, and private against public

colleges.38 The program remained olftically popular in the

Congress, but black college offi ls complained that hordes

of newly eligible white colleges were horning in on their

,ferrain, and Republicans .grumbled that in adY event-the

underdeveloped colleges never seemed to graduate from the

program. A General Accounting Office report of 1979 cited

waste and mismanagement that mafe the program "largely

unworkable," and Congressional hearings in.1980 and a series

in the Washington Post in 1981 cited\scandalk A the Title 7-

III progra; that primarily involved hustling educational

consulting firms and either naive or comp icit black college

administraiors, or both.39 All of titqs, however, only

mitrored the historic tehsion of racial politics and did not

consttitute a major horrlm. Show." But the next development
0

in too many ways did.

Bilingual Education in Theory and Practice

Congress first passed the Bilingual Education Act in

1968, as Title VII of the revised ESEA, and it was renewed in

1974, the same year in which the Supreme Court; in Lau v.

Nichols, ruled that school districts serving subst4ntial

38"The Federal Report," Washington Post, 127 November

1981.

39Washington Post, 27 November 1981.

"Besides, the Reagan administraon promised to

increase federal aid to black colleges, while generally

reducing aid for all the other. colleges. The political
compromise was a relatively wide access to Title III funding,
but with "set-asides" for predominantly black and Hispanic
colleges.
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numbers of children with English language deficiencies must

.do something special for these pupils, although Lau did not

specify bilingual education'as the remedy, and 'it did not
o.

deal at all with bicultural education (nor, indeed, did the

.8707lingual Education Act of 1968). The following year the

Voting Rights Act of 1965 was amended to equate, linguistic

disadvantage to racial discrimination. 'This made mandatory

the provision of bilingual ballots in many jurisdiptions, and

extended to certain linguistic groups such extraordinary

federal protections as lblacks enjoyed against at-large

electicons, district.lines that might "d4lute" their electoral

power, and suburban annexations that would add white

voters. Also in 1975, NEW's Office -of Civil Rights (OCR)

began to threaten termination 'of all federal aid unless

targeted school, districts negotiated an agreement to adopt

what OCR disingenuously called the "Lau remedies" of

bilingual and bicultural . education (the former meaning

instruction in the child's -ethnic language, and the latter

meaning insdtruction in the history and culture of the pupil's

ethnic group, or "affirmative ethnicity"), even though Lau v._

Nichols had not requ4re4---theM1ingual method and had not

dealt with bicultural education at all. By 1978, OCR had

signed on 518 bilingual-bicultural 'projects in 68 languages

and dialects, although' 80 percent were, in Spanish, and OCR

had targeted 334 additional school districtsr ona hit list

for withdrawal of federal funds unless bilingual-bicultural

agreements were signed.° In a parallel develoOmenty federal

judges began to interpret Lau as requirin,§ Olingual

programs, and a federal judge in Texas even ordered the

states schools to run "transitional" bilingual programs

through the 12th grade! This was, of course, not bilingual
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transition toward English competency, but rather bicultural

maintenance at taxpayer expense of an ethnic group that was

federally certified for entitlement.

4 These develppments were so extraordinary and so

controVersial that in, 1977 Samuel Halperin's Institute for

Educational . Leadership irivited Noel Epstein, national

education writer fpr the Washington Post? to join the

Institute for a half _year as journalist-in-residence to

investtiate the phenomenon. Epstein's resultant book,

.,Language, Ethnicity, and the Schools, concluded that OCR had

misinterpreted Lau and had 'required bilingual/bicultural
a--

programs for political reasons even though there was

virtually' no scientific eVidence that the bilingual approach

was effective, or was in any way iuperiqr to an alternative

policy of,intensive immersion in English JalESOL (teaching

English as a second. language) model in which the OCR was

politically uninterested.41 Epstein's language waS a model

of dispassionate inquiry into a controversial subject, but he

questioned whether it was ua federal responsibility to

VinWnce and promote student attachments to their ethnic

languages and Cultures, jobs long left to families, reli'gious

P

41Noel Epstein, Language, Ethnicity, and the Schools:
Policy' Alternatives for Bil"ngual-Bicultural Education
(Washington: Institute for Educ t'onal Leadership, 1977).
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groups, ethnic organizations, private schools ethnic

putilications ad others?"42

What had clearly happened was.that militant Hispanics

had successfully exploited :the Bilingual Education Act of

1968 and the Lau decision (w04-ch involved Ching5e children in

San Francisco) of 1974, had blunted any serious.efforts in

the alterAative'methodi of intensive immersion in English as

a Second -Language (TESOL), had transformed bilingual into
V

bicultural eduction, and in the' proceis had transformed a

transitiohal language program into a tax-supported

subcultural maintenance peogram based upon cleh for

historical justice for groups that they alleged had been

conquered and discriminted against'in Americah society. The

prime model was not pedagogic, it was Ouebec Francaise. And
4

given patternsv, of
virtual1

ly uncontrolled immilEation, its

potential for political and social cleavaqe, for rending the

social contract and the 'American consensus, was equally

severe. It was both a spectacular political and an economic

success for the Hispanic political activists, as tens of

thousands of Spanish speakers found teaching jobs. As Joseph

Califano, a strong supporter of bilingual education and a

Secretary of HEW, complained:

Of most serious concern to me was that
HEW's bilingual program had become captive of
the professional Hispanic and other ethnic
groups, with their understandably emotional'
but often exaggerated political rhetoric of
biculturalism. As a result, too little

42Ibid, 7. Epstein reports that a SOE-sponsored study
of 38 bilingual projects for Hispanic children found that 70
percent of the pupils were dominant in English, riot Spanish,
for test-taking.purposes. `-
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"Doc"

become a'"mess," a "Hispanic job corps and iommunity

program" that was of great benefit to Hispahic militants and

Spanish-speaki'ng teachers. The only losers were the Hispanic

children and their parents.44

As Abigail Thernstrom has forcefutly-sargued in her essay

on language'Ilfthe Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic

Groups, the bilingual/bicultural movement owed much of its

momentum to the Blaot 110wer4ovementi and both haa completely

attention was paid to teaching children
English, and far too many children were kept
in,bilingul classes long-after they acquired'
the necessary proficiency to be taught in
English. Due in part to the misguided

administration of bilingual programt, 40

percent of students whose first language is

Spanish dropped out pf school before earning a
high school diploma.'"

Howe admitted that the bilingual education program.had

1
4 43Joseph A. Califano, Jr., Governing America (New York:

Simon & Schuster, 1981)-, 313. ,

44 uthor interview with Harold Howe II, 11 May 1981. A

1981 studympy Man L. Ginsberg and Beatrice F. Birman for the

Departmentifof Education 6ncluded that only one million
children needed language help, not the 3.6 million the Carter

Department of Education had used, and that the evidence I
indicated that TESOL was more effective than the bilingual-
approach. Washington Post, 29 September 1981. On the other

hand, some recent studies report positive results for

bilingual biliteracy programs -- see, for instance% Paul

Rosier and Wayne .Holm, The Rock Point Experience: A

Longitudinal Study of a Ndifaho Sthool Program (Saad Naaki Bee
Nanitin (Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics,
1960); and Bernard Spolsky, "Sociolinguistics of Litqracy,
Bilingual Education, and TESOL," TESOL Quarterly 16 (June

1982), 141-51. I claim'no ability to form judgments on such
technical linguistic matters, which are important but'are
also irrelevant to my essentially political analysis of a
primarily political phenomenon.
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turned around the original if,soMewhat novel judicial logic

of Chief Justice Earl Warren in the Brown decision, which had

held that "To seOrate [children] from others of similar age

and qualifications'solely because of their race generates a

feeling of inferioriti as to their status in the comillUnity

,that m6y affect their hearti and minds in a way unlikely ever

to be undone." Now, 'ironically, Black and Brown Power

advocates were saying ',that to assimilate.children into an

"alien" culture creates feelings of inferiority. But

Therstrom ably derilonstrates that the political and cultural

premises upon which Black and Brown Power were based were

"-radically different, so the surface similaritY of their logic

was spurious. Once(the Bilingual Education Act was passed,

hoWever, tnd a, federal administrative staff was formed to

enforce it, Thernstrom'notes a familiar political phenomenon

in Washington's bureaucratic life:

The staffing of the Division, of Bilingual
Education by ethnit militamts followed an
adminiqrative tradition: government programs
aimed at a particular group are often run by

\ militant members of that group. Politically
aggressive veterans administer veterans'
programs; civil right?centhusiasts staff the
Office of Civl Rightlrin the Department of
Justice; and so forth.'"

When the act was renewed in 1974, Senators Kennedy and

Cranston were able to transform it from a mere land vague)

bilingual program of 1968 into a bold commitment ta

biculturalism and affirmative ethnicity. But in 1978 a four-

year study by the American Institutes for Research, sponsored

45Abigail M. Thernstrom, "Language: Issues and
Legislation," Harvard Encyclopedia of American'Ithnic Groups
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980), 619-29.
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.by USOEd.cncluded that most of (the Hispanic 'students

involva did not ikeed to learn English, that those who did

weri not i)i fact aquring.it, that,most bflingualprograms

, Werevatmed at linguistié and cultural maintenaneb-rather than

at learning English and assimilating into American tultve,

:and that the sqgregated,Hispanic students who weile already

alienated Oom school simply remaine4--so.46 Only one third
4

.

of the 11,500 Hispaniclistudents studied were placed in the

bilingual track because of their,need lor English inttruc-

tion,'and only 16 percent were monolingual in Spanish. Most

of the placement was basgd on Hispanic surname, not ldnguage

tests._ The congressional hearings of 1978 produced a

consensus that while "politically 'active ethnic leaders'

wanted [cultural] maintenance programs, most parents ,did

not."47 As a result the 1978 renewal recNired eparental
_

majority on mandatory advisory councils -- an injection of

democratic dui process that the entrenched Hispanic political

activists bitterly resented. But as the writer Richard
,.a

Rodriguez explains in' his moving autobiographi, Hunger of

Mkory, for a Hispanie child growing up in a Spanish-speaking

household in America (in his case Sacramento i the 1950s),

groping up means necessarily and paihfully_j%wing away,

learning English while not losi,ng Spanish, Americanization

into the middle class, assimilization not into a homogenized

culture, but into a common public life in which English, as

the language of 96 percent of the body politic, is the

46Ibid, 624. See Malcolm N. Danoff, Evaluation of the
Impaet of ESEA Title VII Spanish/English Bilingual Education
Program (Palo Altg: American Institutes of Research, 1978).

47Thernstrom, 625.
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cultural cement of the extraordinary and precarious unity of

our nation of immigrants."

The Nadir of the Ethnic Politics of Education:

DQ n versity

The Carter administration's most striking symbolic

rewrd to the NEA for its vigorous campaign support in 1976

was the creetion in 1978 of a Cabinet-rank Department of

Education. The new department was presided over by a former

federal judge, Shirlequfstedtler, who was quickly captured

by the senior bureaucrats, and who in 1979 was persuaded to

issue the ukase that decreed the "Lau remedies" of

bilingual/bicultural education with no alternatives

permitted. But the nadir of ethnic politics to which that

administration was so prone is sydbolized by a bizarre two-

year Indian college called Deganowidah-Quetzalcoatl 'Univer-

sity. In 1971, a handful of militant Indians occupied a

deserted Army base near Davis, California, and eventually

persuaded the federal government to let them remain to

establish a school to teach Indians their own history,

culture, and religion. They leased the 643 acres of land at

no cost, illegally sub-leased parts of it to local farmers

and an engineering firm for $128,500 in profit, and their

college was funded by the Department of Education to the

annual tune of $489,000 in 1982 when federal auditors

"Richard Rodriguez, Hunger of Memory (Boston: Godine,

1981). Rodriguez was so tortured by the unfairness of affir-
mative action policies, which rained Ivy League professorial
offers on him while virtually ignoring his white doctoral
colleagues at Berkel'ey, that he declined them all and left
academe.
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reported widespread mismanagement and fraud.49 The school's

chancellor, Dennis Banks, was wanted on a felony warrant from

South Dakota, where he faced riot and assault charges

stemming from the violent demoristrations he had led at

Wounded Knee in 1973. But California's Democratic Governor,

Jerry Brown, blocked Banks' extraditon. . D-Q University had

originally promised the government that the college would

enroll at least 200 students. But since they never could

attain such an enrollment, D-Q's federally-paid administra-

tors began signing one another up as both students and

teachers in one another's.classes. Chancellor Banks taught

an fndependent study course to board chairman David

Risling. Risling, in turn, taught Banks and several trustees

in go'vernance and kanagement procedures. Dean of students

Carlos Cordero also taught Banks. D-Q's controller taught

six of this,staff in fiscal management, and the registrar

taught her assistant registrar about registration with

taxpayers paying their salaries and tuitions. And so it

went. The federal auditors visited scheduled classes in a

quest for real students, and while no students and no

teachers showed up for "Introduction to Indigenous

Counseling" or for a seminar in natural science, a course on

"Native American Law" actually produced a teacher and foutbr

its 19 Wegistered students. In all, the auditors found 39

students in classes that had 133 registered. D-Q's

president, Steven Baldy, denounced the audit as a "political

document."

But enough of horror stories. The point is that liberal

Democratic'regimes pay a sevel penalty for their traditional

49Washington Post, 13 March 1982.
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solicitude for the nation's historically exploited groups,

and that pric ! has too often taken the form of political

blackmail. Public resentment of this abuse of tax dollars

played no small part in President Carter's rejection at ihe

polls in 1980. It As still too soon to pass judgment on the

education policies 0, the Reagan administration, although the

early returnsoksuggeSt a few tentative conclusions. One is

that the Reganite hostility to a strong federal role in

education (beyond defense-related R&D) 4s not sharedo by a

congressional majority that clings with surprising tenacity

to the consensus forged during the Kennedy-Johnson years,

that survived and even prospered under the Nixon and Ford

administrations, and that was strongly reinforced under

Carter. A second is that despite President Reag.on's "safety-

net" rhetoric, hiS budgetary and programmatic insensitivity

to the plight of the disadavantaged falls solidly in the deep

Republican tradition, and should surprise nobody. A third is

that Reagan's budget Slashes in college student) aid,

especially loans, are surprising, for this is a natural

Republican constituency of an upwardly-mobile middle class.

But given his incredible tax cut of 1981 and the resultant

record deficits of the early 1980s, perhaps the best explana-

tion comes from Willie Sutton, who was asked why he robbed

banks3 "Because that's where the money is." And yet a

fourth is that in the Reagan White House, consistent with its

rhetoric, priority goes to the private sector, and especially

to the arch-conservative constituencies represented by Bob

Jones and Brigham Young University. All this, however, must

await future historians.
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The Ambiguous and Ironical
legacy of the Kennedy,Johnson Years

The federal government has historically been more

effective at aiding higher education than' elementary-

secondary education, for reasons that this book and many

others make clear. The 1960s represents the Golden Age of

American higher education; but to stretch it to its full-

length, 19554974, consider the niagnitude of this spectacular

transformation.50 Presidents Eisenhower through Nixon, with

their Democratic Congresses, were centrally instrumental in,

this transformation, although the Kennedy-Johnson executive

policies lie at its core:

o From 1955 to 1974 the number of college
students rose from 2.5 million to 8.8
million.

o The percentage of young adults in the 18-
24 year-old cohort attending colleTe rose
from 17.8% to 33.5%.

The number of blacks attending college
rose from 95,000 to 814,000.

o' The percentage of women attending college
rose from one-third to one-half.

o In 1955, there were 400 community col-
leges, mostly vo-tech, teaching 325,000
students (averaging 800 each). By 1974,
973 community colleges were teaching 3.4
million students (averaging 3,700 each).

o The nailer of college faculty members
rose froth\266,000 to 633,000. Masters

50An excellent recent analysis of° American higher

education is George Keller, Academic Strategy (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins, 1983)
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degrees rose from 58,000 toi78,000 and
doctorates from 8,800 to 33,000.

o From 1950 to 1981, U.S. profesiors won 93
Of 173 Nobel Prizes.

Eisenhower sharply accelerated the transition with the NDEA

in 1958, and by the time Neil Armstrong walked on the moon in

1969, 1.5 million men and women had gone to college on NDEA's

student loan program, and 15,000 had- completed doctoral

degrees. The Kennedy .breakthrough in 1963 accelerated

college construction, to suCh an extent that during pne

period in the later 1960s a new community college'was opening

every week. Johnson brought the major breakthrough on

undergraduate and graduate scholarships in 1965, and also in

research fellowships and grants outside the sciences. The

National Endowment for the Arts and the Humanities have for

the most part faithfully followed the crucial model of the'

civilian peer review panel pioneered by Vannevar Bush at the

new National Science Foundation beginning in 1950, and the

two endowments have vastly enriched the nation's cultural

knowledge of its origins, its legacy, and its possible

futures.

But the greatest irony of this extraordinary era of

educational boom and commitment is that it coincided with a

disastrous 19-year stretch of plummeting SAT scores, with

American high schools graduating 300,000 functional

erates a year. Part of thiS nosedive reflects a Great

Society sucCess, with more blacks and Hispanics taking the

SAT and going to college. Part af it reflects the severe

constraints on the effectiveness of the federal aid programs

at the elementary and secondary level, as has already been

discussed - with blame apportioned to all sides. But for

most of it the federal role was largely irrelevant, for its
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cause lay in a vast tide of social change-thit flowed from

the complex interplay of social, demographic, technological,

and other forces over which the federal -goVernment had

virtually no control (excluding to some degree the

judiciary), no matter what their policies.were in the 1960s.

It was the new age of television, and of the correspond-

ing national decline of'our children'sability to read (and

hence to write), and perhaps more importantly of the decline

Of the habit of reading. rt was an age of participatory

democracy and relevance, with atrophied general education

requirements in the colleges, withering standards for math

and science and language in the high' schools, weakened

elementary school 3Rs, and trendy social studies electives.

In the public schools, at least, homework tended to

disappear, as too often did discipline and time-on-task. And

a poignant irony within the larger one involves,the expansion

of women's liberation, which by opening up professional and

business opportunities to talented women who had been long

trapped and underpaid in the classroom, thereby drained the

public schools of the bedrock core of their strength. It was

also an era of teacher unionization,'with the NEA and the

American Federation of Teachers _competing successfully to

organize the school districts. What resulted, in part, was

accelerated pay raises, but als9r strikes against the public

interest, a single-pay scale that mocked economic reality and

drove talented math and science teachers from the schools,

and,a resistance to teacher competency testing that combined

with unibn protections to make it virtually impossible to
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dismiss incompetent teachers.51 With the flight of the

talented women and the underpaid math and science teaChers,

the quality of the public school teachers fell into steep

decline. Teaching had never drawn the best students, but by

1979-80 the nation's college students planning to major in

general education scored an appalling average of.339 on the

verbal portion of the SAT test - 80 points below the already

dismal national average.52 Add to this the disruptions

inherent in the massive busing schemes ordered by federal

judges to achieve racial balance in large metropolitan school

districts, and it is easy to understand why the brighter

students whose parents could afford it fled the public

schools NI' private ones, and why the students of middle

ability who were left behind fell into precipitous academic

decline.

While Presidents Kennedy and Johnson were trying in

unprecedented ways to help the bottom fifth, which indeed

ciesperately needed help, the va,st middle, the vital center of

the public trust in its future, was beginning to collapse,

and the' top talent was fleeing to the private sector.

Arrayed against such vast social forces, the new federal

51During the period 1976-82, the city of Philadelphia
was able to dismiss only 24 of its 13,000 teachers; a typical
dismissal took two years, and involved extensive legal fees.

52Perceptive recent discussions of the causes of the
education decline include The New Republic's education issue
of 18 April 1981, and Phil Keisling's three-part series in
the Baltimore Sun, October 20, 21, and 22, 1982. Keisling
reports that when the Lemon Grove school district in southern
California gave to all of its properly degreed and certified
teachers a literacy test scaled to eighth-grade levels, 35%
flunked one or more parts.
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efforts aimed at remedial rescue were occasionally heroic,

often of limited effectiveness, and on rare occasion, were

el/4n outrageous (any bureaucracy capable of dictating the

"Lau rethedies," as Secretary of Education Shirley Hufstedtler

did in 1979, has got to be closely watched). But overall,
%

the Kennedy-Johnson initiatives were vastly overwhelmed by

the social tides that flowed around them. If the Kennedy-

Johnson administrations cannot legitimately claim credit for

successfully rescuing the Children of the poor, than at least

they gave it the first4 serious try, and neither can they

fairly be asked to shoulder a major burden of blame for

Johnny and Jane's modern inability to read and count. So the

federal interest in the quality of American education

legitimately abides with us, even against the Reagan tide.

We should learn from our history what the federal government

does well, and maximize it in our future. We should.also

learn from a critical and candid scrutiny of our history

where we seem consistently to have failed, to have iiitr far

short of our expectations, to -have- ensnaried ourselves

unprofitably in the mesh of federalism's inherent dilemma

over federal control. Future historians will eplore how

well we have learned the lessons of the past.
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ESSAY ON METHOD-AND SOURCES

Normally an essay on method would 'rich be necessary for a

study based on archival sources, because historical research

in archival evidence has been a staple over the centuries,

and I certainly claim no major breakthrough here. In the

United States since the administration pf Franklin Roosevelt,

the development- of the presidential' library system has

somewhat regionalized archival .accessito documentary evidence

from the executive branch, and the qresidential librfries in

Boston and Austin contain rich lod7s for the 1960s that are

only beginning to be tapped. Unforturnately, the important

Nikon archives remain closed through litigation. So my

research .is basically grounded Sn the Kennedy and Johnson

archives; especially the massive holdings in the LBJ

Library. But the key to my sense ,:of perspective on those

millions of White House documents ltes elsewhere -- primarily

from three sources.

The most important, and the one that I had least

anticipated at the beginning, was the archival reposito4 of

the Bureau of the Budget in ,the National Archives in

Washington, D.C. And thereby hAngs a tale. Wilbur. Cohen

loves to describe Lyndon Johnson's decision-making process as

essentially an exercise in triangu Ation. Joe Califano would

0;!-9
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typically send the president for his night reading a file of

memos JUIP of policy recommendations with an approVe/dis-

approve box, and on the major items Johnson would neither

typically approve nor disapprove. Instead, he would scribble

something ljke "Check this liwith Clifford and Fortas" L. or

with Mansfield and Russell and long, 'or whoever, always

seeking policy consensus before he committed himself.

Similarly, my research hinged on'a triangulation that I had

not initially anticipated. One party was obviously the

President and his Whtte House staff. The second was the

world of the mission agency involved in education, be it HEW,

most often USOE, but also NSF, NIH, OST, anA others. The

third would normally have involved the Copress. But the

literature on the Congress is abundant, and Congressional

hearings and votes are almost instantly available. What'I

sought was another third leg of'the policy stool for primary

research -- not the Congress, which was important,and was

attracting legions of fine Congressional scholars -- but

instead the Bureau of the Budget. The BOB files in the

National. Archives are a gold mine, especially because they

can provide that crucial i,ension of internal,, executive

branch trtangulation that Wilbur Cohen talked about, and they

tend to do so with refreshingly nonbureaucratic candor.

Typically during the mid-sixties, LBJ's semi-secret -task

forces would propose p brace of new program proposals, the

line agencies woul8 respond . nervously and sometimes

resentfully, and the &policy and program analysts in the

Adget Bureau wctuld reply with the confidence and sometimes

the cockiness that signalled the elan of a bureaucratic

elite, viewed from the perspective of their jealously-guarded

role as keepers of the institutional memory and the integrity

410' ,
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of the Executive Branch. So, like LBJ, I have enjoyed my

triangulation, but with a slightly different clientele.

Indeed, since one cannot ignore the Congress, my triangle in

eftect became a quadrangle, w4ith White House task forces

'proposing new program ideas, and with responses flowing in

from the line agencies, from the relevant Congressional

committees, and always fram the Buliget Bureau. So my book

flows from this quadrangular vortex, which makes the analysis

very complicated - but complicated it was. Nevertheless, the

evidence necessary to clarify this complex process of policy

evolution is abundant.

The oral history interviews in the presidential

libraries are an excellent and easily iccessible source of

contemporary perspective and candid_ opinion, especially

because the interviewers were usually well informed and asked

hard, Probing questions. The transcripts are usually

available on interlibrary loan. I greatly profited from

re.ading the following oral history interviews':

c.

Hugp Gardner Ackley
Lucile Anderson
David Bell
Joseph Califano
Douglass Cater
Anthony Celebrezze
Wilbur Cohen
Nolan Estes
Myer Feldman
James Gaithqx
Kermit Gordon
Samuel Halperin
Ben Heineman
Donald Hornig
Harold Howe II
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Phillip S. Hughes
Dwight Ink
Francis Keppel
Henry Loomis
Harry McPherson
John Macy
Mike Manatos
Peter Muirhead
Walter Mylecraine
Richard Neustadt
Albert Quie
Wayne Reed
Charles Schultze
David Seeley
James Sundquist
Charles Zwick
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Actually, the Califano interview is not a standard oral

history transcript, but,rather a taped interview with Robert

Hawkinson. oAt is both puzzling and regrettable that neither

Califa-mo, nor Moyers nor Sorensen left proper oral

histories. Also missing, given my research interestst are

oral history transcripts for William Cannon, Edith Green,

Wayine Morse, Carl Perkins, and Adam Clayton Powell. The

class of the Kennedy oral history collection is Myer

FelWan's unusual seven-volume interview; at the LBJ library

it is a close race for honors between Wilbur Cohen and Harry

McPherson.

Unlike most sOcial science researchers, I did not use

personal interviews as a primary substantive source of

evidence. Nevertheless, I requeste 20 interviews, and

conducted 18 of them. All were on cord, but none was

formally structured or taped. They varied widely in length

and informational value (three were by telephone; incTbding

one of the best and longesi, With James Gaither in San

Francisco), but all were helpful and are warmly appreciated

Henry Aaron
Joseph Califano
William Cannon
William Daniel Carey
Douglass Cater
Wilbur Cohen
Myer Feldman
William Friday
James Gaither
John Gardner

Samuel Halperin
Catharine Heath
Paul Hill
Harold Howe II
Francis Keppel
Joseph Laitin
Charlet Lee
Charles Radcliffe

No one refused to talk to me on the record, although I was

unfortunately unable to connect logistically with Sorensen

aneMoyers in New York.
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The heart of the presidential libraries is the White

House Central Files (WHCF), including the crucial aide

files. The chiefrepository for education legislation in the

Kennedy library is .16 the files of Myer Feldman, but the

Sorensen files are important also. In the Johnson Library,

the best source is in the rather massive files of James

Gaither (138 linear feet), but also including the files of

Bill Moyers (91 linear feet), Joseph Califano (77 linear

feet), Douglass Cater (37 linear feet), Lawrence O'Brien (35

linear feet), Harry McPherson (26 "linear feet), Fred Bohen

and Matthew Nimetz ('5 linear feet each). There is also an

education subject file of 11 linear feet, and'an important
0

series of task force files from thezGaither collection.

During his tenure as President, Lyndon Johnson directe

federal, departments and agencies to prepare narrative

histories with supporting documents for inclusion in the

presidential archives. These sixty-four administratiVe

histories 'vary widely in volume and-quality, ranging from the

eighteen volumes and twelve archive boxes on the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare, to a slim re4rt on the

Committee on Purchases of Blind-Made Products. Fortunately,

the thousand-page history of the U.S. Office of Education.is

one.of the most objective and richest in detail. The Bureau

of the Budget administrative history is also excellent.

Finally, in Washington, two important archives were

convenient to my home and University location in Maryland.

Most important was the OMB Records Division of the National

Archives. But alto important was the Office of Education

Historical Policy Files, which is essentially the remarkable

collection compiled carefully over the years by Dr. Catherine

Heath, 'and depostted in the NIE Library. The collection
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contains 131 volumes of policy-files (34 linear feet) alpha-

betically arranged by subject, approximately 600 volumes (43

linear fe-e-t0' of publications on educational topics, and

approximately 90 volumes (6, linear feet) of congressional

hearings' -and committee reports. The ERIC system of inforMa-

tion retrieval was of only modest assistance in my research,

but ERIC was understandably not constructed with a research

project' like mine in min, which connects broad policy

questions to specific archival documents. The iSecondary

sources I needeewere easily identified and availaPle, and

the rest was a matter of archival digging. ERIO4 on-thé

other hand, operates mostly in the broad middle, Nlacting

researchers with highly specific and often highly technical

questions and interests across the extraordinarily broad

spectrum of education reSearch.

Bibliographically, one should bOin °with. Fre Green-

stein, Larry Berman, and Alvin Felzenberg, Evolution of the

Modern Presidency, (Washington: American Enterprise

Institute, 1977). Thomas E. tronin deservedly owns the turf

on The State of the Presidency (Boston: "4''Little, Brown,

1980). The best guide to the Kennedy pres'idency. remains

Theodore SoOensen's Kennedy (New York: Harper's Row,

1965). There',4 is no equivalent comprehensive memoir for the

Johnson years,but Johnson's,memoir, The Vantage Point (New

York: HoltAinehart, and Winston, 1971), was coauthoredtp;

a host of aides, and the Johnson presidency is ably asseSSed

in Robert A. Divine (ed.), Exploring the Johnson 'Years

(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), especially

Divine's Chapter 1 on LBJ, and my Chapter 5'on education. By

far the best Johnson aide"Memoir is McPherson's A Political

Education (Boston: Little, Brown; 1972). Califano's A



Presidential Nation (New York: Norton, 1975) is disappoint-

ing. Eric Goldman's The Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson (New

York: Knopf, 1969) is perceptive, but it is also obviously

self-serving.

The standard contemporary studies on, education are

Stephen K. Bailey and ,tlith K. Mosher, ESEA: The Office,of

Education Administers Law (Syracuse: Syracuse University

Press, 1968); Eugene Eidenberg and Roy D. Morey, An Act of

Congress (New York: Norton, 1969); and Julie Roy Jeffrey,

Education of the Children of the Poor (Columbus: ,Ohio State

University Press, 1976). Add to that Norman C. thomas

Education in National Politics (New York: McKay, 1975); and

the able dissertation of Robert E. Hawkinson, "Presidential

Program Formulation in Education: Lyndon Johnson and the

89th Congress" (unpublished Ph.D dissertation, University of

Chicago, 1977). Also recommended is the unpublished

dissertation of Jose Chavez, "Presidential Influence on the

Politics of Higher Education: The Higher Education Act of

1965" (University of Texas at Austin, 1975). Philip Reed

Rulon has written an unconvincing defense of LBJ as(The

Compassionate Samaritan (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1981).

Since my introduction contains a biblioigraphical

analysis of the education policy literature, I will not go

into further detail here. Superior books on aspects of the

Presidency and the federal government that rim* beyond

education, and that analyze the domestic policy processes of

government, include the following: Henry Aaron, Politics and

the Professors (Washington: Brookings, 1976); Patrick

Anderson, The President's Men (Garden City: Doubleday,

1968); Thomas E. Cronin and Sanford d. Greenberg (eds.) The

Presidential Advisory System (New York: Harper & Row, 1969);
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Richard F. Fenno, Jr., Congressmen in Committees (Boston:

Little, Brown, 1973); Otis L. Graham, Jr., Toward a Planned

Society (New York, Oxford, 1976); Hugh Heclo, A Government of

Strangers (Washington: Brookings, 1977);. Stephen Hess,

Organinizing the Presidency (Washington: Brookings, 1976);

Richard Tanner Johnson, Managing the White House (New York:

Harper. & Row, 1974); Louis W. Koening, The Chief Executive

(New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1975); Sar A.

Levitan and .Robert Taggert, A Promise of Greatness

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976); Emmette S.

Redford and Marlan Blisset, Organizing the Executive Branch

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981); Francis E.

Rourke, Bureaucracy, Politics, and PutIlic Policy (Boston:

Little, Brown, 1969); Harold Seidman, Politics, Position, and

Power (New York: Oxford, 1970); and James L. Sundquist,

Politics and Policy: The Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson

Years (Washington: Brookings, 1968).

Superior articles in the same category are: William D.

Carey, "O'residential Staffing in the Sixties and Sevent4es,"

Public Administration Review XXIX (September/October 1969),

450-58; Thomas E. Cronin and Norman C. Thomas, "Educational

Policy Advisors and the Great Society, Public Policy (Fall

1970); Nathan Glazer, "On Task Fording," The Public Interest
7

(Spring 1968), 40-45; Hugh Heclo, "Issue Networks and the

executiv Establishment," in Anthony King (ed.), The New

American olitical System (Washington: American Enterprise

Institute, 1978); Hugh Heclo, "The OMB and the Presidency,"

The Public Interest (Winter 1975), 80-98; William

Leuchtenburg, "The Genesis of the Great Society," The

Reporter (April 21, 1966), 36-39; Richard E. Neustadt, "The

Presidency and Legislation: The Growth of Central Clear-
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ance," American Political Science Review 48 (1954), 641-71;

[Hugh Sidey] "The White House Staff vs. the Cabinet: Hugh

Sidey Interviews Bill Moyers," Washington Monthly (February

1969), 2-8, 78-50; Nancy Kegan Smith, "Presidential Task

Force Operation During the Johnson Administration," mimeo-

graph, LBJ Library, 26 June 1978; Norman C. Thom's, "Presi-

dential Advice and Information: Policy and Program Formula-

tion," Law and Contemporary Problems 35 (Summer 1970), 540-

72; Norman Thomas and Harold Wolman, "The Presidency and

Policy Formation: The Task Force Device," Public Administra-

tion Review 29 (*itembier/October 1969), 459-70; James Tobin,

"The Political Economy of the 1960's" in David C. Warner

(ed.), Toward New Human Rights (Austin: Lyndon B. Johnson

School of Public Affairs, 1977), 33-50; James Q. Wilson, "The

Rise of the Bureaucratic State," The Public Interest 41 (Fall

1975), 77-103; and Adam Yarmolinsky, "Ideas Into Programs,"

The Public Interest 2 (Winter 1966), 70-79.

These are superior guides to the hard questions and the

central debates of the 1960s, but they are no substitute to

archival digging in the primary sources.


